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Office Memorandum
UNDPIWORLD BANK RWSG

TO: Robert Boydell, RWSG- SA
Barbara E. Evans, RWSG - SA
Brian Grover, Headquarters
Vincent Gouarne TWUWS

FROM:Tova Maria Solo,4'
A.K. Sengupta

DATE: 2 March, 1997

RE: Visit to Delhi and to State of Rajasthan to Assess
Possible Pilot Projects Jbr Strategic Sanitation Assistance

Back to QJice Report

As per our terms of reference of 5 February, 1997, we visited the cities of Bharatpur and Dholpur, two district
capitals of the state of Rajasthan between the 26th of February and the first of March, 1997. We complimented
the site visits with consultations with various government officials as well as with representatives from USAID
and from the private sector. Our overall findings, which follow in section 1 of this report, have led us to
conclude that there exist ample possibilities to develop pilot strategic sanitation projects in both cities. We have
summed up our recommendations on what actions to take in section 2. Annexes I and 2 contain reports of
persons met with and of basic statistics from Bharatpur, Dholpur and Churu.

1. Findings

* Both towns present clear needs for intervention in the area of sanitation. Furthermore, their high rates of
population growth indicate the problems will be worsening in the near future. At the same time, neither city's
situation appears to be insurmountable and the design and implementation of a simple action plan could make an
important difference in each case.

* Slum growth does not appear to be out of control. It is indeed the case that squatters are forming unplanned
settlements on government land. But the fact that they are given de facto residency rights means that they are
investing in housing and making site improvements. Lot sizes are generous, and an informal land market exists
so slum dwellers can recover investments in capital improvement. Privately owned slums or tenements do not
exist.

* Both towns are well served with water, a fact which has a positive impact on health, but actually makes a
strategic sanitation intervention imperative since no drainage is provided for the ample water supply. The
Rajasthan Public Health Engineering Department has plans to expand and to rehabilitate the water supply system
in both cities within the next year and a half. The possibility of combining a sanitation and water supply
program to take advantage of excavation works makes development of a sanitation project very attractive.

* Both towns have newly elected municipal councils ( 1.5 to two years served out of five year terms.) The
council members are the first to be elected to their positions in 25 years. They bring to their office an eagerness
to serve and also an awareness of local problems.

* The chairpersons of the municipal councils in both towns, supported by other council members and deputy
engineers, assure us that sanitation is considered a priority problem. Both requested assistance in preparing a



sanitation assistance strategy and projects for dealing with sanitation city-wide. Both expressed their interest in

implementing such projects, but reiterated their need for technical assistance in developing them.

At the same time, the sanitation situations of both cities share similar problems:

* Both towns are benefiting from a variety of national and state government programs, among them the "Low-

Cost Sanitation Project" which provides pour flush double pit latrines free of charge to families designated by

local municipal governments. While the program is designed to replace the night soil scavenging system

currently in use, the pit latrines are not necessarily the best technical solution and other options are not discussed

with beneficiaries (although actual placement of latrines was worked out with individual families.)

* Both towns present serious problems of gray w\ater disposal. While there is an evident tradition of citywide

drainage dating back from Mogul times, the drains are currently serving as open collectors for stagnant gray

waters, not to mention as breeding grounds for mosquitoes and other bacteria distributed throughout (mainly the

poor) residential neighborhoods. The drainage system has not been updated to carry domestic waste waters, nor

has any treatment of waste waters been introduced or contemplated. Furthermore, since sanitation and drainage

remain somewhat of a no-man's responsibility between street sweeping (municipality) and water supply (state)

neither town has developed effective systems for cleaning and maintaining drains.

* Neither town has any system, private or public, for solid waste collection or disposal. Bharatpur is more

aware of the situation since it houses several hospitals and the city council is concerned for toxic and hospital

wastes.

* The state of Rajasthan has no history or pricing and/or charging for sanitation services at any level. The

system used in financing water supply does not offer useful guidance since PHED installs water free of charge to

curbside for families in areas approved by the master plan. It provides standpipes at a rate of one for sixty

families for the rest. Water use is priced at a flat rate estimated by the State Ministry at 1/3 its production cost,

as calculated by PHED. Sanitation is theoretically covered by the municipal government through local "octroi"

and "house" taxes. While the municipal councils can control these revenues and apply them to invest in as well

as to operate sanitation systems, the "bundling" of costs leaves little incentive to calculate or to conserve costs, or

to understand who is actually paying for sanitation services.

Similarities notwithstanding, we note the following important differences between the two cities:

* While enjoying a rich history and urban features, Bharatpur suffers from a low-lying site and a high water

table leading to periodic floods which cover the entire city (up to the second floor) and regular percolating up of

septic tanks during rainy seasons. Recovery of the city's original drainage system and flood control based on

two interconnected moats built in the 18th century, could open the city up to tourist development since it is

already on the "Agra/Jaipur" route and borders on the National Bird Sanctuary which draws international as well

as national tourism. The two moats which circle first the palatial fort of the founding Maharaja and second the

original city, could be restored for recreational purposes while also serving to treat waste waters. The

development of a strategic sanitation plan should define actions both city wide and ward-by-ward taking flood

control and moat restoration as pivotal issues. Bharatpur's city council has made remarkable strides toward

increasing its revenue base. It has raised the house tax fourfold in three years and has now generated enough

income to begin a slum improvement program to bring roads and storm drainage to low-income neighborhoods.

Besides these fiscal improvements, the city can also benefit from special programs offered by the Historic Trust

(IHS) and the Tourism Institute, when it comes to financing a city-wide sanitation project.

* Dholpur does not have the same physical problems as Bharatpur in terms of flooding or open drainage. But

neither does it have Bharatpur's economic base or tourism possibility. The city council in Dholpur is advancing

only timidly toward resolving its financial problems. The house tax has not been reassessed for eighteen years,



implying that over half the citizens pay nothing toward municipal maintenance (or sanitation) and the council

seems loath to move to generate more incomes. At the same time the municipal workers have resisted attempts

to monitor their activities while refusing to allow the city to contract out independent maintenance teams.

2. Consultations with Government

We met also with the Joint Secretary at the Ministry of Urban Development and with the Principle Secretary of

the Public Health and Engineering Department of Rajasthan. The Joint Secretary, Mr. Minhas emphasized his

Ministry's interest in a broad view of sanitation, not one limited to collection of fecal waste but one which would

encompass all environmental aspects. He also supported an initiative in Rajasthan, a fact which leads us to

recommend concentrating RWSG efforts in that single state. Given the support from a key Ministry, not to

mention the transaction costs attached to the alternative proposal of supporting a variety of cities in different

states, we recommend that RWSG carry out an intermediate cities SSA pilot in Rajasthan.

On that same subject, Mrs. Bhatnagar, Principle Secretary to PHED, reminded us that a third Rajasthan city,

Churu, has also been recommended for SSA by the State Government. She also emphasized PHED's concern

with community consultation and participation as a key for successful sanitation and she remarked that a team of

community experts has been working in Jaipur with the Consulting firm SOFAGE in preparation of a water and

sewer project for Jaipur. , with long-term and follow-up work. She also pointed out the need for an IEC

component (information, education and communication) programs on long term basis in the project area.

We also discussed the IDA-assisted project currently under preparation for Jaipur with PHED engineers. The

design currently being developed for feasibility studies will call for a water born sewer system in developed

sectors of Jaipur, and pour flush pit latrines in poor areas. It does not appear that the project will be developing

a strategic plan, or indeed a plan aimed at environmental health, for the poor areas. The project could benefit

from RWSG input at this stage.

3. Recommendations:

The RWSG Program should come to agreements with Municipal Councils of Bharatpur, Dholpur and Churn
2

with the PHED of Rajasthan and with other concerned Ministries and agencies to define a mutual assistance

plan to develop and to carry out:

i) city wide sanitation strategy based on a drainage plan (and flood-control rehabilitation in the case of

Bharatpur) to deal with storm waters and gray waters, on an action plan for solid waste collection and disposal

and on long-term plans for waste water treatment and for the establishment of a structured revenue base to

support sustainable sanitation services;

ii) On a ward by ward basis, plans to improve environmental health and sanitation and to design effective

systems for operation and maintenance in consultation with the respective communities.

This implies the following assistance strategy:

i) Formation of local task forces representing the municipality and appropriate departments to supervise the

work of teams provided by RWSG to each city with both engineering and community development skills.

Following a visit and positive findings
2 Other agencies to be involved are: Urban Improvement Trust; Irrigation Department (for Bharatpur), Health Department,

and for Baharatpur, Historic Trust, Tourism Bureau and Forestry Department.



ii) Technical assistance to introduce alternative schemes for gray water and fecal disposal. At present the PHED

norms call for pour flush double pit latrines or full water-borne sewer systems. Assistance is required to analyze
alternatives which provide for storm water and gray water collection, treatment and disposal, in complement to,

or instead of the existing systems and to design a long term plan for city-wide sanitation.

iii) Assistance in community organization to identify residents' reactions to the existing sanitation problems and

to develop a process for neighborhood definition of solutions to the basic issues of drain maintenance, solid

waste collection and disposal, and fecal collection and disposal.

iv) Assistance in and financing for development and realization of a neighborhood sanitation project in up to

three neighborhoods (up to 250 households) per city.

v) Assistance in developing a financially viable project to deal with city-wide sanitation and in identifying the

best combination of funding from public, private and grant sources to support recommended investments, .

vi) Training in three areas: in environmental health and hygiene at a local level; in municipal finance, investment

and cost recovery, at the level of the municipal council and PHED; and in maintenance operations at the level of

the municipal council.

4. Immediate Actions to be Taken

1. The RWSG-SA office should develop a preliminary budget for technical assistance (including pilot

neighborhood projects) and a draft project description.

2. Following a visit to Churu, the RWSG-SA office should draft a letter to the municipal councils of Bharatpur,

Dholpur and Churu, copies to PHED and other appropriate agencies, offering RWSG services and outlining the

proposed activities.

3. RWSG-SA should contact UNDP/Delhi and ODA in the first instance to request support for the Rajasthan

intermediate cities initiative. It should also look into other sources of support for the technical assistance from

ITN, from AusAID and from WaterAid in India. For support in community organization and participation it

should look into the possibility of local and international NGOs. For support in municipal and finance issues

RWSG-SA should approach the UMP program managed jointly by UNDP and the World Bank.

4. RWSG at headquarters will look into possible sources of funding for technical training for the on-site teams in

alternative technologies and in community participation. In particular RWSG will approach Dutch trust funds

through the Bank loan to Jaipur and the Environmental Health Project via USAID and UNDP in New York.

RWSG headquarters will also make contact with USAID/Delhi to inquire about the possibility of their support

for the project. RWSG at headquarters will also make contact with UMP at headquarters to inquire about joint

support, or about alternative programs for urban management assistance.

5. RWSG at headquarters should contact Mr. T. Herman, task manager for the Jaipur project, to exchange

information and ideas about the Rajasthan initiative. At the same time RWSG-SA should contact Mr. S. Sarkar

at the Resident Mission to discuss possible collaboration with project preparation.



5. Risks

We foresee the following risks involved in the proposed pilot "SSA Initiative for Intermediate Cities in
Rajasthan":

* Financing City-Wide Investments in Strategic Sanitation Although we understand that there are assurances

of interest from HUDCO, and possible financing sources from ILFS as well, we should take care not to raise

expectations in case easy financing is not forthcoming, or in case the financial costs of a proposed city-wide

sanitation project prove too expensive for the cities in the project. For the purposes of the initiative, which

would carry the cities through design, feasibility and, presumably, through loan proposals in the first instance, we

should assure sufficient funds to carry out all studies and in addition to finance small scale investments in one to

three neighborhoods of each of the subject cities. Since the step from project design to project financing and

implementation tends to be a time-consuming one, we should be sure to leave something concrete on the ground,
lest the time lapses discourage interest in the interim.

* Interdepartmental Coordination The proposed initiative must rely on coordination and on inputs from a

range of government agencies. Failure to gain their support could jeopardize the success of any strategic plan.

RWSG-SA should make it clear from the outset that the initiative invites the participation of all stakeholders, but

that it regards the municipalities as lead coordinators. The organization of stakeholders should be made clear in

the formation of task forces or advisory groups to receive and comment on the reports of the local teams and to

meet in a timely way to participate in the initiative.

* Creation of Expectations As with any outside intervention, the proposed "SSA Initiative for Intermediate

Cities in Rajasthan" runs the risk of creating misunderstandings among local administrators and government

officials, particularly with respect to funding. Although the limits of the initiative have been captured well by

both Mrs. Bhatnagar of PHED and Mr. Minhas of the Ministry of Urban Development, other officials may tend

to assume that RWSG is offering grants in aid or investment funds. RWSG-SA should reiterate the scope and

limitations of the proposal in its next communications with the municipalities (copied to other stakeholders). A

published budget and /or action plan for the planning initiative should be published and made available to

stakeholders throughout the initiative. again to avoid misunderstandings and creation of unrealized expectations.

* Identifying Qualified Local Team(s) The project's success will depend on finding a professional team

capable of carrying out the design, planning and community work needed, and gaining the support and

collaboration of the municipality and other stakeholders in the process. The team may need support in

developing a financially viable project. The task calls for a seasoned engineer or generalist project manager,

with experience and abilities in working with community and local groups, and an experienced municipal

organizer, community health organizer or social planner, with know-how in water and sanitation issues. RWSG-

SA has funds to pay for 54 weeks, or six months for two qualified persons to work on site. This funding should

be supplemented by making use of the programmed local and national workshops on urban sanitation to present

alternative sanitation solutions (both city-wide and community laevel) to a team of experts and stakeholders and

to resolve issues in each of the project cities. Funding for background work should be used to support research

activities, data gathering and community inputs which will help to define technical alternatives for a strategic

sanitation approach. In addition, international experts can be brought in to share their experiences and to help

train, orient and support the local team.



CC:\ RWSG Field Managers; RWSG Headquarters Team; Heinz Unger, ASTEN; Michael Whitbread, SA2AW;
Shyamal Sarkar, World Bank Resident Mission to Delhi; Earl Kessler, USAID Mission to Delhi;
M.Mauerstein-Bail UNDP-NY



UNDP-WORLD BANK WATER & SANITATION PROGRAM
Regional Water & Sanitation Group -South Asia

Office Memorandum

DATE: December 27, 1996

TO : Robert Boydell, Regional Manager, RWSG-SA

FROM: Charles Pendley, Sector Planner, RWSG,SALT

SUBJECT: BTOR, Mission to Bangladesh, December 13-20, 1996

1. As per terms of reference dated December 6, 1996, 1 traveled to Dhaka and provided support to the
Bangladesh Country Team (BCT) in preparing TOR for special studies and monitoring formats as a
follow-up to the recent HTMP Review Mission, TOR for a soci-economic feasibility study to be
funded by SDC as part of the RWSS Project Preparation for low-water table areas and a funding
proposal for sector program support. Ms. Saba Siddiqi, Communication and Information Officer,
RWSG-SA, New Delhi, was on Mission in Dhaka from December 17-20, and will be reporting
under a separate BTOR.

2. 1 represented RWSG-SA, New Delhi, at the launching of ITN-Bangladesh at Bangladesh
University of Engineering and Technology (BUET) on December 19 and held discussions
with BCT, Danida, BUET staff, consultants and the educational advisor on strategy and operational
issues related to ITN. It was learned that a ITN Management Committee had recently been
formed by BUET to deal with administrative and logistic matters relating to the functioning of
ITN. One of the three consultants (technology consultant) had started work, and the other two
(Community Development and Coordinator and Training Consultant), will report by January 1997.
BCT was requested to reinforce all parties' understanding of financial and accounting rules,
regulations and responsibilities from the outset to prevent unnecessary misunderstandings arising
during implementation. The interface between the respective management cultures of BUET and
the ITN, the "dual allegiance" problem faced by coopted BUET staff and provision of logistic
support to the ITN Team will be subject for close attention by RWSG-SA, Dhaka in the months
ahead.

3. The Launch was well attended by a broad representation of supporters and future clients of
ITN. The Working Sessions confirmed that the ITN was seen by key partners (DWASA, Chittagong
WASA, DPHE, LGED. UNICEF, UNDP and others) as filling an important gap in human resources
development in water, sanitation and waste management fields in Bangladesh at a time when this
gap was negatively impacting further development in these sub-sectors. Several specific "demands"
for services, including training of trainers, training advisory support and coordination of present
disparate training activities from ITN were made by participants. A representative from RMB
suggested that ITN's services could be sought to support training and HRD requirements of
upcoming World Bank urban/water projects. It is thus apparent that ITN meets an actual demand,
and the onus is now on ITN to develop a product and service line along with staff competencies
which respond to these demands. This is the challenge ahead for ITN-Bangladesh.



4. Myself and the Team Leader, BCT, atended contact meetings with present and prospective partners.
i.e. RMB. Danida. SDC, UNICEF, UNDP, ADB and EU. These meetings confirmed that the
conditions are now favorable for a larger role for RWSG-SA, Dhaka in the future development of
activities in the rural and urban water and sanitation sub-sectors in Bangladesh. and in supporting
GOB in developing a uniform set of policies and strategies in these areas. Specifically. ADB
expressed an interest in collaborating with RWSG-SA, Dhaka in developing an inventory of urban
activities as a lead-in to an updated urban situation analysis and further downstream activities such
as project formulation.

5. I met with Arun Banerjee and Zahed Khan from RMB and BCT to firm up plans for the planned
WSS sector work. Decisions reached and deadlines agreed at this meeting are reflected in the
debriefing notes (section 2) attached as an annexure to this BTOR. In addition to support from
SA IIN, Danida has arlier expressed interest in supporting specific parts of this activity, such as a
taskforce/working groups within GOB. It was agreed that RMB/RWSG-SA would ensure that
support from SAL IN and Danida would be complementary and mutually reinforcing, as expressed in
the support matrix presented as an annexure to this BTOR.

6. 1 attended a meeting of the Informal Donor's Group on Water and Sanitation hosted by RWSG-SA,
Dhaka on December 18. After some discussion on the role and functions of the group, it was
decided in principle that RWSG-SA, Dhaka would be the coordinator of the Group for the
coming six months, and that RWSG-SA, Dhaka would draw up a proposed work plan for the group
for this period. I agreed to share a copy of the TOR for the UN Interagency Working Group on
Water and Sanitation which RWSG-SA, New Delhi, presently chairs.

7. In accordance with the TOR, I prepared and delivered tools to assist the Team Leader in monitoring
and reporting planned and actual progress of the growing number of activities under BCT's
purview. A spreadsheet to be updated at least monthly is attached as an annexure to this BTOR.

8. Re the Second Asia Regional Consultation on Large Scale-RWSS Projects, tentatively planned to
be held in Manila in October 1997, and co-hosted by the Program and ADB, SDC agreed in
principle to support the participation of 2-3 national participants and one staff member from
SDC, Dhaka. Such support from ESA's will be essential for addressing the present funding gap and
ensuring adequate representation of national staff at this event.

9. A brief wrap-up meeting was held on the last day of the mission with the Team Leader, BCT.
Agreed actions, responsibilities and deadlines are presented as an annexure to this BTOR.

cc: Gross, TWUWS; Robinson, Kamkwalala (SAlIN); Landell-Mills, Banerjee (RMB); Kabir,
RWSG-SA, Dhaka; Minnatullah, Siddiqi, RWSG-SA, Delhi.



DEBRIEFING MEETING WITH RJVSG-SA - DHAKA, DECEMBER 20, 1996

Agreed Actions/Responsibilities/Deadlines

Donor Coordination

WSS Informal Donor Group coordination role - CP to send TOR for IAWG in India to BK

Sector Work

1. IM to be submitted to SA IIN by January 15. Budget to include value of RWSG-SA's
inputs (KM to assist in finalizing IM during upcoming visit)

2. Updated Situation Analysis by end March 1997.

3. Strategy study completed by July 1.

4. Sector Steering Committee to be convened by January 15 based on commitments expressed to
Secretary, MLGRD&C and HR's TOR

5. Interministerial Policy Review Committee (IPRC) to be convened and inaugural meeting held
by March 15 (BK)

6. Proposal for Danida support to be submitted by Dec. 31 to allow time for processing by
Danida based on draft proposal already prepared (TOR for Interministerial Committee to be
added by BK).

ITN

1. Proceedings from Inaugural and Working sessions to be prepared by rapporteurs and
distributed to all participants (include text of speeches by Minister, Danida, WB,)

2. Establish cross-links with relevant global allies (IRC, SKAT, SANDEC, WEDC, etc.) (CP)

3. Saba to send PROWWESS/EDI/AV materials

4. Establish and communicate financial/accounting rules to BUET/ED/Danida (IH)

5. Monitor time inputs by BUET staff informally and formally (timesheets for consultants)

6. CP can assist in contact with Danida Advisor if needed

7. Formalize ITN management committee at BUET (BK)

8. Document responses by BCT to requests for assistance as input to future reviews (IH)

9. Proposal for MLGRD&C and DoE to be included in Board should be taken up at next Board
meeting. ICDDR,B to be considered as a board member.



Regional/National SSP Workshop

1. Invite ITN and ICDDR.B to workshops

Special studies

1. Draft TOR prepared for study of non-functioning Tara pumps in Mirzapur (HTMP)

2. Draft training quality format prepared for CF training monitoring (HTMP)

3. Draft proposal for socio-economic feasibility study prepared (SDC)

4. Urban sector profile to be prepared for ADB (I week TA's time)

LWT Project Preparation

I. Meeting on December 22, working group to commence work asap thereafter, budget should be
prepared

2. Possible extension to include thana and rural growth centers (EU). This would require
approval by SDC and additional resources from EU. Bill Tuck to discuss possible
collaboration with Walter.

HTMP

I. Written response to Review Mission's Report to Danida by December 26.

2. Consultants to Technology, Acceptability, Marketing Study to be engaged

3. Strategic monitoring formats to be prepared (CP) based on work plan prepared by BCT

4. Supervisory visits by IH/BK (BTOR shared with Danida)

5. KM to assist in refining workplan during next visit

SWM Activities- Khulna (Private-public-NGO Partnerships in SSP with SWM as entry point)

1. Prepare reply to JK/CB's BTOR asap

2. Prepare workplan and TOR for NGO Intermediation (Prodipon) submit to RMB/SDC

3. Meet KCC and obtain consent (HR/TA) BTOR to be shared with RMB, CB, JK, SDC

4. Engage NGO



DSK Contract

I. Send latest progress report to RWSG-SA

2. Prepare tirst-class documentation for President's visit (SS to assist)

Future Collaboration

UNDP

. BK to visit Kishorganj in January 1997.

2. BK to explore opportunities for collaboration on Bogra WSS component (BARD)

UNICEF

1. Finalize TOR/workplan for RWSS learning (Obtain draft of Maggie Black's study in January)

2. Obtain draft of WES Workplan for 1997 and share revised BCT Workplan for CY 1997 with
UNICEF

EU

1. RWSS Project Preparation Report reviewed by CP.

2. Project preparation for LWT area with SDC possibly to be expanded to include thana and rural
growth centers (additional resources required from EU)

Italian Embassy

BK to make courtesy call, explore opportunities for collaboration in project design, advisory
support (Give annual report.)

CIDA

BK to follow up (Send Annual Report)

OECF/JICA

BK to make courtesy call (invite to Informal WSS Donor Forum meetings)

ICDDR,B

1. BK to make courtesy call/should be invited to IDF meetings

2. Share workplans for CY 1997



Duckweed

BK to prepare response to PLM1 Copy to ITN and RWSG-Delhi

Upcoming Missions

Final review - Chonouhani/Lakshmipur Municipal WSS Pilot Project (Danida) - CP to
participate from January 12-26, 1997

Communication

Distribute Annual Reports and revised Work Plan to RMB/key Sector Donors/GOB/other
strategic partners

Planning

Activity status report format prepared - to be sent monthly along with timesheets to RWSG-SA,
Delhi

Update Task Planning Sheets/staff time allocation matrix, send to Delhi asap

Prepare workplan for TA for next six months - share with SDC

Resources

1. Two proposals to SDC (HQ and country level) to be tracked by CP

2. HQ proposal approved by Danida's Board on Dec. 11 (approximately $2.5m to support
RWSG-SA 1997-2001)

3. Country level

-SDC - already submitted, being processed at SDC HQ
-Danida ($65,000 for Sector Program Support, to be submitted by Jan. 1)
-SAlIN (for RWSG-SA's staff inputs to IM and Sector Study)
-UNDP (advisory support to design and monitoring of WSS interventions in Bogra - to

be prepared by BK)
-EU (possible additional resources for LWT PP exercise) Bill Tuck to clarify after return
from Brussels in mid-January)

-ADB (TA up to $100,000 for Urban WSS strategy/project identification activity to
follow preparation of urban inventory by BCT)

Other

1. SDC agreed in principle to support 2-3 participants to attend RWSS Consultation in Manila in
Oct. 1997 (Walter plus two national participants)



SheetI

ACTIVITY STATUS REPORT - BANGLADESH
1997

Planned Milestones
Actual Milestones

ACTIVITY Completion January February March Apri May June Jul Remarks

Regional
*

SSP Workshop Feb-97

*
Reg. Adm. Meeting Jan-97

National
Sector Advisory Support

SDTF (GOB) Start
IM/Sector Study (WB) Start

HRD Capacity-building-ITN

Rural
LWT Project Prep.
HTMP

Implementation
Strategic Monitoring
Functionality Study
Tara Technology Assessment

RWSS Learning
Socioeconomic Feasibility Study
Advisory Support-Bogra (UNDP)

Urban
NGO intermediation-Dhaka (DSK)
SWMP-Khulna
Support to MSP

*
SIP Case Study

le 1
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FAX Transmittal Sheet TRANSMITTED
Dat- DEC 18 1996

UNT)P-World Bank Water & Sanitation Program

DEC 23 1996 Regional Water and Sanitation Group /nPR Co,)
55, Lodi Estate, P. 0. Box 416

New Delhi 110 003, India
FAX Number: (91-11) 462 8250 PA s &Ar 'o)

TEL: (91-11) 469 0488/9, TELEX: 31-61493 IBRD IN A v

To: Ms Marie Robinson, Chief SALIN

cc: Mr Graeme Lee, SAlIN

Mr Fakhruddin Ahmed, SA1DR

Mr Brian Grovcr, Program Manager, TWUWS

Mr Robert Boyd , Regional Manager, RWSG-SA (HQ visitor)

From: K M Minna ah, Regional Program Officer, RWSG-SA

Date: December 18, 1996

Subject: Sri Lanka - Community Water Supply & Sanitation Project

CR.2442-CE, Mid-term Review Mission, Aide Memoire

Pages including this sheet (1+32) Message No. 96/ 3397

Marie,

Please find herewith final draft of the MTR Aide-Memoire for the Community Water Supply

and Sanitation Project (CR.2442-CE).

The Project implementation is going very well and to our satisfaction. In this project, we are

very much encouraged to note that partnership with NGOs can work. This could serve as an

example of a well designed project, with well managed implementation and full support from

the Government.

I will send the full supervision report in few days. We have shared the Aide-Memoire with

Mr Bcntjcrodt already.

Regards,

Transmission authorized by K M Minnatullah, Acting Manager, RWSG-SA
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FINAL DRAFT
SRI LANKA

COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION PROJECT (CR. 2442-CE)
MID-TERM REVIEW MISSION

AIDE MEMOIRE. DECEMBER 1996

Introduction

1. A mission from the International Development Association (TDA) visited
Colombo Sri Lanka from November, 28 to December 10, 1996 to conduct the. Mid-term
Review of the Community Water Supply and Sanitation Project (CWSSP). The mission
comprised Mcssrs./Mmes. K M Minnatullah (mission leader, RWSG-SA), Graeme Lee
(SA]IN). Nandini Gunewardena (ASTHR), and Miriam Witana (RMSL). The mission
visited 6 schemes in RatnapuIra and Matara Districts, held discussions with 20
Community Based Organizations (CBOs), 10 Parnner Organizations (POs), staff of the
Regional and Central offices of the Community Water Supply and Sanitation Project Unit
(CWSPU), Chainnan and staff of the National Water Supply and Drainage Board
(NWSDB), Director General of the External Resources Department (ERD), and the
Secetary Ministry of Housing Construction and Public Utilities (MHC&PU). The
mission also met with the donor agencies including the UNDP, GTZ. The mission
wishcs to thank the members of the CBOs, POs, and all the officials for their
participation, support and hospitality. The findings of the mission are as follows, and is
sub ject to confirmation of the IDA Management. A list of persons met is attached as
Annex- 1.

Sunnary

2. As of October 1996, a total of 830 Village Water Supply and Sanitation (VWSS)
projects have been launched, with about 144(17%) completed. These 830 projects which
cover approximately 2500 villages meet over 90% of the target of 2700 villages as
outlined in the SAR. With 144 VWSS projects completed 432 villages have already
rcccived water supply. Over 7000 latrines and 41 School Water Supply and Sanitation)
scheocs have been constructed. One Small Town Water Supply and Sanitation
(STWSS) project has also been completed for 600 households.

3. The project's construction phase could be completed prior to project closing in
about 850 VWSS schtmes, 45,000 lauinoes and 1,200 schools, and 17 STWSS schemes,
su:fficient to meet the targeted population coverage. Fimacial forecasts prepared for the
completion indicate that a significant increase in funding is required in 1997, and reflect
some adjustment from original cost estimates in terms of category of expenditure but
remain generally consistent with total costs as estimated in US$ and SDR terms.

(Technical assistance and hygiene education components are reduced, and program
development and water supply scheme expenditures are increased.)
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-1. Cash fow continued to remain the major cortstraint and caused delays in
launching and completion of water supply, sanitation and school sub-components of the
pro ject However, CWSPU obtained supplementary allocation of Rs. 40 million over the
origJnal allocation of Rs. 40 million, plus Rs. 15 million Reimbursable Foreign Aid
(RFA) during FY 1996.

5. About 66% of the project period has elapsed during which 36% (approximately 6
million SDR) has been disbursed. Disbursemcnt has more than doubled during 1996 as
compared to 1995 and is continuing to accelerate. The disbursement lag against the SAR
estimates is SDR 3.5 million (30%) as of December 6, 1996. The disburscment schedule
in the SAR was based on linear projections. However, the project design for
participatory, adaptive and partnership approach required piloting, refincment of
procedures, followed by scaling-up. Such implementation rcquires an exponential
projection with an initial lag phase which has been confirmed by the project expenditures
and the recent take off experienced by the project since 1995. It has been agreed with
The Government of Sri Lanka (GOSL) to rcvise the disbursement schedule to meet
project forecast for the remaining project period.

6. The GOSL noted that the 1997 counterpart funding requirement (Rs. 240 million)
would significantly exceed the agreed budget for 1997 (Rs. 80 million plus Rs. 30 million
RFA). It was confirmed that tbe total 1997 budget would be available to CWSPU Jrom
the. s(tart of the year, and that its utilization would be monitored and arrnmecments made
,Ior additional fundine from about March or April 1997. as required. IDA allocation for
1997 would be in the order of Rs. 580 million. The Government also noted that its total

contribution to the project would amount to some Rs. 390 million, an increase which
reflects reallocation between categories of expeonditure, and prevailing icvcls of inflation.

7. The mission confirmed that, based upon the forecast implementation plan. the
authorizcd allocation for Special Account should be increased to LJS$ 3.0 million. GOSL
has ah-cady requested IDA to increase the authorized allocation accordingly. The mission
confirmed that it would recommend to IDA management an equivalent increased
allocation for the advance to District offices. Based upon analysis of the anticipated
expenditures by category agreed with the mission, GOSL indicated that it would request
IDA to reallocate SDR I million from the unallocated category (D(A, Schedule 1,
Category 7) to Program Unit Operating Costs (DCA, Schedule 1, Category 4).

S. A consultant has been commissioned by CWSPU to re-work the project's
economic analysis to reflect actual costs and benefits based upon experience to date. The
economic analysis will be available for IDA review by February 15, 1997.

9. 79% of CWSSP Partner Organizations (POs) are NOOs, and they are
implementing 82% of the VWSS projects, while the rest are governmental and quasi-
governmental organizations. Over 90% of CBO membership has been estimated to be
among the poor (Dainis 1995), with high participation by women and youth, both in CBO
meetings (where major decisions are made), and in teims of labor contributions. The

2
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membership distribution in a sample of 25 CBOs from Matara District showed 54%
males and 46% females.

10. Hygiene education has been less than fruitful up to now., and CWSSP is in the
process of finalizing a more pragmatic, informal and simplified strategy to stimulate
behavioral change focused on a few key messages.

i1. NWSDB has completed one of the first batch of 6 pilot schemos under the
STWSS component, and the remaining 5 are expected to be completed by June, 1997.
NWSDB has provided a revised program which confirms that all schemes will be
completed by October, 1998. For pumping schemes maintained by the NWSDB, the
application of National Tariff implies about 60% less then the scheme specific user
charges. Such concessions are contrary to CWSSP policy and act as disincentive for
CBO participation in scheme specific O&M arrangements. The mission confirmed that
only 2 out of 17 schemes will fall under the NWSDB managcment due to technical

Project Status

I 2. Physical. The project is currently operational in 3 districts covering 830 Grama
Niladhari Divisions (GNDs) and 12 Small Towns, involving 86 Partner Organizations
(POs) working with 652 CBOs and reaching 663.650 pcople (approx. 147,478
households). This includes the people served under the VWSS schemes, STWSS
schemes, School Water Supply and Sanitation Program, and Village Sanitation Program.
As of October 1996, a total of 830 VWSS projects have been launched, with about 17%
completed. These 830 projects which cover approximately 2500 villages meet over 90%
of the targot of 2700 villages as outlined in the SAR. With 144 VWSS projects
completed 432 villages have already received water supply. Over 7000 latrines and 41
School WSS schemes have boen constructed. One STWSS project has been completed
For 600 households. Please see Annex-2 for details.

13. Community Development and Parlicipation. The project has also left an indelible
mark on rural social capital in Sri Lanka. The web of rural institutions (652 CBOs)
formed at the grass-roots level through partnership with local and national NGOs (86
POs) has created a collective force with a proven community ownership of assets:
a)CBC)s on the average contribute more than 25% of scheme costs, the rupCC value
contribution per household ranging between Rs. 94 to Rs. 11,746; b) participation by a
high proportion of poor households (over 90% in most CBOs); c) high participation by
youth (57%) and women (46% of CBO membership); and high involvement of NGO
partners (79%) over governmental and quasi-governmental organizations. Many of these

P0)s have by now developed best-practice methods, and CBO efforts to formalize its
cohesiveness, generate new resourefs and sustain member interest by diversifying

activities are indeed impressive. Where Operation and Maintenance (O&M) is
concerned, a number of CBOs had devised ingenious methods for reporting disruptions to
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their schemes and had developcd creative approaches to expanding the range of activities
i n order to ensure institutional sustainability: from income generation, skills development,
community upliftment, to affiliation with other national scale government funded or
donor funded projects through which members could access housing loans or financial
services for micro-enterprises.

14. Financial. At the end of September 1996, the project has spent Rs. 214 million
against a target of Rs. 215 million for the year 1996. The disbursement to date is
approximately SDR 6 million ( 36% of thc credit). The cumulative financial status upto
1996 of the project is as follows:

Program Development Rs. 94.6 Million
Water Supply Rs. 319.2 Million
Sanitation Rs. 19.3 Million
Hygiene Education Rs. 3.2 Million
Project Management
CWSPU Rs. 123.2 Million
Revolving Fund
Training Rs. 17.4 Million
PPF Rs. 19.0 Million

Technical Support Coll Rs. 109.5 Million
Studies and Research Rs. 1.6 Million
Future Project Preparation

TOTAL Rs. 707.0 Million

Project Performance

1-1. Physical. The pace of implementation was further scaled up during 1996: 401
new VWSS schemes were added (231 in 1995), 267 schemes are under construction (98
in 1995), 96 schemes have been completed (64 in 1995), and 179 schemes are at
consolidation stage (8 1 in 1995). Similarly over 70(X) latrines were completcd in 1996
(558X in 1995). Please. see Annex-3 for details. The coverage with VWSS scheme range
from 80 households to 492 households. In a sample of 43 CBOs reviewed by the
mission, 56% CBOs covered a range of 100-200 households; 23% to less than 100
houscholds; 12% to 200-300 households and 9% to 300-400 households. The majority of
projects cover a 3 4 square kilometer area. In a sample of 25 VWSS in Matara District,
59% covered an area ranging between 3-4 sq. km. 18% covered an arca greater than 5
sq.km,, while the rest covered an area smaller than 3 sq.km

15. Financial. The pace of project implementation, as reflected by its level of
expenditure, has also shown significant improvement. At the end of October 1996,
expenditure is already 50% more than in the total of 1995. Although in 1996 GOSL
initially only allocated Rs. 40 million as counterpart funding for the project, based upon
the demonstrated performance during the year this has been increased to Rs. 80 million,
plus Rs. 15 million Reimbursable Foreign Aid (RFA). Neverthcless, progress remains

4
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constrained by cash flow problems, Agreements to construct schemes which are ready
for signature are being held up duc to the non-availability of funds. CWSPU has initiated
a number of actions to address this cash flow constraint, including claiming
replenishment of its Special Account on a two weekly basis, which have liciped but which
have not resolved the problem. The increased rate of implementation justifies an increase
in the Special Account initial deposit.

Project Forecast

16. Physical. CWSPU prepared a plan for the completion of the project, based upon
thc progress of community mobilization and schemc implementation to date, which was
discussed with and reviewed by the mission. Two alternatives were discussed -- onc
assuming a continuation of current levels of performance, and one assuiing a modest
improvement in the rime taken between initiating construction and initiating the
"consolidation" phase. Both alternatives indicate that the projects construction phase
could be completed, prior to the project's closing, in about 850 schemes (sec Annex - 3
sufficient to achieve the targeted population coverage. Both alematives indicated a
further significant increase, in overall levels of construction activity, especially in 1997.

17. Financial. Forecasts have been prepared accordingly for the two options (see
Annexes 4 and 5) . As both forecasts provide for the completion of construction of 850
schemes. both are broadly similar cxcept in tenns of the timing of expenditure. They
each indicate that a significant increase in (unding is required in 1997, and both reflect
some adjustment from original cost estimates in terms of catCgory of expenditure but
remain generally consistent with total costs as estimated in US$ 24.3 million and 16.9
million SDR terms. (Technical assistance and hygiene education components are reduced.
and program development and water supply schemcs cxpcnditure are increased.)

18. The mission discussed the financial implications of the forecasts with GOSL. The
Government noted that the 1997 countetpart funding rcquirement (Rs.. 240 million)
would significantly exceed the agreed budget for 1997 (Rs. 80 million plus Rs. 30 milion
RFA). It was conirmecd that the total 1997 budget would be available to CWSPU from
the start of the 'year. and that its utilization would be monitored and arrangements made
[or additional funding from about March or April 1997. as required. The Government
also noted that its total contribution to the project would amount to some Rs. 390 million,
an increase which reflects reallocation between categories of expenditure, and prevailing
levels of inflation.

Other Findings

19. Documents Received. The following documents were received by the mission:
• CWSSP Status Report as of October 1996;
• CWSSP Progress and revised Implementation Plan:
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• CWSSP Financial Performance and Forecast
• STWSSP Status Report. Financial, O&M Consolidation;
* Draft Policy for STWSS;
• Viability Assessment for STWSSP Schcmc Management; and
• Draft report on STWSSP System Development for Management of Facilitics.

20. Response to 1995 Audit Comments. The initial findings of the study by M/s
Amerasekera and Co., which was commissioned in response to the auditor's comiicnts
on the 1995 accounts, indicate that the financial systems of CWSSP, at headquarters and
at district offices, are adequate for the purposes of the project. inprovements are
recommended to the process of prcparation of the financial statements. and for
enhancement of internal control by establishment of an internal audit function.
MHC&PU agreed to implement these improvements by December 31, 1996.

21. Special Account. The existing authorized allocation in the Special Account (US$
1.2 million) is proving inadequate to mect the project's cash flow requiremient. During
discussions with Ms. Vimala Abraham of the World Bank's Loans Deparunent it had
been agreed to increase the authorized allocation in the project's Special Account. Tih
mission confirmed that, based upon the forecast implementation plan, the authorized
allocation should be increased to US$ 3.0 million. GOSL agreed to request IDA to
increase the authorized allocation accordingly. The mission confirmed that it would
recommend to IDA management an equivalent incrcascd allocation for the advance to
District offices.

22. Adjustment of Credit Uocation by Category. Adjustments are underway to
rectify items claimed from incorrect categories of the Credit. It was confirmed by the
mission that claims for incentive grants towards the construction of latrines, under the
saniiation component, should be claimed through the respective civil works category.
Based upon analysis of the anticipatcd expenditures by category agreed with the mission,
GOSL indicated that It would request IDA to reallocate SDR I million fIroi the
unallocated category (DCA. Schedule 1,Category 7) to Program Unit Operating Costs
(DCA, Schedule 1, Category 4).

23. Economic Analysis. A consultant has been commissioned by CWSPJ to re-work
the project's economic analysis to reflect actual costs and benefits based upon experience
to date. The mission reviewed the terms of reference of the conspitants and confirmed.
that the study will recalculate the economic rate of retum: (a) for water supply and
sanitation schemes (by type as appropriate); and (b) for the project as a whole. The
analysis would be undertaken using the original methodology but with updated
parameters (wherever possible using actual costs/time savings, and including revised
estimated costs where known), and, separately, also using a modified methodology where

- considered appropriate. The economic analysis will be available for IDA review by
February 15, 1997.

6
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Community Development

24. Achievements. The project has contributed to developing rural social capital by
building capacity among CBOs (652 in all, as of today) and intermediary agencies (86
POs). The web of rural institutions which have been formed and strengthened at the
village level has created a collective force able to assumc creation, ownership, and
responsibility for safeguarding assets via high participation by women, youth and the
poor. As the CWSSP moves to the next phase of consolidation, these factors will play a
greater role in ensuring community empowerment and project sustainability. The mission
recommends a more intense focus on capacity building to enhance CBO autonomy
proritizing the O&M, and mechanisms to streamline PO bcst practice procedures. Please
see the Special Attachment on Community Development issues.

25. Partner Ornanizations (POs). At project start-up more goveruncntal (i.e.
Pradeshiya Sabhas and Divisional Secretariats) and quasi-government organizations
(MLLti-Purpose Cooperative Societies), than non-governmental organizations (NGOs)
undertook implementation. As the piloting phase progressed, NGO successes in
elfective project execution has led to their increased participation. At present about 79%
of CWSSP partners are NGOs. However. three outstanding issues limit PO's
pertormance potential:

A Given their range of size, skills and expertise. POs follow diverse (but not all
necessarily ideal) approaches in the three key phases of the project
implementation cycle: mobilization, construction and consolidation;

* Multiple constraints in diverse topographical and socio-economic contexts
delay scheme completion beyond the standard 12 month contract: seasonal
extremes of weather which hold up construction, hiccups in the funding flows
as well as in collecting user contributions, and delays in obtaining material in
the open market depending on national shortages (i.e. cement and pipes); and

• Current monitoring and evaluation (M&FE) procedures (monthly progress
reviews and overly complex M&E formats) slows down the diagnosis of
priority problems and their quick resolution, detracting from focused
interventions by project staff.

26. In order to remedy these shortcomings, and ensure optimal effectivcness during
the expected peak load in the upcoming two years, the mission recommends:

• PO best practice to be culled into a model which could be mainstreamed:
• Review/revise standard duration of PO contracts and establish a phasing out

period; and
a Use PO progress reports for troubleshooting and develop a diagnostic

approach for "problem focused" rather than comprchensive noii toring.

27. Community Based Organizations (CBOs). Over 90% of CBO membership is
from poor households (CWSPU 1995), with high participation by women and youths in
terms.' of attendance at CBO meetings (whcrc major decisions are made) and labor
contributions. A sample of 25 CBOs from Matara District showed a membership of 54%

7
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males and 46% females, 57% youths and 43% older (over 40 years) participants. Despite
CBO ingenuity in rallying community support, developing mechanisms for O&M,
generating new resources and seeking diversified activities to sustain member cohesion,
three factors affect CBO autonomy, capacity and sustainability:

• Varying capacities in managing budgets, personnel and technical issues
required for effective scheme completion influence C10 sense of dependency
on POs/CWSSP;

• Member contributions (cash, labor, material), mcchanisms for collecting user
fees and sustaining optimal O&M vary depending on the level of CBO
cohesiveness; and

• Despite common experience in water rights, resourcc management and user
conflicts, lack of generic skills in conflict resolution leads to requests for
special intervention by police. legal/local authorities, POs or CWSPU officials
on a case by case basis.

28. Since these factors in unison influence scheme sustainability, the mission
recnmmends more intense efforts to:

• Strengthen CBO skills in leadership, management, participatory and
facilitative skills;

• Enhance CBO capacity (for lessons-learned wisdom and problem solving)
through technical assistance to impart generic tools in conflict management;

• Allow for flexibility in the project duration, and member contributions over
20%;

* Facilitate shared experience among CBOs on planning for unexpected
contingencies, strategies to ensure effcctive O&M, and arrangcments to
sustain user participation; and

a Assist CBOs to build sustainabilty through linkages to govemment and donor
supported projects which would channel members to diversified activiteus
(income generation, community infrastructure, skills development and social
welfare).

29. CB0 Trainrine and Capacity Development. The CWSPU has conducted CB0
capacity development training in the three districts focusing primarily on much needed
financial management. In order to develop their sense of autonomy, CBOs require
leadership. management, participatory and facilitative skills. An analysis of the training
undertaken by CWSSP in the three projcet districts during the. third quarter of 1996.
revealed that only a small proportion of training resources arc bcing devoted to CBO
strengthening activities. Out of 65 training programs, only 12 (18%) were for CBO
personnel. These included CB0 development training, construction management,
bookkeeping skills and caretaker trining. Out of 2090 individumals trained during this
period, only about 293 (15%) were CBO personnel. In terms of cost, out of a total of Rs.
722.159 expended on training during the third quarter of 1996, only 10% (Rs. 76,162)
were devoted to training which included CBO personnel.
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30. The mission recommends that CWSSP should review its training strategy and a)
develop a standardized training package for CBOs on thc foci outlined above; b) devote
more resources to CBO training; and c) contract out some of the CBO training to POs
with proven training expertise and capacity. The mission also recommends that officials
affiliated with the project including Regional Directors be oriented on the participatory
development strategies, including the importance of developing CBO autonomy and the
need to overcome the dependency syndrome experienced by CR Os.

Hygiene Education

3 1. CWSSP's attempts to impart hygiene education has been less than fruitful up to
now due to the difficuilties in prompting behavior change in community sanitation-
practices, as confirmed by a study commissioned by CWSPIJ (June 1996). CWSPU has
begun piloting a new participatory approach which focuses on hygiene interventions
rather than on education as such. The mission recommends that CWSSP utilize this pilot
to develop a pragmatic, informal and simplified strategy focusing on a few key mressages.
The responsibility for providing hygiene interventions could be transferred to the PO (i.e.
the Community Facilitator). (BOs should also be supported to develop their own
strategies to disseminate these kcy messages through a dynamic exchange within the
comm unity.

Small Towns Water Supply and Sanitation Component

32. Progress. NWSDB has completed one of the first batch of 6 pilot Towns
coveing over 800 households, and the remaining 5 are expected to be. completed by
June, 1997. Mobilization has started in another 5 towns, while the remaining 6 towns
will be taken up by May, 1997. NWSDB has provided a revised program which
confirms that aLl schemes will be completed by October, 1998. Please see Annex- 6 for
details.

33. The mission visited the completed scheme and noted that a majority of households
are yet to get house connections. The scheme is served by tapping excess water from the
supply of a neighboring town managed by the NWSDB. As a result NWSDB is also
managing this scheme and applying NWSDB procedures to provide house connections
and National Tariff. The mission noted that this is likely to create inconsistency in the
management and operation of the schemes under the CWSSP Policy, for two rcasons: a)
For example, in another NWSDB implemented Small Town pumping scheme, which will
be maintained by the community, the estimated unit O&M charge is over Rs. 72 per
household per month, In the completed scheme the application of National Tariff will
result in a unit cost of Rs. 32. Such a concessional option is going to discourage other
communities it accept and opcrationalize a scheme specific O&M cost; and b) The
delay in providing house connections and NWSDB's active rolc in O&M. coupled with
the incentive to pay lower user charges will instill apprehension in a neighboring

9
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request private sector for training on maintenance and delivery of sparc parts. The
mission recommends that CWSPU should obtain fornal clearance of the above from the

inC' Cornmirtee in its next meeting,

cmdidate community, resulting in reluctance to contribute capital cost, encourage
dependency on NWSDB, and further stretch NWSDB resource and capacity. The mission
confirmed that only 2 out of 17 schemes will fall under the NWSDB management due to
technical reasons ( as NWSDB is already managing dic schemes from which the new
schemes were extended). The mission recommends that scheme-specific tariff should be
strictly applied in all the Small Town Water Supply schemes.

34. Small Towns Policv. The draft Policy for the small towns has bcen reviewed by
the mission. The mission confirms with appreciation that the principles of demand-
responsive approach has boen embodied in the draft Policy, including community cost.
sharing, and cornmunity responsibility for O&M. However, the Policy should be more
focused and be precise on the following project rules: a) rules for the eligibility of
Towns to participate; b) rules for cost sharing; c) rules for participation in planning,
design. implementation, and management of the schenes; and d) thc institutional
arrangements for the application of rules. A r.viscd draft will be available for TDA
review by February 15, 1997.

35. Efouipment for O&M. NWSDB has submitted a proposal for buildings and
equipment for the O&M of the Small Town Water Supply schemes. The averagc cost is
Rs. 375,000 per Town, which includes Offico & furniture ( 50%), tools and kits (40%),
and sundry (10%). The mission agrees in principle with the proposal for establishment, of
a properly functional O&M unit within the Towns. However, conforming to the
principles of community ownership and autonomy for management of the schencs, the
mission recommends that the project may reimburse the cost of the tools ( equipments.,
test kits, 3 bicycles) which amounts not to exceed Rs. 150.000 per Town. Provided that
the community is directly I'esponsible for the management of the scheme with adequate
statuItory/l egal power, have arranged adequate office space and furnituire from its own
.source, and has designated office bearers with paid caretakers.

Handpurinps

36. Status and Issues. The progress of implementation of the handpump option under
the VWSS Program has been slow. Out of 619 requests for tube well handpumps only
122 ( 20%) have been installed so far. Review of the slow progrdss indicates both cash'
flow. technical and logistical problems. Out of the 6 19 requests, less than 50% have been
recommended for drilling based on preliminary feasibility survey and less than 30% are
successlul. To minimize disappointment to the communities. NWSDB has requested
DisUict offices to submit the lists of selected villages at the start of community
mobilization, so that they could conduct preliminary feasibility surveys and identify those
areas in which handpump installation is feasible. Requests for tube wcl handpumps
could then oiginate fri-om- only those feasible areas. Furthermore, where handpunps have
been installed, many CBOs are not satisfied with their performance and maintenance
arrangements. The mission agreed with CWSPU and NWSDB that: a) CBC.s can
directly seek private sector assistance for installation of handpumps; and b) CBOs can

10
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• constituency of the CBO;
• mobilization procedures including P0 contracting;
• construction procedures including procurement and contracting;
• general rules and regulations for O&M;
& roles and rights of stakeholders:
• consolidation procedures:
• conflict-resolving;
• financial management;
a technical - routine O&M; and
• best practice material and videos for dissc.mination and use by private

agzeces.

Monitoring and Evaluation

'3. Regular meetings arc being held at divisional. zonal, district and ministerial level
and detailed formats are prepared for project monitoring. However, a system for report
arlysis and problem-solving has not been developed, rcsulting in most issues bcing
referred to NSC for resolution. There are no reference manmals for the MIS system.
CWSPU will develop technical and user MIS manuals for IDA review by May 3 1, 1997.

44. To ensure that both project implementation and coasolidation are given equal
attention, a set of key perfornance indicators have bcen agreed with the CWSPU for
monitoring of main elements of the project Please see Aanx -7. IDA will closely
monitor these results and an interim review will be carricd out by the RMSL at the end of
the first quarter of 1997.

Future Project

45. The GOSL has requested for a follow-up project for continuation of the activitics
to promote demand based rural water supply development in 6 more Districts. The
mission agreed to recommend the request of GOSL to the IDA management for
consideration. It has been agreed that funds available under this project eanrarked for the
future project preparation should bc utilized to conduct a pre-feasibility study iiicluding
source assessment. participatory demand assessment and willingness to pay for improved
services in the proposed Districts by December 15, 1997. A TOR for the study will be
available for IDA review by March 15, 1.997.

46. Meanwhile the mission recommended the CWSPU and the MHC&PU to mobilize
resources from government sources to implement those schemes which arc at the
development stage and beyond the scope of the current project finanee. The mission also
recommended GOSL to revise the VWSS Policy adopted under the current project t-o
formulate and enunciate a National Rural Water Supply and Sanitation (NRWSS) Policy

12
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applicable to all the villages irrespective of the source of financing. A draft NRWSS
Policy should be available for IDA review by March 31, 1997.

Agreements Reached

47. A list of agreements reached and actions to be taken by GOSL and the IDA is
aittached as Annex - 8.

Next Step

48. CWSPU will follow-up on the actions agreed and liaise closely with the Banik
Resident Mission at Colombo to provide a monthly up date on the cash flow status. IDA
will revise. the Project Agreement according to the agreed scope of the project and finance
plan, including revision of the Disbursement Schedule. The next supCrvLsion iission
will be in June, 1997.

13
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ANNEX 1

List of Persons Met
Community Water Supply and Sanitation Project (Cr. 2442 CE)

Supervision Mission December 1996

Name Designation Ministry/Agency

Mr. K.A.S. Gunasekera Sccrctary Housing, Construction & Public UJtilities

Mr. H.T. 1lewawasam Director Community Water Supply & Sanitation Project

Mr. Faiz Mohideen Director General External Resources Department

D.M.P.B Dassanayake Chief Secretary Sabaragaimawa Province

M. Atampawala Chielf Secretary Uva Province

Albcrt Ratnayakc Chief Secretary Southern Province

Mr. T.D. Madugalle Chairman National Water Supply & Drainage Board

Mr. Lal Prcmanath DGM (RWS) NWSDB"

Mr. D.S.D. Jayasiriwardena AGM (RWS) NWSDB

Mr. IIan Heijncn Manager Technical Support Cell, CWSPU

Ms. Disna Pathirage Actng. Dy. Director Techmical. CWSPU

Mr. Sisira Kumarasiri Dy. Director Community Developmcn, CWSPU

Mr. W. Piyasena Dy. Dircc.or Operation & Maintenance, CWSPU

Mr. K.D.C. Percra Manager Hygeine Education, CWSPU

Mr. Nihal Raibukwella Manager Training. CWSPU

Mr. Richard Conroy Dy. Resident Representative, UNDP

Ms. Mane1 DeSilva Program Officer, UNDP"

Mr. Manfrcd Bchnscn Team Lcadcr GTZ Water Supply & Sanitation Project

Ms. Jeanine von Krimpen First Secretary Royal Netherlands FTbussy

......... .
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Annexure - II

Community Water Supply & Sanitation Project

Achievement at a glance as at October 31, 1996

Village.Water Supp. arndanitation S.h Poram

Description Badulla Matara Ratnapura Total

No. of Community projects 226 232 372 830

launched

No. of Community projets 44 55 45 144

Completed

No of Community projects under 182 177 327 686
planning and/or construction

Total No. of villages covered 645 696 1116 2457

Total No. of village provided with 132 165 135 432

water supply

Total No. of people reached 184,190 194,880 284,580 663,650

Total No. of people provided with 41,800 42,982 35,515 120,297
water supply facilities

No. of Latrines completed. 2898 2780 1518 7196

SchoolWater SupplyandSauiiatin5 SbProgan_

Description Badulla Matara Ratnapura Total

No. of School WSS completed 9 14 18 41

No. of School WSS ongoing 238 115 240 593

Small Town Water Suply and Sanitatier Sub: Pi-ograme

Description Badulla Matara Ratnapura Total

No. of Small Town WSS Projects
Completed - 1 - 1

Construction 2 2 2 6

Under Development 2 2 2 6

NR\4d,,At/itv.r.
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COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION PROJECT - IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

Village Water Supply & Sanitation Component

Average Consir. Period -- 12 mronths
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Community Water Supply and Sanitation Project - Revised Estimate
Average Consir. Pedad -- 12 mionthS Rupas /Million
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Community Water Sup2ly and Sanitation Project - Revised Estimale_
AverageIconstL Period 15 months Oues(
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ANNEX 6

SMALL TOWN WATER SUPPLY SCHEMES

Sunnarv

1. Of ic SAR target of 17 Small Town Water Supply and Sanitation (STWSS) schemes, six
havc bcon launched to date, and onc has becn completed in Dcnipitiya (Matara District). CBO

mobilization has started in another 5 towns, while the remaining 6 will be initiated by May 1997.

expecting completion by October 1998.

2. The six STWSS already launched are located two per project district: Kuruwita and

Kalawana in Ratnapura District, Passara and KUsianda in Badulla District and

Kirinda/Puhulwella and Denipitiya in Maua District. Project progress on these is:

Ditrict Schinees Strt of CommIknity Start of Expected
Mobilization Construction Completion

Mira Dcnipitiya 7/95 12/95 11/96

Kirimda/Pub. 9/95 6/96 6/97

Baidulia Passara 7/95 12/95 2/97
Koslanda 9/95 3/96 4/97

RaLuiapura Kuruwiii 7/95 12/95 1/97
Kalawatna 9/95 2/96 2/97

Forecast for Coinpletion of Renainin. Eleven STWSS Schemes

3. According to the revised plan provided by NFWSDB., compiction of the II remaining STWSS

schemes has been grouped into two phases and will follow the schedule below:

Group I

District Schemnes Start of Co1 mmiunity Start of Expected
Mobilization Construction Completion

Matara HakmIana 3/96) R/96 . 7/97
Kckanadura 1197 6/97 5/98

Badulla Haliela 8/96 1/97 12/97
Amabagasdowa 12/96 5/97 4/9X

Ratnapura Rakwana 12/96 5/97 4/98
Palebedda 8/96 2/97 12/97
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Group II

District Schemnes Stairt of Com munitv Start of Fxpected
Mobiliztion Conmtruction Completion

Matar Piuohcddara 3/97 8/97 6/98
Akurc."a 5/97 11/97 10/98

Sadulla Meegahakiula 3/97 9/97 8/98
Welimalda 5/97 11/97 10/98

Ratnapir Kaltota 2197 9/97 9/98

Denipitiva STWSS Scheme

4. The mission visitod the completed schcmc at Denipitiya. From a total of 1008 families

living in Denipitiya. 840 (83%) households which expressed an interest in getting house
connection formed a CBO nuned "Udara". INDECOS, a leading PO in Matara District served

as the partner organization (PO). The project covered an area of 8 square Kilometers, requiring

16 km of pipe laying, and costing a total of Rs. 750,000.
In addition to provisioning household WSS, 7 school WSS and sanitation schemes have been

launched under the Denipitiya scheme, cosing an additional Rs. 578,2.15. The schools include a

student body of 2,788. The entire cost ou over Rs. 13 million was met tirough 71 o project

fuoding (almost Rs. 10 mil) and approximately 29% people's contributions (including house

connections).

5. According to a participatory survey conducted at scheme inception, over one fourth of
households (28%) were low incomc. Ncarly 95% of the households were using unprotected

shallow wells as their water source and a similar number expressed a desire to obtain house

connections, while 5% indicated that teiy would do with a common standpost. A little over half

(52%) of the respondents wcrc agreeable to making a cash contribution to obtain water supply,

25% wa-s willing to contribute labor and 23% wished to provide a combination of both in order to

secure their access to water. Similarly the survcy revealed that about 77% of the households in

)enipitiya already had water seal latrincs. 4% had pit latrines and 19% had none. Approximately

30% of the respondents wanted private sanitary latrines.

6. By the beginning of the construction phase 502 households had decided to contribute Rs.

1,500 each raising Rs. 753,000 -- a little over the anticipated cost of the scheme. Approximately
228 households contributed their labor for excavating, backfilling, and for compaction of 20

metre trenches for pipe laying.

7. The Denipitiya scheme is served by upping excess water from nearby Wedigama scheme
managed by tie National Water Supply and Dirai nage Board (NWSDB). As a result, NWSDB
has been selected for Operation and Maintenance (O&M) of the Denipitiya scheme as well.
However, there are inconsistencies in the way that NWSDB has applied water tariffs, which may
serve as a disincntive for neighboring comrnnunities wishing to execute a similar STWSS. In a

.Z L
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similar con munity-maintained STWSS Iniplemen atcd by NWSDB, the tariff has been established
as Rs. 72 per unit, whereas in Denipitiya, the tariff has been set at Rs. 32 per unit Such a
concessionary rate would discourage candidate conmmunities from accepting a scheme. specific
O&M cost, and may cycv prompt a reluctance to contribute to capital costs, encourage a
dependency on NWSDB to solve community water nCCds iSSUeS and further stretch NWSDB
resources and capacity.

Equipment for O&M

8. NWSDB has submitted a proposal for installation and equipment for the O&M of STWSS
schemes, The averagc cost incurred for these is Rs. 375,000 per Town, which includes office
Und funiture (50%), tools and kits (40%) and sundry items (10o). The mission agrees in

principle with the proposal to establish properly functioning O&M units within the Towns.
However, in keeping with the guidelines for inculcating community ownership and autonomy in
managing schcmes, the mission recommends that the project reimburse the cost of the tools
(equipment, test kits. 3 bicycles) which does not exceed the amount of Rs. 150,000 per Town.
Such an arrangement is agreed to upon the condition that the community is directly responsible
for managing the scheme with adequate statutory/legal power, has arranged adequate office space
and fumiturc from. its own resources and designated office bearers, including paid caretakers.

Small Towns Policy

9. The draft policy for the small towns has been reviewed by the mission. The mission confirms
with the appreciation that the principles of a dernand-iesponsive approach has been embodied in
the draft policy. including comm unity cost sharinr. and community responsibility for O&M.

I lowever, the policy should be more fOCIused aId piecise on the following project rules:

a) rudes for the eligibility of Towns to participate:
b) rules for cost sharing
c) rules for community participation in planning, design, implementation and management of the

schemes

d) institutional arrangements for the application of these ruies.

NWSDB has agreed to submit a revised draft of the policy for IDA review by Febnary 1997.
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COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION PROJECT Annex - 7

MonitoringIndicators

1997 1998

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 0102 Q31Q4
NoJqtr NoJqtr NoJgtr No/qr NoJqtr No.Iqtr NoJqtr No./qtr

Component
1. VWSSV Prograrn
-new _____ ___ _

proj. dev. completed 142 85 19

-constr. completed 73 47 130 158 142 85 19
- cum. consol. 269 316 4461 604 746 831 850 850

2. Village Sanitation
- latrines completed 6500 6000 .7800 8200 48001 32001

3. School WSS Program

_project completed 87 110 155 110 125 8o

4. STWSS Program
- mobiliz. completed 2 3 3 2
- constr. completed 3 2 1 2 4 21 2

12/18/96
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ANNEX8

LIST OF AGREEMENTS and ACTIONS

A CTTONS TARGET DATE REMARKS

1. CWSPU will cstablish an internal audit function Dcc. 31, 1996 Follow up by RiMSL

2. COSL will request IDA to incrcasc thc authorizcd allocation Dec. 31, 1996 lRequest forwarded to
to US$ 3 mil IDA

3. GOSL will request IDA to rcallocate SDR 1 mil from Dec. 31, 1996 For IDA Rcvicw
the unallocated category (DCA Schedule 1, Category 7)
to Program Unit Operating Costs (DCA, Sched 1, Cat 4)

4. CWSPU will commission a fcw cffcctivc POs to cull bcst- Dec. 31, 1996 to be completed
practice experience & develop a model for project development by March 1997

5. CWSSP District officos to facilitate lessons-learned sharing Jan. 15, 1997 Begin meeting at
between CBOs by hosting monthly CBO meetings District Level

6. CWSPU to dcvolop guidcllnnes for higher level staff, including Jan. 15, 1997 For IDA Review
Regio nal Directors on practices related to enhancing CBO auonomy.

7. CWSPU will submit the project Economic Analysis Feb. 15, 1997 For IDA Review
re-worked to rellect acmal costs and henefits.

8. CWSPU will revise 12 month project duration adding a Feb. 15, 1997 For TDA Review
scheme speci fic phasing out period by POs.

9. CWSPU will review District level M&E procedures and Fcb. 15, 1997 Submit new
further dcvclop the decentralized "problem focused" monitoring M&E procedure
appruach underway. for IDA review

10, NWSDB will submit a draft of the revised Small Towns Policy. Feb. 15, 1997 For IDA Review

11. CWSPUt and NWSDB will submit TOR for study of handpump Mar. 15, 1997 For rDA Review
O&M nceds, capacity and constraints of private sector. May 15, 1997 To be completed.

12. CWSPU will submit TOR for pro-feasibility study for future Mar. 15, 1997 For IDA Review
project preparation.

13. CWSPU will contract POs to develop training module for Mar. 31,, 1997 For IDA Review
CBOS lrengthening.

14. CWSPU to arrange orientation for its staff and POs on conflict Mar. 31, 1 997 For IDA
resolution, from reputed resource group. conclurrICce

.15, CWSPU to develop a strategy with POs to link CBOs to Mar. 31, 1997 For IDA review
national and donor tinded development activities.

16. COSL will submit a draft National Rural Water Supply Mar.31, 1997 For IDA Review
and Sanitation (NRWSS) policy.
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Special Attachment

Community Development Issues
Community Water Supply and Sanitation Project (Cr. 2442 C E)

Supervision Mission December 1996

I. The Community Water Supply and Sanitation Project (CWSSP) which began implementation
in February 1993, is operational in 3 districts and 830 Grama Niladhari Divisions (GNDs),
involving 86 Partner Organizations (POs) working with 652 Community Based Organizations
(CBOs) and reaching 663,650 people (approximately 147.478 households) at end October 1996.
This includes the population covcrcd under village water supply schemes (WSS), Small Town
Water schemes, School Water Supply schemes, and village sanitation programs. At end October
1996, a total of 830 water supply/sanitation projcets have been launched, with about 17%
com pleted. These 830 projects which cover approximately 2500 villages meet over 90% of rhe
iarget of 2700 villages as outlined in theSAR. Nearly one fifth of th.e vil1ages in the program
have been provisioned with water supply alone.

2. In addition to mccting and superseding some physical targets, CWSSP has left an indelible
mark on rural social capital devclopmcnt in Sri Lanka. The web of rural institutions which have
been formed at the grass-roots level (community based groups) through partnership with local

and national NGOs has created a collective force with a proven sensc of ownership of public
assets. Through the mosaic of these partnered inter-relationships community groups have been
able to assume the designing. planning, and construction of WSS and sanitation projects
displaying a high degree of ownership and responsibility for safeguarding these public assets:

• Most CBOs contribute more than 25% of WSS costs, well over their expected
contribution of 20% as outlined in the S.AR

• The rupec value contribution pcr houschold ranges from Rs. 94 (mostly for shallow
wells), to Rs. 11, 746 (Dainis 1995)

a High representation of poor households - over 90% in most CBOs (Dainis 1995)
• High participation by youth (57% of members in a sample of 25 CBOs in Matara)
• High participation by womcn (46% of members) in terms of their attendance at CBO

general meetings where major decisions are taken as well as in their labor
contributions

• High proportion of NG() partners (79%) as compared governmcat and quasi-
governmental agencies, and arc completing about 82% of viLlage schemes.

3. According to CWSSP quarterly progress reports, of the 762 projects initiated by end June

1.996, 106 (14%) were completed, 216 (28%) were under construction and 440 (58%) were in the
initial stages of project development. These 762 projects represents a coverage of over 44
percm of the overall number of (NDs in the three districts (1745).
The opcrational scale of WSS CxCcuted under the project range from as little as 80 households to
as much as 492 households. In a sample of 43 CBOs reviewed by the mission, 24 (56%) served
100-200 households; 10 (23%) served less than 100 households; 5 (12%) served 200-300
households and 4 (9%) served 300-400 households. The majority of projects cover a 3-4 square
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kilometer range. in a sample of 25 projects in Matara District, 13 (59%) covered an area ranging
between 3-4 sq. km. Four (I 8%) covered an arca greater than 5 sq.km., while the rest covered an
area smaller than 3 sq.kn.

/1. The process of social mobilization and emphasis on community participation is enhanced via
specific strategies such as:
• the ent-y activity of "Community Action" (where community members identify a simple

development activity of their choice and are supported with Rs. 10,000 to execute it),
• mechanisms to ensure user fee contribution and collection of O&M fees.
• diversified activities to ensure CBO sustainability (i.e. income generation and skills

development. community upliftnent and social welfare and linkage to national and donor
funded development projects)

These activities in tandem have contributed to further enlzancing notims of comimunity
ownership of public assets leading to community empowerment in the process.

5. Nonetheless, given recent social upheavals throughout Sri Lanka, social cohesion and
collective action is not easily come by and remains uneven in diverse contexts. On one hand, the
sense of dependency on government institutons to provide public services srill persists in some
pockets. On the other, decision making processcs and the access to and distribution of natural
resources ina community may not be democratic or equitable everywhere. As the CWSSP
moves to the next phase of consolidation, these factors will play a greater role in ensuring project
sustaiabiliry. Thus a more intense focus on strengthening rural social capital by capacity

building to develop auroiomnous CBOs, and mechanisms to streamrdine best practice procedures

would further ensure project success.

Partner Organizations (POs)

6. Type and nuinber of POs. At project start up more governmental (i.e. Pradeshiya Sabhas and
Divisional Secretariats) and quasi-government organizations (Multi-Purpose Cooperative

Societics), than non-governmental organizations (NGOs) undertook implementation. As they
proved less efficient than NGOs in smooth project completion. the number of NGOs establishing
a partnership with CWSSP grew. At present about 79% of CWSSP parmers are NGOs, while

the rest are governmental and quasi-governmental organizations.

7. Diversity of POs. The 86 POs working with CWSSP are a heterogeneous lot, desplaying a

range of competence, sophistication and capacity. Pending completion of a PO assessment by

CWSSP, based on a cursory estimate, about 15% oF POs may be classified as those achieving
excellent implementation. About 50% show a satisfactory implementation record, but require

further strengthening to achieve full development effectiveness. Another 15% of POs serve a
limited area, yet deliver quality results, although their capacity to expand the scalc of operations
be.yond a few GNDs is limited.

8. PO Implementation Stratefies and Developing Rest Practice. POs follow diverse approaches
in the three key phases of the project implementation cycle: social mobilization, construction and
operation and maintenance (O&M). While several have their own merits and demerits, a best
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practice model should be developed from the implementation experience of effcctive POs which
could be adopted with flexibility by all parters. Such a streamlined strategy may ensure quality
along with effective implementation during the expected peak project load over the upcoming
two years.

9. Duration of the Project Cycle and PO ContracL. The standard duration of a PO contractual
agreement (for the project development phase and for construction of WSS) is 12 months. This
duration has proven insufficient given the countless constraints communities experience in the
course of WSS implementation: seasonal extremes of weather which may hold up construction.
hiccups in the funding flows as well as in collecting member contributions, an-d delays in
obtaining material in the open market depending on national shortages (i.e. cement and pipes).
The time taken to complete construction varied among CBOs depending on the complexity of the
scheme (as one would have expected). Schemes which consists solely of shallow wells were
constructed quickly, whcrcas gravity schemes requiring pipe laying over great distances took
longer. Over two third of CBOs (67% in a sample of 27 CBOs reviewed by the mission) took 13
to 18 months to complete the project cycle. The varying duration reported by POs is:

Month's No. of CBOs

6-9 5(19%)
12- 18 18 (67%)
18-20 4(14%)

77Te mission recommends that CWSSP review the average time taken by projects executed to date
aid revise the contract duraton ajpropriarely.

0. Phasin Out and PO Role in the Consolidation Phase. The PO's contracuial obligation to a
CBO ends at the completion of construction. Yet, CBOs are often not steady enough to stand
completely on their own feet and sustain themselves as an institution at this point. Thus, PO
withdrawal needs to be phased out over a period of time, depending on the complexity of the
scheme. For example, shallow wells schemes which do not involve complex technical issues
and similarly require only minor O&M, may only require a three months phasing out period.

-avity schemes, on the other hand may recquire six months as a phasing Out period after
construction is completed. The mission recommends that CWSSP review the feasibility of a
phasing out period during which PO support to the CBO continues in a minimal manner.

I 1. Monitoring and Evaluation. POs report implcmcntation progress to District offices on a
monthly basis. Tn addition, the District Office undertakes a one-on-one progress review with
each PO. While CWSSP's recent efforts to further decenualize the monitoring function to the
zonal level is indeed a wise strategy, the mission rccommcnds that in order to enhance the
optimal use of montoring data for troubleshooting purposes, monitoring systems should be
further simplified to a diagnostic approach so as to become "problem focused" monitoring,
rather than comprehensive mnonitoring. For example, a Monitoring & Evaluation officer
attached to the District office could bc assigned the task of reviewing PO monthly reports and
forward them to the respective officers responsible for problems related to each phase in the
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project implementation cycle: the Community Relations Officer for social mobilization related
issues, the District Engineer for technical problems. and the O&M officer for problems
encountered in the consolidation phase. Such delegation of responsibility would maximize the
use of human resources at the District Office and simultaneously achieve the objective of
efficiency.

12. Assessment of PO Capacity and Realistic Evaluation of Contractual ag'reements. Given that
the capacity to effectively implement WSS projects varies among the POs, CWSSPU has begun
a stock-taking, assessment to determine the precise capacity levels of the numerous POs. Such an
exercise would have the objective of determining what is requircd to strengthen mid-scale POs
whose efforts could be further strengthened. The costs incurred by POs in project
Implementation, including administrative expenses, as well as the average duration for project
completion (as mentioned in item 7 above) needs to be assessed in a realistic manner, so that PO
contracts provide for appropriate remuneration and pragmatic timelines. Such a strategy would
serve as an incentive to POs to execute projects in a timely and effective manner, and assure
CWSSP of meeting its expected peak load targets over the remainder of the project period.

Community Based Orgtanizations (CBOs)

13. Membership and Denographic Profile. Approximately 652 CBOs are currently formed and
functional. A 1995 study by CWSSPU showed that over 90% of CBO membership were from
among the poor. Women showed high participation in CBO activities, both in the general
meetings held bi-weekly or monthly, and in terms of their high labor contributions to scheme
construction. The gender distribution in a samplc of 25 CBOs from Matara District showed 54%
males and 46% females. The membership distribution of youths vs. older members (over 40yrs)
in these CBs was 57% youths and 43% older members.

14. CBO Capacity. The effectiveness and sustainability of a water scheme depends largely on
CB0 capacity. The capacity of a C(B) is dependent on the educational and income levels of its
corc mnmbers, as well as the efforts expended by a PO to strengthen it. Although POs invest
considerably in mobiliZing a community, the extent to which
CBO membcrs' skills are developed in critical areas such as leadership, management,
participatory and facilitative skills and conflict management is uneven. The mission
recomnends that CWSSP invest greater resources and efforts to enhancing CBO capaciry in. the
areas listed above in order ro enh ance CBO autonomy, self -reliance and project effectiveness.

15. Enhancine CBO Autonomy. CB0 autonomy can be developed'by two strategies:
a) capacity building assistance/training and b) specific activities which can be designed, plaIned
and executed independently, such as activitics undcrtaken by the CBO under Community Action.
CWSSP should review the training provided to CBOs and provide only such training which
would enhance CRO capacity as outlined in para 24. CWSSP should develop procedural

guidelines for I)istrict Offices on their minimal intervention in collective community decisions on
any asfpect of Community A ction projects.
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16. CBO Sustainability. CBO sustainability may be gauged by its capacity to maintain service
provision to the community long after the assistance provided by POs (managerial, financial or
technical) has been withdrawn. Some key ingredients in ensuring CB(O sustainability is their
problem solving capacity (including conflict resolution, drawing lessons learned wisdom aod
transmitting such knowledge to similar situations), and degree of autonomy (ability to generate
additional finances as necessary, manage budgets and personnel and undertake relevant decisions
independently).

17. CBO Contributions to Project Implementation: Cash. Material, and Labor. While CBOs
were expected to contribute a minimum of 20 percent of the pro0ject costs (either in cash or
labor/materials), some CBOs had contributed over 38% of scheme costs. According to one
source (Dainis 1995) the rupee value of such community contributions range from as little as Rs.
94 per household to as much as Rs. I I,746 per household. According to a leading PO in Matara
(INDECOS), community contribution generally exceeds 25 percent. Reportedly, users are
willing to contribute a-s much as 50 percent of the costs of a scheme, if it means they have
exclusive access -- although this has been solely in reference to shallow wells. The mission
recommends thar CWSSP consider more flexibility in the expected contribution from users above
20% in order to make the project evc-n more client oriented and responsive to participants'
needs.

18. Operation and Maintenance by CBOs. Mission discussions with a sample of 20 CBOs from
the three project districts revealed a number of ingenious methods devised for the collection of
user fees, sustaining member interest and for O&M (i.e.users reporting dismaptions to a scheme
via a complaints registry placed in a household located in the middle of the village which
included a section on how and when a O&M problem was addressed by the appointed caretaker).
Some CBOs had begun collecting user fees with a plan to meet unexpected contingencies while

others had incorporated a set of rules and terms for collecting user fees for O&M purposes
(including penalties for those who delayed or failed to pay) into a constitution adopted through

member consensus. Yet the capacity of all CBOs to collect and ensure full contribution by all

users, and develop mechanisms by which to sustain CBO cohesiveness was uneven. The
mission recomnicnds that CWSSP host informal but structured exchanges of information

between CBO.5 in a district on a monthly basis in order to facilitate a 'lessons learned' process
between CBOs with the aim of strengthening CBO capacity and ensuring better O&M

management.

19. Watc.r .Riht.s. Resource Manaement and User Conflicts. During the process of project

implementation, most CBOs reportedly experience water rights related conflicts. They iriclude

legal disputes regarding right of way for pipelaying where common vs. private land ownership

may be challenged by a community member, and access to a source, as well as shared water use

and management. Depending on the Icvcl of pre cxisting social cohcsivcncss in a village, CBOs

attempt such conflict resolution through adhoc methods involving a combination of persuasion,
tact and the threat of social sanctions. Yet, lacking fonnal skills and tools by which to resolve
such issues, many CBOs waste precious months of project preparation time in heated debates
amiong community members. While nearly all CBOs encounter user conflicts, most had not
developed generic skills in conflict resolution. Most such conflicts had been resolved As they
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occurred through a special intervention (either on the part of a PO/NGO, a local government
authority, or a legal authority), after much discussion and dialogue. In order to minimize the
negative impact of unresolved or improperly resolved conflict and to equip CBOs with generic
skills in confiict resolution, the mission recommends that CWSSP secure technical assistance
who could imparr such skills to CBCOs.

20. Strategies to enhance CBO Sustainability. Discussions with a sample of 20 CBOs which
have completed construction of their water supply schemes (or are very close to completion),
revealed that only a few lacked a healthy sense of autonomy, in terms of generating additional
resources and managing their O&M budgets. Similarly, most had igneous ideas on how to
generate new resources, diversify the activities of the CBO to sustain member interest, and
ensure the continuity of the CBO in a manner that would prove useful to members in the long
run. These ranged from income generation and skills development activities, and community
upliftment activiLics such as establishing a Funcral Aid society or hygiene education, and
affiliation with other national scale government funded or donor funded projects through wluch
CBO members could access housing loans or financial services to set-up/enhance micro-
enterprises. An increased role by C WSSPU and POs at the early stages of project development
to hell) identift y linkages to other developmrnt initiaives would help ensure CBO success in

meeting their sustainability objectives.
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Addendum to Special Attachment
Discussion on O&M with CBOs from Badolla and Ratnapura District

1. Twelve CBOs from Badulla and Ratnapura district participated in a discussion with CWSSP officials
at Sausiripaya on December 3, 1996.

2. Among these CBOS wcre a few which had bcc frmicd at the very start of the project, while most had
been fonned during the past year or so.

3. The majority of these CBOs had executed water supply schemes covering between 4-5 sq. kilometers.
The variation in the scale of projects is as follows:

2-3 sq- km =3 CROs
4-5 sq.km = 6 CBO
6sq. km =I CRO

4. The time taken to. completc construction varied amnong CBOs depending on the complexity of thJe
scheme (as one would have expected). Schemes which consists solely of shallow wells were constructed
quickly. whereas gravity schemes requiring pipe laying over great distances took longer. The duration
reported by POs to complee construction is as follows:

Months No. of CBOs

6-9 5
12.. 9 6
18-20 2

5. The numbcr of uscrs/bencliciary houscholds uia cach CBO had been instrumental in proViSioin,1g

wit.h water varied from 80 to 390. A more precisc breakdown is as follows:

No. of user hhids No. of CBOs

80 - 160 2
140-160 4
180 -2(0) 3
350-400 2

6. Each CBO had begun collecting O&M lees long before construction was completed. The fees

collected per household per month nged from Rs. 5 to Rs. 20. and varies with each type of scheme as
follows:

Tvpe of Scheme No. CBOs reportine per month payment by uscr households
Rs. 5 Rs. 10 Rs. 20

Gravity Scheme 2 6 2
Siallow Wells 3 1
Deep Wells 1
Tube welIs 4

Total: 5 12 2

30
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7. Each CBO has appointed care takers, some trained other acquiring their skills through project
participation (i.c. by undertaking the construction ol tanks and pipe laying cc. under the guidance of a
Technical Officer). A few CBOs had appointed as inany as 5 caretakers, while others had identified only
1. The number of caretakers appointed by CBOS werc as follows:

No. of Caretakers No. of CBOs reportin2
5 3
4 2
3 1
2 3

1 3

8. CBOs participating in the discussion were asked to enumerate the problems they had encountcred so
far in Operation and Maintenance activities. The multiple responses they provided are as follows:

Problem Reported by CBO No, CBOs reporting
I. Difficulty collecting O&M fees 8
2. Missing required instruments to do O&M 6
3. Technical difficulties in the condition of pipes/tanks 4'
4. Water Source sullied or unprotected 3
5. Quantity of water received/available differem from plan 2
6. Access of water by those who have not contributed 2
7. Lack of training 2
8. Water use. very high by some users

9. CBOs wcrc asked to propose solutions to thec problems or share with others the way they had
resolved the above problems. Many ingenious methods and devices were proposed and discussed among
the participants. Collectively the options presented were:

• Conduct a dialogue with thbe offending parties
• Discuss the matter publicly at the CBO monthly General Meeting
• Allocate the responsibility of collecting O&M fees to the caretaker rather than CBO
• Allocate responsibility of collecting O&M fees to cluster group leaders
• Get help from Police, Partner Org-uuzation or CWSSP district office as a lst. resort

10. CBOs had some creative proposals for strategic interventions which would enhance O&M fee
collection:

• Introduce a clause in the CB0 constUtution which outlined specific rules and regulations on
O&M fees and the consequences faced by a user household for not adherin to them.

• Introduce a system ofpenalties for late (be payments
• Request members to bank their fees on a monthly basis to avoid the trouble expended by

C B0 1 eaders
• Allow a monetary commission to cluster group leaders as an incentive to get them to collect

fbll fees
• Establish a competition among cluster groups to motivate leaders to get full user payments
• Allocate specific O&M dutie-s to cluster group leaders/menmbers

11. CBOs were asked to share their strategics for O& M and attending to repairs. Their responses
ranged from the traditional to the extraordinary:
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• Cluster leader inlorns caretaker
* user informs CBO Official and he/she in turn informs caretaker

• take preventive measurcs by constant vigilance of water scheme by CBO/caretakers

• take. special precautions by examining critical points in thc water scheme

• conduct regular maintenance by cleaning tanks, etc on a fixed day of each month.

• Instill ear in users by invoking their set of obligations regarding O&M

12. CBO responses to rcsulving the issue. of acccssing water by users who had not participated in scheme

construction nor contributed focused on two aiategies:

• Charging thc new user a fee that wouLd be the equivalent of the days of labor due per
household at timc of constructioi plus an additional amount to corpensate for their lost

participation from the very beginning;
• Referring to pccr prcsure both in privato diaJogues and in public meetings to gct the user to

comply with CBO regulations

13. CBOs rccogniz.ed the need to divcrsify into other sectorai acLivities in order to sustain user

meImlbership continuity. While most. CDOs had many bright ideas, many lacked the knowledge of how

best to bring tlhese ideas into fruition. it was apparent that the rolc of POs and CWSSP was to facilitate

such kIIwledge and channeil Lbc CBOs to src)Les of infornation about how to realize these ideas. The

range of activitics proposed by CBOs to sustain memubcr continuity were;

• Begin incomc gencraing activities by providing loans to members

• Access some skills training for muibrs lirough projects for micro-enterprise ventures

• Rally the membcrs around siiple community development activities

• Launch Hygeine education prograrns or latrine promotion programls
• Access housing loans for mcmhers to undertake house repairs

• Strcngihen CBO managerial skilis and devLop CBO cohesiveness

• Do continuous imonitoring of water users access to water and quality

• Establish a Funeral Aid Society which would serve as a binding issuc for members

• Undertake coninunity resource ananagement

32
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SECTOR ISSUES IN WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION

1. In the five years since the end of the International Drinking Water Supply and
Sanitation Decade, numerous global meetings have considered lessons of the Decade,
identified continuing and new issues, and reached agreement on several key principles
for future approaches in WSS development. Foremost among the outcomes of the
IDWSSD is the continuing need to reach the poor with WSS services. A central lesson
from the decade has been the importance of involving potential users in planning as
well as financing the services provided by projects. This note describes the issues
currently facing the sector in Asia and those faced by the UNDP/World Bank Water and
Sanitation Program (the Program) in trying to address them.

I. MAJOR ISSUES AFFECTING WSS SECTOR DEVELOPMENT

2. Although the achievements of the Decade included substantial increases in the
percentage of people served by safe water and sanitation facilities, population growth
and the failure of old systems absorbed much of that, with the result that little changed
in the number of people still unserved. An estimated one billion people with low
incomes still have no access to safe water, and 1.7 billion lack adequate sanitation. The
challenge remaining is to provide these unserved people with adequate and sustained
WSS services, and to improve the reliability, quality and choices of services to users
who already have some access.

3. The Decade yielded several key lessons. One of these is the need to treat water
as having economic in addition to social value. The investment required to serve unmet
needs far exceeds the resources of governments or external donors. Resources must be
mobilized from users as well. People can and will pay for services that they want. A
second, related lesson is the importance of demand, or users' preferences, in developing
WSS facilities, A demand orientation to sector development requires participatory
strategies to enable users to voice their preferences, and often involves strengthening
community capacity for informed and collaborative decision-making and ultimately for
managing the services they have chosen.

A. Strengthening Institutional Capacities

4. Issue: Transformation of Public Agencies. In most countries sector planning
and development is still essentially a "top-down" process with governments acting as
direct providers of services rather than supporters of community-based initiatives. One
reason for this is that public agencies often do not place (or cannot retain) professional

staff at the local district or village level. The staff they do manage to field tend to be
engineers, who lack the professional training or organizational incentives to provide
meaningful support to local communities for participation in the development process.

1
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Also supporting the status quo arc the incentives and constraints operating at the center
in these public agencies: long-standing traditions, existing distribution of authority and
control over resources, pressure to meet service coverage targets, little or no
accountability to users, and career advancement unrelated to performance. As a result,
most community-participation support structures are not built into public institutional
structures, but are limited to projects and programs supported by ESAs. Opportunities
to support transformation of public agencies may arise when financial considerations
encourage more resource mobilization from consumers and consequently more
responsiveness toward consumers.

5. Issue: Enhancing Community Capacities. At the community-level, local
institutions need to be strengthened to play an active role in the planning, financing and
implementation of projects, and in the operation and maintenance of facilities. What
"community participation" means in management and operational terms is often unclear,
too limited or insufficiently supported within a project. Projects which rely on
community participation in decision-making often require a longer period of project
preparation than in top-down projects, but project timeframes do not always
accommodate this. Mechanisms for assessing and strengthening community capacities
must bc developed or adapted to suit local conditions, and these tasks assigned to
organizations with the incentives, resources, and skills to carry them out. Mechanisms
for collaboration within and between levels of management must also be developed in
each project so that management decisions can be taken at the lowest appropriate level.
The current issue is how to do all of this effectively and efficiently.

6. Issue: Supporting Involvement of NGOs and Private Sector. NGOs can play
a valuable role in several ways: (a) by providing needed support to communities when
official sector agencies have no presence in the area, and (b) by helping villagers link
up with available support services through educational campaigns and acting as a go-
between when necessary. Intermediate level NGOs can serve as "umbrella" service
organizations for NGOs working at the community level. In many cases NGOs may
be more officient than public sector agencies in providing sustainable WSS services.
To play their supporting role effectively, NGOs themselves may need to be provided
with training or materials on participatory promotion techniques in WSS development.
Projects designed to involve them must also allow sufficient time for them to complete
their tasks. Although NGOs offer a potential means to reach more low-income people,
the issue is how to know when they have a comparative advantage, and what projects
should provide in terms of incentives and support.

7. The private sector offers another major source of WSS services to complement
or replace inadequate service from public agencies. Private sector involvement can (and
does) take many forms at different levels: from rural water vendors to large capital
intensive water and sewerage utilities; private manufacturers of pumps, latrines, other
equipment; private consulting firms for planning of projects and programs; and so forth.

2
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Identifying an effective mix of service providers for a given project is a task which

quickly runs up against several issucs. First, how can entrepreneurs make a profit in
areas where incomes are low and water access is costly? Second, what is needed in an

enabling regulatory framework to reconcile the need for private companies to operate
profitably and the need for a government to ensure appropriate water resource
management?

8. Issue: Facilitating an Appropriate Mix of Institutions in WSS.
Conditions vary from project to project around the globe, and the issue here is to
develop strategies for identifying the institutional options in WSS service provision, and
facilitating the most promising mix in a given project. In some projects, efforts have
focused on improving the management, service quality and financial viability of public
sector agencies. In others, public utilities have been increasingly supported by private
sector involvement, such as in the engineering of public works and in sub-contracting
of some responsibilities (such as meter reading, billing, pipe maintenance and repair,
etc.) to private firms. Still other projects are pioneering arrangements by which NGOs
contract to be support organizations to help communities develop and manage their own
schemes.

B. Policy Reforms

9. Issue: Political Will. How serious and determined are governments to expand
access of the poor sections of their populations to better water and sanitation services
in both rural and urban areas? This is a fundamental issue which in the end will
determine to what extent access is expanded and how rapidly. The short-term political
capital earned by promises of free projects can undermine neighboring projects which

require community contributions. "Free" projects also fall prey to the widely-shared
experience of subsidized services not reaching the poorest, insufficient financing for

O&M, consequent deterioration in services, and so on. The issue is the extent to which
a government is able to discourage the easy promises of politicians and willing to create
a policy environment which promotes a decentralized, participatory, demand-oriented
approach.

C. Coherent Resource Management: Competition, Supply and Demand

10. Issue: Growing Pressures on a Finite Resource. In many parts of Asia there
is growing pressure on available water resources, generated both by increasing

competition between subsectors and by the deterioration of water quality. Complicating
this competition is the tendency of water basins not to recognize political boundaries,
with consequent opportunities for conflict over shared water sources. There is an

obvious need for some degree of central planning and management, particularly in areas
where water availability is becoming more limited. Rather than provide a rational to
minimize the "bottom-up/community participatory approach" which everyone agrees is
needed, this suggests the need to identify cases in which clear roles defined for all

levels of management have contributed to successful water management.

3
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11. Issue. Management of Supply. The traditional approach to provision of
drinking water supply is to develop new sources. However, growing supply limitations
are forcing greater attention to other strategies such as conservation as well as
protection of water quality, both for surface sources and groundwater. Among the
greatest polluters of drinking water supplies is fecal matter, and efforts to improve
sanitation coverage must continue. However, increasingly water supplies above and
below ground are being affected by industrial wastes, mining, and agricultural runoff,
with undetermined impacts on health. Groundwater overdrafts are also contributing in
coastal areas to expanded saltwater intrusion, and in other areas to compaction of
aquifer material which reduces aquifer capacities.

12. Issue: Management of Demand. Demand management is a major tool in
improving coverage with lower investments in developing sources. A common tool for
demand management is user charges, but this remains a difficult challenge for many
public sector WSS agencies in urban areas who continue to suffer high losses from
unaccounted for water as well as low rates of payment on water bills.

D. Financing WSS Services to Low Income Users

13. Although a populist position, which maintains that all people have a right to
publicly-financed WSS services, has characterized much WSS policy in the past and
seems to embody social justice, in practice the top-down, supply-driven financing
associated with this has been inefficient, ineffective in reaching the poor, and
unsustainable. The practice of standard estimation and aggregation of needs, followed
by calculation of resources required to achieve coverage, has usually led to calls for a
level of external resources which defies expectations, even exceeding the total volume
of official development assistance. Such targets are unrealistic, self-defeating, and poor
foundations for sector planning. The pre-UNCED conference in Dublin resisted this

practice, issuing instead a document promoting core principles of "water as an economic
good" and "responsibility at the lowest appropriate level."

14. Issue: Cost Sharing. Experiences of the Decade have taught that even low
income users are willing and able to pay for safe water. In many cases, poor urban
households arc already paying water vendors many times more per unit than more
affluent households pay for piped water. What is the appropriate level of cost-sharing
in WSS projects by communitics towards the capital costs of facilities, as well as the
o & M costs? Existing projects demonstrate a considerable range. The issue is to
identify and develop mechanisms for selecting appropriate levels of user contributions,
which can accommodate economic heterogeneity and different preferences in choice of
services, and which are easily enforced.

4
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15. Issue: Private Goods and Public Resources. A principle of public finance

holds that efficiency and equity both require that private financing should be used for

financing private goods and public resources should be used only for financing public

goods. The underlying belief is that the social unit involved (the government or a

private consumer) is in the best position to weigh costs against benefits to itself, and

will invest accordingly. Conventions of social justice intervene in this when it comes
to a basic human need such as water, as do questions of who benefits more--the public

or an individual--when that individual uses sanitation facilities instead of open ground.

These public values pose the question of how we distinguish private and public benefits

in water supply and sanitation. A strategy of offering a choice of service levels to

communities, with subsidies for the most basic level of service, permits flexibility in

balancing public and private benefits, and offers users the opportunity to invest

according to their preferences. The issue is not to identify a blueprint solution to

defining public goods and private benefits, but to recognize and promote successful

mechanisms for balancing public and private investments, based on a general principle

of allocating public resources only where private resources cannot meet resource

requirements.

E. Strategic Differences in Urban and Rural Issues and Approaches

16. Issue: Urban Sanitation and Drainage. Excreta disposal in low-income urban

neighborhoods is an acute issue affecting public health, through both immediate

degradation of the local environment as well as through contamination of water

supplies. The low-cost, on-site latrines promoted in rural areas are often a poor solution

given the higher density of urban settlements. As Akhter Hameed Khan noted, a good

solution has to overcome four barriers: psychological, economic, technical, and social

(or organizational). Such solutions have been developed in some cases, such as the

condominial sewerage systems of Brazil, the self-organized sewerage/latrine services

in the large, low-income neighborhood of Orangi in Karachi, and in smaller self-help
projects in several cities of India. The issue is to learn more about successful

mechanisms for developing solutions which are socially, technically, financially, and

institutionally appropriate to the specific conditions of different urban areas, and which

can be adapted to future demands.

17. Issue: Convenience in Rural Areas. In Asia, rural villages without any safe

water supplies are becoming less common, although some pockets do exist and in other

areas seasonal shortages are routine. These communities continue to require attention

to serve their unmet needs. However, a more widespread problem is in rural areas

where safe water supplies are commonly available but only outside the household, oflen

at a distance of 100 meters or more. Under these conditions water for the household

will only be fetched in limited supplies, and more convenient (but unsafe) sources

nearer the household will be used for various purposes. The quantity of water available

5
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has a close bearing on hygiene practices and health. The more water available, the
more will be used for washing hands, bathing children, and so forth. The issue is how

to provide safe water which is convenient, reliable, and of sufficient quantity that users

do not have to choose between labor-intensive safe supplies and convenient unsafe

supplies. An important element in addressing this issue is continued efforts to promote

healhh/hygicne education, which increases users' incentives to make the extra effort or

investment to have and use safe water.

F. Technology

18. Issue: Sustainability. The notable success of the IDWSSD in developing and

disseminating low-cost WSS technology stands as a major achievement, but the

challenges have evolved into the next phase: monitoring the sustainable use and
maintenance of these technologies, particularly in rural areas where handpurnps require

periodic maintenance and repair, plus ready availability of spare parts. Organizational

issues have become recognized as an important component of appropriate technology.

For instance, the use of village-level operation and maintenance (VLOM) is an
important tool in many areas for sustaining the benefits of pumps, but experiences are
uncven. Community caretakers, who are often women, have received varying levels of

support or training, and operate with varying degrees of success. In some cases, a

variety of technologics have been promoted in a given area, but not all are equally
supported by availability of spare parts or experienced repair technicians. The issue

remains to continue monitoring to identify problems and seek sustainable solutions,

which may include introducing new roles for the private sector. One well-sustained

project in China using deep tubewells included the following factors: (a) one village
caretaker per pump; (b) a good institutional network from county to village; (c) a set

of clear rules and regulations for O&M; (d) collection of affordable user fees; (e)

regular periodic maintenance of facilities; and (f) promotion of proper water use and

hygiene education.

19. Issue: Options for Low-Cost Urban Sanitation. As noted above in the

discussion of urban sanitation, a range of low-cost sewerage technologies is essential
to meet the vast needs of expanding low-income areas in all cities of Asia. The

development of these technologies will require not only considerations of low cost, but

also recognition of the sociocultural, organizational, training, and financing requirements

to be operated sustainably. The issue for technology development is not solely

technological, but to develop technologies within the context of the supporting social

and institutional environments.

6
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II. ISSUES RELATED DIRECTLY TO THE UNDP/WB PROGRAMME IN
ASIA

20. Moving from a focus on technology to institutional issues. The Program
initially focused on low-cost technology, but has shifted toward institutional issues
which affect the provision and sustainability of services to the poor. Strengthening
institutional capacity for demand-driven sector development implies supporting (1)
organizational capacity at community level and within public agencies, as well as
capacity for intermediation by NGOs and the private sector, (2) relevant policy reforms,
(3) more coherent management across subsectors of the water sector as well as
management of demand, (4) new strategies for financing WSS services, and (5)
consideration of strategic differences in urban and rural approaches. The Program has
not abandoned technology, however. Current issues for technology include monitoring
the performance and sustainability of the low-cost technologies developed during the
Decade, and identifying the social, Financial, and institutional issues involved in
demand-based technology selection and management, particularly for low-cost sewerage
options in urban areas.

21. Changes in the Program Environment. The Program is currently coming to
the end of a funding cycle, and given changes in the operating environment, changes
to the Program are under consideration. Changes in the institutional environment
include a merger with TWUWS within the Bank, new leadership in the Program,
reorganization within UNDP, and general funding cutback.s within both partners which
may affect the Program. Given these changes, the Program is focusing its efforts more
sharply on three primary goals: building local capacity, supporting sustainable
investments, and learning/disseminating lessons from sector experiences. These goals
will drive the three areas of concentration: learning about institutions, participation, and
demand; supporting large rural water supply programs, and supporting urban sanitation
and water projects.

22. Proposal for a Global Partnership. In the meantime, however, the Program is
also discussing a possible expansion to support more comprehensive approaches to
water sector planning and management. This proposal, the Global Partnership, would
continue much of the current organizational structure of the Program but would increase
the Program's capacity to offer support and synthesize lessons in all major subsectors
of the water sector. The issues which such a Program will have to face include
maintaining a well-focused and clearly conveyed program strategy, recruiting or training
staff with appropriate expertise, and collaborating effectively with a wider variety of
partners, including client governments, NGOs, bilateral and multilateral donors/lenders,
and the private sector.

7
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23. Rural and Urban Strategies within a Comprehensive Sector Approach.

Depending on available funding from the principal partners or others, the Program may
choose to continue twin streams of activities which focus on rural and urban areas,
within the context of comprehensive water sector management. Each places different

demands on the Program. For the rural poor, the keys are capacity building, investment,
and learning in an environment which offers more opportunities to organize services

through nontraditional forms rather than through public sector utilities. In urban low-

income neighboihoods, the keys to sustainable provision of WSS services lay in
improving the efficiency and accountability of formal institutions, in co-production of

scrvices by formal and nonformal organizations, and in addressing the issues of more

options for sanitation, deteriorating water quality, and water pricing.

24. Intersectoral Issues. There is a growing trend in some countries, notably

Indonesia, to shift development planning away from the traditional, fragmented

emphasis on individual sectors and discrete projects and towards a more intersectoral,
holistic and program approach. For the WSS sector, this means closer integration with

planning in the health sector, infrastructure sector and water resource management and
conservation, along with such cross-sectoral needs as human resource development,
improved management, and overall capacity building at the planning and monitoring
level. This integration is accompanied in some cases by a trend toward decentralization.

If the Program moves ahead with a focus on comprehensive sector planning and
management, it will take an important step forward in dealing more holistically with the

use of water resources. However, this risks diverting attention from integrating the
Program's efforts with other sectors such as public health, and reducing capacity to
interact with health-oriented partners such as WHO and UNTCEF.

25. Structured Learning. A key instrument in the Program's strategy is "structured
learning," which supports adaptive project design as well as provides lessons for future

projects. An issue for the Program has been to identify key topics for structured
learning, develop a common framework for learning about these topics, select efficient

methods for collecting and analyzing information, and synthesizing and disseminating
these lessons. A number of lessons learned from the IDWSSD have resulted in new

project approaches which incorporate a demand orientation, attention to institutional

issues, and learning within projects; the task now for structured learning is to support

the implementation of these principles through monitoring, evaluation, feedback, and
continued learning of new lessons. Progress made in FY95 is continuing in the plans

for FY96. The Program should continue to refine its strategy for structured learning,
and may begin to consider how this strategy may be adapted by its clients and

institutionalized as part of their capabilities.

8
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26. Selectivity. In its "triangle" strategy of building capacity, supporting sustainable
investments, and learning/dissemination, the Program must make choices about where
and how to be involved. Criteria for selection have recently been adopted, based on a
project's characteristics (flexibility, sufficient resources, and potential for learning and
for impact on future practice), environment (collaborative task manager, cooperative
government), and location (country of concentration). The need for selectivity will
continue regardless of the form the Program takes; the issue will bc to reconsider
selectivity criteria in light of any new objectives or scope.

27. The International Training Network (ITN). The Project Document for
RAS/92/001 which initiated the current fanding cycle for the Program calls for the
expansion of the ITN in East Asia with the establishment of new centers in at least
three more countries. This has not been accomplished, and the question arises as to
how vigorously the establishment of new centers should now be pursued. Three issues
arise. First, the ITN concept originated in the mid-1980's when the IDWSSD was
gathering momentum and the main emphasis of the Program was on development and
dissemination of low-cost WSS technologies. Given the changing emphasis of the
Program from technical to institutional issues, arc the ITNs still a useful vehicle for
training in the sector? Second, if ITNs do continue to play a useful role, what type of
relationship between ITNs and the Program is mutually beneficial? Third, the ITNs
have been heavily subsidized, but this funding is nearing an end. If there is a role for
ITNs, how might they become financially self sufficient?

28. Having said this, it still appears that an ITN could play a useful supporting role
in countries where sector development is just getting started, such as Mongolia and
Vietnam; possibilities in those two countries should be explored.

5 September 1995
Prepared by Susan Turnquist, consultant, with reference to March 1995 draft by James
Berna
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UNDP-World Bank Water & Sanitation Program

Regional Water and Sanitation Group for South Asia

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Date: July 19, 1995

To: Ms Mira Mehta (Consultant) and Mr Himanshu Parikh (Consultant)

From: Peter Lochery, Manager, RWSG-SA

Subject: TORs for consultancy for UN Inter-Agency cooperation with the

Parliamentarians' Forum

Introduction: The UN System in India has been closely interacting with the

Parliamentarians' Forum for Human Development primarily with the aim of promoting

human development concerns at the national level. In the immediate context assistance

is provided in terms of experience and software for the projects suggested by the MPs

Local Area Development Scheme (MPLADS). Copies of the scheme and the Terms

of Reference for UN Inter-Agency cooperation with the Parliamentarians' Forum are

enclosed.

Background: As part of the MPLADS, Mr Jagmohan. MP has suggested schemes to be

taken up in the squatter settlements in the Raghubirnagar JJ Resettlement Colony. A

visit to the slum and discussions with Delhi Development Authority (DDA) were

organized by the UN Inter-Agency Forum on 24 May 1995. The indications are that

the implementing agency, DDA will be willing to work with the strategy to be

developed by the UN system involving community planning, management and cost

sharing.

Objective: The objective of this consultancy is to conduct a rapid survey to find out

community preferences, arrive at an idea of demand and to assess current local

capacities and gaps in planning, implementation and management.

Activities: The survey will be conducted by a team of two persons, an Urban Planner

and an Engineer. The specific activities are:

1. to discuss with DDA their policies and programs for slum improvement as well

as to understand in detail the projects implemented or proposed in

Raghubirnagar;

2. to list the existing facilities and services and how the communities view and use

them;

3. to visit the slum and talk to the people in groups as well as individually through

structured questions and interviews in order to find out their preferences and

priorities for different services;



4. to present technical options for water supply and/or sanitation services and the

associated prices to specifically assess the willingness to pay of the community;

5. to assess the affordability of the services and to arrive at a sense of demand

based on the willingness to pay;

6. to write a report containing the findings and recommendations; and

7. to present the report to a meeting of RWSG-SA, UNICEF and the MP to decide

on the future course of action.

Duration: The total duration available to the Urban Planner will be six days. Four days

will be used for discussions with DDA and visits to the slum, one day for writing the

report and one day for presentation in the meeting. The involvement of the Engineer

will be upto a total of four days. The Engineer will join the Urban Planner for two days

during the slum visit for activity 4 in the preceding paragraph and contribute to the

preparation and presentation of report.

Reporting and payment: The consultants will submit the final report two weeks after

presenting it to the meeting. Payment will be made two weeks after the consultants

provide a satisfactory final report.

cc: Von Sponeck, Mishra (UNDP), Ellis (WFP), Grover (TWUWS), Selvam

(RWSG-SA).
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UNDP-World Bank Water & Sanitation Program

Regional Water and Sanitation Group for South Asia

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Date: July 18, 1995

To: L P Selvam, India Team Leader

From: Peter Lochery, Manager, RWSG-SA

Subject: TOR for your Mission to Lucknow from 19-27 July

1. You will be travelling to Lucknow to join the ongoing Uttar Pradesh Rural

Water Supply & Environmental Sanitation Project Pre-appraisal Mission from

19 - 27 July 1995.

2. You will be providing support to the mission as per the details mentioned in the

attached TOR issued by Shawki Barghouti, Chief, SA2AW.

3. You will be submitting a back-to-office report within 10 days of your return

from Lucknow.

cc: Kleiner, Cuenco (SA2AW); Gross, Grover (TWUWS); Ramasubban, Dasgupta

(RWSG-SA)

File: IND WP 8/1
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THE WORLD BANK/IFC/M.I.G.A.

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: June 23, 1995

TO: Distribution

FROM: Shawki Barghouti, Chief, SA2AW

EXTENSION: 84010

SUBJECT: INDIA - Proposed Uttar Pradesh Rural Water Supply &

Environmental Sanitation Project

Preappraisal Mission - Terms of Reference

1. The mission will comprise of the following persons:

Participants Dates

K. Cuenco July 5 - August 9

S. Abhyankar July 5 - August 9

K. Kleiner July 13 - August 9

M. Whitbread July 14 - July 25

M. Garn July 24- August 5

S. Salman July 17 - July 21

M. Virdy July 24 - July 29

P. Selvam July 19 - July 27

J. Cunningham July 24 - July 28

Tasgaonkar July 17 - July 21

X. Legrain time to be determined

Secretary (SA2ND) July 17 - August 9

2. Mr. Kleiner will lead the mission. You will aim at completing the White Cover SAR

including annexes in the field as far as possible. Project Coordination Unit of Government of

Uttar Pradesh (PCU) staff should be fully involved in the preparation of the SAR. Each

mission member will be responsible for the preparation of TORs for required activities of

consultants and NGOs in the project components for which he/she is responsible. The

mission is expected to work as a team, that also means across the board assistance should be

provided when requested.

3. You should reach full agreement with the GOUP on project scope design and

conditionalities. Most important will be the agreement on reforms and policies which will be

introduced in this sector as a result of the project which are the institutional reforms and

reforms in the overall frame work policies. In more detail these are:

(a) the Institutional Reforms which are aiming at reducing the Government

activities in the sector to only a regulatory, controlling and monitoring role.

These are (i) the handing over of technical and financial responsibilities for

n2



(d) Mr. Ga would be project advisor and would be responsible for carrying out

an economic analysis of the project, finalizing criteria for village selection

based on demand and poverty, reviewing the adequacy and feasibility of

proposed capital and O&M cost recovery proposals and advice on institutional

issues.

(e) Mr. Salmn would advise/review all project issues which require legal actions.

In particular, he would look into the legal status of the established PCU, the

VVSSCs, land acquisition, advice on actions regarding water rights issue with

Bangladesh if required and draft the project conditionalities.

(f) Mr. Virdy would be responsible for reviewing the proposed procurement for

the project components, compiling a procurement plan, check final tender

documents for phase 1 water supply works and draft the SAR text and tables

on procurement. Upon return to Delhi, he would discuss his findings with

NDO's procurement unit.

(g) Mr. Selvam would be responsible for setting up the system for the "structured

learning" process, finalizing the training proposal and for establishing of a

project monitoring system.

(h) Mr. Cunningham would be responsible for the development of TOR for a

water resource policy and management study. This would include reviewing

existing studies and legislation, obtaining agreement with GOUP on the

study's scope and objectives and the institutional framework under which the

study would be implemented.

(i) Mr. Tasgaonkar would be responsible for the finalisation of technical and cost

tables for phase 1 water supply facilities and the preparation of final TOR and

design criteria for sulfage drainage facilities.

(j) JMr. Legiain who is appraising a rural water supply project in Nepal at the

same time would visit Lucknow to familiarize himself with the project and

depending on the length of his stay, provide assistance in reviewing and

finalizing project conditionalities regarding demand driven approaches, cost

sharing and affordability and willingness to pay, formation of VWSSCs and

stakeholder participation in design, procurement and supervision. Time

permitting, mission members may also visit the Nepal appraisal team.

(k) Mr.Kiner would have the responsibility for the overall coordination and

leading of the mission, and for the management of the discussion with the

government. He would also be responsible for compiling of the project

implementation program and would follow up on the proposed National

Workshop on Rural Water Supply. Mr. Kleiner would also recruit a secretary
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UNDP-World Bank Water & Sanitation Program

Regional Water and Sanitation Group for South Asia

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Date: April 21, 1995

To: Brian Grover, Program Manager, TWUWS

From Peter Lochery, Manager, RWSG-SA

Subject: Paper on Structured Learning in Rural Water Supply and

Sanitation Projects: Concepts and Methods

1. Attached is the final draft of a paper on Structured Learning in Rural Water

Supply and Sanitation Projects: Concepts and Methods, developed by Susan

Turnquist, consultant and Rekha Dayal. We would greatly appreciate comments.

2. An earlier draft of the paper was circulated within the Group. This is intended

to be a regional publication. If found to be relevant, the document can be

prepared for publication by the Bank/Program.

Distribution: Briscoe, Gross, Garn, Jagannathan, Wakeman, Kinley (TWUWS); Dayal,
Tumquist, Team Leaders, AKM, (RWSG-SA) ; Boydell, Pollard, Judd, (RWSG-

EAP); IIG members in other regions.
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UNDP/WorId Bank Water and Sanitation Program
Regional Water and Sanitation Group - South Asia
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Draft, 13 April 4:30
FOREWORD

An important activity of the UNDP/World Bank Water and Sanitation Program, which is executed by
the TWUWS Division of the Bank, is promotion of a "learning culture" and adaptive project design in
rural water supply and sanitation (RWSS) projects targeted at peri-urban and rural poor comrnmunities.

This activity is consistent with the current directions emerging in the World Bank towards greater

attention to sustainability and the role of monitoring in achieving that. The Program .is in the process

of developing a structured learning and documentation approach for use by RWSS projects in adaptive
project design. This technical paper has been prepared by RWSG-SA to support and strengthen the

Group's capacity for selecting and learning about key variables in the new generation of RWSS
projects. The paper draws on project experiences as well as on conceptual developments led by the
TWUWS thematic group on Informal Institutions (110). The paper presents key variables and

methodological tools for sector professionals associated with RWSS projects, including Bank managers,
RWSG-SA staff and partners, government counterparts, consultants, and donors.
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Preface

1. The challenges facing the rural water supply and sanitation (RWSS) sector in developing
countries of South Asia have been transformed significantly as a result of rapidly changing political,

demographic, environmental and socioeconomic realities. Sustainability of RWSS services has become

a central concern of the sector. Of particular concern is the need to identify appropriate institutional

and technological options to serve low income groups in both rural and peri-urban areas. Formal

utilities have often proved unable to reach these disadvantaged communities. Encouragingly, the

international development community appears to have reached consensus on several key principles for

the sector to meet these challenges. These principles have been generated out of a series of global

initiatives following the Tnternational Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade (IDWSSD) and are

highlighted by the World Bank Development Report 1991, Infrastructure for Development. The

challenge now is to identify and promote effcotive mechanisms for applying these principles in a new

generation of RWSS projects.

2. The consensus on these principles comes at a time of rapidly changing conditions. First,

depleting water resources and environmental pollution of ground water have forced the devclopment
community to recognize that water is a finite resource and has to be treated both as a social and an

economic good. Second, there has been a visible shift towards decentralization in the sector policy

environments of some countries; simultaneously experience has accumulated on methods of effective

community involvement with a range of institutional options for community oriented service delivery.

Third, demographic changes, pressures of urbanization and competing demands on government

exchequer without any substantial increase in resources is compelling the sector to move towards greater

public participation in financing facilities aid more concerted and organized efforts for cost recovery.

3. Simultaneously, there is a growing sensitivity- within development thinking toward the

institutional context of projects, and improving capacity to analyze institutional factors. Although there

are Some economists who have long been concerned with the institutional context of economic systems,
recent developments in economic theory have given more prominence to this area of theory

development. The literature generated out of the New Tnstitutional Economics (NIE) is particularly
relevant for analyzing and addressing these issues and the authors have drawn on it to develop the

paper.

4. 'his paper contributes to TWUWS structured learning initiatives directed towards improving

performance and sustainability of World Bank projects. It describes concepts underlying the current

topics in the structured learning agenda and discusses methods which can be used for structured learning
in project implementation. The Regional Water and Sanitation Group - South Asia (RWSG-SA) is

involved in operational support to Bank investments (including seven large RWSS projects in India,

Nepal, Sri Lanka and Pakistan); participates actively in development of sector strategies in the region

and is proactive in distilling, documenting and disseminating lessons learnt. It is proposed to follow
this paper with a document which summarizes and analyzes structured leaming experiences in five rural

RWSS projects in India, Pakistan, Nepal and Sri Lanka. The two papers are thus expected to contribute

to strengthening the collaboration with Sector Operating Divisions (SODs) of the country departments
where the Program operates in South Asia', and to the global initiative by the Informal Institutions
Group of TWUWS to document lessons in all regions.

'Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Pakistan. Sri Lanka and to a limited extent in Bhutan.
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STRUCTURED LEARNING IN
RURAL WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION PROJECTS:

Concepts and Methods

. Introduction

1. "Structured learning" is a strategy used by TWU to look systematically at selected topics in

infrastructure projects. Topics emerge mostly out of past and current project experience, through project
evaluation, mid-tcrm reviews, discussions, desk reviews, workshops and so forth. This paper discusses

the topics identified as key issues for rural water supply and sanitation (RWSS) projects in Asia, as
suggested in the course of a workshop in Sri Lanka in September 1991. The paper presents
fundamental concepts which underlie these issues and describes a variety of general methods,
particularly based on qualitative data generation, which may be used for structured learning activities
within projects to support adaptive project design.

U. Background

A. Recent Changes in the Bank's Environment and Goals

2. The Bank environment is becoming more receptive to calls for improved monitoring and
evaluation of project sustainability. The current directions of World Dank work in the RWSS sector
have been shaped significantly by the report of the Portfolio Management Task Force (PMTF)2 a 1992
study of World Bank operations which was commissioned to examine the quality of the Bank's portfolio
and to identify areas for reform of Bank practices to achieve greater efficiency and sustainobility of
projects. Among the key findings of the report were that the Bank's practices emphasized project
activities up to the final disbursement of funds, to the detriment of attention on project sustainability
during operation and maintenance of facilities. A major conclusion highlighted the need for the
development of a "learning culture" in the Bank as well as in projects, and suggested that monitoring
and evaluation (M&E) practices would need strengthening to support this institutional change.

3. Three reports3 following the PMTF have attempted to review evaluation results, analyze
performance, develop M & E within the Bank projects and recommend actions. The OED report on
M & E made particular mention of the structured learning efforts of the TWU, and especially the Water
and Sanitation Division, as an activity in the forefront of efforts to develop a "learning culture" within
the Bank as well as its projects. While the value of "good monitoring practices" is recognized, the OED
report notes "In short, and while recognizing some impressive exceptions, the overall results of the 20-
year M & E initative have been disappointing." A forthcoming document on evaluation results for 1993
reports that sustainability ratings have remained low, but show improving trends for the operations
approved most recently (i.e in the mid 1980s).' To measure the sustainability of benefits, evaluators
looked at eight factors: government commitment, the policy environment, institutional and managerial

2Effective Implementation Key to Development Impact, Report of the World Bank's Portfolio
Management Task Force, September 22, 1992

3 These include (a) An Overview of Monitoring and Evaluation in the World Bank, Operations and
Evaluation Department, Report No. 13247, The World Bank, Washington DC, June 30, 1994; (b)
"Performance Indicators to Monitor Poverty Reduction," by Sonya Carvalho & Howard White, Second
Draft (no date); and (c) Evaluation Results for 1993, Washington, D.C. World Bank, forthcoming &
summarized in "OED Precis," Operations Evaluation Department, January 1995.

'OED 1995 report; see fn 3.
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effectiveness, beneficiary participation, and economic, technical, financial and environmental viability.
The Bank appears to be at a stage where topical monitoring through structured learning is likely to

contribute significantly to improving the perfornance of the sector and provide a knowledge base for

a new generation of RWSS projects in which sustainability is a fundamental objective.

B. Emerging Issues in the Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Sector

4. In RWSS, concern for sustainability has been coupled with a concern for the growing gap
between public resources and the nccds of rural and urban low-income areas for RWSS services. Three

key princples emerging out of a global consensus on water and sanitation are particularly relevant to

the region: (i) water is an economic as well as a social good; (ii) service provision should be demand-

oriented. so that users get services they want and are willing to pay for; and should be managed at the

lowest appropriate level; and (iii) policy reform must provide appropriate incentives. These provide the

context for the proposed activities.

5. Participation of primary stakeholders is an important factor in the new generation of projects
which incorporate thcso themes. In particular, the inclusion of users in decision-making in all stages

of RWSS project development is one of the surest ways of making these projects responsive to users'

needs not only for services, but for appropriate capacity to manage those services. Only then can users

reasonably be expected to contribute to project costs and to develop local capacity to maintain and

operate facilities. Projects are faced with the question of how best to involve user communities in

information sharing (community users offering local conditions and preferences, project field staff

offering technical and financial possibilities) to facilitate shared decision-making about the most

appropriate configuration of services and management responsibilities.

6. This focus on planning for sustainable use, operation and maintenance is a departure from the

traditional approach used by public works bureaucracies. First, operation and maintenance are generally

secondary, in agency priorities, to construction of new facilities. Second, these agencies usually are not

suitably structured or staffed to meet The needs of poor rural communities, and particularly not to
respond to these needs by involving the communities in making decisions. The needs of poor rural
communities, to the extent that efforts have been made to serve them, have been largely addressed
through supply-driven projects, which in many cases have been either not used or not maintained. If
los-income rural communities are to have, use, and maintain safe drinking water supplies and
appropriate forms of sanitation, this is likely to be contigent on the development of appropriate
strategies to provide real choices to users, to facilitate collaboration between users and agencies, and
to develop mechanisms by which communities may share costs and assume responsibility for operation
and maintenance.

7. The new generation of RWSS projects in the South Asia portfolio are intended to build on these
lessons and to incorporate more participatory decision making by all stakeholders, particularly users of
RWSS services. The UNDP/WB W&S Program plans to assist these projects by supporting and
documenting structured learning within projects. The topics selected for this work are the key issues
which were identified by project managers in South Asia at the regional workshop on Preparing and
Implementing Large-Scale Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Projects in Asia, held in Colombo, Sri
Lanka in September 1994. These issues are considered important "markers" of the degree of progress
toward a demand-orientation of projects. They include:

a) Site Selection, where selection of communities for projects is contingent on
community decision to commit resources for projects they want,
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b) Selection of Levels of Service, where choice of service levels reflect users'
willingness to pay,

c) Cost-Sharing Arrangements, where costs are increasingly borne by users, and

d) Roles of Intermediary Organizations, where incentives are structured to encourage

their involvement in building community capacity for self-organization.

8. These topics are largely "institutional" issues, or problems related to the rules in operation either

within the project or the project environment. The rest of this paper will explore these topics using

concepts from the social sciences and illustrations from RWSS projects in South Asia- The discussion

of concepts is followed by a description of several methods, including strategic monitoring, a forn of

monitoring which may sometimes not require additional data collection. Some general comparisons are
made of the strengths and weaknesses of each method, as well as the resources or skills needed to field

that approach. It is hoped that this information will support the efforts of Bank and project staff to

promote adaptive project design in project preparation, appraisal, and implementation, and will also

serve as a platform for the development of a regional program on structured learning in RWSS.

M11. Structured Learning: Key Concepts in the Current Agenda

9. The recent shift of attention in the RWSS sector to institutional issues involves the use of
deceptively familiar concepts. For many in the sector, institutional issues are new landmarks in a well-

known landscape. It is useful to take a fresh look at some of the institutional concepts increasingly

employed in the sector, both to de-mystify some of the terminology and to build a shared understanding
on which to build collaborative, comparative work. Concepts covered below include formal and

informal institutions, stakeholders and participation, resource flows and decision-making, social capital

and institutional intermediation.

A. Institutions

10. A first step is to define basic terms, and perhaps to challenge common perceptions.

"Institution" in common parlance is often used to refer to particular organizations, but is used here to
mean the set or pattern of roles, rules, and relationships which govern people, organizations, and
their activities in a way that is consistent over time and with the consensus of a society or culture.
Institutions may be formal (codified in law) or informal (unwritten), followed closely or loosely, and
as they comprise "the rules of the game" they shape the incentives for individuals or organizations to
act in some ways and not others. Government, private property, marriage, bureaucracy, and economic
systems are all examples of institutions; a particular ministry, union, or nongovernnent organization is
not an institution, but rather an organization formed according to institutional rules (i.e,, which define
roles, operational rules, and relationships) to achieve specific goals. Organizations may come and go,
but institutions tend to endure and be relatively resistent to change, which is why institutional
development is a particularly challenging task.

1. One strategy for overcoming bureaucracy's institutionalized limitations in participatory
development is to draw non-government organizations (NGOs), both intermediate and grass-roots, and
development oriented agencies in the private sector,' into projects. This strategy of collaboration draws

5 For purposes of this paper, these will be referred to as Private Development Organizations (PDOs).
They include consulting firms, public interest research groups, and other organizations which generate
their operating funds by marketing their products rather than by fundraising.
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on the comparative advantage of diff'erent institutional forms, and can be an effective mechanism to help
bridge the gap between communities and public agencies in a participatory manner. Yet this strategy
presents a different challenge for participation, this time in the collaboration between government
agencies and NGOs/P.DOs. As governments who wish to work with NGOs have frequently found,
differences in their respective institutional fonrins pose some difficulties for their collaboration. Many
NGOs and PDOs operate by "informal" institutional arrangements which permit them more flexibility,
freedom to experiment, and responsiveness to demand, while public agencies in general are governed

by "formal" institutional arrangements intended to make them stable and accountable to their legislative
mandate. The formal institutions around which bureaucracies are built are codified in legislation,
policies, and operating rules which impose a high degree of inflexibility.6

12. A balance of flexible and bureaucratic institutional forms may offer the best strategy for
providing a range of options for appropriate institutional support for sustainable water and sanitation
services. 7 Within South Asia a variety of experiments are in progress. In Pakistan, the government
agencies are trying to provide community organizing services to strengthen capacity for decision-making
in all stages of the World Bank-funded Community Infrastructure Project. In India, the Kerala Water

Authority (KWA) has worked with a semi-autonomous cell, the Socio-Economic Unit (SEU), an
autonomous unit within the KWA, to focus on community organizing in bilaterally-finded projects.
In Nepal, a public fund (supported by an IDA credit) will soon be established by which rural
communities, with assistance from NGOs, PDOs and other organizations with experience in RWSS, may
apply for subsidies to develop their own water and sanitation services.

B. Stakeholders and Concepts of Participation

13. Operating within institutional frameworks are stakeholders, those individuals or organizations
which play a role in organizing or applying the rules, in producing outputs or enjoying benefits, and

whose peiformance is influenced by the incentives provided by the institutional environment. In RWSS,
stakeholders may include users, community-based organizations, utilities, public works agencies, agency
employees, intermediary organizations such as NGOs and PDOs, external support agencies, local
governments, and so on. Stakeholders have different interests in the same process, and are likely to be
working for different (though not necessarily incompatible) outcomes. For instance, public works
agencies may be interested primarily in maximizing the resources they can control or in meeting
construction targets; agency field staff may wish to minimize their time in the field (where their lower
visibility may limit their advancement) and/or limit their field efforts to activities in which they feel
confidence and superiority (i.e., make technical decisions without consulting the community); NGOs
may be interested in promoting social justice (and less sensitive to time pressures); PDOs may be
interested in earning a profit; local governments may worry most about pleasing their most influential
constituents; and users may wish to receive reliable services at the lowest possible cost to themselves,
or to exclude others from using services they wish to reserve for themselves. Participation of all

6 "Formal" and "informal" are somewhat unsatisfactory labels to represent the core differences
between organizations traditionally responsible for RWSS and organizations which are increasingly
becoming more involved either as intermediaries or in service delivery. Many "informal" organizations
have long-standing legal status and routinely engage in contracts, for instance, while bureaucracies vary
in their degree of flexibility. The terms "formal" and "informal" can perhaps best be considered as
endpoints of a continuum, and the difficulty in collaboration between organizations at different points
in the continuum is likely to be greater the farther apart they are on that continuum.

7 For a useful discussion of a variety of institutional forms ranging from public to private, see
Kessides (1993).
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stakeholders involves negotiating rules which are more or less compatible with the range of their
interests.

14. The focus on institutions and stakeholders forces a re-examination of the challenges facing
RWSS projects in aiming to improve sustainability of services. First, we pay attention to all the actors
who have an interest in RWSS. The traditional supply-driven approach focuses on the producers, but
these concepts help us see that there are many types of producers involved, that both producers and
consumers are stakeholders, and that every category of stakeholder is operating according to incentives
and rules (or institutions) which may or may not be evident to the other categories of stakeholder, but
which coilectively affect the sustainability of a project. Second, we give more weight to the importance
of incentives when we shift emphasis from supply to demand-driven approaches, and considcr how the
incentives are mutually reinforcing, merely compatible, weak or absent, or in mutual opposition, 'Third,
these concepts help us define our tasks. If we set for ourselves the task of trying to promote
management at the lowest appropriate level, and to promote the idea of demand-responsive service
provision, it is important to learn the rules which govern the actors, in order to understand what it is
that we wish to change, and to understand what incentives may be effective and efficient levers of
change.

15. "Participation", in this light, can consequently be seen as more than an attitude of involving
"beneficiaries;" it becomes an arena for decision-making in which all stakeholders have a voice in
working Out project goals, assessing and mobilizing resources, configuring management responsibilities,
and deploying resources appropriately. Management of projects and of services thus provided is no
longer assumed to be the sole domain of a public agency which retains these decisions for itself. In
the current structured learning agenda, the goal is to learn systematically about selected types of
decisions in projects which attempt to involve all stakeholders (or their representatives) in these
decisions and their subsequent implementation. We are also interested in learning whether the decision-
making processes systematically exclude key stakeholders, such as women or members of a particular
caste or religion, or whether communities adopt or develop locally appropriate strategies to include
stakeholders who may often be excluded from public decision-making arenas.' in RWSS, the exclusion
of stakeholders, and particularly significant categories of users, from decision-making creates the risk
that services will not be configured to meet either the needs of the community or their willingness to
pay.

C. Institutional Frameworks, Resource Flows and Decision-making

16. Decisions about the allocation and management of resources are a key clement in project
ownership and a marker of relationships between stakeholders. In several rural RWSS projects' in
which RWSG-SA is involved, for example, the question of who makes decisions about procurement for
community schemes has arisen as an important issue in communities' understanding of their control
over the project and subsequent ownership of facilities. Control over resource allocation is the bottom
line indicator of true decision-making power. As external resources enter the institutional pipeline,
decisions made at the point of entry (national or state levels) shape relationships and opportunities for
subsequent decisions all the way through the rest of the pipeline, at cach level in the public bureaucracy

* Much political theory is based on the argument that individuals gain access to the political process
through participation in groups, an argument known as pluralism. However, this has been challenged
by the argument that the playing field is not level, and that many people are systematically excluded
from participation in groups, and are therefore not represented in political decision-making.

* JAKPAS in Nepal; RWSS in Pakistan; Karnataka project in India.
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as well as in collaborative relationships with nongovernment stakeholders and with the communities.

17. The following figure, while oversimplified, illustrates the flow of resources from external or

national sources as they move through different actors and are subject to decisions at various levels.

The entire figure can be considered the "arena" of decision-making. Each of the cells represents a

potential locus of decision-making. Different stakeholders will have a voice at different levels, or points

in time. In traditional projects, many if not all decisions about resources have been made at national

or state level by public agencies, governed by formal institutional rules. Many of these decisions may

pre-empt choices which could be made at levels closer to the users/managers. In the new generation

of projects, participatory approaches imply decision-making at levels closer to the users, which requires

that external or national resources which first enter the flow at national or state levels, eithcr through
public agencies or (increasingly) through national-level NGOs, must be able to filter down to lower

levels without prematurely narrowing the decision opportunities at lower levels for allocating those

resources. Collaboration between levels, and between types of institutions, is needed to ensure that

decisions are not pre-empted by onc level or type of actor, but are taken at the most appropriate

management level. How do we know which management level is most appropriate for a given
decision? This is a task of project preparation: to engage all stakeholders in the process, so to speak,

of developing the structure of decision-making which works best for that project to promote the

sustainability of the services provided.' In these new projects, rules are being created to govern

collaborations between organizations which operate according to formal institutions and those which

have informal rules. Structured learning is instrumental in examining these rules and their

implementation to identify what works and where changes are needed in decision-making structures and

processes.

Flow of resources through institutions
INSTITUTIONS

Formal Informal

National

Intermediate

Grassroots

COMMUNITY

'° In Picciotto and Weaving's "A New Project Cycle for the World Bank?" this structuring of
decision-making would be initiated in the "listening" phase and concentrated in the "piloting" phase,
with fine-tuning during the "demonstration" phase.
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D. Community Capacity for Institutional Problem-Solving

18. Collaboration and shared decision-making which involve solving institutional problems such as
who makes which decisions, hinge on a stakeholder organization's capacity for such activities. * In the
preceding paragraphs, the capacities of public agencies and NGOs has been discussed. Community
capacity is also an important resource which, if communities are to be involved in any management
capacity, a RWSS project must assess and (where necessary) strengthen. A community's capacity to
solve institutional problems such as how to make collective decisions on cost sharing, levels of service,
or O&M tasks and resources, may be a function of its "social capital", a term representing a capacity
for self-organization.

19. Assistance in institutional problem-solving can be termed "institutional intermediation". If
a community lacks sufficient capacity to identify external sources of information, solicit or generate

information needed for decisions, make decisions, acquire specific skills, or fulfill commitments in
RWSS service provision, the first problem requiring institutional intermediation is the development of
that capacity; that is, to strengthen the community's social capital Institutional intermediation may also
be needed in communities which lack mechanisms for including specific categories of stakeholders, such
as women or members of a particular caste or religion. Much of the work of the 1980s on participatory
development was aimed precisely at this, and resulted in a variety of tools and methodologies which
are now available for a new generation of RWSS projects. However, institutional intermediation is not
fail-safe. For example, communities with long-standing conflicts may be resistant to such interventions.
Intermediation must also be responsive to the differences among communities; that which works in one
community may be inadequate for another. A pilot project in Pakistan experienced the withdrawal of
one community partly on the basis of the community's difficulty in responding to efforts at community
organizing.

E. The Current Tnstitutional Issues in Rural RWSS in South Asia

20. With these ideas in mind, we can return to the problems identified as most significant in RWSS
development in Asia, and consider how to approach them in practical ways. The problems include (i)
how equity and transparency can be ensured in the site selection process, (ii) what mechanisms will best
enable communities to choose the types and levels of service they want and arc willing to pay for, (iii)
how to organize community cost sharing to support at least part of the capital costs and all of the
operation and maintenance costs, and (iv) what types of intermediation relationships and activities work
effectively to develop institutional capacity, particularly, community capacity for RWSS decision-
making.

21. Site selection. The process of selecting communities to receive technical and financial
assistance in RWSS projects is vulnerable to poor information about communities, as well as to self-
serving behaviors by those controlling the external resources or information, particularly when selection
criteria are unclear. How are the selection criteria determined, what criteria are chosen, what is the
quality of the information used to select communities, and how is the transparency of the selection
process ensured? Without clear criteria, reliable information and an open selection process,
communities may be selected which lack commitment to financing RWSS services, which have not been
able to identify their "true" choices about service preferences, are already reasonably served or in which
constraints to developing an effective community organization cannot be overcome. Monitoring of site
selection decision processes and of the means by which information is generated for selecting potential
sites could identify problems in, or mechanisms to ensure, transparency and accountability, and provide
feedback on the users' satisfaction with these processes.
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22. Types/levels of service. "Demand," in economic terms, is consumer preferences based on their
ability to pay for their choices. Aggregating demand, or preference, for heterogeneous groups is only
as accurate as the information available, and such information is easier to get in some casos than others.
Preference aggregation analysis tells us, for instance, that small groups work better than large groups
for revealing demand. In effect, preference aggregation is much more difficult in traditional projects
where, if it is attempted at all, it would consist of defining the level of service based on available and

often inaccurate information which does not take into account community heterogeneity or individual

preferences. The preference aggregation problem of many types of public goods may thus more
effectively be addressed by small, participatory projects." A general mechanism to achieve
agreemcms on types and levels of service may involve using small groups for decision-making, and then

organizing a group comprised of representatives of each group to work out a comprehensive agreement.
This process encourages wider participation than one large group would, and minimizes time and
politicking costs to most community members. Structured learning could identify and describe
mechanisms used to reach agreements on types and levels of service, including location of services

within the community, and (most importantly) could identify how successful these mechanisms were
in reficoting users' preferences before investments were carried out. Following up during operation and
maintenance, structured learning could also help identify if user's preferences (as identified in the
planning stage) translated into users' satisfaction with the services ultimately provided.

23. Cost sharing. The classic problom in providing public goods is known as the "free rider'
problem, in which people who do not pay for the goods are still able to share in the benefits of those
goods. This, of course, makes everyone who does pay feel inclined to stop paying. The free rider
problem may not be an issue in many projects, but as a potential and significant threat to sustainability
it must at least be examined. Publicly managed services avoid the free rider problem through taxation;
community management requires other institutional strategies. In close-knit communities the social
"tax" on free riders may inhibit this behavior by individuals; the price of social exclusion may be too
high. In addition, a high degree of social capital may carry with it strong incontives for the community
to accept (and limit) a certain amount of free riding, in the interest of the welfare of poorer members.
Tn general, communities with sufficient social capital are likely to solve free rider problems at the
community level better than any public agency can do, but those with insufficient social capital may
find this a difficult problem.

24. South Asia provides many examples of the variety of responses to the free rider problem. In -
several projects communities required lower or no contribution from households known to be too poor
to meet the full contribution; in other areas, communities decided on a sliding scale. In effect, the
community allowed a certain degree of free riding. When this decision comes from the community,
it builds on local knowledge and local relationships. In another case, when II out of 81 households
withheld payment, the water users committee decided to establish rules regarding participation in and
contributions to the water system, an assumption of authority that had no precedent and has been
attributed to the project's community capacity building activities. The community is likely to be the
best legislator, judge, and enforcer of the social contract concerning the new RWSS facilities. The
purpose of structured learning is to identify the mechanisms used in the community to decide on cost
sharing, to describe any conditions which facilitated these mechanisms, and to suggest the nature and
extent of support from the facilitating agency that might be necessary if the community is having

" See Kessides (1993) for discussion of how alternative institutional options for the provision of
infrastructure are shaped by the nature of the good involved, the conditions governing the provision of
that good, the externalities and -social objectives involved, and the characteristics of demand and service
use. Ostrom et a_. (1993) also discusses the particular difficulties in aggregating preferences in
infrastructure development in low-income countries.
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trouble coming to an agreement, or if the problem is not correctable.

25. Intermediation. In the RWSS sector, institutional intermediation is the activities undertaken

to help communities develop needed capacity for self-organization of RWSS services, or to bridge the

gap between communities and organizations which can help in the provision of these services.

Intermediation is common to many NGOs, but other actors, from the private sector or the government,
can provide these services. Without intermediation, many communities will not be able to make

informed choices, develop mechanisms for financing O&M, or organize the management of O&M. Key
questions for the sector are what typos of intermediation relationships and activities work cffectivcly
to develop community capacity for these tasks, how to identify when those activates are necessary and
what conditions facilitate intermediation, and how incentives should be structured to encourage the
involvement of intermediaries. Structured learning about conditions, relationships, activities, and
consequent commnunity capacity will help identify successful intermediation structures and mechanisms.

F. Criteria for Good Solutions to Institutional Problems: Potential Indicators

26. Criteria for good solutions to these problems may be suggested by policy (i.e., does a given
solution promote participatory decision-making?), but seeking criteria in policy alone can lead to a
circular process of justifying policy rather than identifying needed adjustments. The establishmcnt of

criteria for good solutions is part of the process of project development, through agreement of

stakeholders and the ultimate test of achieving sustainability. For example, a policy of the Program is

to promote the participation of women. Operationalizing this policy in the past has perhaps fulfilled
the criteria without leading to women's effective participation. The continuing assessment and
development, through the work of PROWWESS, of the Program's efforts to involve women, reveals
an evolution in criteria for participation which reached beyond policy to look at effectiveness. As our
understanding of the dimensions of participation has travelled from "participation as labor contribution"
to "participation as control over decision-making and resource allocation," the criteria for good solutions
to institutional problems may shift in advance of policy, and may in fact contribute to the next round
of policy. The point here is that while we may look to policy objectives to help us judge whether an
institutional problem has been solved effectively or not, we should not limit our thinking to policy
guidelines alone.

27. The indicators suggested here for the sectoral issues described above draw on several explicit
policies guiding the Program, including promoting a participatory or demand-based approach in project
planning, implementation and management, involving women as significant stakeholders, recovering
partial capital costs and full costs of operation and maintenance, and supporting changes in institutional
arrangements which make RWSS services more responsive to users. This list is only suggestive, and
we welcome ideas on substitutions or additions:

1) Do the decision-making processes recognize and overcome constraints to women's
participation?

2) Do the decision-making processes recognize and overcome constraints to
participation by relatively poorer households or communities?

3) Is there scope for making the decision-making processes more efficient without loss
of effectiveness?

4) Are the decision-making processes transparent, and the decision-makers ultimately
accountable to the users?
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5) Does the project preparation process enable all stakeholders to have a voice in
determining which decisions take place at which levels?

5) Are decision opportunities located at the lowest appropriate level?

28. It is clear that these indicators require qualitative information. In this early stage of structured
learning about decision-making processes, we have not yet identified quick and easy quantitative short-
cuts as "proxy" indicators for these. While these questions are posed as yes/no questions (and are
therefore tempting to represent in quantified form), accurate answers to these will more likely fall along
a continuum. However, rigorous data collection and analysis on these topics may yield quantifiable
indicators in the future which will facilitate some standardization and comparisons.

IV. Methods for Structured Learning

29. Structured learning efforts can be organized in a variety of ways, and this section will identify
and discuss only a few of the more common methods for data collection and analysis. For each
method, the techniques and content of data collection are described, The strengths and weaknesses as
well as the skills and resources needed for each are also briefly covered, to facilitate decision-making
as to which method is appropriate to available resources and information needs. The methods described
include process documentation, strategic monitoring, process evaluation, Participatory Planning Process
(PPP) and participatory evaluation, and case studies. For more information on any of these methods,
consult the bibliography for additional sources.

A. Strategic Monitoring

30. "Strategic monitoring" describes monitoring which is selective in its choice of topics, rather than
comprehensive. This selective monitoring does not, therefore, replace the systematic monitoring of
project performance or impact, which is usually built into projects. Rather, it entails a selective review
of information already collected on a given topic, and, if needed, the collection of additional
information, to monitor how a project is working with regard to the selected topic. This section
describes strategic monitoring in complement with more traditional forms of monitoring. The following
sections on other methods of structured learning are relevant for collection and analysis of additional,
qualitative information as required.

31. Techniques and Content. For purposes of this paper "strategic monitoring" is defined as a
management tool which allows systematic selection and analysis of a limited set of topics (refer para
5) that serve or appear to serve as important markers in achieving a particular sector, program, or
project goal. The outcomes of the analysis are then fed back into the project design and sector policies.
Selectivity, rigorous analysis, effective documentation, dissemination and incorporation of lessons into
sector policies and project design constitute the guiding principles for strategic monitoring.

32. Given the limited project experience with successful institutional interventions, strategic
monitoring is a promising tool for learning from on-going interventions and providing the feedback
immediately for corrective action, adding to rather than replacing or superseding past and present
monitoring effort. It is not to be perceived as yet another monitoring technique with its own jargon and
standardized tools to be mastered and deployed and extensive data to be collected. The main focus of
strategic monitoring is on the fit (or otherwise) of project interventions with the local social,
institutional, and economic context rather than on the project and its performance per se. Strategic
monitoring to a very large extent represents an invitation to sound common sense and contextual
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understanding as guides for action and learning. The elements of strategic monitoring are therefore

presented in the context of the traditional working frameworks of project preparation, implementation

and monitoring and evaluation.

33. Traditional Monitoring Framework. Let us think of a standard water supply project and the

key concepts that guide it. The operational level is normally driven by targets (coverage, Iped,
distribution points/handpumps, financial disbursements, etc). To know if targets are achieved

performance monitoring is routinely carried out, focusing on outputs. The associated economic

assessment is one of cost efficiency, i.e. trying to make the way the project is being implemented as

efficient per unit of output as possible. All this is normally the ongoing concern of the project

executive management.

34. At another more programmatic level the project has a given set of objectives (e.g. to bring down

the incidence rate of water-related diseases to a certain level, to establish effective local management

of O&M, to establish a certain level of cost-sharing between various stakeholders, etc.). To know if

the objectives are being fulfilled impact monitoring is resorted to, normally on recurrent basis. The

focus here is on improvements (rather than outputs), and on cost effectiveness (e.g. that the technology
or organizational form chosen implies the most favorable ratio between inputs and levels of impact).

These are issues normally addressed by policy makers/planners.

35. A third, and less frequently used type of monitoring focuses on change as analyzed to a large
extent through careful examination of process issues and is referred to as process monitoring. This

allows the system to emphasize and give adequate attention to the processes that help move the project

objectives forward (or inhibit achievement of the objectives), rather than outcomes or events as the core

of monitoring as well as learning from experience. In line with the above it can be seen as a form that

uses qualitative rather than quantitative methods and is directed to policy and management issues at

various levels of management in the sector and the relationship between them. The technique is
described below in greater detail.

36. In practice most projects tend to be confined within these three mutually linked concepts of M
& E. While being useful and even necessary for pursuing any project implementation, the routine MIS

assumes that:
- the social and institutional context is a passive environment of the project interventions,
- the main determinant of project outcome is the 'delivery system'
- the decisive stakeholders are the executive management and the policy makers/planners, and
that
- learning and experience is therefore confined to an analysis of input-delivery system- output;

i.e. of reading events rather than viewing processes and impact brought about by change in
policies and practices of the institutions involved.
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37. Summarizing the three perspectives in a matrix form they would appear as follows:

TYPES OF YARDSTICK FOCUS RESULTS ECONOMIC
MONTTORING INDICATOR

Performance Quantitative Delivery system Outputs Cost
Targets efficiency

Impact Project Beneficiaries Improvements in Cost
Objective quality of lifo effectiveness

Process Levels of Institutional context Transformation of System
management & practices thought, action & efficiency

institutions

38. Looking at monitoring only it is important to bear in mind that all the three types of monitoring
are equally important, but that they serve different purposes. Perfonnance monitoring servos to enhance
the efficiency of the project as agreed upon and is thus related to contractual fulfillment. Impact
monitoring serves to ensure that the outcome of the project is in line with the objectives, and is thus
related to a prc-detcrmined policy. Process monitoring is used for intensive efforts to understand
relationship between process and structure of the delivery systems as an input to institutional learning.
However, all three types of conventional form of monitoring look at the project as an external
instrument to be applied in an essentially neutral environment.

39. Strengths and Weaknesses. Strategic monitoring is a complementary perspective that gives
adequate opportunities to examine projects in relation to emerging lessons in the sector, by focusing (1)
on users rather than beneficiaries of a delivery system, (2) on institutional development rather than
finding a fit with existing service delivery options; and (3) on processes rather than outcomes or events
as the core of learning and experience. In relation to the M & E framework given above it can be seen
as a strategic level, where the core of the learning agenda is to contribute to long term changcs to the
sector rather than to the more limited goals of projects/programs, Examples of such core issues include
greater social and gender equity, sustainable water supply and sanitation, cost sharing, and demand
aggregation.

40. Skills and Resources Needed. It is important to bear in mind that perfornance, impact and,
to a lesser extent, process monitoring can be standardized and therefore requires primarily technical
skills. Strategic monitoring, on the other hand, requires the professional experience, knowledge and
ability to identify the key elements that are likely to contribute to bringing about the desired institutional
change. It also implies knowing the strengths and limitations of a range of different types of
methodologies to produce the information needed, such as case studies, surveys, Participatory Rural
Appraisal (PRAs), longitudinal studies, and Knowledge Attitude and Practice (KAP) studies. It is,
however, not essential that the project staff should possess all these skills; the paper is intended to
provide information that will help them make decisions on for example, methods to be used, skill mix
of missions and drawing of TORs.

41. Strategic monitoring by and large implies careful analysis and use of information available in
the project MIS. However, it is important to recognize that in several cases additional information will
need to be collected. Presumably, if the data is critical, the MIS can be refornulated to collect and use
such information in subsequent rounds. The experience so far has been that in the initial stages of using
a strategic monitoring approach, external resources are required to assist the project staff, consultants
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and organizations involved in implementation. Ideally, the long term objective of using strategic
monitoring will be to internalize the practice in order to improve the professionals' capacity to respond
continually to changing policy and ground realities.

B. Qualitative Methods for Data Collection

1. Process Documentation

42. Techniques and Content. Process documentation entails a systematic recording of the activities
and concerns of participants (users' groups, CBO or NGO, government officials, donors) through all
project stages beginning with the initial contact with communities. This documentation is developed
through field observations and interviews by field level staff, and summarized periodically in reports
to task managers and the project steering committec; there reports are also shared with all participants
at the field level to ensure transparency. The documentation is not open-ended, but rather focuses on
topics selected in advance or along the way through consultations of the project steering committee and
input from communities. An example of a topic is identification of mechanisms for achieving
agreement on cost sharing. From the periodic reports themes emerge which can then be used to
strengthen or redirect field efforts.

43. Process documentation has been used effectively in a variety of settings and sectors, but it
requires support from the facilitating agency, which must be convinced that a participatory approach
is necessary. Field-levcl personnel must be assured that this information will be used for improving
facilitation of a participatory approach and for identifying what support the project should provide for
this--not for evaluating the performance of field personnel,

44. Strengths and Weaknesses. Process documentation is a robust method for supporting adaptive
project design, and particularly in the adoption of a participatory approach when this is new for an
organization. It provides an early warning system for problem identification. It involves all
stakeholders, can facilitate collaboration, and improves transparency of decision-making. A drawback
is that, for full effectiveness, it requires a sponsor agency committed (or at least open) to the idea of
organizational reform as needed to implement a participatory or service-oriented approach, It also
involves a moderate level of organization by which documenters arc trained and supeivised, and
documentation is summarized, disseminated appropriately, and acted upon. These conditions can be
difficult to meet. Process documentation is also time-intensive and relatively long in duration.

45. Skills and Resources Needed. Process documenters (PD) need some training in qualitative data
collection methodology, and must have personal qualities which facilitate talking with a wide variety
of people, listening well, and writing clearly. PD supervisors should have university training in social
science methodology, familiarity with field work, ability to synthesize and summarize the documentation
of PDs, and be able to present succinct reports to high-level working groups and discuss them. The
resources needed for process documentation are largely personnel costs and support of field work. The
number of communities or project sites which could be managed by a single PD depends on several
factors: the intensity of the planned work, the distance between communities, the size of communities,
and so on. Individuals hired to work as community organizers should not also wear the hat of PD, as
the objectivity needed for PD (therefore the reliability of the data) is compromised.

2. Process Evaluation

46. Techniques and Content. A similar approach to process documentation, called process
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evaluation, was used in the JAKPAS" pilot project in Nepal, to develop and test institutional

arrangements, tools and strategies for a participatory approach to community RWSS development. In

contrast to process documentation, process evaluation is retrospective and less labor-intensive.
However, both have been used in the development, at the pilot stage, of participatory methods and tools.
JAKPAS was set up as a pilot project to develop the tools and strategies for subsequent use by a major
rural RWSS project based on a partnership among the government, support agencies, and beneficiary
communities. JAKPAS chose to hire several consultants to conduct case studies using process
evaluation to address a variety of questions. In one of these, the JAKPAS purpose of the process
evaluation was to assess the usefulness and efficiency of the various participatory tools and process they
developed to facilitate community planning. A second looked at the tools used in non-formal education
for health and technical support. Another study focused on factors contributing to sustainability. Each
consultant conducted three case studies involving three different support organizations in three
communities (for a total of 9 communities, selected from 55 communities, and 8 support organizations
[NGOs]), in which support agency personnel and community group leaders were interviewed by the
case study consultant about which participatory tools they had found most effective. Each consultant

spent one week in each of the communities for interviews, for reviewing minutes of meetings, for focus
group discussions and for observation, and wrote a report which included consideration of such issues
as assessing community demand and detenining ability and willingness to pay.

47. Strengths and Weaknesses. Process evaluation can be conceived and carried out after the fact;
the issues need not be anticipated. It provides a relatively rapid and inexpensive way to generate high
quality data. However, the use of case studies in process evaluation means that there is no sure way
to know whether the conclusions are generally true for other sites not evaluated. On the other hand,
the case studies may be used to develop quantitative indicators or to streamline qualitative indicators
for more efficient evaluation of many sites.

48. Skills and Resources Needed. Process evaluation probably requires hiring consultaots with
specialized skills and experience in the topic to be evaluated. Consultants may not have experience
specifically in process evaluation. In most cases, such consultants arc probably available in country.

3. Participatory Planning and Evaluation

49. Techniques and Content. The Participatory Planning Process (PPP) was developed and applied
initially for human resource development at grass root levels, most commonly within communities.
However in recent years the method has been used successfully for project design, monitoring and
evaluation and will be very appropriate for structured learning to draw lessons and feedback to an
adaptive project design. The technique involves systematically planned and facilitated meetings of
groups with defined objectives and outputs. The PPP technique can be applied as a management tool
at any level in the system. There are no ready to use models and therefore designing and carrying out
a PPP is particular challenge to any project team.

50. Participatory evaluation is a complementary tool for use particularly at the community level.
A WB technical paper (No. 207, 1993) by Deepa Narayan, titled Participatory Evaluation: Tools for
Managing Change in Water and Sanitation, offers a general framework of indicators groups into three
objectives: sustainability, effective use, and replicability. It suggests that a predetermined framework,
used in conjunction with a process which encourages the community to choose indicators important to
them, provides a balance between too much and too little structure. Combining a predetermined

1
2ibid, footnote 2
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framework and a participatory process also provides a balance between two goals of structured learning.
First, it facilitates making the midcourse adjustments which are part of adaptive project design, by
blending a set of presclected questions with the opportunity for the community to raise others. Second,
the predetermined framework makes comparisons between projects more reliable, and thus contributes

to a learning effort shared by a range of projects.

51. The process is facilitated by community workers but places beneficiaries in the lead role in
identifying indicators of success. This both continues the process of building community capacity for
problem solving, and facilitates the use of local knowledge systems in identifying and solving project
problems. In addition, problems identified by the beneficiaries are more likely to be acted on promptly
by them as well, to the extent that these problems are within their power to resolve.

52. Strengths and Weaknesses. There are some distinct advantages of the PPP as a technique for
strategic monitoring. Conventional MIS systems rely on records and reports and would yield information
such as: positions filled, objectives achieved, progress of workplan, costs/hardware disbursed etc. It
would however not draw the project staff into the process effectively and capture their valuable on the
ground experiences. Distinct advantages of PPP include

(i) Equal represcntation of all stakeholders; PPP is thus likely to have a strong impact on
efficiency as all key stakeholders/decision makers are involved in the process;

(ii) Greater focus on issues and lessons learned rather than on results,

(iii) Greater ownership by the project staff for decisions made, evcn if there were failures,

(iv) A whole range of positive impacts on staff morale are possible, leading to professional
ernpowcrment and incentive to take initiative and be innovative as the process validate peoples'
experiences, encourages information sharing and providing valuable suggestions, and

(v) Utilization rate of recommendations is likely to be higher, with lower time lag. Having
participated in the assessment, project staff and donors at all levels are likely to initiate action
to implement emerging recommendations even before the final report is ready. Shortcr feed
back loops in the participatory evaluation process are promoted. Recommendations of a
classical evaluation are sometimes implemented only after a complete feedback cycle of six to
12 months.

53. The approach also has several methodological advantages. For example, information gaps in
paper reports are more likely to surface and be filled during intensive discussions. This is true
especially for sensitive issues. The very act of the enquiry tends to have an impact on the institution
under study, and how individuals behave as users of information; they arc likely to have more realistic
demands/recommendations as well. The anticipation of this type of process serves as an incentive to
stakeholders to keep the project on track. The Handpump Training and Monitoring Project (HTMP)
in Bangladesh in 1993 introduced semi-annual, intensive internal reviews involving the project director
and other key staff of PHED, a donor representative, and RWSG-SA staff.

54. Skills and Resources. Initially the reviews will have to be organized and facilitated by an
external resource person with experience in use of management tools such as Logical Framework
Analysis (LFA) to prepare workplans, critical path analysis to assess progress and identify problems etc.
Generally RWSS staff in countries are not likely to have the necessary skills. The processes can then
be gradually internalized. The financial resources required for strategic monitoring by use of the PPP
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are minimal and can often be accommodated within project M & E budgets. Similarly the Participatory
Evaluation can be a part of a range of participatory methods, such as Participatory Rural Appraisal
(PRA), participatory social assessments, being used more and more frequently in project design and

implementation

4. Case Studies

55. Techniques and Content. Case studies may involve a wide range of methodologies, from
interviews to quantitative data collection. They may focus on a unique case which captures a singular
experience, or a set of case studies may be structured to provide comparative data. The latter plan
improves the potential usefulness of the conclusions drawn, particularly when cases are selected for their
variety on a selected factor (e.g., differences in intermediary organizations, in levels of cost sharing, in
selection of service levels, etc.) Case studies also become more useful when they are designed before
going out to collect data; not only should the general questions be identified in advance, but also the
probing questions which will get beyond superficial information. This helps to focus the data collection
so that essential points are likely to be covered, and time and resources are not sidetracked into
collection of too much unnecessary and unusable data. The India team of RWSG-SA has been
developing a set of case, studies on successful small-scale experiences in RWSS service delivery to the
poor, from which they hope to identify promising ideas for replication. The categories of information
which are common to each case study are still tentative, but in general have included the following,
with each category expanded into a set of key questions:

a) Circumstances of Project Initiation
b) Project Objectives and Outcomes
c) Project Organization
d) Beneficiaries
e) Resources
f) Problems Encountered and Project Decisions

56. Strengths and Weaknesses. Case studies are a versatile method, appropriate for a variety of
purposes, and (in many cases) able to be fielded by data collectors without specialized skills. Although
the information they provide will generally have limited validity, case studies serve as a window on a
topic and as a starting point for developing more focused monitoring activities.

57. Skills and Resources Needed. The purpose and nature of the case study should determine
whether a consultant is needed or a generalist can carry it out. If the focus of the caso study is
sufficiently limited, several days in the field are probably enough for a generalist to collect data
sufficient for a five-to-ten page report, or a specialist to collect more than that.

C. Concluding Remarks

58. This brief exposition on structured learning, institutional issues, strategic monitoring, and
qualitative methods has been intended simply to launch interested professionals on the path towards
more institutionally-appropriate RWSS projects. A topic not covered is the selection of indicators for
the specific topics of the current structured learning agenda. This reflects some ambivalence about
being too prescriptive. However, the annex includes a list of questions which readers may find useful
in priming their own thinking about projects in which they're involved.
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ANNEX

Structured Learning: A Menu of Questions for Task Managers

Managers of RWSS projects may wish to consider how they can incorporate structured learning into
a project as economically a productively as possible. This paper has described several methods of using
existing data and collecting additional data deemed to be necessary. T'he questions are up to you. This
annex suggests general questions in each of the topic areas discussed earlier; can you answer them with
existing data? How important are the answers to the performance and sustainability of the project? Do
the answers to these suggest other issues which may be key factors in performance or sustainability?

1) Cost Sharing

-What cost sharing arrangements ultimately prevailed in this project?
-- What process was used to arrive at these arrangements?
-- Who participated in the process?
--If costs are not distributed equally, what principles guided the distribution of costs?
--Do these arrangements provide inccntivcs or disincentives for free riders?
--- To what extent can the RWSS services bear the burden of free riders before service
sustainability becomes threatened?
.- How can the mechanisms for achieving cost sharing decisions be characterized in terms of
equity, efficiency, adaptability, and transparency?

2) Decision-making: Types and Levels of Service
-- Arc any community members unhappy about decisions on types and levels of service?
-- What types and lcvcls of service were selected by the committee?
--How were decisions about service and costs scqucnccd'?
--How can the mechanisms for achieving decisions on service levels and types be characterized
in terms of equity, efficiency, adaptability, and transparency?

3) Site Selection
-- What mechanisms (process, participants) were used to make decisions about site criteria?
-- What site criteria were selected?
--How and by whom are sites selected?
-Did all sites selected meet the criteria? If not, why not?
--How can the mechanisms for achieving decisions on site selection (criteria, sites) be
characterized in terms of equity, efficiency, adaptability, and transparency?

4) Institutional Arrangements
--Has the community been able to organize its participation in the project?
--Have decision-making processes resulted in agreements, or have community members had
difficulty in achieving consensus?
-Has the project been responsive to community wishes?
-- Do community members feel that decisions regarding the project are participatory?
--Have project decisions been widely supported by the community?
--Have community decisions resulted in higher contributions or greater efficiency in use of
resources?
--Have any institutional problems arisen as a result of government agency institutional
arrangements?
-Have any institutional problems arisen in the support organization?
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--Have any institutional problems arisen in the community?
-- Does each group or level in the institutional arrangement have decision-making capacity
necessary for its responsibilities, and are responsibilitics located at the most appropriate level?

--- Do the institutional arrangements associated with the project promote accountability,
adaptability, efficiency, and equity? Have the trade-offs among these performance criteria
produced satisfactory outcomes, or would a different set of trade-offs promote better rcsults?
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UNDP-World Bank Water & Sanitation Program

Regional Water and Sanitation Group for South Asia

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Date: March 21, 1996

To: Rekha Dayal, Regional Prograo dviser

From: Robert Boydell, Regional RWSG-SA

Subject: TOR : Preparation of Sc eme Completion Reports for Pilot

Villages of the Karnataka RWSES Project

1. You will travel to Bangalore from 8th to 13th April 1996 to work with PPMU

and the Om Consultants to finalise the Scheme Completion Reports (SCRs) for

the Pilot Villages, as per guidelines prepared by you.

2. More specifically you will review and analyze the information gathered and

prepare a comprehensive draft document on lessons learnt.

3. On return you will finalise the document for discussion during the anuual

meetings in Washington.

cc: Garn, Gross, Grover, Sara, Wakeman (TWUWS); Legrain (SA2AW)

Sham(NDO); Ram (RWSG-SA)

File: IND-WP 4/2-2



UNDP/WORLD BANK WATER & SANITATION PROGRAM
(Executing Agency: The World Bank)

Regional Water & Sanitation Group - South Asia Telephone: 4690488, 4690489
P. 0. Box 416 Telex: 31-61493 IBRD IN

7 Lodi Estate Fax: 462 8250
New Delhi 110 003
India

March 27, 1996
Mr KAS Gunasekera
Secretary
Ministry of Housing, Construction

and Public Utilities
9th Floor, Sethsiripaya
Sri Jayewardenepura Kotte

Battaramulla

Sri Lanka

Dear Mr Gunasekera,

UNDP Project SRL/93/002
Water and Sanitation Sector Development
Cooperating Agreement

It was a great pleasure to meet you again, during my recent mission to Sri Lanka. I am grateful that
you were able to take time from your busy schedule to meet with us. As we agreed, I have made a

* brief summary of our meeting, which I trust you will find useful. We look forward to working with
you in future, on this important project.

Yours sincerely,

Robert A Boydell
Regional Manager, RWSG-SA

cc : Manel de Silva, UNDP, Sri Lanka
Sumith Pilapitiya, World Bank, Sri Lanka
T Hewawasarn, Han Heijnen, CWSSP Project, Sri Lanka
Brian Grover, Bruce Gross : UNDP/World Bank-WSP, Washington

K Minnatullah, RWSG-PK, Pakistan
Charles Pendley, RWSG-SA, India

Encl *



Summary of Meeting with the Secretary, Ministry Housing Construction & Public Utilities,
regarding the Cooperating Agreement for UNDP Project : SRI/93/002 - Colombo 15 March
1996.

Present:

K A S Gunasekera, Secretary
Manel de Silva, UNDP
Sumith Pilapitiya, World Bank Resident Mission.
R A Boydell, K N Minnatullah, RWSGSA

1. It was agreed that in accordance with the draft cooperating agreement between MHCPU
and RWSGSA, which was in the process of being signed in Washington, that the
RWSGSA should go ahead and advertise in the national press for a national consultant,
who would be hired as soon as possible. This would be facilitated by the Bank's resident
mission. It was also agreed that a budget revision should be undertaken soon after the
signing of the agreement, which would consolidate the two separate budget lines for
international consultants (5 and 6 months) in order to hire one international institutional
advisor position for 12 months. Also, that existing project budget lines for training also
be included under the cooperating agreement to be managed by the RWSGSA. Attached,
as annex A, is a copy of the cooperating agreement being signed, and Annex B, which
is a summary of the proposed budget revision. RWSGSA to participate in the interviews
of the national officer and draft a job description and TOR for the international
institutional adviser and submit CVs of possible candidates.

2. It was also suggested during the meeting that the RWSGSA should consider, as part of
a possible extended cooperating agreement assuming responsibility, for recruitment of
other national advisory staff to be appointed to the secretariat under project funding.
This would include the national coordinator, the financial adviser and the participation
adviser.

3. These discussions were confirmed at the tripartite review meeting which followed the
meeting with the Secretary. It was agreed that MHCPU should write to RWSGSA,
requesting an expansion of the cooperating agreement and suggesting a corresponding
revision of the budget, to provide sufficient resources for the additional responsibilities
and activities. Also attached is Annex C, which is indicative of a further budget revision
that would be required to cover the expanded role discussed.



ANNEXURE - A
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DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL RESOURCES

Ministry of Finance, Planning; Ethnic Affairs and

National Integration

Mr. Anthony Pellegiini
Director
Transportation, Water and Urban Development Department
The World Bank
181.8 H Street NW
Washington, DC 20433 USA

Dear Mr. Pellegrini:

SRU93/002 - National Water Supply and Sanitation Development Programme:

Letter of Agreement between the Government of Sri Lanka and the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development

1. Reference is made to consultations between the officials of the Government of

Sri Lanka (thereinafter referred to as " the government") and officials of the

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (hereinafter referred to as

"Cooperating Agent") with respect to the participation of the Cooperating Agent in the

implementation of UNDP assistance to project SRU93/002 - National Sector

Coordination Programme to be executed by the Government. The latter shall be

represented -for the purpose of such execution by the Ministiy of Housing and
Construction, with the Community Water Supply Programme Unit (CWSPU) serving as

Implementing Agency.

2. In accordance with the project document and with the following terms and

conditions, we confirm our acceptance of the services to be provided by the Cooperating

Agent Towards the implementation of this project. Their terms of reference should

include appropriate provisions for close consultation between the Cooperating Agent and

the Government on the implementation of all aspects of the services to be provided by

the Cooperating Agent.

3. The Cooperating Agent shall provide the services and facilities described in

Attachment 1, Description of Services, of this letter of agreement and in manner

described therein.



4. lhe government shall retain overall responsibility for the implementation of
UNDP assistance to the project through its designated Programme Director.

5. The personnel recruited by the Cooperating Agent to the project shall work under
the supervision of the national Progranune Director. They shall be provided with the
appropriate technical guidance and administrative support by the Cooperating Ageit.

6. In the event of disagreement between the Project Director and the project
personnel recruited by the Cooperating Agent, the matter under dispute shall be referred
by the Programme Director to the Cooperating Agent for the purpose of finding a
satisfactory solution. In the interim, the. decisions of the Progranne Director shall
prevail.

7. Upon acceptance of this letter of agreement and pursuant to the progrannue
budget of the programme support document and the workplan, the government agrees
to the Cooperating Agent's requesting advances of funds directly from UNDP, incurring1
expenditure within the limits set out in Attachment 2 ( Cooperating Agent Project
Budget), and making the necessary financial arrangements directly with UNDP for the
reimbursement of expenditures incurred by the Cooperating Agent as described in those
attachments, subject to the following:

a. Expenditures for personnel services, are limited to salaries; 11lowances and
other emoluments including the reimbursement of income taas due to the
Cooperating Agent's personnel under its rules and regulations and including travel
costs on appointment to the project, duty travel withili the prpject country or
region and repatriation costs. Th Cooperating Agent shall budget-for the costs
of such experts on the basis of estimated actual costs. The Cooperating Agent
shall be reimbursed for the provision of such services on the basis of actual costs
effective at the time of provision of such services. Adjustments in the expert
months of services, referred to in attachment 2, may be made in ponsultation
between the government and the Cooperating Agent if this is found to be in the
best interest of the project and if suel adjust.ments are in keepipg with the
provisions of the project document; and

c. Within the budgetary limitations of the prpject document, the government
shall be responsible for providing miscellaneous services such as secretarial
assistance, postage and cable services, and transportation as may be required by
the Cooperating Agent personnel in carrying out their assignment. However,
expenditures for these services may be incurred y the Cooperating Agent within
such amounts as may be specified in attachment 2.

8. A cumulative statement of expenditure shall be submitted by the Cooperating
Agent at 30 June and 31 December of each year. The statement. to be prepared in
accordance with the fornat given in attachment 3 will be submitted to the Government
through the UNDP resident representative within 30 days following those dates. The
Government will include the reported expenditure in the project delivery report.



9. The Cooperating Agent shall be recast and rephase its project budget asnecessary, and in collaboration with the government and UNDP. when submitting itsstatement of expenditure to the Government. Rephasings should be carried out inaccordance with established UNDP practices, and subject to the expenditure flexibilityprovisions accorded by UNDP to the executing agent. The Government shall adjust itsrecords and confirm the revision submitted by the Cooperating Agent.

10. The Cooperating Agent shall submit such reports relating to the project as mayreasonably be required by the Programme Director in the exercise of his or her duties.as well as other reports required by the Government in connection with its obligationsto submit reports to UNDP.

11. The Cooperating Agent shall submit candidates for the posts foreseen in sectionI of attachment 2 and obtain clearance from the government for the personnel to beassigned to the programme.

12. The Cooperating Agent shall enjoy the privileges, immunities and the facilitiesthat are accorded to executing agencies and their personnel under the agreementconcerning assistance concluded by the Government and the UNDP. The privileges andimmunities to which the Cooperating Agent and its personnel are entitled may be waivedonly by the President of the Cooperating Agent.

13. Any changes to the programme document which would affect the work beingperformed by the Cooperating Agent in accordance with attachment I shall berecommended only after consultation with the Cooperating Agent.

14. Any amendments to those arrangements shall be effected by mutual agreementthrough an appropriate supplementary letter of agreement.

15. For any matters not specifically covered by this arrangement, the appropriateprovisions of the project document and revisions thereof and the appropriate provisionsof the financial regulations and rules of the Cooperating Agent shall, mutatis mutandis
apply.

16. All further correspondence regarding the implementation of the agreement, otherthan signed letters of agreement of amendments thereto, should be addressed to L.Seneviratne, Director General, Department of External Resources.

17. The government and the Cooperating Agent shall keep the ResidentRepresentative fully informed of all actions undertaken by them in carrying out thisagreement.



If you are in agreement with the provisions set forth above, would you kindly sign

and return to this office two copies of this letter. Your acceptance shall thereby

constitute the basis for your organization's participation in the above named project

Yours sincerely,
For the Government of Sri Lanka

S.L. Seneviratne
Director General

Department of External Resources

Singed on behalf of the Cooperating Agent

Date



Attachment 1

L/93/002 - Sri Lanka National Sector Coordination Program

Description of Services to be Provided by the Cooperating Agent for the Project:

In support of the project, the World Bank, through the Regional Water & Sanitation Group for

South Asia (RWSG-SA), will provide the following support services

A Support to be Provided:

1. Prepare job descriptions, identify, recruit and supervise the services of the

National Officer and the international consultants provided for in the project

budget. These persons will work under contract to the World Bank. The

National Country Officer and consultants will be selected in close consultation

with the Government and cleared by the government before being recruited.

2. Advise the implementing Agency regarding the qualifications required of the

national consultants to be recruited by the CWSPU as Implementing Agency and

review candidates. CV's if so requested. National consultants will work under

contract to the Government.

3. Provide advice and assistance to the Implementing Agency in the preparation of

Workships to be held and in the organization of Study Tours, by identifying

suitable countries and relevant organizations to be visited.

4. Review the draft Sector Development Plan that will be prepared as a principal

output of the project.

5. Participate in the Tripartite Reviews.

B Operational and Financial Arrangements:

1. The National Officer will be the contact and liaison point for RWSG- SA support

to the National Sector Coordinating Program.

2. Core RWSG-SA New Delhi based staff will undertake regular missions to Sri

Lanka not less than four times a year for the purpose of technical advice and

suport and monitoring progress of the project in collaboration with the

Implementing Agency and Project Director.

3. The Project Budget covering the costs of the above services is attached. An

overhead charge (AOS) of 10% will be paid to the Cooperating Agent to defray

the trael and administration costs involved in the provision of the above services.



Atiachment 2

Project Budget

Covering the Costs of Services to be Provided by the World Bank
(in US dollars)

Project Number SRL/ 93/002

Project Title National Sector Co-ordination Programme

Revision Code A

Source of Funds 01 UNDP-IPF

AoS Source of Funds 01 UNDP -IPF

Executing Agent Government of Sri Lanka Ministry of Housing, Construction and public Utilities.

Budget Project Total Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

min S. Cost S(AOS) m/m S. Cost. S(AOS) nm S. Cost. 5(AOS) n/n S. Cost. S(AOS)

10. PROJECT PERSONNEL

11. Experts
11.01 Institutional Adviser 5 89100 8.910 3 50,750 5,075 2 38.350 3.835

11.02 Prsuonal Advisulrt 6 3 42.000 4,200 2 30.000 3,000

11.99 Subtotal 161.,100 16.110 92.750 9,275 68,350 6.835

5.0 Duty Travel 20.720 2,072 12,500 1.250 8.220 822

15.99 Subtotal 20.720 2,072 12.500 1.250 8,220 822

16. Mission Cost
16.1 Mission costs 42,000 4,200 2,500 250 22,500 2,500 17.000 1.700

16.99 Subtotal 42,000 4.200 2.500 250 22.500 2,500 17.000 1,700

17. National Professionals

17.01 National Officer 24 30,000 3.000 6 7.500 750 12 15,000 1.500 6 7.500 750

17.99 Subtotal -30.000 3.000 7,500 750 15.000 1.500 7.500 750

19. ComponentToL 3_23,_02,32_.00'8I4,70 
_4,7 10 _101

99. TOTAL 35 253.820 25,382 6 10.00 100 11 142.750 14.275 10 101.070 1,011
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PROGRAMME

Attachment 3

Page 1 of 2

STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURE
FOR THE PERIOD I January to 19

Project Number
Project Title

Expenditure

Budget component Description Disbursements Unliquidated Expenditures

and line obligations at end year-to-date
of period

MM $ MM $ MM $

10. Project Personnel

11. International professional

- 11-01 International Professional 1
11-02 International Professional 2

11-99 Subtotal

12. OPAS
12-01 OPAS 1
12-02 OPAS 2
12-99 Subtotal

.13. Administrative
Support personnel

14. UNV
14-01 Volunteer I
14-02 Volunteer 2

14-99 Subtotal

15. Official Travel

16. Mission Costs



UNITED NATIONS
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME

Attachment 3 (Continued)

Expenditure

Budget Description Disbursements Unliquidated Expenditures

component obligations at end year-to-date
and line of period

MM $ MM $ MM $

17 National professional
17-01 National Professional 1
17-02 National Professional 2
17-99 Subtotal

19 Component total

20 Sub-contracts

21 Sub-contracts
29 Component total

30. Training

31 Individual fellowships
- 32 Group training

33 In-service Training

39 Component total

40 Equipment

41 Expendable equipment

42 Non-expendable equipment

43 Premise

49 Component total

50 Miscellaneous

51 Miscellaneous
52 Reports
53 Sundries
59 Component total

99- PROJECT TOTAL

1INK\draft



ANNEXURE B Proposed Early Revision of Budget Line for Institution Adviser and adding Training Costs

PROJECT BUDGET
Covering the Costs of Services to be Provided by the World Bank

(in US Dollars)

Project Number SRL/93/002

Project Title National Sector Co-ordination Programme

Revision Code A
Source of funds 01 UNDP-IPF

AOS Source of Funds 01 UNDP-IPF

Executing Agent Government of Sri Lanka : Ministry of Housing, Construction and Public Utilities

Budget Project Total Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Line (1995-97) 1995 1996 1997

Line Description m/i SCost S(AOS) mn/m $ Cost $(AOS) m/rn $ Cost $(AOS) m/m $ Cost S(AOS)

10. PROJECT PERSONNEL

11. International Experts

11.01 Institutional Adviser 12 161100 16110 6 92750 9275 6 68350 6835

11.99 Subtotal 161100 16110 92750 9275 68350 6835

15. Travel
15.01 Duty Travel 20720 2072 12500 1250 8220 822

15.99 Subtotal 20720 2072 12500 1250 8220 822

16. Mission Cost

16.1 Mission Costa 42000 4200 2500 250 22500 2250 17000 1700

16.99 Subtotal 42000 4200 2500 250 22500 2250 17000 1700

17. National Professionals
17.01 National Officer 24 30000 3000 6 7500 750 12 15000 1500 6 7500 750

17.99 Subtotal 30000 3000 7500 750 15000 1500 7500 750

19. Component Total 36 253820 25382 6 10000 1000 18 142750 14275 12 101070 10107

Continued...



ANNEXURE B....
PROJECT BUDGET

Covering the Costs of Services to be Provided by the World Bank
(in US Dollars)

Project Number SRL/93/002

Project Title : National Sector Co-ordination Programme

Re ision Code A
Source of funds 01 UNDP-lPF
AOS Source of Funds 01 CiNDP-IPF

Executine Agent Govemment of Sri Lanka : Ministry of Housing, Construction and Public Utilities

Budaet Project Total Year I Year 2 Year 3

Line (1995-97) 1995 1996 1997

Line Description m/m SCost S(AOS) m m S Cost S(AOS) m/n S Cost S(AOS) m tm S Cost S(AOS)

30. TRAINING

32. TraininL/Studv Tours

32.01 Workshops 27000 2700 9000 900 9000 900 9000 900

32.02 Seminars 29400 2940 9800 980 9800 980 9800 980

32.03 Studv Tours 65000 6500 21000 2100 22000 2200 22000 2200

32.99 Subtotal - Training.Study Tours 121400 12140 39800 3980 40800 4080 40800 4080

99. TOTAL 375220 37522 49800 4980 183550 18355 141870 14187



ANNEXURE C: Proposed Budget Revision to Include National Professionals

PROJECT BUDGET
Covering the Costs of Services ts be -Provided W, the World Bank

(in US Dofiarst
Project Number SRL/93/002
Project Title National Sector Co-ordination Programme
Revision Code A
Source of funds 01 UNDP-IPF
AOS Source of Funds 01 UNDP-IPF
Executing Agent Government of Sri Lanka : Ministry of Housing, Construction and Public Utilities

Budget Project Total Year 1 Year 2 'Iy 3

Line (1995-97) 1995 1996 1997

Line Description m/m SCost S(AOS) m/m S Cost S(AOS) m/m S Cost S(AOS) m'm S Cost S(AOS)

10. PROJECT PERSONNEL
11. International Experts
11.01 Institutional Ad% iser 12 161100 16110 6 80550 8055 6 80550 8055

11.99 Subtotal 161100 16110 80550 8055 80550 8055

15. Travel
15.01 Dutv Travel 20720 2072 12500 1250 8220 822

15.99 Subtotal 20720 2072 12500 1250 8220 822

16. Mission Cost
16.01 Mission Costs 42000 4200 2500 250 22500 2250 17000 1700

16.99 Subtotal 42000 4200 2500 250 22500 2250 17000 1700

17. National Professionals
17.01 National Officer 30 30000 3000 6 6000 600 12 12000 1200 12 12000 1200

17.02 National Coordinator. 3( 35000 3500 6 7000 700 12 14000 1400 12 14000 1400

17.03 Finance Adviser 30 30000 3000 6 6000 600 12 12000 1200 12 12000 1200

17.03 Participation Adviser 30 30000 3000 6 6000 600 12 12000 1200 12 12000 1200

17.99 Subtotal 125000 12500 25000 2500 50000 5000 50000 5000

19. Component Total 132 348820 34882 24 27500 2750 54 165550 16555 54 155770 15577

Continued



ANNEXURE C...
PROJECT BUDGET

Covering the Costs of Services to be Provided by the World Bank
(in US Dollars)

Project Number SRL/93/002
Project Title National Sector Co-ordination Programme
Revision Code A
Source of funds 01 UNDP-IPF
AOS Source of Funds 01 UNDP-IPF
Executing Agent Government of Sri Lanka : Ministry of Housing, Construction and Public Utilities

Budget Project Total Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Line (1995-97) 1995 1996 1997

Line Description m!m $Cost $(AOS) m/m $ Cost $(AOS) m/m S Cost $(AOS) m/m $ Cost $(AOS)

30. TRAINING

32. Training/Study Tours
32.01 Workshops 27000 2700 9000 900 9000 900 9000 900

32.02 Seminars 29400 2940 9800 980 9800 980 9800 980

32.03 Study Tours 65000 6500 21000 2100 22000 2200 22000 2200

32.99 Subtotal - Training/Study Tours 121400 12140 39800 3980 40800 4080 40800 4080

99. TOTAL 470220 47022 67300 6730 206350 20635 196570 19657
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SECTOR ISSUES IN WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION

1. In the five years since the end of the International Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation

Decade, numerous global meetings have considered lessons of the Decade, identified continuing and

new issues, and reached agreement on several key principles for future approaches in WSS

development. Foremost among the outcomes of the IDWSSD is the continuing need to reach the poor

with WSS services. A central lesson from the decade has been the importance of involving potential

users in planning as well as financing the services provided by projects. This note describes the issues

currently facing the sector in Asia and those faced by the UNDP/World Bank Water and Sanitation

Program (the Program) in trying to address them.

I. MAJOR ISSUES AFFECTING WSS SECTOR DEVELOPMENT

2. Although the achievements of the Decade included substantial increases in the percentage of

people served by safe water and sanitation facilities, population growth and the failure of old systems

absorbed much of that, with the result that little changed in the number of people still unserved. An

estimated one billion people with low incomes still have no access to safe water, and 1.7 billion lack

adequate sanitation. The challenge remaining is to provide these unserved people with adequate and

sustained WSS services, and to improve the reliability, quality and choices of services to users who

already have some access.

3. The Decade yielded several key lessons. One of these is the need to treat water as having

economic in addition to social value. The investment required to serve unmet needs far exceeds the

resources of governments or external donors. Resources must be mobilized from users as well. People

can and will pay for services that they want. A second, related lesson is the importance of demand,

or users' preferences, in developing WSS facilities. A demand orientation to sector development

requires participatory strategies to enable users to voice their preferences, and often involves

strengthening community capacity for informed and collaborative decision-making and ultimately for

managing the services they have chosen.

A. Strengthening Institutional Capacities

4. Issue: Transformation of Public Agencies. In most countries sector planning and

development is still essentially a "top-down" process with governments acting as direct providers of

services rather than supporters of community-based initiatives. One reason for this is that public

agencies often do not place (or cannot retain) professional staff at the local district or village level. The

staff they do manage to field tend to be engineers, who lack the professional training or organizational

incentives to provide meaningful support to local communities for participation in the development

process. Also supporting the status quo are the incentives and constraints operating at the center in

these public agencies: long-standing traditions, existing distribution of authority and control over

resources, pressure to meet service coverage targets, little or no accountability to users, and career

advancement unrelated to performance. As a result, most community-participation support structures

are not built into public institutional structures, but are limited to projects and programs supported by

ESAs. Opportunities to support transformation of public agencies may arise when financial

considerations encourage more resource mobilization from consumers and consequently more

responsiveness toward consumers.
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5. Issue: Enhancing Community Capacities. At the community-level, local institutions need

to be strengthened to play an active role in the planning, financing and implementation of projects, and

in the operation and maintenance of facilities. What "community participation" means in management

and operational terms is often unclear, too limited or insufficiently supported within a project. Projects

which rely on community participation in decision-making often require a longer period of project

preparation than in top-down projects, but project timeframes do not always accommodate this.

Mechanisms for assessing and strengthening community capacities must be developed or adapted to suit

local conditions, and these tasks assigned to organizations with the incentives, resources, and skills to

carry them out. Mechanisms for collaboration within and between levels of management must also be

developed in each project so that management decisions can be taken at the lowest appropriate level.

The current issue is how to do all of this effectively and efficiently.

6. Issue: Supporting Involvement of NGOs and Private Sector. NGOs can play a valuable

role in several ways: (a) by providing needed support to communities when official sector agencies

have no presence in the area, and (b) by helping villagers link up with available support services

through educational campaigns and acting as a go-between when necessary. Intermediate level NGOs

can serve as "umbrella" service organizations for NGOs working at the community level. In many cases

NGOs may be more efficient than public sector agencies in providing sustainable WSS services. To

play their supporting role effectively, NGOs themselves may need to be provided with training or

materials on participatory promotion techniques in WSS development. Projects designed to involve

them must also allow sufficient time for them to complete their tasks. Although NGOs offer a potential

means to reach more low-income people, the issue is how to know when they have a comparative

advantage, and what projects should provide in terms of incentives and support.

7. The private sector offers another major source of WSS services to complement or replace

inadequate service from public agencies. Private sector involvement can (and does) take many forms

at different levels: from rural water vendors to large capital intensive water and sewerage utilities;

private manufacturers of pumps, latrines, other equipment; private consulting firms for planning of

projects and programs; and so forth. Identifying an effective mix of service providers for a given

project is a task which quickly runs up against several issues. First, how can entrepreneurs make a

profit in areas where incomes are low and water access is costly? Second, what is needed in an

enabling regulatory framework to reconcile the need for private companies to operate profitably and the

need for a government to ensure appropriate water resource management?

8. Issue: Facilitating an Appropriate Mix of Institutions in WSS.
Conditions vary from project to project around the globe, and the issue here is to develop strategies for

identifying the institutional options in WSS service provision, and facilitating the most promising mix

in a given project. In some projects, efforts have focused on improving the management, service quality

and financial viability of public sector agencies. In others, public utilities have been increasingly

supported by private sector involvement, such as in the engineering of public works and in sub-

contracting of some responsibilities (such as meter reading, billing, pipe maintenance and repair, etc.)

to private firms. Still other projects are pioneering arrangements by which NGOs contract to be support

organizations to help communities develop and manage their own schemes.

B. Policy Reforms

9. Issue: Political Will. How serious and determined are governments to expand access of the

poor sections of their populations to better water and sanitation services in both rural and urban areas?

This is a fundamental issue which in the end will determine to what extent access is expanded and how
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rapidly. The short-term political capital earned by promises of free projects can undermine neighboring
projects which require community contributions. "Free" projects also fall prey to the widely-shared
experience of subsidized services not reaching the poorest, insufficient financing for O&M, consequent
deterioration in services, and so on. The issue is the extent to which a government is able to discourage
the easy promises of politicians and willing to create a policy environment which promotes a

decentralized, participatory, demand-oriented approach.

C. Coherent Resource Management: Competition, Supply and Demand

10. Issue: Growing Pressures on a Finite Resource. In many parts of Asia there is growing

pressure on available water resources, generated both by increasing competition between subsectors and

by the deterioration of water quality. Complicating this competition is the tendency of water basins not

to recognize political boundaries, with consequent opportunities for conflict over shared water sources.

There is an obvious need for some degree of central planning and management, particularly in areas

where water availability is becoming more limited. Rather than provide a rational to minimize the

"bottom-up/community participatory approach" which everyone agrees is needed, this suggests the need

to identify cases in which clear roles defined for all levels of management have contributed to

successful water management.

11. Issue: Management of Supply. The traditional approach to provision of drinking water supply

is to develop new sources. However, growing supply limitations are forcing greater attention to other

strategies such as conservation as well as protection of water quality, both for surface sources and

groundwater. Among the greatest polluters of drinking water supplies is fecal matter, and efforts to

improve sanitation coverage must continue. However, increasingly water supplies above and below

ground are being affected by industrial wastes, mining, and agricultural runoff, with undetermined

impacts on health. Groundwater overdrafts are also contributing in coastal areas to expanded saltwater

intrusion, and in other areas to compaction of aquifer material which reduces aquifer capacities.

12. Issue: Management of Demand. Demand management is a major tool in improving coverage
with lower investments in developing sources. A common tool for demand management is user charges,
but this remains a difficult challenge for many public sector WSS agencies in urban areas who continue
to suffer high losses from unaccounted for water as well as low rates of payment on water bills.

D. Financing WSS Services to Low Income Users

13. Although a populist position, which maintains that all people have a right to publicly-financed
WSS services, has characterized much WSS policy in the past and seems to embody social justice, in
practice the top-down, supply-driven financing associated with this has been inefficient, ineffective in
reaching the poor, and unsustainable. The practice of standard estimation and aggregation of needs,
followed by calculation of resources required to achieve coverage, has usually led to calls for a level
of external resources which defies expectations, even exceeding the total volume of official development
assistance. Such targets are unrealistic, self-defeating, and poor foundations for sector planning. The
pre-UNCED conference in Dublin resisted this practice, issuing instead a document promoting core
principles of "water as an economic good" and "responsibility at the lowest appropriate level."

14. Issue: Cost Sharing. Experiences of the Decade have taught that even low income users are
willing and able to pay for safe water. In many cases, poor urban households are already paying water
vendors many times more per unit than more affluent households pay for piped water. What is the
appropriate level of cost-sharing in WSS projects by communities towards the capital costs of facilities,
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as well as the 0 & M costs? Existing projects demoistrate a considerable range. The issue is to
identify and develop mechanisms for selecting appropriate levels of user contributions, which can
accommodate economic heterogeneity and different preferences in choice of services, and which are
easily enforced.

15. Issue: Private Goods and Public Resources. A principle of public finance holds that

efficiency and equity both require that private financing should be used for financing private goods and
public resources should be used only for financing public goods. The underlying belief is that the social

unit involved (the government or a private consumer) is in the best position to weigh costs against

benefits to itself, and will invest accordingly. Conventions of social justice intervene in this when it

comes to a basic human need such as water, as do questions of who benefits more--the public or an

individual--when that individual uses sanitation facilities instead of open ground. These public values

pose the question of how we distinguish private and public benefits in water supply and sanitation. A
strategy of offering a choice of service levels to communities, with subsidies for the most basic level

of service, permits flexibility in balancing public and private benefits, and offers users the opportunity
to invest according to their preferences. The issue is not to identify a blueprint solution to defining

public goods and private benefits, but to recognize and promote successful mechanisms for balancing
public and private investments, based on a general principle of allocating public resources only where

private resources cannot meet resource requirements.

E. Strategic Differences in Urban and Rural Issues and Approaches

16. Issue: Urban Sanitation and Drainage. Excreta disposal in low-income urban neighborhoods
is an acute issue affecting public health, through both immediate degradation of the local environment
as well as through contamination of water supplies. The low-cost, on-site latrines promoted in rural
areas are often a poor solution given the higher density of urban settlements. As Akhter Hameed Khan
noted, a good solution has to overcome four barriers: psychological, economic, technical, and social
(or organizational). Such solutions have been developed in some cases, such as the condominial
sewerage systems of Brazil, the self-organized sewerage/latrine services in the large, low-income
neighborhood of Orangi in Karachi, and in smaller self-help projects in several cities of India. The
issue is to learn more about successful mechanisms for developing solutions which are socially,
technically, financially, and institutionally appropriate to the specific conditions of different urban areas,
and which can be adapted to future demands.

17. Issue: Convenience in Rural Areas. In Asia, rural villages without any safe water supplies
are becoming less common, although some pockets do exist and in other areas seasonal shortages are
routine. These communities continue to require attention to serve their unmet needs. However, a more
widespread problem is in rural areas where safe water supplies are commonly available but only outside
the household, often at a distance of 100 meters or more. Under these conditions water for the
household will only be fetched in limited supplies, and more convenient (but unsafe) sources nearer the
household will be used for various purposes. The quantity of water available has a close bearing on
hygiene practices and health. The more water available, the more will be used for washing hands,
bathing children, and so forth. The issue is how to provide safe water which is convenient, reliable,
and of sufficient quantity that users do not have to choose between labor-intensive safe supplies and
convenient unsafe supplies. An important element in addressing this issue is continued efforts to
promote health/hygiene education, which increases users' incentives to make the extra effort or
investment to have and use safe water.
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F. Technology

18. Issue: Sustainability. The notable success of the IDWSSD in developing and disseminating
low-cost WSS technology stands as a major achievement, but the challenges have evolved into the next
phase: monitoring the sustainable use and maintenance of these technologies, particularly in rural areas
where handpumps require periodic maintenance and repair, plus ready availability of spare parts.
Organizational issues have become recognized as an important component of appropriate technology.
For instance, the use of village-level operation and maintenance (VLOM) is an important tool in many
areas for sustaining the benefits of pumps, but experiences are uneven. Community caretakers, who
are often women, have received varying levels of support or training, and operate with varying degrees
of success. In some cases, a variety of technologies have been promoted in a given area, but not all
are equally supported by availability of spare parts or experienced repair technicians. The issue remains
to continue monitoring to identify problems and seek sustainable solutions, which may include
introducing new roles for the private sector. One well-sustained project in China using deep tubewells
included the following factors: (a) one village caretaker per pump; (b) a good institutional network
from county to village; (c) a set of clear rules and regulations for O&M; (d) collection of affordable
user fees; (e) regular periodic maintenance of facilities; and (f) promotion of proper water use and
hygiene education.

19. Issue: Options for Low-Cost Urban Sanitation. As noted above in the discussion of urban
sanitation, a range of low-cost sewerage technologies is essential to meet the vast needs of expanding
low-income areas in all cities of Asia. The development of these technologies will require not only
considerations of low cost, but also recognition of the sociocultural, organizational, training, and
financing requirements to be operated sustainably. The issue for technology development is not solely
technological, but to develop technologies within the context of the supporting social and institutional
environments.

II. ISSUES RELATED DIRECTLY TO THE UNDP/WB PROGRAMME IN ASIA

20. Moving from a focus on technology to institutional issues. The Program initially focused on
low-cost technology, but has shifted toward institutional issues which affect the provision and
sustainability of services to the poor. Strengthening institutional capacity for demand-driven sector
development implies supporting (1) organizational capacity at community level and within public
agencies, as well as capacity for intermediation by NGOs and the private sector, (2) relevant policy
reforms, (3) more coherent management across subsectors of the water sector as well as management
of demand, (4) new strategies for financing WSS services, and (5) consideration of strategic differences
in urban and rural approaches. The Program has not abandoned technology, however. Current issues
for technology include monitoring the performance and sustainability of the low-cost technologies
developed during the Decade, and identifying the social, financial, and institutional issues involved in
demand-based technology selection and management, particularly for low-cost sewerage options in
urban areas.

21. Changes in the Program Environment. The Program is currently coming to the end of a
funding cycle, and given changes in the operating environment, changes to the Program are under
consideration. Changes in the institutional environment include a merger with TWUWS within the
Bank, new leadership in the Program, reorganization within UNDP, and general funding cutbacks within
both partners which may affect the Program. Given these changes, the Program is focusing its efforts
more sharply on three primary goals: building local capacity, supporting sustainable investments, and
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learning/disseminating lessons from sector experiences. These goals will drive the three areas of
concentration: learning about institutions, participation, and demand; supporting large rural water supply
programs, and supporting urban sanitation and water projects.

22. Proposal for a Global Partnership. In the meantime, however, the Program is also discussing
a possible expansion to support more comprehensive approaches to water sector planning and
management. This proposal, the Global Partnership, would continue much of the current organizational
structure of the Program but would increase the Program's capacity to offer support and synthesize
lessons in all major subsectors of the water sector. The issues which such a Program will have to face
include maintaining a well-focused and clearly conveyed program strategy, recruiting or training staff
with appropriate expertise, and collaborating effectively with a wider variety of partners, including client
governments, NGOs, bilateral and multilateral donors/lenders, and the private sector.

23. Rural and Urban Strategies within a Comprehensive Sector Approach. Depending on
available funding from the principal partners or others, the Program may choose to continue twin
streams of activities which focus on rural and urban areas, within the context of comprehensive water
sector management. Each places different demands on the Program. For the rural poor, the keys are
capacity building, investment, and learning in an environment which offers more opportunities to
organize services through nontraditional forms rather than through public sector utilities. In urban low-
income neighborhoods, the keys to sustainable provision of WSS services lay in improving the
efficiency and accountability of formal institutions, in co-production of services by formal and
nonformal organizations, and in addressing the issues of more options for sanitation, deteriorating water
quality, and water pricing.

24. Intersectoral Issues. There is a growing trend in some countries, notably Indonesia, to shift
development planning away from the traditional, fragmented emphasis on individual sectors and discrete
projects and towards a more intersectoral, holistic and program approach. For the WSS sector, this
means closer integration with planning in the health sector, infrastructure sector and water resource
management and conservation, along with such cross-sectoral needs as human resource development,
improved management, and overall capacity building at the planning and monitoring level. This
integration is accompanied in some cases by a trend toward decentralization. If the Program moves
ahead with a focus on comprehensive sector planning and management, it will take an important step
forward in dealing more holistically with the use of water resources. However, this risks diverting
attention from integrating the Program's efforts with other sectors such as public health, and reducing
capacity to interact with health-oriented partners such as WHO and UNICEF.

25. Structured Learning. A key instrument in the Program's strategy is "structured learning,"
which supports adaptive project design as well as provides lessons for future projects. An issue for the
Program has been to identify key topics for structured learning, develop a common framework for
learning about these topics, select efficient methods for collecting and analyzing information, and
synthesizing and disseminating these lessons. A number of lessons learned from the IDWSSD have
resulted in new project approaches which incorporate a demand orientation, attention to institutional
issues, and learning within projects; the task now for structured learning is to support the
implementation of these principles through monitoring, evaluation, feedback, and continued learning of
new lessons. Progress made in FY95 is continuing in the plans for FY96. The Program should
continue to refine its strategy for structured learning, and may begin to consider how this strategy may
be adapted by its clients and institutionalized as part of their capabilities.
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26. Selectivity. In its "triangle" strategy of building capacity, supporting sustainable investments,
and learning/dissemination, the Program must make choices about where and how to be involved.
Criteria for selection have recently been adopted, based on a project's characteristics (flexibility,
sufficient resources, and potential for learning and for impact on future practice), environment
(collaborative task manager, cooperative government), and location (country of concentration). The
need for selectivity will continue regardless of the form the Program takes; the issue will be to
reconsider selectivity criteria in light of any new objectives or scope.

27. The International Training Network (ITN). The Project Document for RAS/92/001 which
initiated the current funding cycle for the Program calls for the expansion of the ITN in East Asia with
the establishment of new centers in at least three more countries. This has not been accomplished, and
the question arises as to how vigorously the establishment of new centers should now be pursued.
Three issues arise. First, the ITN concept originated in the mid-1980's when the IDWSSD was
gathering momentum and the main emphasis of the Program was on development and dissemination
of low-cost WSS technologies. Given the changing emphasis of the Program, from technical to
institutional issues, are the ITNs still a useful vehicle for training in the sector? Second, if ITNs do
continue to play a useful role, what type of relationship between ITNs and the Program is mutually
beneficial? Third, the ITNs have been heavily subsidized, but this funding is nearing an end. If there
is a role for ITNs, how might they become financially self sufficient?

28. Having said this, it still appears that an ITN could play a useful supporting role in countries
where sector development is just getting started, such as Mongolia and Vietnam; possibilities in those
two countries should be explored.
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DANIDA assisted DPHE

~anpunp rafl'l9and rgaf

Notes
March, 1995. UNDP/World Bank Water and Sanitation Program RWSG-SA htmp 06.

IMPORTANCE OF PROMOTING BUILDING LINKAGE BETWEEN TARA
MANUFACTURERS, WHOLESELLERS, RETAILERS, AND CONSUMERS IN

ESTABLISHMENT OF SALES NETWORK FOR EASY AVAILABILITY

About 90,000 Tara handpumps have already been added to the rural water supply system particularly
in the low water table areas in Bangladesh, the number being on increasing in the years to come. For a
community managed sustainable rural water supply system, a healthy linkage between the Tara spare
parts manufacturers, wholesellers, retailers, and consumers is to be established A spontaneous growth
of Tara spare parts sales network is the demand of the time. So all concerned should take immediate
positive steps in this issue.

BACKGROUND:

Due to excessive ground water mining for predominantly in the northern region of the
irrigation and adverse effect of Farakka country. It is predicted that, by the year
barrage at the upstream, water level in the 2000, low water table area is likely to rise
Northern part of Bangladesh is declining from the present about 25% to 50%
significantly. As the water tables declines, throwing almost half of all the shallow
more and more NO. 6 pump ceases to tubewells in the affected areas (about
provide water, specifically during the dry 1200,000 Nos.) inoperative. To face this
season. The Government of Bangladesh has gigantic problem, more and more Tara
now adopted a low lift, direct action tubewells would be coming up. This would
handpunp, known as 'Tara' as the standard further widen the existing Tara spare parts
handpump to overcome the water problems market about which both the manufacturers,
in the low water table areas where static wholesellers, retailers, and the consumers
water level went down from 8 meter to 12 should be cognizant.
meter. Until now, around 90,000 Tara
handpumps have been installed
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INTRODUCTION: tubewell users complain that Tara spare parts
are not available at even thana level shops

Sustainable Tara tubewell operation and and they think it troublesome and costly to
maintenance requires a demand based buy a minor parts from the district level or
availability of spares and services. The even from DPHE thana stores as the
DANIDA assisted DPHE Handpump incidental cost becomes higher than the price
Training and Monitoring Project (HTMP) at of the item itself So they prefer collecting
the low water table area of the North- water from the nearby sources keeping their
Western part of Bangladesh is functioning as own tubewell inoperative.
a catalyst to increase the availability of Tara
spare parts through promoting marketing * The second complain is about the
environment and policy support activities. high price of DPHE spare parts. DPHE's
One of the main objectives of the HTMP is procurement process (through tenders)
to promote availability of Tara spares in the involves more than one intermediary agencies
project area through private sales outlets. (profit makers) and departmental
This will support in achieving a sustainable transportation cost up to thana stores make
village level operation and maintenance the selling price high even though it is sold
(VLOM) system. To assess the existing on a non-profit basis.
spares distribution a detailed survey was
carried out in each sub-district of the project * The third complain is that, the spare
area. The survey revealed that the field parts, which are presently available in the
situation in respect to Tara spares availability business shops are of very poor quality which
has changed considerably since the time of does not ensure effective return of the money
the project preparation. The two distinct spent for buying the spares. In most cases,
changes are those under-specified spares create new

troubles to their tubewells.
(i) supply of spare parts by DPHE on

payment basis as against free supply FINDINGS:
earlier;

The analysis of existing problems gives
(ii) availability of limited spare parts emphasis to develop a well managed and

through private sales outlets in the dependable sale outlets (network) at the
project area. grass-root level as required for unhindered

operation of rural water supply system in low
EXISTING PROBLEMS: water table areas where the new direct action

low lift pump, known as 'Tara' now being
The main features of Tarapump are its installed.
simplicity, low cost and ease of maintenance.
It has been specially design to make # HTMP will support an environment
maximum use of materials and skills available of private sector marketing of Tara
in rural Bangladesh. spares by building linkage between

consumers, retailers, wholesellers,
* But field experience suggests that, and manufactures by organizing
many existing Tara pumps remain inoperative 'Manufacturers, Wholesellers,
for days together for want of minor spare Retailers, and Consumers's Meet'
parts like flap valves, O' rings etc. The and provide information on spare
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parts consumption pattern and reliable under field conditions and
estimated annual demand. cost effective.

# DPHE to continue supply of spare Changes needed in HTMP PRODOC:
parts on payment basis till a
satisfactory private sector spare parts The prevailing field condition of sales outlet of

distribution system is in place. spare parts is different than the period (1989)
when the PRODOC was prepared. Number of
Tara pumps has increased in this 5 (five) years

The quality and price aspect will be period. It resulted in increased demand for spare
left to the free market mechanism. parts which has encouraged establishment of new

sales outlets to acquire and sell spares of Tara

To ensure availability of quality spare PUMP.

parts besides DPHE the # Establishing a sales network by the
manufacturers and smaller enterprises project may confine the whole process of

should also encouraged to develop spare parts availability. For a number of
users the spare parts will be available at

markets for regularly needed spare such a location that the user of Tara
parts, such as leather cup seals at would need to cover a long distance to
reasonable cost with stamping get the spare parts. This will increase the

certification by relevant authority. non operative period of Tara pumps.

# Making agreements with retailers or
# Caretakers and beneficiaries should manufacturers would make HTMP

be informed about the locations of accountable for supplying or controlling
sales outlets in their locality and they the supply or quality of spare parts. This

goes against the free market options.
should be encouraged to buy spare
parts with their user group
contribution. NEW STRATEGIC

# The Tara pump and tubewell are RECOMMENDATIONS:

fabricated from locally available Improvement of present distribution network
materials, using skills and tooling of Tara spare parts requires the following
available within the country. activities:
Therefore, spares can also be made in
workshops within the communities i) To build linkage between

manufacturers, wholesellers,
# The Tara is a true VLOM pump retailers and consumers.

which enjoys very high user
acceptance. It can be installed at low ii) To provide information on
cost and sustained at a cost of about spare parts consumption
$0.05 per user per year (assuming a pattern and estimated annual
user group of 75 people). Average demand.
annual labor costs for maintenance
come to $0.04 per user, if hired ...
mechanics are used (which is not o sre t ql apect

alwas neessay, incethe isof spare parts of Tarapumpalways necessary, since the pump is for building confidence in the
serviceable for most routine O&M by user community.
a trained caretaker). It is robust and
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iv) To standardize the quality take time to establish but some
aspect of Tara spare parts important financing and marketing
through a competent authority steps may speed up the process.
like BSTI certification by
stamping in consultation of
DPHE technical committee
specifications. FOR MORE INFORMATION:

DANIDA assisted DPHE Handpump
LESSONS: Training and Monitoring Project

DPHE Building
# For the successful implementation of Laximpur, Rajshahi, Bangladesh.

spare parts distribution and Tel: (88 0721) 2351, 2246
management system, training in Fax: (88 0721) 2083.
O&M to the community and training
in business management with special
emphasis on advertising the product UNDP/World Bank Water and Sanitation
for the consumers, retailers, Program, RWSG-SA
wholesellers and manufacturers is Flat No. 01-01, Priyo Prangan,
required. 2 Paribagh, Dhaka, Bangladesh.

Tel: (88 02) 865241, 504472, 504249
# Maintenance within the village is Fax: (88 02) 865351.

crucial for the long term sustainability
of handpump water supplies.

# Most Bangladeshi families have ready
access to water from contaminated
surface sources. Any alternative
supply therefore must be convenient,
reliable and cheap if it is to gain
widespread acceptance.

# Non-wearing parts of the pump must
be durable and reliable, and parts
subject to wear must be easy to
service and inexpensive to buy.

# A critical element of VLOM pumps
is local manufacturing. In
Bangladesh, the success of DPHE's
rural water program a decade ago
was bolstered by a network of
manufacturers producing massive
numbers of the New No. 6
handpumps. The same production
network is needed for the Tara. It will
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DANIDA assisted DPHE

Hanpump Trail'flS- and Moniltorin Program

Notes

December, 1994. UNDP/World Bank Water and Sanitation Program RWSG-SA htmp 05.

THE BI-ANNUAL INTERNAL REVIEWS STRENGTHEN HTMP ACTIVITIES IN
MORE EFFECTIVE, MEANINGFUL AND CONSISTENT WITH PROGRAM

MANDATES

The Bi-annual Internal Reviews were planned for strengthening the management process in a

participatory wav with the participation of all actors in DANIDA funded DPHE Handpump Training
and Monitoring Program. The Bi-annual Internal Review specifically focussed on four main

components: Training; Monitoring; Spare Parts Distribution & Management; and Health & Hygiene
Education. The interactive and participatory methodology have been followed in validation of agreed

upon decisions. The review process had finalized the detailed Work Plan and Budget for 1995.

BACKGROUND: iii) a distribution system and
management of spare parts by private

The Department of Public Health sector; and

Engineering (DPHE) is implementing the iv) health and hygiene education to
DANIDA assisted DPHE Handpump promote good hygiene practices
Training and Monitoring Program (HTMP) among the users.
with technical and management assistance
from UNDP/World Bank regional Water INTRODUCTION:
and Sanitation Group-South Asia (RWSG-
SA) through its Bangladesh Country Office. The Bi-annual internal reviews were planned

The HTMP is being implemented in 15 for strengthening the managerial process in
thanas of greater Rajshahi District, and aims participatory way involving all actors in

at evolving a nationally replicable model of: HTMP. The second bi-annual internal review
was held in Rajshahi during November 22-

i) caretakers training for operation and 24, 1994. The bi-annual internal review was

maintenance of Tara handpump; a follow up of the Internal Review and Mini

ii) a monitoring system of Tara workshop that took place in February 07-11,
Handpump; 1994. The objectives of the first review was
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to formulate 1994 Work Plan for HTMP and consultations with the project personnel,
to proceed accordingly. The Bi-annual DPHE, field visits and discussions with local
Review focussed on the critical analysis of authorities, findings, policy options,
the success and failures of the tasks suggestion and conclusions of the review
completed as per 1994 Work Plan, re-design have been broadly accepted by the DPHE,
of the activity plan based on the present RWSG-SA and DANIDA. A continuing
situation, re-allocation of the 1994 budget policy consultation process through reviews
and preparation of the estimated budget for should stimulate project ideas and
1995. Focussed discussions were held on suggestions and should help in testing and
interrelatedness of the objectives of HTMP- refining project strategies. During the CY
training, monitoring, hygiene education and 1994, the first cycle of training of trainers
spare parts. (TOT) comprising Sub-Assistant Engineers,

Tubewell Mechanics and NGO's field
OBJECTIVES: workers have been completed. The TOT has

been carried out in collaborative style with
The objectives of the bi-annual internal the participation of DPHE, UNICEF,
review of HTMP were several: WHO,NGO's and RWSG-SA at local level.

A limited caretaker's training has been
(a) review the work progress of DPHE- conducted to demonstrate the training skills

IITMP in line with Work Plan & achieved during TOT. Organization of one
Budget 1994; manufacturers, whole sellers, retailers and

(b) address the programmatic and consumers meet for creating an environment
management issues; of private sector marketing of Tara spares

(c) finalization of the draft Work Plan has been finalized to arrange in January
and Budget 1995 of DPHE-HTMP; 1995.

(d) documentation of experiences; and
(e) proposal of participatory evaluation Systematic Learning:

(to DANIDA).
The Bi-annual Internal Review Mission

METHODOLOGY: emphasized that HTMP should be reviewed
with the objectives of strengthening the

The Bi-annual Internal Review of DPHE- management process in relation to systematic
HTMP followed an interactive and learning from the different HTMP activities.
participatory methodology leading towards Stress was given on a decentralized
optimum participation individuals and community management of Tara pumps and
validation of agreed upon decisions. strategic thinking regarding replication
Discussions were centered around topics as possibilities of the project.
indicated in the objectives section and
directed towards developing concrete ideas to Village Level Operation & Maintenance
facilitate fulfillment of strengthening the (VLOM) Concept:
HTMP activities. Both structured and
unstructured approaches of deliberations Detail discussions were held on the Village
were practiced. Presentations were followed Level Operation and Maintenance (VLOM)
by discussions providing observations, concept in grass roots level management. The
comments, questions and recommendations. Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA)
The review process included broad technique was deemed to be an effective tool
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for implementing the objectives of this basic computer training. The Review Mission
particular project. then visited Naogaon District, where the

Water Supply and Sanitation situation was
Participatory Process: briefed. The Review Mission also visited a

tubewell Site at Saluka Village, Hara paria
Discussion on the application of participatory Union Parishad of Naogaon Sadar thana.
process in HTMP was held. The concept The pump installed some six month back was
would help strengthen the partnership among in good condition. The water quality and
the water user group, Government agencies, discharge were satisfactory and the platform
NGO's and donors. It would also reinforce was clean. The trained CTF could perform
the following: minor repairs without intervention of the

Tubewell Mechanic. The female users
* dissemination of information; present at the pump site were also found to

be conversant with the VLOM characteristics
* strengthening of organizational set up; of the Tara pump and they demonstrated

their knowledge and familiarity with Tara
* improvement in technical skills; and pump components and spares.

* economic and social viability of the Mid Term Evaluation:
project.

The tentative date for a week long Mid Term
It added further that for grass root level Evaluation of HTMP was scheduled for the
capacity building within HTMP area the first week of March, 1995. The mid term
following considerations are indispensable : evaluation will be participatory and include

representation from DANIDA, DPHE and
o Getting the message; RWSG-SA as well.

o Getting the message understood; Documentation of lesson learnt:

o Getting the message accepted; Based on the expenence of the major
components of HTMP, case studies may be

o Doing something about it; and prepared for publication as Infrastructure
Notes of Transportation, Water and Urban

o Feed back. Development Department, World Bank.

Field Visit: HTMP Extension:

For a first hand on-site experience on HTMP DPHE participants raised issues regarding
activities, a field visit was undertaken by the HTMP's extension both time and spatial
review mission members. They visited the coverage wise. It should be encouraged to
on-going HTMP basic computer training utilize HTMP outputs (Training and
program at NTRAMS, Bogra. The Review Monitoring Modules) to increase HTMP
Mission members were impressed with the oriented coverage in other adjoining low
training facilities available and the training water table areas where Tara pumps are in
curriculum offered by NTRAMS. They operation on a no cost basis.
expressed their satisfaction with the HTMP
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Study Tours: DPHE, RWSG-SA, other donors and NGO's
to improve the poor's access to safe water

The possibility of arranging study tours for and sanitation. The 1995 Work Plan &
the project personnel to similar projects in the Budget of HTMP reflects its strategic
region was also discussed. It was agreed that thinking and commitments on ways of
DPHE will prepare a proposal for the study making HTMP more effective, meaningful
and submit it to DANIDA for arrangement of and consistent with Program mandate.
funds.

OUTPUTS: FOR MORE INFORMATION:

# The Bi-annual Internal Review came DANIDA assisted DPHE Handpump
out with a result in identifying Training and Monitoring Project
perceived and actual constraints, DPHE Building
affecting HITMP program Laximpur, Rajshahi, Bangladesh.
performance, as well as, devise Tel: (88 0721) 2351, 2246
concrete steps and actions to Fax: (88 0721) 2083.
overcome them.

# Finalized the yearly work plan & UNDP/ World Bank Water and Sanitation
budget 1995 for DPH-E-HTMP in Program, RWSG-SA
line with the main objectives of Flat No. 01-01, Priyo Prangan,
HTMP and within the approved 2 Paribagh, Dhaka, Bangladesh.
project budget. Tel: (88 02) 865241, 504472, 504249

Fax: (88 02) 865351.
# Discussed and resolved important

management and personnel issues.

Provided an outline of an
infrastructure notes for publication
based on HTMP experiences.

CONCLUSION:

The HTMP Bi-annual Internal Review
meeting ended with a clearly identified and
agreed upon Work Plan and vision for future
activities. The review meeting was
productive, interactive and transcended the
usual management discussion. Participants
largely came with a sense of identity and
strong resolve to take the HTMP to a new
height. The discussions throughout meeting
was guided by the intent to achieve greater
impact through carrying out the project
objectives and to build partnership among
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DANIDA assisted DPHE

Kanpu~ raii and oingparI

Notes
September, 1994. UNDP/World Bank Water and Sanitation Program RWSG-SA htmp 04.

ENHANCING USER'S CAPABILITIES IN OPERATION & MAINTENANCES OF
NEW DIRECT ACTION TARA PUMP TECHNOLOGY BY INNOVATIVE AND

PARTICIPATORY STYLE OF TRAINING

Capacity building within the user's communities, is critical in sustaining a water supply system that is not
only efficient, cost effective but eventually empowers the users to operate and maintain the new direct
action Tara pump technology. The training of trainer's (TOT) in HTMP illustrates the process of
transferring O&M skills to the user groups by Mechanics and NGO's field workers in growing low water
table areas of North-western Bangladesh

BACKGROUND: O&M capabilities and spare parts availability,
large numbers of the pumps are not working at

Bangladesh has achieved tremendous progress any given time and thus defeating the goal of
in providing nearly universal access to safe universal access of pure drinking water and
drinking water in the rural areas. However, increasing dependence on the public
O&M problems and inequities in access maintenance program. Due to dispersed nature
remain, affecting sustainability and service of rural communities and lack of effective
quality of RWSS. In the growing low water systematic learning procedures in the Public
tables areas ordinary suction handpumps sector, O&M responsiveness is inadequate
become inoperable during dry winter month in rendering the existing Rural Water Supply &
North-western Bangladesh. This has Sanitation operationally unsustainable.
necessitated public provisioning of a new lift
mode pump in the low water table areas, THE PROJECT:
locally known as the Tara pump, that can
access water form up to 15 meters depth, and Department of Public Health Engineering
serve the needs of 100 people. Each year since (DPHE), Government of Bangladesh (GOB)
1986, 10,000-15,000 Tara pumps are being implemented, DANIDA funded and RWSG-
installed in low water table areas of the SA managed Handpump Training and
country. However, in the absence of user level Monitoring Project (HTMP) was launched in
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September 1993 to address these weaknesses FINDINGS:
of the Tara Pump program. Specifically, the
project aims at increasing O&M capabilities of # TOT being carried out in an interactive

user communities through caretaker training, multimedia mode, proved highly

monitor functioning and use of selected successful in educating the trainers on

numbers of Tara pumps and supporting an the technology, diagnostics and

environment of private sector marketing of maintenance of the pumps, hitherto

Tara spares. The project operates in fifteen low unknown to them. The size of the

water table sub-districts of North-West group trained was twenty which was

Bangladesh covering an area of 4500 Sq. Km., based on the findings of a needs

and serving more than 3 million people. assessment survey and proved a more

Training of Trainers (TOT) and training of appropriate size compared to earlier

pump caretakers (volunteers from within the UNICEF-DPHE training group of 30-

user group) are the key elements of the HTMP 40 participants.
training component. By now, the first cycle of
TOT for 100 (Hundred) numbers of trainers # The trainers in turn used similar but

training has been completed with support from more illustrative and hands on

the project staff. The trainers, who are DPHE techniques in training the caretakers

mechanics and community workers of NGOs, and their families in the O&M of the

have initiated training of pump caretakers. The pumps.
training of trainer's followed participatory
technique, consultative process and planning a # The poor, mostly illiterate female

participatory program based on SARAR caretakers are beginning to assume

PROCESS. The active caretakers are largely control and responsibility for the O&M

women members of the user group, as women of the pumps in areas covered under

are the predominant users of the pumps and caretaker training.
are always available on site. Inclusion of
women in the caretakers training is therefore # The average downtime is reducing in

vital to build community capacity as well as the areas where the training program

encourage community participation in O&M of are being carried out.

RWSS.
# In areas, where training program are

The TOT was carried out for the purpose of being carried out, repair cost for

transferring the O&M skills to the user groups maintenance of Tara pumps are

by mechanics and NGO field workers, who reducing to an extent as caretakers use

due to their social background are ideal better judgement in procuring quality

communicators to rural communities, and spares from the market and can do

thereby build community O&M capabilities. repair by themselves without taking

Despite the usual initial logistical difficulties the assistance from mechanics.

HTMP training program has achieved the
following accomplishments within the first year LESSONS:
of operation. This note describes the
impressive achievements of the training * Sustainable RWSS depends on O&M

component. skills at beneficiary / user level.

Public sector provisioning of routine O&M is
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operationally ineffective, time consuming and SELF-ESTEEM
expensive. Breaking out of this dependence
through VLOM training can pave the way for The self-esteem of groups and individuals is
self sustaining RWSS. acknowledged and enhanced by recognising

that they have the creative and analytic
* Training Methods and size of group are capacity to identify and solve their own
critical. problems.

Past training on Tara Pump maintenance was ASSOCIATIVE STRENGTHS
less effective in disseminating knowledge to the
user group. Participatory and multi-media The methodology recognizes that when people
modules and a manageable size for greater from groups, they become stronger and
interaction and sharper focus towards develop the capacity to act together.
dissemination and hands-on demonstration to
ultimate user group is key to achieving RESOURCEFULNESS
objectives of training O&M skills to the user
community. Each individual is a potential resource to the

community. The method seeks to develop the
* Empowerment and placing resourcefulness and creativity of groups and
responsibility on user groups are vital in individuals in seeking solutions to problems.
promoting sustainable O&M.

ACTION PLANNING

Unless the user group who are the ultimate
beneficiary of the training program, are Planning for action to solve problems is central

trained, held responsible for O&M and method. Change can be achieved only if
empowered to take decisive action, public groups plan and carry out appropriate actions.

sector dependence with all the attendant
inefficiencies and costs will remain, affecting RESPONSIBILITY

development of a sustainable RWSS. The responsibility for follow-through is taken

Capacity building through training over by the group. Actions that are planned
rdCesaO&Macst budng tugh d trinn must be carried out. Only through suchreduces O&M costs and pump down-time. responsible participation do results become

HTMP experience suggests that supposedly meaningful.

free of cost Government supported O&M,
actually costs the users and the service provider
more and pump down-time is longer. Trained
user-caretakers have strong interest and
motivation to maintain their pumps in the most
efficient and cost-effective manner, costing
them less cash and labor.

THE SARAR PROCESS: REPLICABILITY

Five Characteristics
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SOME GUIDELINES FOR PLANNING PARTICIPATORY ACTIVITIES:

If you want to SUCCEED, you need to: If you do, you will:

S Set a brief, clear task Share power.
rather than lecture or ask
questions.

U Use hands-on, multi-sensory Broaden the base of
materials rather than rely participation.
only on verbal
communications.

C Create an informal, relaxed Equalize status.
climate.

C Choose a growth-producing Draw out talents,
activity. leadership, mutual

respect.

E Evoke feelings, beliefs, Ensure relevance.
needs, doubts, perceptions,
aspirations.

E Encourage creativity, analysis, Enhance personal con-
planning. fidence, self-esteem,

skills, resourcefulness.

D Decentralize decision-making. Develop capacity for

practical action.
To Learn More

Contact:
DANIDA assisted DPHE Handpump Training and Monitoring Project
DPHE Building, Laxmipur, Rajshahi, Bangladesh
Tel: (88 0721) - 2351, 2246
Fax: (88 0721) - 2083

UNDP/World Bank Water and Sanitation Program, RWSG-SA
Flat No. 0 1-01, Priyo Prangan,
2 Paribagh, Dhaka, Bangladesh
Tel (88 02) - 865241, 504472, 504249
Fax (88 02) - 865351
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DANIDA assisted DPHE

Hand Psp Traflifl~and MntoigPrga

Notes

June, 1994. UNDP/World Bank Water and Sanitation Program RWSG-SA htmp 03.

MONITORING SYSTEM FOR PERFORMANCE OF TARA PUMPS AND
ENHANCING ITS O&M CAPABILITIES

Low cost water supply using handpump technology encompasses many economical, social and technical
constraints. Monitoring the performance of such water supply project is often difficult and complex. This
can be greatly helped by using Management Information System (MIS). The DANIDA funded Hand Pump
Training and Monitoring Program is being implemented by the Department of Public Health Engineering
with the management and technical assistance from UNDP/World Bank Water and Sanitation Program
through RWSG-SA aiming to establish a monitoring system for performance of Tarapump and enhancing
it's O&M capabilities in declining water table area in Bangladesh in a sustainable way.

BACKGROUND: and management assistance from
UNDP/World Bank Water and Sanitation

The Government of Bangladesh through the Program covers 15 low water table thanas in
Department of Public Health Engineering the greater Rajshahi district in the North-
(DPHE) has decided to install Tara pumps to Western part of Bangladesh and involves
provide safe water in the areas where the 10,000 - 12,000 Tara Handpumps.
ground water table has either gone beyond the
suction limit of the traditional suction INTRODUCTION:
Handpump (No. 6) or has a tendency of
lowering below the suction limit within the In DPHE, data are collected in the field and
near future. The Tara handpump is a direct transmitted through the territorial Sub-assistant
action pump suitable for lifts upto 15m. The Engineers, the Sub-divisional Engineers, the
Handpump Training and Monitoring Program Executive Engineers and the Superintending
(HTMP) funded by DANIDA, being Engineers to the Head Office for compilation
implemented by the Department of Public and storage. Data handling is, therefore, slow
Health Engineering (DPHE) with the technical and is considered by field staff as a burden and
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a one-way communication from which the * To record source and cost of spares.
field level does not benefit. Furthermore, the
data collection at the field level is regarded * To appraise the quality of the spare
largely as a Head Office control function rather parts.
than a useful management tool.

* To evaluate the feasibility of replicating
In order to strengthen the relevance of the data such a system for other Water and Sanitation
collection, the data handling should be brought Programs.
nearer to the field level, where the data are
most needed. Computer processing of data are,
therefore needed to be transferred from the METHODOLOGY:
Head Office to the district level. HTMP is
expected to establish a computerized The methodology of the Monitoring System
monitoring system, ultimately a capacity includes:
building exercise for a sustainable program by
DPHE. Selection of pumps for Monitoring:

Selection of pumps for routine, random and
OBJECTIVES: quarterly monitoring is being conducted by

following criteria:
The main objectives of Monitoring and
Evaluation: Criteria followed for selection of 300 pumps

for routine monitoring were as follows:
* To physically inspect the conditions of
different elements of the pumps. (i) All pumps should be of the current

design.(i.e. after 1990-91 ADP);
* To investigate Tara pump and other
pump's technical performance in the (ii) Information on pumps should be
intervention area. available (date of installation, type of pump,

borehole etc.);
* To identify and record interventions
carried out including spare parts used, through (iii) It must be a community pump with
direct observation or through interview of the user group 50-75 size (actual users);
caretaker.

(iv) pump should have easy accessibility to
* To assess users attitude and reaction on ensure regular monitoring;
operation and maintenance of the pumps.

(v) Water quality is good and the pump is
* To assess effectiveness of the in extensive use;
caretakers' training.

(vi) If possible, pumps installed by
* To appraise whether hygienic practices government, donors, NOG's and community
are being followed. themselves, should be included to have a

comparative analysis of the impact of the
* To record the involvement of project implementation strategy on
community in the O&M of the pump. maintenance and pump performance.
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Monitoring of additional 1000 pumps will be Basic data collection:
carried out on a random sampling basis in
every month. Data collection of HTMP monitoring is being

conducted basically by the tubewell mechanics
Monitoring of all pumps on a quarterly basis and duly checked by the Sub-Assistant
based on DPHE's routine monitoring Engineers concerned in the project area.
formats.

Random inspection:
Development of Monitoring formats:

Random inspection of the collected filled data
Monitoring inspection formats were developed format is being inspected by the project
by consultative and iterative process with the personnel and concerned EE's, SE DPHE
participation of DPHE, UNICEF, WHO and Rajshahi Circle.
RWSG-SA (Dhaka, Delhi). The first
monitoring format was drafted in line with the Collection of data on software issues:
recommendations made in HTMP project
launching workshop during November 22-24, Collection of data on caretaker's family
1993. This format was revised to a final form training, spare parts , distribution &
both in Bengali and English with detail management (SPDM), and health and hygiene
discussions with field level personnel by four education (HHE) is being also included to
step modifications. Keeping in view the monitor the effects.
indicators, the revised final formats are
comprehensive, compact and easy to handle Data processing and interpretation:
while collection of data in the field and
entering in the computer. Data processing and interpretation will be

conducted with the development of computer
HTMP Monitoring Format MIS software packages for storing, retrieval

-__and analysis of field data and generation of
-- _- _reports.

Dissemination offindings:

The HTMP monitoring system would help
toenhance capacity building exercise for a

-_ sustainable monitoring program in the rural
water supply of low lying water table areas by

- - a new direct action lift pump, locally known as
'Tarapump' and to judge by the following

$~ PAM ~ factors to take strategies and decision in future
RWS program:

a) Performance and maintance of pumps.

- 1) downtime (the elapsed time
before the pump repaired);
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2) frequency of repair;
MONITORING FLOWCHART

3) level of intervention;
Monitrn

4) availability of spare parts;

5) community involvement; and

6) acceptability of the technology. Hardware Software
Parameters Parameters

b) Caretaker's Training for the Operation
and Maintenance of the Pump.

c) Distribution and Management of Spare
Parts by Private Sector. ormat

For Data

d) Health and Hygiene Education.

Analysis &

WHAT MONITORING MEANS: nterpretation

Monitoring is a continuous process of data
collection and analysis in order to check =Dissemination
whether pumps, their components and & Feed Back
related health practices are properly
functioning according to plan and to take
timely remedial action.

KEYWORD FOR MONITORING:
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

o Early Warning;
DANIDA assisted DPHE Handpump Training

o Remedial Action; and Monitoring Project

o Management Tools; and DPHE Building
Laximpur, Rajshahi, Bangladesh.

o Regular Check. Tel: (88 0721) 2351, 2246
Fax: (88 0721) 2083.

MONITORING AND EVALUATION ARE
INSTRUMENT TO:

UNDP/World Bank Water and Sanitation
# Leam and Improve Program, RWSG-SA

Flat No. 01-0 1, Priyo Prangan,
# Show Results 2 Paribagh, Dhaka, Bangladesh.

# Justify that Investment is Tel: (88 02) 865241, 504472, 504249

sustainable. Fax: (88 02) 865351.
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DANIDA assisted DPHE

~~an~u~p Tr afli9 hbA OP

Notes

March, 1994. UNDP/World Bank Water and Sanitation Program RWSG-SA htmp 02.

TRAINING NEEDS ASSESSMENT FOR HANDPUMP TRAINING AND
MONITORING PROGRAM

Training need's assessment is an effective activity to compare the situations before and after training at

predetermined intervals. The success of Handpump Training and Monitoring Program (HTMP) greatly
depends on the quality of the training program, training materials, and training implementation strategy.
The approach of present traditional training procedure does not have much impact. This program
emphasizes to develop a well defined participatory method for Training of Trainers and Caretaker's Family
Training.

INTRODUCTION: achieved its objectives and adjust the training
program accordingly.

Training is a process which encourages the
member of a group to learn how to learn. In an DESCRIPTION:
effective training process a careful blend of
three strategies- adapt, adopt and retain on the The Department of Public Health Engineering

part of both the trainer and trainee work (DPHE) with assistance from UNDP/World

synergistically. Training mainly aims at Bank Regional Water and Sanitation Group -

changing the behavioral pattern of individual or South Asia (RWSG-SA) is implementing the

group and it is also not easy to assess the Handpump Training and Monitoring Program

benefits of training in quantifiable term. But (HTMP) in 15 Thanas of greater Rajshahi

assessing the effectiveness of training district. Training of caretakers and their

evaluation is a must. Evaluation must be supervisor/trainers is the key component of this

integrated into the entire learning process. program. Success of such a program mainly

From a practical standpoint, the purpose of depends on the quality of the training program,

evaluation is to compare situation before and training materials and training implementation

after training at predetermined intervals to the strategy. Accordingly a training needs

degree to which the training endeavor has assessment study has been undertaken by
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fielding a consultant for a duration of six essential.
weeks.

# Supervision and monitoring should be
OBJECTIVES: initiated to strengthen on a continuous

basis with definite indicators for the
The objectives of the study are to: progress.

I) Assess the training needs for caretakers 4) The Trainers (SAEs and TWMs)
and trainers of the caretakers; emphasize on hardware aspects and

importance of software like communication,
2) Formulate a strategic planing for motivation, community participation, health &

implementation of the training program hygiene education and required skills on
under HTMP. training methods and techniques are considered

secondary.
FINDINGS & RECOMMENDATIONS:

# Training activity should be considered
Training of Trainers as an integrated component of Water

Supply and Sanitation Program.
1) A comprehensive training package is Assessment of trainers' knowledge,
not available at the moment There is no TOT skills and attitude regarding training
manual to conduct a need based training for activities should be carried out to equip
the trainers to improve and maintain the them with skill and orientation for need
standard of training. based training courses.

# Manual should include training 5) To organize and to conduct a TOT
techniques and methodologies, course, professional trainers and
focusing on communication skills and communication specialists are required. DPHE
use of participatory methods of does not have a training institute to conduct a
training. TOT on communication process, methodology

and skills.
# In the Manual, emphasis should be

given to community participation and # A training institute with required
hygiene promotion. The Manual should experience and reputation may be
be in Bangla. involved to conduct the TOT courses.

2) TWMs and SAEs are trainers by virtue Caretakers' Training
of their official positions without consideration
of their attitude and motivation. Therefore, 1) It has been observed that one-day
training is not becoming effective. caretakers training is too short a period to fully

train the caretakers on O&M of pumps. The
# Trainers should have at least 10 years caretakers with one-day training have to

of schooling and extensive training on depend on TWM for even small repairs. This
Training of Trainers (TOT). type of training will neither fulfill the program

objectives nor reduce the work load of the
3) Supervision and monitoring for the TWMs.
Training of Trainers (TOT) program is
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# A two days training course for the and uniformity of the caretakers training.
Handpump Caretakers' Training will
provide opportunity to practice the # It is suggested that the Manual should
skills and discuss health issues, contain the following:
problems and preventive measures.

o Objectives and benefits of the training;
2) Existing caretakers selection is not importance of community
appropriate. The existing selection criteria for participation;sustainability;technology,
caretakers is governed by the site where the its comments and function; preventive
pump is installed. The pumps, in most cases, health measures, core health messages
are installed on the properties of influential and role of a caretaker in a
persons who are able to contribute the most. It community.
is a clear deviation from the principles of
community participation which is the main 6) There is no reference or teaching
objective of the program. materials available particularly on hygiene

education. An easy to understand reference
# The community, including influential materials should be provided to the caretakers

person of the area, should participate in for the retention of their training.
the planning, site selection and O&M
of the pump. # Besides trainers and trainees manuals,

teaching and reference materials are
3) Women participation in the O&M is also required for effective learning.
limited. It has been observed that very few
women participate in the caretakers' training TRAINING STE PS
sessions.

# While preparing the training schedule,
problems concerning women
participation should be given due
importance and they should be
motivated to attend the sessions.

4) It has been observed in the field that
the follow-up training were not carried out in
a planned or systematic way. Follow-up
training helps asses the weakness of the
trainees as well as of the training. t on

tesprobl ~# There should be a provision for regular
follow-up training in the original plan
of the caretakers training program.

5) No comprehensive caretakers training
manual has been developed. Without having a
well designed instructional manual, it is
difficult for the trainers to maintain the quality Search for a solution
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Traditional Teaching vs. Participatory
Training:

FOR MORE INFORMA TION:
In the training field today, the most widely
used training approach is what is known as DANIDA assisted DPHE Handpump Training
didactic teaching. The use of participatory and Monitoring Project
approaches is relatively new. DPHE Building

Laximpur, Rajshahi, Bangladesh.
The traditional Didactic style is a content- Tel: (88 0721) 2351, 2246
focused approach in which information is Fax: (88 0721) 2083.
largely passed in one direction from the outside
expert to the learner. Social marketing, which
involves mass propagation of messages, is a UNDP/ World Bank Water and Sanitation
derivative of this approach. Program, RWSG-SA

Flat No. 01-01, Priyo Prangan,
The Participatory style is a learner-centered 2 Paribagh, Dhaka, Bangladesh.
approach in which the focus is on the learners Tel: (88 02) 865241, 504472, 504249
developing abilities and skills to diagnose and Fax: (88 02) 865351.
solve their own problems. The trainer merely
facilitates a process of competency-building
and self-discovery for the learners, whose
needs, experience and goals are the focus of
the training.

How We Learn

1% through taste
2% through touch
3% through smell

11% through hearing
83% through sight

What We Remember

10% of what we read
20% of what we hear
30% of what we see

50% of what we see and hear
80% of what we say

90% of what we say and do
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DANIDA assisted DPHE

Notes
December, 1993. UNDP/World Bank Water and Sanitation Program RWSG-SA htmp 01.

RURAL WATER SUPPLY IN LOW WATER TABLE AREA AND THE VITALITY OF
DANIDA ASSISTED DPHE HANDPUMP TRAINING & MONITORING PROGRAM

Bangladesh has achieved commendable success in provision of rural water supply (RWS) during recent
plan periods. However, the declining water table phenomenon and its various implications pushed RWS
into a challenged circumstances and raised a series of challenges before the sector. Comprehensive,
strategic approaches may help to overcome the constrained situation facing by RWS sector. This
program is aimed at to weigh the consequences of declining water table and identify appropriate
strategies and innovative measures to counteract the problems and to promote RWS in a sustainable way.

BACKGROUND: - Coastal saline areas;
- Declining water table areas;

The achievement made in RWS in Bangladesh - Iron problem areas;
is commendable. Today over 85 percent of - Areas with stony layers;
the rural population have access to hand
tubewells within 150 meters of their homes Among the above, past study, current situation
compared to 40 percent in 198 1 But there are and future trend confirm that the single most
also areas where service provisions are at a problem is with the declining water table
level or even non existent. These are phenomenon, evident since the early eighties.
unserved and undeserved areas or simply
known as problem areas. In recent years the water table has been

declining in Bangladesh because of increased
agricultural irrigation and adverse effect of

PROBLEM AREA: Farakka Ban-age. In 1986 only 12% of Unions
had ground water below the suction level (8

From hydrogeological consideration, the meters). In 1991 26% of unions had
distinct problem areas are primarily the groundwater below the suction level.
following:
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and 90/o of them were found to be in working
Percentage of Unions with order according to DPHE's report.
Ground Water below 25 Feet

RURAL WATER SUPPLY PROJECTS:

Rural Water Supply in the shallow water table
area (SWTA)

Rural Water Supply in the low water table
area (LWTA)

Rural Water Supply in the coastal belt area
(CSA)

DPHE/UNICEF have initiated a study to In terms of population as well as geographical
predict the future groundwater fluctuations. coverage the SWTA is predominantly large.
Some early predictions indicated that by the The phenomenon of water table depletion has
year 2000 as much as 50% of the traditionally a direct influence on the dynamics of SWTA.
high water table areas may have water levels With the gradual depletion of water table, the
below the suction limit for at least part of the SWTA is reducing and by an equal extent the
year. LWTA is increasing.

DECLINING WATER TABLE: CONSEQUENCES OF EXPANSION OF
LWTA:

Area where water table is a problem is
generally termed as low water table areas From a study it is indicated that by the year
(LWTA) and simple suction mode handpump 2000 about 50 percent of the rural population
(i.e., No. 6 handpump) can not abstract water will fall under the LWTA. Current trend
from below 25 feet (approx. 8 meters). As the confirms that at least 35 percent will come
water table declines, more and more No. 6 under LWTA. Whatever the exact figure is, it
pumps will cease to provide water, especially is obvious that a huge number of existing No.
during the dry season- April to June- when the 6 handpumps will become inoperable before
water table is at its lowest. Even if we assume completion of their economic life. As a
that only 20% of the tubewells are affected solution more and more Tara handpumps are
this still means that about 150,000 public being deployed against affected No. 6
tubewells will cease to function at the peak of tubewells. The required nos. of Tara
the dry season. handpumps in the coming years will be

enormous. The size of the RWS program to
A direct action deep-set handpump (Tara take care of this unavoidable situation will also
handpump) is the solution at the moment. In be remarkable.
the 1980s the Tara pump was developed to lift
water at depth of up to 12 meters.
Approximately 60,000 Tara pumps have
already been installed in low water table areas,
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Percentage of Rural Population Under SWT & LWr DPHE, UNICEF and DANIDA have
Areas at Different Plan Periods upto Year 2010 expressed interest in continuing the TPPM

Program, with a wider scope, to include

g .... preventive and corrective measures for
.s ufsuccessfl implementation of the future Tara

Program such as; DPHE and UNDP/World
Bank Regional Water and Sanitation Program

. daccordingly drafted a Project Document
5sW It'1s W05 200 Rural Water Supply Training and Monitoring

Year Program". In continuation of DANIDA's long
standing support through UNICEF to the
sector, DANIDA carried out an appraisal of
the proposal in 1990. Based on the Appraisal

THE VITALITY OF DPHE HTMIP: Report a Technical Assistance Project
Proforma (TAPP) was prepared in 1991 by

The performance and the maintenance of the DPHE and approved in 1992. Later the
Tara Pump under normal field conditions was project was named "Handpump Training
tested by the UNDP/World Bank Water and Monitoring Project". DANIDA provides the
Sanitation Program under a Tara Pump financial assistance for the project through
Performance Monitoring (TPPM) Project and UNDP/World Bank Water and Sanitation
it resulted in modifications of the Tara Pump Program.
and identification of some weakness in the
maintenance and spare parts distribution
system which will influence long term THE IMPLEMENTATION OF HITMP:
sustainability of services. For operation and
maintenance of Rural Water Supply System, The Handpump Training and Monitoring
Spare parts distribution and management plays Project (HTMP), a demonstration project,
a vital role. To reduce the downtime of an covering 15 low water table thanas of
temporary unserviceable pump for want of Rajshahi Circle, will be implemented by
spares, the availability of spares is very DPH]E with assistance from UNDP/World
important At present spare parts are Bank Water and Sanitation Program in close
distributed by DPHE. The caretakers are co-operation with DANIDA, UNICEF, WHO
paying for it In principle, the maintenance of and NGOs. All Tara Pumps within 15 thanas,
the pumps is the joint responsibility of the estimates to be 10,000-12,000 pumps by the
caretakers and TWM's. Spare parts for the end of the program period, are included in the
No. 6 pumps installed by DPHE are project.
distributed through DPHE. Because of the
presence of more than 1 million private
handpumps, the spare parts for the No. 6 are PROJECT AREA:
readily available through the private sector
throughout Bangladesh. But in case of Tara The project area comprised of 15 thanas
pumps the situation is different. For easy under DPHE Rajshahi Circle.
availability of spare parts of Tara, distribution
by private sector by increasing the number of Rajshahi [1. Paba 2. Godagari 3.
sales outlets are to be considered for better Tanore 4. Mohanpur 5.
O&M of Tara. Bagmara 6. Charghat 7.
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Bagha.] transferred to DPHE staff from the
consultants with respect to Tara Pump

Naogaon [8. Naogaon Sadar 9. Mandal Improvement and Management of Tara Pump
Maintenance System with maximum users

Nowabgong [10. Nowabgong Sadar 11. involvement. Training and Monitoring
Nachole 12. Gomostapur] capacity for Rural Water Supply is expected

to be established within DPHE at the end of

Natore [13. Natore Sadar 14. Singra the Project
15. LP1 Training will be provided to both Trainer's

and Care Takers under close supervision of

THE MAIN OBJECTIVES OF THE the project Training courses will include

PROJECT: training methodology, use of training materials
both on technical aspect of Tara Pump O&M

Establishing a monitoring system for and software promotion of sanitation and

the performance of the Tara pumps health & hygiene. Training on effective

and the maintenance of the Tara and monitoring of Tara handpumps will also be

other pumips. provided to SAEs and TWMs.

With the development of a replicable training
# Proper caretakers' training and Tara and monitoring package and through pilot
pump spare parts distribution through implementation with close participation of
the private sector. DPHE, it is envisaged that management of

similar training and monitoring activities will
# Awareness among Tara pump improve significantly.

caretakers' about the impact of safe
water, safe excreta disposal and good
hygienic practices on health.

FOR MORE INFORMA TION
MAIN ELEMENTS OF THE PROJECT:

DANIDA assisted DPHE Handpump Training
o Monitoring of Tara Pumps and Monitoring Project
o ETfective Caretakers Training DPHE Building
o Ef11e e Spare rt sL! i tr i Laximpur, Rajshahi, Bangladesh.
o IIcalth IHygienc Education n Tel: (8 0721) 2351, 2246

Sanitation Promotion Fax: (88 0721) 2083.

OUTPUT OF THE PROJECT: UNDP/ World Bank Water and Sanitation
Program, RWSG-SA

The evaluation result of this project, after Flat No. 01-01, Priyo Prangan,
completion will serve as preparatory assistance 2 Paribagh, Dhaka, Bangladesh.
to the future national program. Tel: (88 02) 865241, 504472, 504249

Fax: (88 02) 865351
DPHE staff and the consultants will work side
by side. AS a result technical skill will be
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UNDP-World Bank Water and Sanitation Program

The World Bank 1818 H Street, NW Washington, DC 20433 Tel.: (202) 473-9785 Fax: (202) 522-3228

FAX COVER SHEET

DATE: October 4, 1997 NO. OF PAGES: 5

TO: Mr. Even Fontaine Ortiz PHONE:
Executive Secretary FAX: (41 22) 917 3G>'3

FROM: Bruce Gross PHONE: (202) 473- 30
Deputy Program Manager FAX: (202) 522-1 S

SUBJECT: UN Training Programs and Activities

Dear Mr. Ortiz:

Attached, as requested, is the updated information on the International Training Network f'or
Water and Waste Management (ITN). The ITN is largely independent of the iUNDP-Worid 3ank
Water and Sanitation Program these days, but I have listed myself as a contact point -,or the time :;eing.

Tat might change after the global ITN meeting in December. I have also attached a List of curnt .N
C enters.

I apologize for not having made the September 30 deadline.

Sincerely,

Bruce Gross

Attachments



JIU REPORT A.213: TRAINING INSTITUTIOU PROGRAMM ND AcTIrIES IN THE UNITED NATIONS SYSTEM

ACRONYM INSTJJTUJlN ESTABUSHMENT AIMS! OBJECTWES TRAINING ACTMD1TIES REPORTING FINANCES
PRO&CEDbURE$-

ITN International Training - founded in 1984 as a - to contibute to the - training, Institutional - support by C
Network for Water and cornponent of UNDPWold improvemet In strendtelning and governments,

Waste Management Baak Water and Saniation effectiveness and coverage informationa disseriination: rmultilateral and bilateral zrn
Prograrn, to promote the of water supply and - training materials include nongovernmental <

Geord.44e;' 4'ss establishment of a ''netwoik" of saritation for low-income stls of audio visual and agencies
collaborating local, regional population groups in the painted materials on low cost

INUW&-AWeIdank and intenational institutions in urban frina and rral areas water supply and sanitation
1816 I Street NW order to strengthen and of developing countries approaches
Washington, DC enhance internal capacity for
20433 USA training, education,

9A9 0 20 information education,
Tel: (1 202) 4134W information dissemination and
Fax: (1 202) 4 464 research activities on

S ~ 3 '212 appropriate, low-cost water
Telex: supply and sanitation
Cable:

E-mail:
Home Page:

0
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UNITED NATIONS SYSTEM INSTITUTIONS, CENTRES, ORGANIZATIONS, PROGRAMMES AND FUNDS
OFFERING 1 RAINING ACTIVITIES

Please indicate which category listed below applies to your institution, and indicate resolutions, etc.

CATEGORIES OF UNITED NAfIOtS SYSTEM TRAINING INSTITUTIONS

NAME QFWINSTITUTION!;

I Established by the legislative bodies of the United Nations as
an entity thereof (i.e. UNITAR, Turin Centre, etc.)

|| Established by the legislative bodies of the United Nations but
not as an entity thereof (ie. University of Peace, etc.)

Ill Established within the framework of institution-building (please
Indicate whether or not your institution is national, regional,
sub-regional, etc., and with whom you are affiliated)

IV Bearing the name of the a United Nations system organization Th 1:T0 w oCiS b s~ paYt of 1t ol P- t4004

but without any official status vis A vis the Uniled Nations A-4c cde (A r Ad ryo d e

V Has a training component but not as its main mandate FO0
V ov

<'



ITN Centres

Mr. Mathew N. Kariuki
NETWAS (Network for Water and Sanitation)
Magadi Road
P.O. Box 15575
Nairobi, Kenya
Telephone: (254-2) 501-301 to 03; 504-163
Telefax: (254-2) 506-112
E-mail: Netwas@Ken.healthnet.org

Dr. Cheik Toure
Centre Regional Pour l'Eau Potable et l'Assainissement a Faible
Cout (CREPA)
B.P. 369
Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso
Telephone: (226) 303868
Telefax: (226) 310-361

Dr. Paul Taylor
Institute of Water and Sanitation Development (IWSD)
Box MP 422. Mount Pleasant
Harare, Zimbabwe
Telephone: (263-4) 303288
Telefax: (263-4) 303280
E-mail: rooti iwsd.uz.zw@intemet

Dr. Eugene Larbi
Managing Director
TREND Group
P.M.B.
University Post Office
Kumasi Ghana
Telephone: (233-51) 28294/5
Telefax: (233-51) 28296

Professor Kumar J. Nath
All India Institute of Hygiene and Public Health (AIH & PH)
Department of Sanitary Engineering and Environmental
Sanitation
110 Chittaranjan Avenue
Calcutta - 700 073. India
Telephone: (91-33) 31-52-86; 3 1-52-88
Cable: HEALTHINST CALCUTTA



Dr. Juli Soemirat-Slamet
International Training Network, ITB Centre
Department of Environmenal Engineering
Institute of Technology
Bandung, Jalan Ganesha No. 10
Bandung, Indonesia
Telephone: (62-22) 43-21-89 ext. 432
Telex: 28324 ITB BD

Ms. Hana Sotoyo
ITN/Cipta Karya
Jalan Raden Patah I/1, 3rd Floor
Jakarta 12110, Indonesia
Telephone: (62-21) 739-5063
Telefax: (62-21) 720-5793

Ms. Rory Villaluna
Training Network Centre, ITN Philippines
LWUA-MWSS Compelx
P.O. Box 319 AC
Katipunan Road
Balara, Quezon City
Philippines
Telephone: (63-2) 971757
Telefax: (63-2) 9223434
E-mail: itnphil@compass.com.ph

Professor M. Feroze Ahmed
ITN Centre - Bangladesh
Department of Civil Engineering
BUET
Dhaka 1000, Bangladesh
Telephone: (880-2) 502-196
PABX: (880-2) 505-171 to 77
http://vwwv.agni.net/itn



UNDP-World Bank Water & Sanitation Program

RCgional Water & Sanitation Group - Sonth Asia., Post Rox 416, 55, Lodi Estate, New Delhi 110 003, India

FAX COVER SHEET
DATE: May 1, 1997 NO. OF PAGES: Two

TO : Bruce Gross, TWUWS Fax: 001202-4770164/5223228
Washington

FROM: Bob Boydell
RWSG-SA PHONE: 91-11-469 0488, 91-1 1-469 0489

FAX: 91-11-462 8250
EMAIL: RWSGSA@WORLDBANK.ORG

Subject: Global ITN Meeting

Bruce,

The attached is self-e:planatory.

Regards,

Bob

Transmission authorized by: Robert Boydell,Manager, RWSG-SA

..5 ...... .~. ......... 1S6S1 2 t~9 CF ort O C -2 
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Professor M. Fcroze Ahmed, PhD, FIE, MASCE

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
13 Angladesli Uniiversity tof

Enieering an echnology-00
Dh-aka - 1000, Bangladesh

Tel: PA nDX 5051717,864640-4, Tio xt.7300(Off.), 7181(Res.); Direct 866250(OHf.),860366(Rcs.); Faxt ($80 - 2) 863026

Mr. Iftekher Haider
Project Officer 24 April, 1997
*1 RWSG-SA, Bangladesh Country Program
The World Bank
3A Paribagh, Dhaka-1000

Subjcct: Global ITN Meeting

Dear Mr. H aider

The proposed Global TTN rneeting appears to be a good initiative to strengthen
existing links as well as to establish new links among the ITN centers. The ITN
centers operating or ceased to operate in different parts of the world had many
common objectives but never been in a true network. This proposed forum may
provide an opportiunity to discuss the past and future of the ITN concept.

The ITN-Bangladesh will participate if the proposed meeting is organized to
discuss the issues described in the EM's attached to your letter.

Thanking you.

M. Feroze Ahmed
Project Director, ITN-Dangladesh

c: Professor M. Mujibur Rahman
Professor Eli Dahi
Mr. Akhtaruzz-aman

loci 600 I HflG MDN 'VS 9SM2N LLOViG9V It 16 CF:)lt OC-t'O-2.I6t



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: April 21, 1997 02:03am

TO: BRIAN GROVER ( BRIAN GROVER@A1@WBHQB
TO: ROBERT BOYDELL ( ROBERT BOYDELL@A1@DELHI

FROM: RWSG-SA Dhaka, TWUWS ( RWSG-SA, DHAKA@A1@DHAKA

EXT.:

SUBJECT: RE:Attached Note for Discussion with SOD

Dear Brian/Bob

Hope the training went well and was not too tiring! Atta5 4edis a Note
along with TORs for a National Country Officer (NCO) fo( Nepal. This is
with reference to our discussion in Dhaka, for getting (H-earandoe from the
SOD. The note incorporates the comments to redefine the core activities,
deleting the potential ITN.

iould appreciate follow-up.

I will be in Dhaka until Thursday 24th, should you need any
clarifications.

regards

Rekha

Attached to this message is a BINARY document. You
cannot use ALL-IN-1 to display or print it. You must
first transfer the attachment to your PC using the FAP
option. Then you may process the file with the same
software that was used to create it.

CC: BARBARA E. EVANS ( BARBARA E. EVANS@Al@DELHI
CC: K MINNATULLAH ( K MINNATULLAH@A1@DELHI
CC: RWSG-SA (file NEP-WP1/6) ( RWSG-SA@Al@DELHI )
CC: TASHI TENZING (FYI) ( TASHI TENZING@A1@NEPAL
CC: BRUCE GROSS ( BRUCE GROSS@A1@WBHQB



NOTE ON STATUS OF THE PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT IN NEPAL

Introduction

1. The UNDP/WB Water and Sanitation Program has been active in Nepal in the
Rural Water supply and Sanitation sector for several years including implementation of the
JAKPAS pilot project until June 1996. During the past one year RWSG-SA has initiated
a dialogue with HMG, specifically the Ministry for Local Development (ILD) and the
Department of Water Supply and Sewerage (DWSS) of the Ministry for Physical Planning
and Housing (MHPP) to develop a work plan and establish a long term presence in Nepal.
The initiative is based on the outcomes of the Country Workplanning Consultations in
February 1996 and a formal request from MHPP to establish a Country Office in order to
facilitate development and implementation of projects that address the needs of the urban
and rural poor.

The Program's Strategy

2. The Program has a pyrimidical structure with a small headquarters team and five
regional offices, including the RWSG-SA based in New Delhi, that operates in six
countries of the region with country offices established in Bangladesh, India, Pakistan and
Sri Lanka. The Nepal activities are currently handled out of the Regional office of the
Program in New Delhi. Based on the demand expressed by the Government and key
sector partners at the Workplanning Consultation in February 1996 in Kathmandu, the
Program now proposes to establish a country presence with a few selected activities,
including the SSP pilot, as the first building block along with selected regional activities
and cooperation with the SAARC Secretariat.

3. The RWSG-SA has also been very pro-active for Systematic Learning from
implementation experiences, documenting lessons and disseminating them through,
published documents, workshops, electronic media, participating in networks etc. Two
Regional Workshops: the first, focusing on RWSS is to be held in October 1997 in Manila
and is a follow on to the Regional Workshop held in 1994 in Colombo; the second, on
Urban Sanitation was held in February 1997 in Dhaka. The Group would like to
continue to be involved in systematic learning from implementation experiences of the
National Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Fund Development Board that was

established as a follow-on to the JAKPAS pilot.

4. The current workprogram of RWSG-SA in Nepal thus includes a set of activities
aimed to initiate a Pilot Project for SSP for Two Small Towns and possibly a strategic
monitoring exercise (study) of the 113 schemes completed by the JAKPAS pilot. More
specifically:



Preparation of the Pilot Project for SSP for Two Small Towns

A. Background

5. The Program has developed and gathered considerable global and regional

experience in use of a Strategic Sanitation Planning approach for holistic planning for

urban environmental sanitation services for cities and towns. The approach stipulates that

the plan be an outcome of a dialogue among various stakeholders, including the local

government, NGOs, private sector and above all the various sections/communities that can

contribute substantially to sustainable development of the urban environment. In

particular, the SSP emphasizes low income areas as a high priority for interventions.

6. Capacity building a central principle of the Program strategy is achieved by

support to sustainable investments, strengthening sector policies and documenting and

disseminating lessons of experience. The RWSG-SA, as mentioned above, is pro-active to

Systematically Learn from implementation experiences, document lessons and disseminate

them through, published documents, workshops, electronic media, by participating in
networks etc. As an example, the Regional UES workshop in Dhaka will be followed by
National workshops (tentatively June 1997 in Nepal) using the participants as resource

persons to involve a wider group.

7. The RWSG-SA has started the process of assisting the MILD to prepare a pilot

project for two small towns (Byas and Siddharthnagar ) in the Terai region of Nepal, by

providing technical assistance for design of a comprehensive plan to guide self reliant

investments by the municipalities and people to improve the urban environment. The

strategy will focus on using demand based and participatory service delivery mechanisms

in partnership with various stakeholders rather than the past practices of a supply driven

project based approach. The two towns were selected as sites for the Pilot through a

systematic process of data gathering and field visits by RWSG-SA staff and Consultants;

and by applying defined criteria that included assessment of the planning and

implementation capacity and interest of the municipality to participate in the pilot. The

basic data required for program planning has been collected by a national consultant and

the RWSG-SA has had one round of discussions with the Mayors and officials of the two

municipalities. A Working Group consisting of representatives of MLD, RWSG-SA and

the two Municipalities met in January 1997 to formulate the project proposal. The

Program Coordinator of the GTZ supported Urban Development Through Local Efforts

(UDLE) project was invited to participate in the Working Group meetings to ensure

synergy and coordination from the design stage.

8. The UDLE has been working with MLD and MHPP since 1987 to strengthen

the capacities of the municipalities such as Byas and Siddharthnagar for comprehensive

planning to improve the infrastructure. The project provides for several inter-linked

activities to build capacities of the municipalities to plan and manage urban development.

These are: (i) Municipal Organization Development and Administration (MODA); (ii)

Financial management ((FiMa); (iii) Integrated Action Planning (IAP); Urban Hygiene
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and Environment Education Programs (UHEEP); and (iv) solid Waste management.
Other interesting features of the UDLE are support to the Urban Development Training
Center (UDTC) in Pokhra and to the Town Development Fund Board (TDFB). The
TDFB operates since 1988 as a semi-autonomous financial intermediary in the role of an
urban development Bank. Until June 1996 the World Bank also contributed to the TDFB.

The Country Context

9. Almost 90% of the Nepalese population lives in rural areas. However, urban
centers are growing rapidly at a national urbanization rate of 7.2% per annum (one of the
highest in the world), particularly in the Terai (plains) region. One unique feature of the
small towns in Nepal is their strong rural character with only 10%-20% of the area
exhibiting features associated with the classic urban environment. However the increasing
pace of urbanization with a swelling population of low income communities living in
poor housing with no amenities is a serious emerging problem. The small towns have the
opportunity to benefit from the lessons of such urban progression in the Kathmandu valley
and in neighboring countries and try to address the problem before it reaches
unmanageable proportions.

Project Purpose:

10 There are 49 designated municipalities in Nepal (in general any area with more
than 20,000 population and basic urban infrastructure can be declared a municipality).
Many municipalities are in fact rural in character. Rapid urbanization of areas has

outpaced the provision of basic services, resulting in the emergence of a:

" shortage of drinking water (only 65 percent of the total population has access

to safe drinking water);
• lack of sanitary facilities (for example only 20 percent of solid waste is

collected and less than 35 percent of households have toilet facilities);

" clogged drainage; and
" haphazard growth.

11. Although services have been provided by respective municipalities and related

government agencies, they have been largely inadequate and unsatisfactory. Efforts by
the communities to address these issues have been almost non-existent. While municipal

structure provides for technical staff, poorly structured municipal finance coupled with

inadequate experience in planning and implementing infrastructure projects limit the

capacity of the municipalities to provide the services required and address these

pressing UES problems.

Project Objectives
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12. The SSP pilot project would have two primary objectives: Firs, the core objective
would be to provide sustainable adequate sanitation services to low income urban
communities in the two selected towns; and second, to produce evidence of the viability of
some innovative ideas to improve the sustainability and effectiveness of investments in
urban sanitation.

13. These ideas will be developed through the project, into detailed project rules and
subsequently their implementation will be monitored to evaluate (a) their practicality in a
project or program context (questions of how to do it), and (b) their impact on both the
timely and effective implementation of the project and in the longer term, on the
sustainability of the services i.e. whether the rules as implemented promote proper use
and adequate operation and maintenance of facilities.

14. Experience suggests that successful infrastructure provision requires:

• demand orientation - in other words, sanitation services should be responsive to the
expressed needs of users and their willingness to bear some or all of the costs
associated with meeting those needs;

• attention to incentives, particularly those which relate to the sound management of
completed facilities;

• a commitment to sound finances;

• a concern with cities as a whole, rather than with discreet projects; a wide view of
sanitation which encompasses stormwater drainage, sullage disposal, the disposal of
human wastes and solid waste management.

" horizontal unbundling of technologies - in other words, recognition that there are other

options than centralized systems serving complete cities.
• unbundling of responsibilities - in other words adopting different institutional

arrangements and/or making different organizations, institutions, groups and
individuals responsible for the supply of services:

- at the household, neighborhood and city-wide levels (vertical unbundling); and
- at different locations within the city (horizontal unbundling).

• a small steps approach which sees the provision of sanitation as a process rather than a
series of large projects.

All of these elements of sustainable infrastructure development have implications
for both the planning and implementation stages of the sanitation pilot project and will be

tested.

Target Group
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15. For the core objective, low income urban communities in Byas and Siddhartnagar;
and for the secondary objective, low income urban communities throughout Nepal through
the building of municipal capacity at the local level.

Project Impacts

16. Improved health through improved sanitary conditions, improved effectiveness of
municipal finance structures to sustain investments in sanitation infrastructure.

Implementation Team

Phase I (one year)

(a) National Country Officer

17. The Project requires an architect planner or engineer to initially support national
level planning activities including workshops and training programs with key staff and
community members from the selected municipalities.

(b) Technical Assistance Team

18. The consultancy team for preparation of the sanitation plans would consist of three
professional staff, an engineer, municipal finance specialist and institutional/ community
participation specialist. This team will work with the municipalities in their planning
activities. Essentially the team will be absorbed by the municipality and work within the
existing municipal structure to help evaluate the needs and potentials of each town to
provide sustainable sanitary infrastructure. This will include both technical and
organizational analysis and an evaluation of the long term growth and development
prospects for the town. The project would also provide logistical support to assist the
municipality in its planning (i.e. funds for surveying and mapping equipment, computers

etc.)

Phase Two (One Year)

19. In the second phase there will be inputs from a team of two; an engineer or

architect-planner and a monitoring and evaluation specialist. This team will assist the
municipality to implement the plans identified in Phase I

Methodology
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20. The starting point for a sanitation pilot project would be the preparation of a plan
for sanitation in the selected towns, taking into account the needs and demands of the low
income communities but also looking at the wider sanitation networks of the town, so that
investments in community level services are not isolated from the existing infrastructure.
The preparation of the plan would include the development of proposals for funding of
specific pilot activities in identified areas. These would be developed into proposals for
local financing (through the private sector, national finance institutions, community
financing etc.). Where major trunk level deficiencies are identified proposals for major
investment from other donor sources may also be a possibility. This approach, which takes
into account local funding availability, helps to promote the independence and integrity of
town level government, and its role in planning and facilitating the provision of services.

Implementation Plan

21. To initiate the sanitation pilot a series of activities are planned;

Phase I (One Year)
• Development of interest at the national level (workshop/seminars/meetings) and

identification of willing Town level government partners.
• Design the Pilot with the Partners :

- identify other partners (financial bodies, community groups etc.);
- decide on cost sharing arrangements, institutional responsibilities etc.; and

• Preparation of sanitation plans for 2 towns and financing proposals

Phase II (One Year)
• Implementation of the pilot (planning and construction at selected localities)
• Documentation and dissemination of experience

Coordination with Other Projects

22. The obvious axis for coordination is with the GTZ funded UDLE (Urban
Development Through Local Efforts) program which supports municipalities in Nepal to
plan and finance infrastructure. Financing arrangements for investments in sanitation
would be set up through standard UDLE procedures and any sanitation planning would
be coordinated with the UDLE planning team who provide support for wider
programmatic planning at municipal level. Coordination and support would also be
provided through the Regional Water and Sanitation Group with parallel projects planned
and under implementation in Pakistan. India and Bangladesh.

B. Learning from Implementation of the NRWSSFB Project

23. The RWSG-SA was responsible for implementation of the JAKPAS (Janata Ko
Khane Pani Ra Safai Karyakaram/ Peoples' Water and Sanitation Program) pilot project
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that ran for 39 months and tested alternate service delivery options for RWSS in
partnership with the people assisted by NGOs/CBOs and the private sector. The pilot
was a processor to the establishment of the NRWSSFB project that became effective with
a $18m IDA credit in July 1996. The Regional Group has prepared a comprehensive
Project Completion Report that documents the lessons from the pilot. The Group would
now like to examine the implementation experiences after one year of implementation and
possibly in the future at the Mid Term and final conclusion of the project The longitudinal
Systematic Learning exercise is expected to contribute both to project efficiency and to
assessing the replicability of a different institutional arrangement for service delivery for
RWSS.

24. The above exercise is part of a initiative by the Program to do a comparative
analysis of lessons from innovative projects around the world and recommend best
practices. For purposes of the Study, the Program/RWSG-SA has developed an analytical
framework that focuses on four selected themes: Selection/Eligibility Criteria, Cost
Sharing Arrangements, Service/Technology Options and Management at the Lowest
Appropriate Level. These are based on key principles generated out of the WSS Decade
and are considered to contribute to sustainability of investments in WSS. It will be
particularly interesting to see to what extent piloting contributes to better design and
implementation of investments.

Dialogue with SAARC

25. We have initiated a diologue with the SAARC Secretariat in Kathmandu including
meetings with Mr. Naeem U. Hasan, Secretary General and two Directors Mr. Ashok
Attri (IndiaO and Mr. Liaquat Ali Choudry (Bangladesh). We have also familiarized
ourselves with the mandate, functioning and collaborative mechanisms. The response to
our initiatives has been encouraging.

Terms of Reference

Position Title National Country Officer
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Reports To (Position Title) Regional Manager, UNDP/WB Water and
Sanitation Program - Regional Water and
Sanitation Group for South Asia

Name of Present Supervisor Dr Robert A Boydell

Purpose of Position : Overall the position supports the role of the UNDP-World Bank
Water and Sanitation Program (Program) in Nepal. The incumbent will be responsible to
establish a Country Office and develop and implement the Nepal Workplan, in particular
the Pilot Project for Strategic Sanitation Planning for Byas and Siddhartnagar, in close
collaboration of HMG, UNDP, WB RMN and other multi-lateral and bilateral ESAs. The
NCO will lead a multi-disciplinary team of short term consultants and be responsible for
all activities of the Program in Nepal, as well as contribute to the intellectual capacity of
the Regional Team.

Duties and Responsibilities of Position

A. Operations Responsibilities :

-establish and advance the role of the RWSG-SA in Nepal

- Provide intellectual leadership and guidance and be responsible to prepare and implement
the Work Plan for the Program activities in Nepal
- establish contacts with the Government and project entities at the highest level to
facilitate processing and implementation of on-going projects; and,
- liaise with and advisee the government (senior most bureaucrats), appropriate World
Bank divisions and World Bank Resident Mission in Nepal (RMN), UNDP, UNICEF,
and bilateral partners on sectoral and cross-cutting issues relating to policy, institutional,
strategy and project implementation, including complex issues needing in-depth analysis
and solutions;
- facilitate the Program's understanding of the complexities of an evolving political and
socio-cultural milieu by monitoring developments and providing local insights;
- be in the forefront of developing sector policies and strategies in conjunction with the
HMG, focusing on community based participatory approaches; and advise government of
play the role of a facilitator rather than implemented as envisaged in the Eighth Plan ;
-participate in the Program's regional and international networks and provide intellectual
& operational support and comments to Program's activities;
-be responsible for documentation and dissemination of experiences/lessons learned in
Nepal in particular and the Region in general;
-Coordinate and integrate inputs from the Regional and Headquarters teams; and,
-where the Program is involved in Bank-assisted projects, the incumbent will provide with

local expertise to enable it, in a cost effective manner, share responsibility with

Headquarters in undertaking sector work activities, and in identifying, preparing

appraising and supervising rural water supply and sanitation projects;
-prepare regular reports showing progress and recommending future actions.
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Administrative and Budgetary Responsibilities

- administration of the operations in Nepal; and
- preparation of the annual budgets for Nepal and management of the same.

Level of Contacts

The position requires contacts on policy matters with the senior-most hierarchy in the
government and partner ESAs and Regional Organizations

Level of Difficulty of Assigned Duties :

Tasks Nature of Complexity Level of Responsibility
Exercised

Advancing the role of the Identifying activities for and Extensive contact with other
Group in RWSS sector and preparing annual work plans agencies/organizations
cross-sector development which caters to the demands of involved in the sector to
activities in Nepal. This will the fast changing environment of issues and solutions
include independently the sector within the overall
developing, reviewing and objectives of the program
supervising the work keeping
in view the objectives of the Identification of real issues Extensive and intensive
Program. through analysis of a broad multilevel meetings and

range of problems and exchange ideas and
constraints accumulate data

Managing and coordinating
field studies

Negotiating with the
government on major policy
issues having long-term
consequences

Liaisioning with and advising Interacting with MLD, MHPP & Taking the main role in
the government, appropriate Municipalities coordinating the plethora of
World Bank divisions and issues in the sector and
World Bank Resident Mission Coordinating sectoral and cross- working toward available
in Nepal (RMN), and bilateral cutting issues with a host of solutions and strategies
and multilateral agencies on agencies & professionals
sectoral and cross-cutting involved in the sector and Strategic supervision of
issues relating to policy, striving for consensus projects and programs in the
institutional, strategy and sector
project implementation, Complex nature of issues
including complex issues relating to beneficiary ownership Continuously advocating
needing in-depth analysis and of services instead of traditional participatory development
solutions; service delivery practices and beneficiary ownership as

a means for sustainable
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development

Be responsible for Community participating being a Documenting experiences or
documentation & relatively new phenomenon for conducting specific studies
dissemination of the government, a variety of with the objective to
experiences/lessons learned in opportunities for documenting disseminate for the benefit of
Nepal in particular successes and failures are in the planners and project

formal & informal systems designers
which have to be documented

-and disseminated

Supervisory Controls :

(i). Assignments to the incumbent are made by the Regional Manager, UNDP/WB Water
and Sanitation Program - Regional Water and Sanitation Group for South Asia, on the
basis of the self-prepared work program and overall Nepal Work Plan and in consultation
with the Government, appropriate World Bank divisions and World Bank Resident
Mission in Nepal. Terms of Reference of tasks are prepared by the incumbent. No
detailed instructions are issued. All work if self managed and priorities and deadlines
follow the agreed work program under broad guidelines and little supervision.

(ii) Work in progress is routinely discussed with the Regional Manager and staff at

RWSG-SA. The finished products receive the usual overall review and accordingly get
finalized or incorporated into main reports.

Supervisory Responsibilities

- Professional positions directly supervised:

Consultant (as required) Short-term

support staff Three/four

Skills and Knowledge Required:

Advanced University Degree (Master Degree) in Environmental Engineering, Social

Sciences
Minimum 10-15 years of experience in Water Supply and Sanitation and/or Rural/Urban

Development with extensive knowledge, grasp and understanding of project formulation,
negotiation and resource mobilization; sectoral and cross-sectoral issues; and

management of personnel, administration and budgetary management skills.

Good knowledge of Nepal/HMGs policies, administrative practices and procedures.

Proficiency in languages:
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English - read and speak fluently, and write proficiently
Nepali - read and speak fluently

Excellent interpersonal skills and ability to work in an inter-disciplinary regional team and
conduct extensive interactions with senior staff in Headquarters, Region, RMN and other
bilateral and multilateral agencies and high ranking government officials.
Extensive knowledge of project related regulations i.e., Bank's rules and guidelines etc.
Extensive knowledge of usage of computers for the purposes of preparing documents,
presentation

Other factors

The incumbent is invited by senior-most government circles and project entities from time
to time for consultation and assistance on policy, as well as project related issues.

The incumbent is invited as a lead resource person in seminars, workshops etc.

The incumbent assists in formulating and presenting the Bank's viewpoint in periodic joint
Bank-Government project and program review meeting.
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RURAL WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION FUND BOARD:
STRATEGY PAPER ON MONITORING AND EVALUATION

I. INTRODUCTION

1. The mission was carried out between May 7 and June 20, 1995, in the form of repeated visits
to JAKPAS and in close conjunction and coordination with those of Rekha Dayal, Regional Program
Adviser of RWSG/SA. Its purpose was (a) to assess the prevailing information system at JAKPAS,
and (b) to assist the JAKPAS team in further developing it against the requirement of JAKPAS as well
as of the proposed Fund Board. Apart from scrutinising the existing formats and corresponding files,
a series of intensive discussions were held with the JAKPAS team. The mission also included a brief
field visits to review approaches and instruments. The TOR for the mission is found in Appendix I.

2. Most of the review and subsequent consolidation of the proposed strategy was carried out
jointly with the JAKPAS staff. Various drafts on the issues raised in this report were circulated for
comments and the outcome of the mission should therefore in a very real sense be seen as a joint
product, in keeping with the role of RWSG-SA as a facilitating support unit. It should be stressed that
the calibre, commitment, and operational experience of the present JAKPAS management and staff
is very high by any standard, a fact that considerably facilitated the task at hand.

3. An extensive review and discussion of the existing formats and information points is found in
Appendix II. In addition, the following appendices are attached as elaborations of specific points:

- Draft Protocol for Impact Monitoring (III)
- Guidelines for Post-Implementation Reports (IV)
- Proposed Table of Contents and structure of the Fund Board 'Manual for M&E' (V)
- Organisation and management of the Fund Board information system (VI)
- A note on the evaluation of tranche I and 2 schemes (VII)

4. As an outcome of the discussions held with the JAKPAS team it was agreed that they would
undertake a revision of the M&E formats and instruments in consonance with the strategy arrived at.
Furthermore, the JAKPAS team would, as part of this work, also finalise the appropriate indicators
outlined in the discussions held.

5. In conjunction with this report three related reports were prepared and submitted separately to
RWSG-SA:

- Report on Project (Project) Cycle
- Report on Health, Sanitation, and Hygiene (HSH) activities
- Terms of Reference/Guidelines for the Development Phase



BRIEF ANALYSIS OF THE JAKPAS MIS AND M & E EXPERIENCE AND
ITS RELEVANCE FOR THE FUND BOARD

6. The present approach to MIS and M&E in JAKPAS is marked by the fact that JAKPAS itself
represents an exploratory mobilisation phase towards the proposed Fund Board. Consequently there
is no lack of information as such, but it is disjointed and point specific with few possibilities to gain
an overview. This is readily agreed to by the JAKPAS team, and considerable time was spent on
exploring both the conceptual foundations and the core structure of an overall information system
satisfying the role of JAKPAS as well as that of the Fund Board.

7. It should be stressed that the somewhat unsystematic information currently available forms a
very good base on which to assess not only the achievements (and shortfalls) of JAKPAS itself. It
also provides, together with the operational experience gained over three years, a basis for the
necessary revisions and further development of the proposed M&E system for the Fund Board (e.g.
of the approach outlined in DAN's report as well as the draft Manual for M&E by J.Pfohl).

8. It goes without saying that a rgview of the information system of an undertaking like JAKPAS
also raises issues about the viability and objectives of the operations reflected in the information. This
was particularly so with respect to the overriding purpose of JAKPAS (as well as the proposed Fund
Board) of making room for, if not actively facilitating, community management. A systematic review
of the MIS highlighted the very limited openings for communities to share in actual decision-making,
and therefore to also being accorded rights and responsibilities (rather than compliance). To a large
extent this can be attributed to the deployment of SARAlR and similar participatory tools to the virtual
exclusion of concrete and more tangible management provisions, particularly during the initial
launching period of the JAKPAS. However valuable such tools are as dialogue and interactive
instruments they are likely to fail if not backed up by concrete measures, particularly in the vital area
of control over funds or financial management.

9. One of the major problems encountered in designing an appropriate information system was
the somewhat ambiguous roles having been accorded to the JAKPAS and the Fund Board, including
the relation between the two. This ambiguity has been further compounded by the number of actors
involved in the formulation of the Fund Board/Programme itself: JAKPAS, DAN, IDA/SA2
(Washington), RWSG-SA (Delhi), and HIMG (which in itself comprises different stakeholders). '
However, it goes without saying that no information system can be designed if the role and purpose
of the main activities are not clearly understood.

In fact, an important analysis that should be undertaken as apart of the 'strategic learning' process mooted by the
RWSG is an assessment of the formulation process itself - who, how, when, and why different individuals/bodies got
involved in the mobilisation of experience and knowhow. As has been stressed also by the World Bank, of critical
importance is not so much the resources finally put together in the implementation of a water supply programme, but how
they were mobilised. This applies not only to financial resources but also to professional knowhow and experience.
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10. From the experience so far it appears most relevant to define JAKPAS as a mobilisation phase
with the following broad purposes:

- to explore an institutional framework that would imply a more effective and varied
resource mobilisation (financial, organisational, technical/professional) for RWSS than
the present supply driven and departmentally executed programme;

- to develop the instruments and procedures that would sustain the proposed Fund Board

11. Similarly, the overriding objective of the proposed Fund Board, and consequently the yardstick
against which JAKPAS' efforts and proposed instruments and procedures should be assessed, is to
promote community/user managenent of water supply as well sanitation and hygiene.

12. The overall role of the Fund Board can broadly be said to be to

- respond to requests from communities, directly or via SOs, for assistance in the RWSS
sector and to make available such assistance on the basis of sound economic, financial,
and technical criteria

- ensure that such assistance is both cost effective and of required quality
- continuously assess and facilitate active user management

13. In terms of the information system this means that the focus must be on the institutional
framework, in this case on whether or not the procedures, criteria, and instruments which govern the
relations between the JAKPAS, the SAs, the SOs and the communities actually lead to an effective
deployment of resources that over the project cycle are increasingly managed by the communities/users
rather than the JAKPAS or the SA/SOs. It also means that the information requirement covers, to
varying degrees, the entire project cycle. At the same time the information requirements of the Fund
Board are less extensive than that of JAKPAS and more strategically focused on (a) the quality of the
product/output, (b) the nature of community management , and (c) the risks inherent in allowing for
a necessary level of freedom and flexibility of the various actors engaged in the programme (SAs,
SOs, WUCs).

14. A conscious risk-taking, and corresponding necessity to accept 'failures' both at the SO and the
community level, must be regarded as a defining characteristic of the proposed Fund Board. As such
it is not dissimilar to the many SSI programmes supported by IDA, programmes that because they try
to sponsor entrepreneurship (in this case community entrepreneurship) also have to accept failures or
bankruptcies as one necessary (and not necessarily negative) indicator of dynamic performance. In this
connection JAKPAS' role would be develop instruments that would enable the Fund Board to assess
the risks involved, including highlighting the danger of creating a new straitjacketing programme to
replace the old one.

15. MIS and M&E is not only a question of gathering information on relevant issues. Even more
important is for whom and to where. In other words the location and ownership of information
generated at the instance of JAKPAS, is as important as the actual content of the information. Seen
from the viewpoint of community project/scheme management as also being a question of community
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information management. In particular, there is absolutely no reason why information generated by
and for the community - information on Healthy Homes, community mapping and time studies
carried out as part of the SARAR approach - should not be retained locally, or at the most with the
SO in question, rather than at the JAKPAS office.' Similarly, records on progress of activities, such
as field reports from visits by the SHH and CAP supervisors or even sheer time records of such visits,
are virtually absent at the SO level (and unknown at the WUC level). The limited information
available on Projects relates primarily to contracts and procurement.

16. The M&E system as it exists today is linked to the above MIS both in terms of 'compliance
monitoring' with contracts as its main point of reference, 'development monitoring' focussing on the
perceptions of the users of the services and facilities provided. Of these the compliance monitoring
has received far greater attention by JAK1PAS rather than on delegating responsibility and encouraging
initiatives. To a certain extent this a natural concern given the fact that at the initial phase (i.e. tranche
one) selection criteria were not clearly defined, and the pilot project was under pressure to get
something on the ground. All this necessitated a need for tightening up the relations with SOs as well
as follow up of intended activities. The focus on compliance monitoring was reinforced by the points
raised by the various IDA supervisipn missions. It is critical therefore that the overall monitoring
system for the Fund Board reflects its purpose and objectives more than its prescriptions or directives.
Follow-up on progress of the non engineering inputs was found to be particularly fluid in the absence
of reliable monitoring information.

17. An overall assessment of the information system as it exists within JAKPAS today is

- that most of the information required for an adequate MIS & M&E is in the process of
being collected (or has already been collected)

- the system is somewhat disjointed and strong on specific points but weak as an overall
tool for operational management as well as for policy-review or -revision

- neither the MIS nor the M&E system adequately reflect, or lend support to, the main
objective of the proposed Fund Board: to facilitate and promote community
management of integrated water supply and sanitation services

- with some revisions of the existing formats and procedures, and systematisation of their
interrelations and use, a viable and adequate system for M&E can be put in place

PROPOSED STRATEGY FOR MONITORING AND EVALUATION

18. In setting up the overall information system to guide the RWSSP Board it is of vital importance
to stress that the Fund Board is not a traditional project. In other words it is not an executing agency
or organization but one that is set up to make available the resources, inputs and know how to
communities to improve their water supply, sanitation and related health situation. It has to be

2 Leaving aside the management and ethical issues involved, there are also strong methodological reasons why such
data are inherently meaningless at a programme management level. See Appendix VIII.
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recognized that there are inherent differences between a testing and operational activity. The
information system must therefore reflect the fact that it is not the Fund Board that is responsible for
the execution of the work, a responsibility which falls on the community itself or those organisations
that the Fund Board contracts to provide the necessary supporting services. This is the main
differences between JAKPAS and the Fund Board

19. The information system should also reflect the fact that from a Fund Board point of view this
implies a risk when compared to the normal project framework: the Fund Board does not control or
cannot assume management responsibilities for field operations, the responsibility for which must be
assumed by independent Support Organisations and the communities themselves. Given the conditions
prevailing in Nepal an important demand on the information system is therefore to be able to assess
that risk and to make such an assessment the basis for decisions to go ahead with any specific
(scheme) project.

20. The very thrust of the information system must finally reflect that fact that the ultimate
objective is to enable the communities themselves to take decisions on matters effecting their own
water supply and sanitation conditiony not as beneficiaries but as clients and managers. While initially
the capacity of the communities may vary and in many ways be limited in this respect, an information
system that does not reflect or lend to support to this objective will ultimately only reinforce an
externally and supply driven water supply and sanitation sector.

Management Information System (MIS) and
Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E)

21. Monitoring and Evaluation is a part of the overall managerial processes for the RWSS Fund
Board. In broad terms any information System can be divided into two mutually interactive
components, the MIS and the M&E.

Management Information System (MIS).

22. Basically this is the information flow that directly feeds into operational decisions within a
given set of rules, instruments, and procedures. As such it often takes the form of checks, of yes/no
informations, on whether or not a particular scrutiny or assessment has been done by the responsible
professional staff prior to taking a decision. It is informations that once used is seldom retrieved or
used again and should therefore be 'archived' and not be retained to clutter the information system.
In short, MIS represents the information directly related to management decision making and the
concern is not so much with the content per se but that it is available, reliable and timely.
Consequently once it has served the purpose of decision making it has no further use at the Fund
Board level. For example, whether or not a project put up for approval by the JAKPAS/Fund Board
has been subjected to the checks and scrutinies laid down , and by the relevant executive, is a type
of information that forms an integral part of MIS. Similarly, information on the lead time of



decisions/activities to be undertaken by the JAKPAS/Fund Board itself (e.g. period between receipt
of proposal to decision on approval or rejection, including engagement of SA for appraisal) forms part
of the MIS. In other words, information relating to actions or decisions by the management of an
organisation (as distinct form decisions or activities of other parties such as SOs or
communities/WUCs) are vital for enhancing the performance.

Monitoring and Evaluation (M & E)

23. Basically this deals with information that is required to assess whether or not the instruments,
procedures (or staff composition) need to be revised. Most often this is based on assessment of the
nature, quality, and impact of the outputs and should enable an identification of where changes are
required in the 'delivery system'. It keeps track of ongoing activities, milestones achieved, personnel
matters, supplies and equipment, and money spent in relation to budget allocated. Monitoring and
evaluation is not a decision making but a performance and impact improvement and a compliance tool.
It helps measure the magnitude and direction of change. It is analytical and examines delays in relation
to objectives.

24. A basic characteristic of MIS is that it provides information on performance within the given
set of rules and procedures. It should not be confused with information that assesses the fallout or
results of these procedures or questions the purpose and direction of activities generated by them. The
latter is the core of monitoring, a type of information system that is structured with the specific
purpose of providing a perspective on the utility, direction, and impact of the activities undertaken.

25. While routine monitoring is carried out for day to day follow-up of an activity during
implementation to ensure that operations are proceeding as planned and are on schedule, evaluation
is the long term learning process from operational experiences. The information for M & E should be
easily retrievable and systematically analysed and revised periodically.

26. Although the two components frequently do and must overlap it terms of their contents, the
way the information is collected, treated, where and how it is to be stored, and for whom it is intended
are quite different.

Management Information System for the Fund Board

27. This section describes the MIS system, of which monitoring and evaluation is an integral part.
In terms of the information system the requirements of the Fund Board are logically less extensive
than that of JAKPAS; and more strategically focused on: (a) the quality of the product/output, (b) the
nature of community management, and (c) the risks inherent in allowing for a necessary level of
freedom and flexibility of the various actors engaged in the programme including SAs, SOs, WUCs.

28. The key information points and instruments are discussed within the framework of the three
phases of the Project cycle. Each of the information points are discussed in detail in Appendix I, along
with an assessment of its relevance, its likely validity, its use, and the implications for its storage and
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accessibility. The purpose of such a review is not only to provide a manual, but equally important to
indicate the pitfalls and risks that are, and in many cases must be, associated with the decisions that
the information is intended to facilitate.

29. Pre-development phase

The purpose of the Pre-development Phase is to:

- mobilise and assess proposals from communities/SOs for specific projects
- assess and mobilise the professional inputs required to process the proposals and

provide necessary support
- arrange for an interactive (community/SO/SA) process whereby a viable and locally

entrenched project proposal can be developed.

The role of the respective parties during this phase is

- Fund Board: to assessthe quality of the proposing parties in terms of the overall aims
and objectives of the Fund Board, including an assessment of the proposed site

- SO: to assist the communities to forward a request for assistance from the Fund
Board; to familiarise itself, and explain to the communities, the policies and criteria
of the Fund Board

- Communities: to discuss with the SO and endorse the initial proposal forwarded to the
Fund Board,

The main thrust of the information system during this phase is:

A. The MIS system: to provide a basis for decision-making on:

- SO selection
- capacity formation (training, quality promotion)
- preliminary Project/project selection

B. The M&E system: to provide benchmark assessment on SO characteristics and competency.

30. Development Phase.

The purpose of the Development Phase is to:

- generate a concrete Project Implementation proposal.

The SO and the community should ensure that all activities and salient features of the proposal
are known to all households effected by the proposed project, including provisions for HS
improvements and educational/awareness creating activities. More specifically, the responsibility of
the SO is to: (a) facilitate community discussions and endorsements of the proposal, through such
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means as SARAAR methodologies etc; (b) facilitate the formation of a WUC; and (c) ensure the
technical soundness of the community proposal. The responsibility of the community /WUC is to: (a)
ensure that all households are aware of the issues underlying the proposed project, including its
operational outline; (b) evolve an O&M plan with responsibilities and provisions similarly known to
all households; (c) keep track of the inputs and services provided by the SO; (d) formally endorse the
proposal finalised with the assistance of the SO and submit it to the RWSS Fund Board for
consideration.

The roles of the various parties during this phase are:

- The Fund Board: provide financial assistance as agreed upon; undertake supporting
and monitoring site visits; ensure that WUC actively follows and participates in the
process leading up to the Implementation proposal; assess the final proposal;

- The SO: undertake the required project preparation activities ;~facilitate and promote
an increasing community involvement; assist the community in establishing the required
level of management for engaging in construction, operation and maintenance of the
proposed Project; assist the WUC in technical specifications of the proposed project.

- Community/WUC: collect cash contribution as per agreement, under the guidance and
support of the SO ensure that all households are aware of the salient features of the
proposed Project, including its quality parameters and O&M plan; maintain records of
the SARAAR investigations as well as services provided by the SO; endorse the final
payment to the SO, as recommended by the Fund Board.

The main thrust of the infornalion system during this phase is:

The MIS:

- to provide information on active community involvement in decisions regarding:
(a) project specification; and (b) SO services.

- to provide a basis for payment to SOs

The M&E:

- to assess the relative role of SO and community/WUC in project preparation
- to assess the extent to which the proposal is entrenched in and known to the

community

31. Implementation Phase

The purpose of the Implementation Phase is to:

- provide such hardware and software assistance to the community as has been
agreed to in the Project Implementation Phase contract

- progressively increase the capacity and involvement of communities as clients
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and managers of the services provided as well as of the assets created
- ensure that a requisite awareness of, and involvement in, quality control is

generated in the community

The role of the respective parties during this phase is:

WUC/community: to act clients in the construction of the water supply Project; to
coordinate the activities and inputs of the community; to disseminate all relevant
information regarding the project implementation to the community; to maintain
transparent accounts of all Fund Boards related to project construction, O&M,
sanitation etc. entrusted to the WUC by the Fund Board or the community
SOs: to act as professional advisor and supervisor during the construction of WS
Project; to facilitate and promote awareness of the project activities throughout the
community; to transfer such managerial and technical knowhow-to the WUC as would
enable an effective local management of the facilities and assets created
SAs: to ensure the requisite level of technical assessment and follow up on behalf of
the Fund Board; to undertake training of nominated WUC members in quality control
and asset/Project management
Fund Board: to monitor overall programme and project momentum; to release financial
assistance to WUC and SO as per payment schedules and performance assessments laid
down in the contract; to make available to the WUC through the SO such
methodological tools and instruments as agreed as per the contract; to jointly with the
WUC and the SO prepare a Contract Completion Report.

The main thrust of the informniation system of the Fund Board during this phase is:

- to provide a basis for efficient and responsive decision-making at the Fund Board level
with respect to the project cycle as a whole

- to ensure mutual compliance of all parties with the Implementation Phase Contract
- to assess the efficiency and direction of the institutional momentum (WUC, SO, SA,

and the Fund Board) against the objectives laid down for the programme as a whole.

Guiding Principles for M & E

32. An effective M & E system needs to be well thought out and built around the "what, why, and
who collects and who uses" principles. It should be open minded and capable of using constructive
criticism and be willing to communicate freely with participating stakeholders. Consequently, well
organized reporting with effective feed back and dissemination mechanism is central to the design of
the M & E system. It is critical that valid information is readily available and provided to all who
need it, at different organizational levels.

33. The thrust of the information system must similarly reflect the fact that the ultimate objective
is to enable the communities themselves to take decisions on matters effecting their own water supply
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and sanitation conditions, not as beneficiaries but as clients and managers. While initially the capacity
of the communities may vary and in many ways be limited in this respect, an information system that
does not reflect or lend to support to this objective will ultimately only reinforce an externally and
supply driven water supply and sanitation sector.

34. A final critical aspect of the M&E system, particularly in relation to the purpose and objectives
of the Fund Board, is that the information generated is stored with the appropriate actors.
Responsibility for, access to, and ownership of information are key ingredients in any affective
management. Insofar as management is to be established and promoted at the community level this
is also therefore the level to which the maximum project (scheme) level information generated should
go.

Objectives of M & E

35. The system aims to monitor and evaluate:

(a) the quality of both technical and social development product and output;
(b) the nature of community management, as evident from the process and extent to which

communities themselves take decisions on matters effecting their water supply and
sanitation conditions, not as beneficiaries but as clients and managers.

(c) the risks inherent in allowing for a necessary level of freedom and flexibility of the
various actors (SOs, SAs, CBOs, WUCs) This implies that the focus must be on the
institutional framework, in this case whether or not the procedures, criteria , and
instruments which govern the relations between the Fund Board, the SAs and the SOs
and the communities actually lead to an effective deployment of resources that over the
project cycle are increasingly managed by the communities/users rather than the Fund
Board or the SA/SOs.

Components of M&E

36. A comprehensive M & E system is proposed for the Fund Board with five elements/types of
monitoring with specific objectives: (i) Compliance Monitoring with contracts as its main point of
reference; (ii) Development Monitoring focusing on how the quality and thrust of the services provided
progress over time; (iii) Community Monitoring focusing on the perceptions of the
community/users/WUC of the services and facilities provided. These are all directly related to the MIS
system with which it shares the basic information points. In addition to these there are two other
components of monitoring that require their own approach and information flows: (iv) Impact
Monitoring which attempts to assess the changes generated by the activities/inputs/services in terms
of the long term objectives of the Fund Board; and finally (v) Strategic Monitoring, which is geared
to documenting, disseminating and using 'lessons learnt' within the Fund Board and outside - for
further policy revisions and formulations as well as for incorporating lessons from elsewhere.
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(i) Compliance Monitoring

37. There are three basic aspects that this should deal with: (a) financial, opening up towards
ensuring cost effectiveness, including cutting 'leakages'; (b) performance, related to activities; and (c)
quality control of outputs.

38. Although they are closely linked with the MIS (e.g. the decisions on releasing payments to SOs
in any given instance), the overall profile and performance of the participating SOs (and communities)
is the concern of the M&E. It is of vital importance for the Fund Board to maintain an overview of
the reliability of the 'delivery system' activated through contractual arrangements with, and
mobilisation of, an array of non-government bodies.

39. However, there is a degree of uncertainty about what constitutes the required level of
compliance (and compliance with what/whom) when one moves from one stakeholder to the other.
For example, in most of the stipulated social development activities activities performance monitoring
is made difficult because of the vagueness of the activities themselves, including the outputs. Of
primary importance here is (a) who defines the activities and their specific outputs (if the Fund Board
is the only party that prescribes these, SOs and communities are reduced to extension agents of the
Fund Board rather than independent partners or clients in the overall programme); and (b) what are
the indicators against which performance is assessed.

40. With quality control the situation becomes even more fluid. Not only are criteria and indicators
difficult to set, for hardware as well as software; but more critical question is that of who sets the
quality criteria and/or who carries out the quality control. In other words, who decides whether
specifications or expectations have been met. In a very real sense these questions determine who is
the final client. To the extent that the answer is the Fund Board it also takes on the responsibilities
and role of the client, with communities remaining beneficiaries rather than turning into owners/users.

41. In the Fund Board system of compliance monitoring the main instruments are the 'payment
visits'. It is during these visits (and possible follow up visits by a specialist SA) that performance,
quality control and partly also the financial statements submitted by the SO/WUC are verified by way
of different monitoring forms to be filled by the Fund Board representative and 'discussed' with the
SO and WUC3. However, being the primary monitoring instruments during the Project Cycle they
are blunt instruments for assessing anything beyond compliance with Fund Board stipulations. And
even within that limited perspective, they are not very effective instruments for follow-up on financial
compliance. While they will be retained with suitable modifications there is a need to further develop
the other compliance tools.

'It was agreed with the JAKPAS team that the monitoring forms currently in use for these visits would be drastically
revised, to be more heavily geared to monitoring SO-WUC interactions as well as user level awareness than on physical
activities as such.



On Financial Compliance:4

42. The way by which the Fund Board is to maintain a measure of financial control over
disbursements effected under SO contracts is basically a function of two considerations:

- the level of risk that the Fund Board must accept in order to make room for community
and SO initiatives, versus the need to ensure contractual compliance and sound
financial management

- the practicality of the measures adopted, both in terms of information value, Fund
Board and SO capacity, and relevance

43. As regards the level of acceptable risk it needs to be emphasised that the basic purpose behind
the proposed Fund Board is that of assisting a movement of the communities from being recipients
and beneficiaries of external support, to being clients and managers of their own water supply and
sanitation facilities. The overall thrust of the financial management and control system of the
programme facilitated by the Fund Board must reflect this purpose, by (a) avoiding a situation where
the SOs (and WUCs) feel themselves, as financially responsible to the Fund Board rather than to the
community , for example by having an overly ambitious or tight accountability to the Fund Board;
(b) being transparent , simple, and accessible to all stakeholders; and (c) making it possible to assess
even the necessary risks on a continuous basis.

44. In evolving a financial follow up and control approach it is equally important that the system
reflects, and makes allowance for, the practicalities as they exist in Nepal and/or the relevance of the
indicators used for ensuring contractual compliance. For example, procurement is normally preceded
by calling for quotations or tenders, depending upon the financial volume involved. The local practice
of generating such quotations/ tenders would under conditions of more mature market economies be
labelled as rigged, having almost invariably been supplied by one person and/or his network. In such
situations it would be a mistake to focus on compliance with formal procurement principles, rather
than on quality control and reasonable alignment with going market rates.

45. The role of SO audits as carried out by their own auditors should in this context be used at
the point of SO selection as (a) an indicator of administrative (rather than financial) quality of those
SOs that wish to participate in the programme, and (b) as a possible indicator of financial management
capability. Even so, more pertinent than a full audit report would be a simple statement from the SO's
or SA's own auditor that the last, say, three years audits were unqualified. To require the SOs to
accept an external Fund Board audit can, and indeed should, be regarded as an unacceptable form of
outside interference.

' For financial compliance and follow up it has been suggested by the IDA missions that audited statements from the
respective SOs should accompany claims for final (third) payment of each contracted phase. From a purely technical point
of view this does not appear as a feasible or meaningful proposition. Audited statements cover by definition the entire
financial operations of an organisation, including Fund Boards that have no bearing on the contracts between the SO and
the Fund Board. It also relates to a financial year which may coincide badly with the payment claims to Fund Board.
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46. In order to assess the risk (in terms of weak or non-existent financial management capacity as
well as in terms of 'leakage') it was agreed with JAKPAS that a certified book inspection should be
undertaken pertaining to all funds received by all SOs under contract with JAKPAS for the first and
second tranche. This would provide a baseline cun benchmark study which in itself should result in
an assessment of the risks involved.'

47. Depending upon the outcome of the above study it is suggested that: (a) a limited number of
book inspections are carried out on a sample of SOs (and Projects) each year, by a chartered
accountant on retainership with the Fund Board; and (b) that timesheets are to accompany the financial
claims from the SOs, with WUC required to maintain similar records of community visits of SO staff.
The latter is particularly important during the project formulation period/development phase when the
very interaction with, and presence among, the community of the SO staff is the primary 'product' that
the SO has to deliver. The reconciliation of these time sheets would be one of the concrete verification
points of the 'payment visits'.

(ii) Development Monitoring

48. This is the core of the whole monitoring system and its capacity to be continuously respond
to its objectives. There are three areas that are of major concern, each related to the overall objectives
of the Fund Board itself:

- monitoring the institutional framework (in particular the capacity and responsiveness
of SOs and their ability to combine support to with disengagement from the
community)

- monitoring the nature and quality of community management. In overall programme
terms this is the one objective that the Fund Board is directly set up to promote, and
it is therefore at the heart also of the 'strategic monitoring' or 'structured learning'

- monitoring the impact on actual water use management, sanitation, health and hygiene
behaviour, and overall quality of life (including possible economic benefits, particularly
with respect women)

49. The institutional framework monitoring has, by virtue of the prominent role played by them
in the overall programme, to be focused on the SOs. The baseline for this is the intake and selection
process. While it implies a considerable measure of subjective or discretionary assessment, it is
important that each SO engaged by Fund Board is given a ranking along an ordinal scale according
to its (a) relation to community management as evidenced by its track record , by its field record, and
by its proposed staff; (b) its technical competence in the sector on the same basis, and (c) its
management competence. This ranking should form the baseline of each SO, and should be followed
up in connection with the Phase Proposals submitted, the Payment Visits, and the strategic monitoring

The TOR for such an assessment has been prepared by the JAKPAS management and an SA commissioned to carry
out the study. The SA has been on a field visit with the JAKPAS M & E staff and Institutional Development consultant
to ensure understanding of the field situation while carrying out the study.
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(see below). In essence it requires few modifications in the existing formats, except an addition in the
formats prepared for the payment visits which should include specific references to SO-
community/WUC interactions. The follow up ranking should be undertaken by the respective Portfolio
Manager (PM) in consultation with the M&E functionary. The point to stress here is that it is the
movement over time along these ordinal scales that are critical, not the absolute or relative value as
such. This minimises the distortive aspect of subjective assessments. It goes without saying that these
rankings can not be compared over SOs, but over time it should be possible for the Fund Board to
state the extent to which there is a positive move in the 'delivery system' as a whole.

50. The nature and quality of the communily Inwiagement is partly related to the movement over
time of SOs with respect to their relation to communities; it would appear that the less dominant the
SO, the more scope for the WUC developing management capacity. More importantly, however, it
pertains to the effective use the community and the WUC makes of these openings. Separate
indicators, including the 'when' and 'by whom' need to be developed, using basically the same
opportunities provided through the 'payment visits'. In this connection there may be a need for
recognising a difference between 'construction management' and 'asset management' , as these in an
environment like Nepal tend to relatp to different interest and to different stakeholders, even within
the communities. For example, construction is associated both with the pulling power (frequently
politically defined or claimed) of particular individuals or groups with aspirations for leadership as
such. And it certainly invites economic interests as it involves sizeable cash flows. Asset formation
devolves frequently around a different set of people (users), primarily women for whom a working
Project represents a vital interest which is not primarily politically or economically defined.

51. The final assessment of the community management should be undertaken through specific
post-implementation visits, only focusing on community management as such. These should be
undertaken on a sample basis (at least one Project for each SO) and should be carried out (a) at the
completion of the involvement of Fund Board (i.e. after the third payment of the Implementation
Phase, and (b) one year later. It is important that the last one is undertaken as it can safely be assumed
that community management has not had time settle beyond the somewhat artificial creation of WUCs
charged essentially with construction management. An outline of such reports are enclosed in Annex....

52. It is strongly recommended that the responsibility for continued assessment of community
management as outlined above is with a responsible agency, with the relevant expertise, outside the
Fund Board.! Such assessments, to be useful, require considerable experience and objectivity if they
are to yield insights for the programme as a whole, and not only on the particular Projects visited. It
would be unfair to expect the operational executives at the Fund Board (PMs or contracted core SAs)
to have that kind of experience, time, or capacity to distance themselves from their own 'products'.

53. With respect to 'performance monitoring' two issues are critical. First, in a programme like
JAKPAS (and even more for the Fund Board) it is important that as much of the rationale behind and

'RWSG-SA would be an effective option as this is an area where the RWSG has a direct interest and where a direct
involvement would enhance the overall programmatic objective.
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specification of the activities is defined by the party responsible for the execution of the Project. In
other words, the Fund Board should require that the SOs applying to participate, should in their
proposals provide not the general objectives of JAKPAS/Fund Board but the specific objectives of the
community project; including the social development activities. For example, by reflecting the specific
characteristics of the community and its environment. The Fund Board objectives should be seen as
overall guidelines rather than as objectives that can be monitored Project by Project. If this is not done
there is a danger that the intended mobilisation of resources, know-how, and initiative does not take
place, and the whole venture becomes one of prescriptive contractors driven by the Fund Board. These
specific objectives should be referred to in the contract and it is against these that compliance should
be monitored. For the Implementation phase the WUC/Community is already required to do this in
the form of 'Agree-to-do' endorsements forming part of the Joint SO/WUC Implementation Phase
proposal.

54. Secondly, the performance indicators need to be defined even with respect to the generalised
activities outlined by JAKPAS, particularly with respect to social development activities to support
use of the demand responsive approach. One such indicator has already been referred to, namely that
of 'time spent by SO staff in the cpmmunity'. In many ways this is a core indicator as the very
presence is a prerequisite for the interaction.

55. Finally, with respect to the quality monitoring (or 'quality control'), 'it is stressed that the
important thing is that this must be related to the notion of 'client'. Assuming that the Fund Board
is not the client (JAKPAS has for obvious reasons to assume a large part of client responsibility as
being a testing phase), the quality of the services provided to the client must be part of Fund Board's
responsibility. Such an assessment is currently done at the time of the SO intake, site appraisal, and
'payment visits'. Quality control of the output, including the actual quality control during
implementation and construction, must however leave room for active community follow up. It is
imperative that the WUC is provided information on and specifically asked to take an active interest
in, the essential and critical works that will determine the durability of construction (e.g. joints,
cement/sand ratio, etc.). As construction managers the WUC should also be required to record their
'supervisory' comments in the WUC minutes, as part of the 'Agreed to do' endorsements.

(iii) Community monitoring

56. Initially this was given great emphasis in JAKPAS almost to the exclusion of other monitoring
approaches and needs. The concrete expression of this is the three processes of Healthy Home Survey,
Community Mapping, and Time Studies. Apart from their value as activating dialogue instruments,
of the three , the first one has been posited as a baseline for impact monitoring, the second and third
are also inputs to design and decision-making where the JAKPAS/Fund Board has been defined as one
of the consumers of the information.

57. Without going into the debate surrounding participatory versus other methods of monitoring
processes and impacts at the community level, the value of the three instruments are no doubt
considerable. However, that value is determined to a great extent by two considerations: for whom are
they undertaken, and who is to use the information. In the present practice of JAKPAS there is a
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curious paradox coming out as the information gathered, ostensibly through participation, is retained
by JAKPAS centrally. By definition participatory monitoring only makes sense if the result are
retained by, and hopefully revisited by, the community itself. Secondly, it should also be emphasised
that participatory generated information is not only highly context specific. Its validity is similarly
determined by the context, i.e. it relates to the perceptions of the community members rather than to
externally defined or objective truths. If taken out of" the context their relevance is uncertain, this is
in fact the reason that externally generated information processes such as sample surveys are
considered contextually blind and frequently irrelevant from a process point of view. Thirdly, because
they are gathered by a large number of different actors with little uniformity, they are in principle very
difficult to aggregate or use in a comparative sense over Projects or over time.
58. Because of the above it is strongly recommended that the participatory information tools are
seen as owned by, retained by, and (primarily) used by the community itself. This specifically refers
also to the 'impact assessments' at the community level if/when the same tools are used for follow up.
If in the process the community feels that some questions appear irrelevant when viewed how they
themselves would like define important issues they should be allowed to do so in consultation with
the SO in question.

59. From a Fund Board point of view the primary importance of these participatory tools are, for
reasons stated above, not their information content but their powers of generating a dialogue within
the community as well as between the community and the SO on the interrelations between water
supply, sanitation, and hygiene. At a more abstract level this might be called creating a capacity for
'concept management', i.e. a capacity to understand, and act upon, the interrelations of different issues
making up an 'integrated water supply, health education, and sanitation project' for which they are
supposed to be the ultimate clients.

(iv) Impact monitoring

60. Impact monitoring in the JAKPAS design is proposed to be achieved through a revisit of all
Projects where the KAP surveys were carried out in 9 Projects of tranch one, by'DAN and in 30
Projects of tranche two, by DEVTECH. The same structured format was used for both rounds of
KAP. Apart from the fact the experience gained from carrying out these KAP studies need to be fed
into the structure of the formats as such, the limitations of using KAP studies only, on such a scale,
should also be recognised.

61. First of all it is important to bear in mind that KAP studies, methodologically speaking, are
market surveys and it is that area that they have been most successfully used. It is also in this respect
that they have their greatest value for this programme, i.e. as initial calibrations of the profile and
content of services for which there is a (dormant) market. However, as follow up tools they are
considerably more problematical, particularly if one wants to find out reasons for changing profiles.
They are also taxing in terms of sheer processing and analysis, with follow up assessment having to
rely on theoretical models that in themselves are frequently the subject of considerable academic
debate.
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62. Secondly, sustainability of community managed services is the area of significant interest from
the point of view of impact. This will not be apparent until a Project has effectively survived for a
minimum of five years.

63. For these reasons it is strongly recommended that a selective and intensified longitudinal survey
method is used, based on a strategic sample of communities/Projects i.e. a combination of case studies
and survey repeated for the same cases over time. They are referred to as 'Sentinel Studies' with the
particular cases acting as standing monitoring points. These studies would act both as benchmark and
follow up studies. A draft protocol for the Impact Studies are found in Appendix IV'

(v) Strategic Monitoring

64. Strategic monitoring" describes monitoring which is selective in its choice of topics, rather than
comprehensive and complements the more traditional forms of M & E proposed for the Fund Board.
This selective monitoring will not, therefore, replace the systematic monitoring of the Fund Board
program. The outcomes of the analysis will be fed back into the Fund Board design and ultimately
contribute to development of RWSS sector strategies. This is particularly relevant in the case of the
Fund Board as it is an innovative approach to address the demand for WSS services in remote and
poor communities in rural Nepal. Given the limited experience with successful institutional
interventions, strategic monitoring is a promising tool for examining the fit between a program and
its institutional environment.

65. The Fund Board will strategically monitor identified "marker" indicators using the sentinel
surveys described above. Initially the Fund Board M & E team will select quantitative as well as
process indicators, such as: (i) the per capita cost of Projects, (ii) comparison among communities of
the level of community contributions made towards capital cost and 0 & M, and factors and processes
influencing the levels of contribution; (iii) analyses of data to give a view of the degree to which Fund
Board rules are being followed, would be gathered as evidence rather than anecdotal information on
which to base discussions with SOs and policymakers; and (iv) selection of topics for further
investigation and analysis of financial, procedural, capacity-building processes based on emerging
lessons.'

66. While strategic monitoring will use existing data to a great extent, it is recommended that the
sentinel surveys be carried out by organizations external to the Fund Board. The time and skills
required for design and analysis is not likely to be available with the Fund Board secretariat.

As with the monitoring of community management (or 'lessons learnt') it is recommended that the RWSG/SA plays
an active role in mounting and guiding the execution of these impact studies. Access to information and experience
elsewhere is of paramount importance both in carrying them out and in analysing the information gained.

" Correspondence between the RWSG regional office and World Bank headquarters on per capita costs and community
contributions analyzed preliminary data in this way for Indonesia's WSSLIC project and provided the basis for more
focused questions about project rules.
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67. The information system should also reflect the fact that from a Fund Board point of view this
implies a risk when compared to the normal project framework, i.e. the Fund Board does not control
or cannot assume management responsibilities for field operations. Given the conditions prevailing
in Nepal an important demand on the information system is therefore to be able to assess that risk and
to make such an assessment the basis for the decisions to go ahead with any specific project.
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UNDP-World Bank Water & Sanitation Program
Regional Water and Sanitation Group for South Asia
OFFICE MEMORANDUM

APPENDIX I

Date: April 17, 1995

To: Mr. Gordon Tamm, Consultant

From: Peter Lochery, Manager, RWSG-SA

Subject: Terms of Reference for Mission to Nepal. Nay 7-13. 1995

Scope

You will undertake a joint mission to Nepal with Rekha Dayal, Regional Program
Adviser (travelling under separate TOR, attached), from May 7-13, 1995. You will join
the JAKPAS M&E Support Team, and advise and assist with the initial \vork started
during April 1995. You will review the JAKPAS monitoring and evaluation methods
and experiences to date, particularly their relevance for operational and managerial
decisions. Based on the review. you will assist JAKPAS staff to meet the requirements
of the Aide Memoire dated March 1995. The tasks will include but not be limited to
the following:

(i) Evaluate the review undertaken on the collection and validity of
information for key operational indicators, and clarify the rationale for
the information demanded, the contract management procedures and the
feedback to support organizations.

(ii) Evaluate the JAKPAS M&E system and the modifications recommended
from an operational perspective by the JAKPAS M&E Support Team, to
facilitate day to day financial and technical management. Make any
further recommendations necessary for improvements in continuity and
qualifications of monitoring staff.

(iii) Evaluate the work done to date by the M&E Support Team in assisting
JAKPAS M&E staff to develop the required analysis, content and
workplan to prepare the interim M&E (impact evaluation) report, which
will cover Tranche I schemes completed to date. This includes making
any additional recommendations to JAKPAS staff on the preparation of
initial model Project Completion Reports (PCR) and reviewing the draft
interim M&E report.

2. Outputs

You will deliver the following reports before departing from Kathmandu on May 13,
1995.



(i) Evaluation of the M&E system, with recommendations on monitoring
staff, information demande-d, contract management procedures and
feedback to support organizations.

(ii) Review of and recommendations for the model PCR format and the
interim M&E report (including revised drafts, if necessary).

3. Tentative Workplan

April 24-May 3 Review relevant documentation in Delhi & prepare a brief
note on your initial findings.

May 7 Meet with JAKPAS core staff to organize tasks and define
responsibilities

May 8-10 Work with M&E Support Team

May 11-12 Prepare outputs and agree follow-up action.

4. On return to Delhi, you will submit a BTOR to me within fourteen days summarizing
your findings.

cc: Dayal (RWSG-SA): Notley (JAKPAS); Legrain (SA2AW); Gross. Garn, Wakeman
(TWUWS).

File: NEP-WP 2/2



UNDP-World Bank Water & Sanitation Program
Regional Water and Sanitation Group for South Asia

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

APPENDIX I

Date: April 18, 1995

To: Rekha Dayal, Regional Program Adviser, RWSG-SA

From: Peter Lochery, Manager, RWSG-SA

Subject: Nepal JAKPAS: Terms of Reference for Technical Support to Review
and Strenethen the Monlitorine and Evaluation System

You Will undertake a joint mission to Nepal with Gordon Tamm, Consultant, (travelling
under separate TORs, attached) from 7th-l3th May, 1995, to review the JAKPAS
monitoring and evaluation methods and experiences to date; particularly on it's
relevance to make operational and managerial decisions. You Vill coordinate the task
and work closely with the consultant to ensure the outputs are produced by 13th May
1995.

More specifically:

(i) You will assist JAKPAS by reviewing the work done todate by the JAKPAS
& E Support team in defining the indicators and preparing a systematic action
plan to monitor Health and Sanitation Education activities and their impact.

(ii) You Vill review in consdltation with the CTA, the possibilities to define and
organize an appropriate 'and complementary workplan for specific structured
learning initiatives and outputs, taking account of the current heavy workload
of JAKPAS staff.

(iii) You Vill review the analysis done on the investigation of delays between
completion of the development phase and the signing of contracts for the
implementation phase, whether the delays can be reduced and their likely future
impact on the scheme cycle and make recommendations concerning required
modifications to the scheme cycle.

2. Outputs:

You will deliver the following outputs before departing from Kathmandu.

(i) Report of review of indicators and systematic workplan to monitor HSE
activities.

(ii) Report on recommendations for complementary workplan for specific structured
learning activities and outputs.

(iii) Report on recommendations and rationale for possible changes to scheme cycle.



3. In addition, you vill participate in a one day meeting, scheduled tentatively for May 15,
1995, to discuss the final draft report "Community Handpumps in Terai Region:
Assessment of Operation and Maintenance".

2. On return you Will submit a BTOR to me within fourteen days summarizing your
findings.

cc: Notley (JAKPAS); Legrain (SA2AW), Gross, Garn, Wakeman (TWUWS); Mudgal (RWSG-
SA).

File: NEP-WP 2/2



APPENDIX II

REVIEW AND ASSESSMENT OF INFORMATION POINTS IN JAKPAS

(To be finalised)



APPENDIX III

DRAFT PROTOCOL FOR IMPACT MONITORING

INTRODUCTION

Improved water supply, sanitation and health education are assumed to have a positive
impact on quality of life in at least the following major respects:

- reduction in incidence of water-borne diseases through improved water
quality/quantity and personal hygiene

- time savings and reduction in domestic drudgery through greater accessibility
- enhanced overall domestic productivity through decrease in person days lost

However, all of these depend on a number of associated behavioural and attitudinal changes
as well as on the reliability and functionality of the improved facilities, over time and over
socio-economic groups. Similarly, all of them are critically dependent on time as such with
the improvements having to 'settle in' before any discernible impact can be expected.

In the case of the Fund Board the major approach taken in order to ensure a sustained
project impact within the shortest possible time-span is that of promoting active community
management of the improved facilities and services as the carrying principle, from planning
and design to construction and service delivery. This means that any one project supported
by the Fund Board may be different from another in scope and relative importance given
to different activities. Consequently, project impact must be assessed against the specific
mix of activities of any given project.

Purpose

The purpose of the impact monitoring to be undertaken by the Fund Board is

(a) at the Programme level: - to assess the extent to which, and how, effective
community management is actually brought about in
the supported projects - to assess the extent to which,
and how, such community management impacts on the
reliability and functionality of the facilities created

(b) at the Project level: - to assess the extent to which, and how, the project
activities actually translate into assumed benefits
(health improvement, time savings, and enhanced
domestic productivity)
- to assess the validity and relevance of key criteria for
project selection and approval as a basis for possible
adjustments or revisions



- to identify possible changes in domestic water consumption (drinking,
washing, bathing, cooking, etc) in relation to the overall range of water
sources available (tapstand, ponds, streams, rainwater, etc) and the
consequences for design and appraisal criteria

Approach

The impact monitoring will be carried by way of recurrent data collection in a standing
sample of projects. As such it can be seen as a purposeful sample of longitudinal case
studies, i.e. projects selected because of special characteristics and which are then followed
at regular intervals over time.

Sample: At least one project for each SO should be selected, with additional projects added
for every tranche. The total sample per tranche should be evenly distributed over the
following range of characteristics:

- high, medium, and low relative scores on overall level of community services
and facilities (schools, health centres, postal services, etc.)

- high, medium, and low relative scores on infrastructure/accessibility (distance
to motorable roads, bus connections, telephone, markets, etc.) -

Within these efforts should be made to have projects evincing both a high degree of
community activity during the Implementation Phase, and of low or erratic community
response.

The total sample in each tranche should not be less than 12 and not more than 18.

Methodology: The methodology will comprise three basic components: key informants,
intensive KAP sample surveys, and quantitative measurements through observations. In
order to sustain the momentum and to ensure that the seasonal variations are covered, the
assessments will be driven by 3 visits per year by a monitoring team over a minimum of
2 years per project. The visits will coincide with the major seasonal variations and therefore
take place once in or around May (dry season), once in September/October (monsoon), and
once in or around January. The team will comprise the Monitoring Specialist of the Fund
Board along with an SA unit. It will be actively assisted by the RWSG-SA who will
provide the professional guidance and analytical support.

(a) Key informants. In each project three tapstands should be selected, representing
upstream, middle, and downstream locations in the water distribution system. At
each of these tapstands three households should be requested to act as standing key
informants or 'sentinel households'. Each household should be provided with simple
visual recording formats on which to note down incidence of diarrhoea per
household member, frequency of use of different water sources over purpose per
day, and incidence of water shortage or breakdown at the tap. The formats need not
(and should not) contain any text but be illustrated as to their respective purpose and
content, with the household indicating incidence or occurrence by simple tickmarks.
These records will form the basis and point of departure for discussions with the
households during the visits of the monitoring team.
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It is important that the households are approached with a request to participate rather
than being nominated by the visiting monitoring team, and that the purpose of their
contribution is made clear. It is likewise important that during the recurrent visits
of the monitoring team discussions with these households are carried out as social
and supportive events, to encourage the households and minimise 'informant
fatigue'. .

(b) KAP surveys. Focal and limited KAP surveys will be carried out with respect to
the 'sentinel households' as well as an additional minimum of 6 households from
other tapstands. The format of these surveys should be a concentrated and focal
version of the KAP questionnaire used by JAKPAS for the first and second tranche
projects. These surveys will be carried out once a year, i.e. twice for any selected
project.

(c) Observations/verifications. During each visit of the monitoring team will carry
out the following observations:

- water quality through application of the WWF field kits. This will be
undertaken at intake, at tapstand, and at household drinking water storage,
implying a total of water samples in the range of 13-15/project/per visit.

- sources used by purpose. This should be undertaken by accompanying a
household member from each selected tapstand to the source used for (a)
drinking water (in case this being other than the tap, e.g. in connection with
work in the fields), (b) bathing, (c) washing, (d) other (e.g. for cattle during
the dry season). Attempts shall be made to measure time from household and
volume of water used/source.

- physical inspection of condition of key components of the WS scheme
(intake, storage/BP tank, valves, tapstands and platforms, drainage) as well
as of sanitation facilities.
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APPENDIX IV

GUIDELINES FOR POST-IMPLEMENTATION REPORTS (PIR) I-II

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1. The fulfilment of the contractual obligations regarding a specific project/scheme has
been checked off through 'Contract Completion Report' (CPR), being the combination of the
'Project Completion Report' by the WUC/SO and the final payment visit report on the part
of the PM/JAKPAS. The effective contractual links between the JAKPAS/Fund, the SO, and
the WUC/community is then terminated as and when the last payment is effected.

2. Beyond the Contract Completion Report there is a need to assess the process generated
by the services delivered and investments made. Such an assessment has no direct relevance
for the completed projects but should serve as a learning tool and feedback to the Fund Board,
indicating the need for possible policy changes.

3. The purpose of this assessment is threefold:

First, it should assess the extent to which the basic objective of JAKPAS/Fund is being
met, i.e. the extent of community management of the water and sanitation facilities is
actually engendered. It is important to stress that the local management activated during
the application and implementation of any particular project does not necessarily
represent a socially viable commitment to manage the facilities once they have been put
on the ground. This includes an assessment of the relation between the SO, the WUC,
and JAKPAS as it evolved during the implementation phase, particularly in terms of
fostering an effective management or client role at the community level.

Secondly, it should identify issues that have a bearing on the operational policies and
guidelines of the JAKPAS/Fund itself, e.g. on selection of schemes and SOs, on the
various instruments and guidelines in use such as contract, follow up formats,
procurement guidelines etc.

Thirdly, it should provide information on the specific SOs - their capacity and
performance both as facilitators, as professional bodies, and as contractors. This should
then be used in the continuous (re)assessments in connection with ongoing
implementations contracted to the same as SO as well as SO intakes for forthcoming
tranches.

4. The reason why this should be undertaken separate from the Contract Completion
Report, and therefore through a separate visit from the last payment visit, is that it is normally
only when the contracted work has been completed and signed off that people are willing to
discuss 'what actually happened' without the fear of compromising or halting external funds.



It is also at that time when people are mentally prepared to look upon the facilities provided
as being theirs rather than something managed or provided by an SO (or the JAKPAS/Fund).

APPROACH

5. The assessment should be carried out on a sample of projects, with at least two projects
for each participating SO in any one tranche being selected (in case of large variations in an
SO portfolio of projects more may be taken up at the discretion of the M&E Manager). This
would on the average imply a sample of 25-30% of the total number projects in a tranche.

6. Each project selected will be assessed twice: first directly after the completion of the
project/final payment, and the second one year later to allow for a full annual cycle of local
water management.

7. The focus of the assessment will be the main objective of the Fund - i.e. the extent to
which community management and effective ownership has emerged, either as a result of the
programme interventions or as a result of local or contextual factors. It is important that this
focus is kept and that the assessment is not allowed to give in to the temptation of 'trying to
know everything'. The reason for this is that if the assessment is to be useful and effective, it
must be possible to carry out with the limited capacity available to the Fund staff. Furthermore,
it is important that the focus of attention is riveted on what is the main concern of the
programme rather than trying to assess longer term impact etc, a task which requires much
more specialised approaches.

8. The assessment will be carried out by a small team consisting of a PM (other than the
one that had been responsible for this particular project), one other member from the Fund
staff, and one technically qualified SA. At least one of the team members must be a woman.
On a recurrent basis RWSG/SA (New Delhi) will assist the Fund both through hands on
training and participation in field assessments and in compilation and analysis of the findings.

9. At the project/community level the assessment and collection of information will be
done as structured group discussions with tapstand households, with the tapstands being
similarly sampled so that at least three are included (one upstream, one midway, and one at the
end of the distribution system). In addition a separate structured discussion will be held with
the WUC. A quick visual inspection of the main physical points of the WS should also be
carried out (intake, storage/BPT, tapstands).
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10. The issues to be probed during these group discussions include:

(a) at the tapstand level

- existence (or otherwise) of a tapstand committee, including knowledge/views
on its responsibilities
- views/expectations/experience of level of service (volume/frequency of water
availability, water quality)
- whether or not tapstand households was involved in 'quality control' during
installation, and if so how? why? on what points? experience with respect to SO
and WUC members behaviour and reaction?
- payments made to the WUC: how often? amounts? why/what for? how/to
whom?
- breakdowns if any, and if so whether reported to whom and what action
- knowledge of names of WUC members and of community mechanic?
- knowledge of what WUC and mechanic are expected to do?
- views/expectations/experience with respect to WUC and mechanic? Knowledge
of WUC meetings called and points discussed or decisions taken?
- knowledge of changes in the WUC membership and why?
- knowledge of how much money in WUC bank account?
- credibility of WUC as system managers and as trustees of community funds
- views on need to improve WUC functioning, community management or
service level, and if so how?
- views on and experience of SO inputs and activities (including staff)
- knowledge of how WUC was formed/nominated and the SO role in this?

(b) at WUC level

- changes in composition of WUC since formation/last visit, and if so why and
how
- status of record keeping (contract, accounts, minutes of meetings, frequency
of meetings, attendance, mapping, time budgeting, healthy homes survey etc)
- actual activities undertaken by WUC, including decisions (repairs,
procurement, collection of O&M levies, reports from/instructions to mechanic,
sanitation and HE activities, support to tapstand committees, etc)
- information kept by WUC on SO activities during implementation/contract
phase (time-sheets of SO staff presence in community, employment of SARAR
tools, sanitation and HE activities etc) as against Implementation Proposal and
Contract
- involvement of WUC in procurement and implementation in relation to SO
activities
- training/instructions (if any) given by SO in construction management and
quality control, procurement, financial management/book-keeping, preventive
maintenance, health and sanitation issues, etc
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- ways by which WUC publicise, or otherwise keep the community/consumers
informed of status of scheme, O&M rates, decisions, meetings etc.
- ways by which WUC changes membership, on what grounds and how

(c) at project level (overall assessment made by the team)

- performance of SO with respect to facilitating active community management
- transition from WUC as construction management group to asset/user
management group
- project selection in relation to programme Fund objectives
- SO selection in relation to capacity to respond to and act on Fund objectives
- possibilities to enhance cost-effectiveness and -efficiency

STRUCTURE OF THE REPORTS

10. The reports should be written SO-wise, thus comprising at least two projects.

11. Report I, based on a visit immediately after the completion of the implementation
(including final payment having been made) should consist of two parts with the following
basic headings:

Introduction
Should contain a brief overview of the communities, along with a summary statement
of the main features of the different projects and the SO in question

Part A. Lesson learnt
This part highlights the principled issues that relate to the working of the JAKPAS/Fund
and its policies, procedures, and instruments. It should form the basis of the Annual
Process Monitoring Report from the Fund to the Board

1. Community management
Summary assessment of the composition, efficiency, and credibility of the WUC.
Existence (with proof such as bank statements) of an O&M fund, including
O&M plans and designated O&M functionaries/responsibilities.

Conclusions and recommendations:

(a) Extent to which improvements can/need be effected through changes in Fund
procedures and instruments (e.g. contracts, formats, information, training, etc)
(b) areas/issues which may require revision of policy (e.g. selection of SOs and
of schemes, extent of local contribution, package of components to be included
in a Project Implementation Proposal, etc)
(c) issues that may need further intensive follow up, e.g. through special studies.
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2. Scheme functionality
Summary assessment of extent to which facilities/services provided through this
programme are functional and therefore 'worth' managing and maintaining
from a local/consumer point of view.
Conclusions and recommendations:
(a) extent to which improvements can be effected through changes in design
criteria, in procurement policies, in quality control instruments, or in steps
designed to ensure adequate local involvement in design
(b) areas which may require revision of policy (technical selection criteria,
BCR/time savings, etc)
(c) issues/areas which may require further studies or intensive follow up (e.g.
appropriate techniques and material, quality control, relevance and content of
software inputs, etc)

Part B. SO/Project specific report
This section should provide the observations that substantiate Part A. However, it
should also specifically address the quality of the performance of the SO in question,
and should as such be retained by the Fund management for any possible action with
respect to the SO, present and future.

11. Report II, based on a field visit at least one full calender year later to the same
projects/communities as under I above will be a consolidated report, with no separate section
on the specific SO. Its main purpose is to assess the level of community management after a
period of 'settling in' of the facilities as well as of the community's relation to the facilities
and their local management structure. It should have the following main headings:

1. Community management
- level of activity of WUC (frequency and records of meetings during past year,
godown/store of spare parts, accounts, etc)
- Changes made in the composition of the WUC and why
- Repairs undertaken and by whom
- Collection of O&M, extent and volume of contribution)
- system caretaker and O&M
- awareness about and accountability of O&M fund
- activities/initiatives on IES by WUC

2. Functionality of facilities
- working condition and state of WS (inlet, storage/BP tank, reticulation system,
tapstands)
- working condition, state, and possible expansion of Sanitation facilities
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3. Overall conclusions and recommendations
- with respect to nature, quality, and capacity of community management

* issues that can be effected through revisions of Fund instruments,
procedures and policies
* issues that can be effected by closer interaction with or selection of
SOs (and SAs)
* issues that need further studies or assessment (e.g. through comparisons
with other similar assessments)



POST-IMPLEMENTATION REPORT (PIR) - I

Projects: - Khanikola Assessment Team: - Puru Risal
- Adamghat Prakash

Ghimire
- Salanghat

-G.Tamm
RWSG-SA
SO: DevTec

Tranche: I Date of visit: May 18, 1995

Introduction

This constitutes the first Post-implementation Report undertaken by JAKPAS. It thus
also acted as a pilot case for developing the approach and general structure in
assessing the community management situation in a post-implementation situation.

Salient features of the projects
All the projects were located along the highway corridor, with the dominant activity being
small business and trade along with agriculture. The communities are all relatively well
off with good access to general community service facility and infrastructure (schools,
pukka roads, health services). All of them had earlier had gravity w.s. that were now out
of order. Literacy rates appeared also relatively high.
[Copy basic scheme facts here]



PART A

1. Community management

General observations: The composition of the WUCs carried few characteristics of
being either representative or popularly 'elected', but had in all cases very clear
overtones of being 'construction interest groups', i.e. was composed of people who
either had a political standing or whose primary interest or 'qualification' were financial.
In no case had the WUC met after the major works were under way and ongoing, which
meant that no meetings had been held in the last 6 months. Books (in the two cases
they were available) were not kept even by the modest standards one might apply to
village level committees although WUC secretaries knew by head the situation (largely
due to the fact that these were business communities).
Discussions with tapstand/consumers revealed simmering misgivings about the
credibility and integrity of the WUC, particularly as regards its leading members
handling money. Discussions also revealed an apparent greater belief in women as
members of WUC, both as regards honesty in financial matters and in commitment to
efficient operational management. Greatest obstacle to this as voiced by women was
time.
No provisions/plans made for O&M, with mechanic being nominated (but no
remuneration agreed upon) in tow of the cases, both of whom where extremely young.

Conclusions and recommendations:
(a) It is very likely that the WUC originally formed at the instance of the JAKPAS
conditionalities is going to be marked by a set of interests associated primarily with
construction (lure of funds, political credit as fixing the outside support, time to spare). It
is as a consequence also very likely that these interests have less commitment in asset
management when the cash flow is considerably less and the political capital to be
gained similarly less - whereas the drudgery is more. While this may be inevitable it
emphasises the need for transparency and openness, both with respect to financial
deals and accounts and with respect to making clear provisions for changing the
composition of the WUC during the preparation of the Implementation Phase Proposal
Recommendation: As part of the formation of the WUC as well as of the general process
of formulating the Implementation Phase Proposal with the community at large, the
notion of having a possible mandatory statute in the rules governing the WUG may be
introduced to the effect that a general body meeting should (s)elect the WUC anew after
the completion of the project. Such a new committee should preferably have a majority
of women. Depending upon the outcome of PIR-Il assessment this provision may be
introduced also in the Implementation Phase Contract. The purpose of such a move is
to provide a vehicle for the transition from 'construction management' to 'user
management' as the logic underlying the constitution of the WUC.

(b) In this case selection of projects/communities reflected perhaps the 'wild west' era of
the first tranche when the priority was of getting something started. Whatever the
reason, it meant that communities already having a high level of overall community
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service (and having received an earlier WS through govt funds - now defunct and in
disuse) and with a very high degree of accessibility as being on the highway had been
approved by JAKPAS. In addition they had an obvious paying capacity way above the
nominal contribution required by JAKPAS (with which the WUCs also agreed). This
emphasises a need to further clarify the policy content of selection criteria beyond that
of scheme economics or time budgets alone.
Recommendation: On the assumption that two guiding principles of the Fund are (a) to
enhance the reach of available resources so as to ensure a coverage of backward or
under-served communities, and (b) to ensure that subsidies are inversely related to
capacity to pay, the cases at hand illustrate the need for broader selection criteria than
the scheme specific ones currently deployed. It is therefore recommended that the
JAKPAS introduces, and the Fund adopts, criteria related to

(i) the overall level of community services available at a specific project
site (e.g. existence/distance to health centre, to postal services, to primary/secondary
schools, pukka roads, or area specific projects relating to health services or NFE by an
NGO, etc) ; and

(ii) a proxy indicatogfor the general socio-economic standing of the
community (e.g. female literacy)
The purpose of this would be both to provide a push to SOs to go beyond the point of
'least resistance' or least effort, and to steer the investments (and subsidies) away from
the areas/locations with the greatest pull. Such criteria may be introduced into the
Terms of Reference for the Development Phase.
In addition, it might be considered to introduce a portion of the funds available for every
tranche for such projects scoring high on these indicators, with the provisio that they
then have to substantially increase their up-front contribution to the capital costs (say
from NRs 230/capita to a minimum of 50% of the capital cost estimated in the
Implementation Phase Proposal, with the highest contribution getting highest priority).
(c) Many of the specific problems associated with the involvement of the SO in question
seems to stem from the fact that it was a commercial undertaking, i.e. a private
company, that in addition was faced with a community similarly dominated by a high
degree of business acumen. It appears doubtful whether private companies should be
contracted as SOs for which a high degree of contextual sensitivity and commitment to
transfer of know-how and management clout to the client/community is required more
than technical proficiency (which is or should be the strong point of companies).
Recommendations: It is strongly recommended that in the future the selection of SOs
should be confined to non-profit organisations, with private companies being engaged in
the field where there comparative advantage is the most apparent, i.e. as SAs or
otherwise for assignments that require well-defined professional inputs or services such
as specific trainings etc.

(d) There appears to be little push for enhancing cost efficiency in the present
procedures and instruments. The inputs of the SO during the Development Phase goes
largely unaccounted as being bulk payments for non-measurable services. The
procurement of materials during the Implementation Phase is similarly having little or no
built in cross-check as the real financial manager of the construction is the SO (holding
all accounts and effecting all procurement, admittedly by 'keeping the WUC informed').
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This is clearly unsatisfactory as one of the long term objectives of the Fund must be to
enable a more judicious use of scarce 'resources for a greater reach. The yardstick
cannot be a comparison with Govt unit or per capita costs (with which JAKPAS seems to
compare favourably) but that of findings means of introducing a downward push on
expenditure in the contractual arrangements as such. The stake of, and formal rules
governing the effective involvement of, the community do not appear conducive for such
a pressure coming from the WUC. This suggests the need for (a) reviewing the role and
definition of the Development Phase as such, and (b) enhancing the role of the
community/WUC as the client, particularly in terms of its involvement in the financial
management of the Implementation Phase.
Recommendations: The JAKPAS/Fund should consider a movement away from
Development Phase as a contracted package of activities towards a more regular
market oriented approach of directly inviting Project Proposal (i.e. Implementation
Phase Proposals) from communities/SOs. Given the conditions prevailing in Nepal and
given the highly varying quality of SOs available, a move towards such a situation might
be taken in the following way:

* abolishing the Development Phase as a contracted period of software activities,
focusing instead on the product - i.e. the Implementation Phase Proposal (or more
correctly, an integrated Project Proposal)

* providing interested and qualified SOs with limited financial assistance to
prepare, jointly with given communities, Project/implementation Phase Proposals in
accordance with guidelines or TORs

* providing more intensive capacity training/support to SOs professionally weaker
in this specific sector but still with a credible track record in terms of community services

* stipulate, as part of the guidelines for a Project or Implementation Phase
Proposal, that a bank account should be opened with the WUC as part of the local level
management preparations. This account will work as the basic procurement account for
the Implementation Phase, to be operated jointly by the WUC and the SO.
The purpose of these proposals is to (i) minimise funding for the inherently non-
assessable activities currently provided for in the Development Phase Contracts; (ii)
focus attention on the quality and local entrenchment of the proposal rather than the
process of community awareness (which is left for the specific SO to ensure, using the
tools provided by JAKPAS/Fund or otherwise); and (iii) to bring the community more
squarely into the picture as financial (co)managers and clients

2. Scheme functionality

General observations: It was noted that while some technical specifications were clearly
sub-optimal most tapstand households appreciated the newly installed schemes.
However, three observations have a more general bearing on the programme as a
whole.
(a) It was noted that in one case the WUC - out of the O&M fund, at its own initiative and
with the seeming concurrence of the SO - had increased the number of tapstands
beyond the carrying capacity of the scheme. This change from the agreed design had
been effected without the PM or SA noticing it or being made aware. This incidence in
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itself highlights the need to reassess the nature, role and content of the periodicpayment visits' on the part of JAKPAS staff, including tightening up of contractual
provisions with respect to SOs and WUCs role and responsibilities.
Recommendations: Although this might be an isolated instance, occurrences like theseseriously jeopardise both the potential impact, intended service level, and therefore
credibility of any specific project. It is strongly recommended that

(i) final payment should not be made if actual construction results in deviation
from the agreed design, unless specifically approved by JAKPAS/Fund in advance

(ii) the monitoring format for the second and final payment visits specifically
includes crosschecking tapstands - numbers and location - against the agreed design,to be countersigned by the PM

(b) The construction and design of the storage tank in one instance was clearly overlycostly and cost-inefficient (cf Part B).
Recommendation: In order to promote, wherever possible and feasible, locally moreappropriate and cost-effective specific techniques or designs, it is suggested thatJAKPAS (and later the Fund) periodically assesses a sample of schemes in terms of its
key construction components with a view to find out whether or not more appropriate
solutions (materials, designs) can be promoted.

(c) The introduction of HES activities, as well as the Healthy Home Survey, had clearly
failed to register or create much momentum. This might either depend on too weak apromotion/appreciation by the SO, thus failing to transmit the purpose and rationale for
these activities, or on too neat a separation between 'software' activities during aDevelopment Phase and 'hardware' during an Implementation Phase in programmatic
terms (with the former seen as a distinct and imposed 'waiting room' for the actual
delivery of the 'goods'), or on contextual factors (social, cultural, or environmental).
While this in itself is all too common a problem in most integrated WSS efforts, it points
at the need to continuously reassess the modalities of promoting enough and locally
sustained interests in these fields.
Recommendations: The above observation and conclusion supports therecommendation above to do away with the Development Phase as a contracted period
of software activities, and moving towards Project/Implementation Phase Proposals thatare in themselves integrated. This means that it should, within certain specified
parameters, be possible for the communities with SO facilitation and assistance to arriveat their own balance of hardware and software. Furthermore, the findings of the various
participatory assessments in the field of HSE as carried out as part of the formulation forthe Project/Implementation Phase Proposal should be retained by the WUC so as to atleast enable it to make some follow up exercise on its own or with the assistance of theSO.
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PART B

Ber44~s report inserted here, with minor modifications as discussed]
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APPENDIX V

TABLE OF CONTENTS AND PROPOSED STRUCTURE OF M&E MANUAL FOR
THE FUND BOARD

Section I Concept and purpose of the M&E System

1.1. Programme Information: MIS and M&E
1.1.1. Management Information System (MIS)
1.1.2. Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E)
1.2. The Project Cycle, MIS and M&E

Comment: Most of the contents for Section I can be taken verbatim from GT's report
on M&E, as found under the relevant headings

Section II Monitoring and Evalpation in the Fund

1.1. Guidelines Principles and Objectives of M&E
1.2 Strategy for M&E

- Compliance monitoring
- Development monitoring
- Participatory monitoring
- Impact monitoring
- Strategic monitoring
- Indicators

- Policy Indicator
- Technical Indicators
- Social Development Indicators

Comment: Most of the contents of Section II can be taken verbatim from GT's report
on M&E, along with RD's note on 'Indicators'

Section III Organization and management of the M&E

Comment: This has to be developed based on GT's Appendix VII.

Section IV Instruments and formats

Comment: This should include all formats, instruments and protocols as currently under
revision or finalization by JAKPAS, including GTs Appendices IV & VI (first part)

Section V Resources for M&E

1. 1. Financial
1.2. Staff
1.3. Equipment



APPENDIX VI

ORGANISATION AND MANAGEMENT OF
THE FUND BOARD INFORMATION SYSTEM

GENERAL

A basic principle introduced by JAKPAS, and recommended for the Fund Board,
is that information mangement should not be delinked from operational management, either
in terms of individuals or in terms of a separate unit within the Secretariat of the Fund
Board. It is of vital importance that all Fund Board professional staff, as well as its core
SAs, are involved in monitoring as well as in operational issues.

Even so, it is necessary that a particular officer is designated as being responsible
for the coordination, practical adminsitration and follow up of information required as per
the M&E strategy. S/he will double as Portfolio Manager, but with a workload which
makes it possible to effectively coordinate and adminstrate the information system as well.
The proposed Terms of Reference (Job Description) for this position is attached.

Management Information System

The critical points of the MIS - i.e. those that ensure that the necessary pre-
conditions for taking any specific decision have been met with relevant dates, as well as
where/who is currently handling a specific issue - should be extracted from the relevant
documents and formats and entered into a computerised MIS system in the network of the
Secretariat. They should be routinely available to the senior management.

In order to keep a constant watch on the management performance of the Fund
Board itself, it is recommended that every forth Secretariat Staf Meeting includes on its
agenda a comprehensive review and assessment of lead times in processing and
adminstrating the Fund Board responsibilities of the Project Cycle. This should be based
on monthly reports compiled by the Programme Information Specialist. The objective
should be to identify and remove bottlnecks and constraints - individually (e.g. by better
workload distribution), procedurally (e.g. by continuously reassessing the need and
justification for specific administrative provisons), or in terms of specific institutional actors
(e.g. SOs, SAs, Secretariat, Fund Board, World Bank) - in order to enhance the efficnency
and responsiveness of the overall institutiona framework.

In addition each PM or other professional staff must directly bring to the attention
of the senior management of the Fund Board Secretariat observations regarding deviations
or deficiencies on SA performance. This is particularly important as SA constitute the main
technical or specialised capacity of the Fund Board, and substandard performance on their
part immediately puts the credibility of the whole programme at stake.



Monitoring & Evaluation

While the Head of the Operation/M&lE Unit shall be overal responsible for the
quality and efficiency of the M&E efforts of the Fund Board, the day to day responsibility
shall lie with the Programme Information Specialist.

In order to ensure that the Fund Board has standing access to professional support
and guidance, the Secretariat will be routinely assisted by the UNDP World Bank RWSG-
SA office in New Delhi. In particular such assistance shall be provided in the follwoing
fields:

- Impact Monitoring
- Post-Implementation assessment (Strategic monitoring)
- Finalisation of TORs for special studies
- Compilation and preparation of periodic M&E reports to the Fund Board
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TERMS OF REFERENCE (TOR)
(Job Description)

Portfolio Manager/Monitoring and Information Systems Specialist

General:

With a primary responsibility as Portfolio Manager, although with a limited
workload in terms of number of SOs/Projects, s/he will be responsible for the coordination
and administration of the overall programme information system of the Fund Board
including both MIS and M&E. As such s/he will assist, and report to, the Operation/M&E
Unit Head.

Specific:

A. Tasks related to MIS

I. Compile and analyse monthly data on the Project Cycle for presentation at staff
meetings.

2. Ensure that corresponding data on the Project Cycle are recorded and made avialble
by the Portfolio Managers.

3. Follow up and with the respective PMs and SA pursue the effective inclusion of
communities/WUC in the MIS, as clients as well as contracted parties

B. Tasks related to M&E

1. Follow up, and with the respective PMs and SAs pursue, community monitoring as
per the Monitoring Strategy

2. Ensure that current versions of monitoring formats are available to all PMs and SAs
3. Ensure that entries in such formats are complete before being incoproated in the

monitoring process 4. Undertake such revisions in monitoring formats as may by
decided by the STAC meetings

5. Coordinate the supporting inputs of RWSG-SA to the monitoring system
6. Plan, coordinate, and participate in Post-Implementation assessments and Impact

Monitoring
7. Administrate and follow up such studies as may be decided from time to time.
8. Assist in the preparation of, and be administratively responsible for, the recurrent

monitoring reports to be brought out by the Secretariat of the Fund Board.
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APPENDIX VII

Monitoring & Evaluation Report of First & Second Tranche Schemes

Reviewing the documentation surrounding the issue of Baseline and Impact
assessments, including the recommendations of the March 1995 SA2 Aide Memoire
(paras 52-62), it appears that both the nature and role of monitoring as such, as well
as the methodologies and reporting to be pursued, are not clear.

First, for reasons indicated in the main report it would be methodologically
(and policy-wise) extremely unsound to use the data generated through participatory
approaches (i.e. Healthy Homes, Community Mapping, Time Scheduling) as basis
on which to aggregate overall profiles for the respective tranches. The value of
participatory information lies in its (a) contextual relevance, and (b) the extent to
which the information can be viewed as owned by the community (rather than by
external agents). Aggregating them and subjecting them to standard statistical tools
would not only undermine much of the participatory value as such, i.e. that a
successful participatory approach maximises the perceptions that the participants
(rather than outside observers) have of their own situation. It would also mean that
the weakest point of such information is made systematic use of, i.e. aggregating
data collected by a large number of unrelated actors (SOs as well as community
members) with few common approaches or common understandings, and few
possibilities for standardised methods of data generation.

We would therefore strongly argue against using the participatory information
as anything beyond scheme specific and community 'owned' baselines and follow
up. At that level their value is considerable, a value that is quickly lost and most
likely distorted when used as a basis for aggregate statistically processed profiles.
As starting points for getting a project discussion in the community off the ground
they have an immense potential, and the extent to which a WUC takes an active
interest in following up the issues raised would also reflect a community project
management in the broadest sense of the term.

Second, the utility of KAP studies for successive follow up on the scale
envisaged is tricky, methodologically as well as in terms of the considerable costs
and efforts involved. As pointed out in the main report KAP studies are primarily
market assessment studies, their strength being to justify and calibrate delivery of
services or inputs. As tools for assessing impact (i.e. outcomes or changes related
to a specific input or activity rather than registering change in general) they have
met with highly varying degrees of success. The impact assessment to be undertaken
by JAKPAS regarding the first tranche - that of a follow up KAP study of the 9
schemes originally studied by DAN - should therefore if at all carried out have as
a primary purpose to assess the utility of using KAP studies for follow up purposes.
Regardless of the comments made by DEVTEC in their KAP study of second
tranche schemes on the need for revising the original format used by DAN, it is then
absolutely imperative that for the follow up study they are indeed retained.



Although KAP is a powerful tool, its power is critically dependent on
its use for market assessments rather than as design or evaluation tools. A sounder
way to use KAP in the Fund Board context would therefore be to attain a profile of
the potential "market" for Fund Board "investments", e.g. by carrying it out on a
(stratified and /or purposive) sample basis prior to and delinked from proposals
generated through SOs. The purpose would be to get a non-conditioned baseline
profile of "RWSS situation and perceptions", possibly on area specific basis, which
would then be used as the Fund's own benchmark when assessing proposed schemes
as well as Development and Implementation phase proposals. On the basis of such
a benchmark the Fund would then be in a position to actively 'market' the provision
of support services to areas or socio-environmental situations where the KAP
indicates a more genuine link between demand for schemes (which will always be
there) and needs for improved RWSS conditions.

However, due to the methodological and professional demands required to
carry and KAP studies, this should only be undertaken if there is policy need, if, for
example, the Fund Board sets sto actively reach out with its investments into
backward or under-served communities as a policy parameter, rather than applying
such criteria ex-post proposals.

For baseline-cum-outcome assessments it is instead recommended that very
much simplified composite indicators are used, particularly concentrating on service
levels. The initial baseline data on those are already compiled as part of the pre-
feasibility reports, and they can and should form part of the Contract Completion
Reports where they should form a separate section for easy reference.
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Skillicorn & Balthes Associates
707 Pamplona Avenue o Davis, California 95616

(916) 756-5621 . Fax (916) 756-5621

September 7, 1994 Ref: Briscoel.let

John Briscoe
Division Chief TWUWS
World Bank
1818 H. St. N.W.
Washington D.C. 20433

John,

It was good to talk with you again. I sometimes feel I've been completely divorced from
my past. The occasional reminder that it's not really so - is a welcome one.

I've taken the liberty of enclosing my portion of a report I prepared for your department.
I have no idea what the final document, which is being directly submitted to Arun
Mudgal by VKI, looks like. It presumably contains my offering as well as a piece on the
attached fishery and site drawings prepared by Gorm Jeppesen.

Look the report over if you have the time. It will give you a reasonable primer on what's
happening in duckweed at the moment. Could you then please hand it over to Bruce
Gross. He should keep it for his files and send a copy directly to Arun.

I'll take up your offer on room (and board?) when I'm next passing through Washington.
Get out your golf clubs.

Regards,



The World Bank Group

Record Removal Notice
File Title Barcode No.

Regional Water and Sanitation Group [RWSG] - South Asia [SA] - Water and Sanitation -
Correspondence and Reports 1812016

Document Date Document Type

September 7, 1994 Report

Correspondents / Participants
Paul Skillicorn, Skillicorn & Balthes Associates

Subject I Title
Pondicherry Duckweed Project Consultant Report - Duckweed Component

Exception(s)
Information Provided by Member Countries or Third Parties in Confidence

Additional Comments

The item(s) identified above has/have been
removed in accordance with The World Bank
Policy on Access to Information or other
disclosure policies of the World Bank Group.

Withdrawn by Date

Kim Brenner-Delp September 22, 2023

Archives 01 (March 2017)



FAX Transmittal Sheet

UNDP-World Bank Water & Sanitation Program
Regional Water and Sanitation Group

55, Lodi Estate, P. 0. Box 416
New Delhi 110 003, India

FAX Number: (91-11) 462 8250
TEL: (91-11) 469 0488/9, TELEX: 31-61493 IBRD IN

To: Ms Marie Robinson, Chief SAtIN

cc: Mr Graeme Lee, SA1IN

Mr Fakhruddin Ahmed, SA1DR

.--4 Mr Brian Grover, Program Manager, TWUWS

Mr Robert Boyd I, Re ional Manager, RWSG-SA (HQ visitor)

From: K M Minna a1h, Z Regional Program Officer, RWSG-SA

Date: December 18, 1996

Subject: Sri Lanka - Community Water Supply & Sanitation Project

CR.2442-CE, Mid-term Review Mission, Aide Memoire

Pages including this sheet (1+32) Message No. 96/ 3397

Marie,

Please find herewith final draft of the MTR Aide-Memoire for the Community Water Supply
and Sanitation Project (CR.2442-CE).

The Project implementation is going very well and to our satisfaction. In this project, we arc
very much encouraged to note that partnership with NGOs can work. This could serve as an
example of a well designed project, with well managed implementation and full support from
the Government.

I will send the full supervision report in few days. We have shared the Aidc-Mcmoire with
Mr Bentjerodt already.

Regards,

Transmission authorized by K M Minnatullah, Acting Manager, RWSG-SA
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FINAL DRAFT
SRI LANKA

COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION PROJECT (CR. 2442-CE)
MID-TERM REVIEW MISSION

AIDE MEMOIRE. DECEMBER 1996

Introduction

1 - A mission from the International Development Association (IDA) visited
Colombo Sri Lanka from November, 28 to December 10, 1996 to conduct the Mid-term
Review of the Community Water Supply and Sanitation Project (CWSSP). The mission
comprised Messrs./Mmes. K M Minnatullah (mission leader, RWSG-SA), Graeme Lee
(SAl IN), Nandini Gunewardena (ASTHR), and Miriam Witana (RMSL). The mission
visited 6 schemes in Ratnapura and Matara Districts, held discussions with 20
Community Based Organizations (COs), 10 Partner Organizations (POs), staff of the
Regional and Central offices of the Community Water Supply and Sanitation Projcet Unit
(CWSPU), Chairman and staff of the National Water Supply and Drainage Board
(NWSDB), Director General of the External Resources Departinent (ERD), and the
Secretary Ministiy of Housing Construction and Public Utilities (MHC&PU). The
mission also met with the donor agencies including the UNDP, GTZ. The mission
wishes to thank the members of the CBOs, POs, and all the officials for their
participation, support and hospitality. The findings of the mission are as follows, and is
subject to confirmation of the TDA Management. A list of persons met is attached as
Annex- 1.

Suimmary

2. As of October 1996, a total of 830 Village Water Supply and Sanitation (VWSS)
projects have been launched, with about 144(17%) completed. These 830 projects which
cover approximately 2500 villages meet over 90% of the target of 2700 villages as
outlined in the SAR. With 144 VWSS projects completed 432 villages have already
received water supply. Over 7000 latrines and 41 School Water Supply and Sanitation)
schemes have been constructed. One Small Town Water Supply and Sanitation
(STWSS) pro ject has also been completed for 600 households.

3. The project's construction phase could be completed prior to project closing in
about 850 VWSS schemes, 45,000 latrines and 1,200 schools. and 17 STWSS schemes,
sufficient to meet the targeted population coverage. Financial forecasts prepared for the
completion indicate that a significant increase in funding is required in 1997, and reflect
some adjustment from original cost estimates in terms of category of expenditurc but
remain generally consistent with total costs as estimated in US$ and SDR terms.
(Technical assistance and hygiene education components are reduced, and program
development and water supply scheme expenditures are increased.)
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4. Cash flow continued to remain the major constraint and caused delays in
launching and completion of water supply, sanitation and school sub components of the
project. However, CWSPJ obtained supplementary allocation of Rs. 40 million over the
original allocation of Rs. 40 million, plus Rs. 15 million Reimbursable Foreign Aid
(RFA) d uring FY 1996.

5. About 66% of the project period has elapsed during which 36% (approximately 6
million SDR) has been disbursed. Disbursement has more than doubled during 1996 as
compared to 1995 and is continuing to accelerate. The disbursement lag against the SAR
estirnatcs is SDR 3.5 million (30%) as of December 6, 1996. The disbursement schedule
in the SAR was based on linear projections. However, the project design for
participatory, adaptive and partnership approach required piloting, refinement of
procedures, followed by scaling-up. Such implementation requires an exponential
pmjection with an initial lag phase which has been confirmed by the project expenditures
and the recent take off experienced by the project since 1995. It has been agreed with
The Government of Sri Lanka (GOSL) to revise the disbursement schedule to meet
project forecast for the remaining project period.

6. The GOSL noted that the 1997 counterpart funding requirement (Rs. 240 million)
would significantly exceed the agreed budget for 1997 (Rs. 80 million plus Rs. 30 million
RFA). It was confirmed that the total 1997 budget would be available to CWSPU from
the start of the year and that its utilization would be monitored and arnmngements madc
for additional funding from about March or April 1997, as required. IDA allocation for
1997 would be in the order of Rs. 580 million. The Government also noted that its totl
contribution to the project would amount to some Rs. 390 million, an increase which
reflects reallocation between categories of expenditure, and prevailing levels of inflation-

7. The mission confirmed that, based upon the forecast implementation plan, the
autihorized allocation for Special Account should be increased to US$ 3.0 million. GOSL
has already requested IDA to increase the authorized allocation accordingly. The mission
confirmed that it would recommend to IDA management an equivalent increased
allocation for the advance to District offices. Based upon analysis of the anticipated
expenditures by category agreed with the mission, GOSL indicated that it would request
TDA to reallocate SDR I million from the unallocated category (DCA. Schedule 1,
Category 7) to Program Unit Operating Costs (DCA, Schedule 1, Category 4).

8. A consultant has been commissioned by CWSPU to re-work the project's
economic analysis to reflect actual costs and benefits based upon experience to date. The
economic analysis will be available for IDA review by Fcbruary 15, 1997.

9. . 79% of CWSSP Partner Organizations (POs) are NGOs, and they arc
implementing 82% of the VWSS projects, while the rest are governmental and quasi-
governmental organizations. Over 90% of CBO membership has been estimated to be
among the poor (Dainis 1995), with high participation by women and youth, both in CBO
meetings (where major decisions are made), and in terms of labor contributions. The
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membership distribution in a sample of 25 CBOs from Matara District showed 54%

males and 46% females.

10. Hygiene education has been less than fruitful up to now, and CWSSP is in the

process of finalizing a more pragmatic, informal and simplified strategy to stimulate

bchavioral change focused on a few key messages.

11. NWSDB has completed one of the first batch of 6 pilot schemes under the

STWSS component, and the remaining 5 are expected to be completed by June. 1997.
NWSDB has provided a revised program which confirms that all schemes will be
completed by October, 1998. For pumping schemes maintained by the NWSDB, the
application of National Tariff implies about 60% less then the scheme specific user
charges. Such concessions are contrary to CWSSP policy and act as disincentive for
CBO participation in scheme specific O&M arrangements. The mission confirmed that
only 2 out of 17 schemes will fall under the NWSDB management due to technical

reasons.

Project Status

12. Physical. The project is currently operational in 3 districts covering 830 Orama
Niladhari Divisions (GNDs) and 12 Small Towns, involving 86 Partner Organizations
(POs) working with 652 CBOs and reaching 663,650 people (approx. 147,478
hoise-iolds). This includes the people served under the VWSS schemes, STWSS
schemes, School Water Supply and Sanitation Program, and Village Sanitation Program.
As of October 1996, a total of 830 VWSS projects have been launched, with about 17%
completed. These 830 projects which cover approximately 2500 villages meet over 90%
of the target of 2700 villages as outlined in the SAR. With 144 VWSS projects
completed 432 villages have already received water supply. Over 7000 latrines and 41
School WSS schemes have been constructed. One STWSS project has been completed
for 600 households. Please see Annex-2 for details.

13. Community Development an.d Participation, The project has also left an indelible
mark on rural social capital in Sri Lanka. The web of rural institutions (652 CBOs)
formed at the grass-roots level through partnership with local and national NGOs (86
POs) has created a collective force with a proven community ownership of assc.ts:
a)CBOs on the average contribute more than 25% of scheme costs, the rupee value
contribution per household ranging between Rs. 94 to Rs. I 1,746; b) participation by a
high proportion of poor households (over 90% in most CBOs); c) high participation by
youth (57%) and women (46% of CBO membership); and high involvement of NGO
partners (79%) over governmental and quasi-governmental organizations. Many of these
POs have by now developed best-practice methods, and CBO efforts to formalize its
cohesiveness, generate new resources and sustain member interest by diversifying
activities are indeed impressive. Where Operation and Maintenance (O&M) is
concerned, a number of CBOs had devised ingenious methods for reporting disruptions to
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their chemes and had developed creative approaches to expanding the range of activities
in order to ensure institutional sustainability: from income generation, skills development.
community upliftment, to affiliation with other national scale government Funded or

donor funded projects through which members could access housing loans or financial

services for micro-enterprises.

14. Financial. At the end of September 1996, the project has spent Rs. 214 million
against a target of Rs. 215 million for the year 1996. The disbursement to date is
approximatcly SDR 6 million ( 36% of the credit). The cumulative financial status upto
1996 of the project is as follows:

Program Development Rs. 94.6 Million
Water Supply Rs. 319.2 Million
Sanitation Rs. 19.3 Million
Hygiene Education Rs. 3.2 Million
Project Management

CWSPU Rs. 123.2 Million
Revolving Fund
Training Rs. 17.4 Million
PPF Rs. 19.0 Million

Technical Support Cell Ps. 109.5 Million
Studies and Research Rs. 1.6 Million
Future Project Preparation

TOTAL Rs. 707.0 Million

Project Performance

14. Physical. The pace of implementation was further scaled up during 1996: 401
new VWSS schemes were added (231 in 1995), 267 schemes are under construction (98
in 1995). 96 schemes have been completed (64 in 1995), and 179 schemes are at
consolidation stage (81 in 1995). Similarly over 7000 latrines were completed in 1996
(558 in 1995). Please see Annex-3 for details. The coverage with VWSS scheme rangc
fi-om 80 households to 492 households. In a sample of 43 CBOs reviewed by the
mission, 56% CBOs covered a range of 100-200 households: 23% to less than 100
households; 12% to 200-300 households and 9% to 300-400 households. The majority of
projects cover a 3-4 square kilometer area. In a sample of 25 VWSS in Matara District,
59% covered an area ranging between 3-4 sq. km. 18% covered an area greater than 5
sql.kn., while the rest covered an area smaller than 3 sq.km

15. Financial. The pace of project implementation, as reflected by its level of
expenditure, has also shown significant improvement. At the end of October 1996.
expenditure is already 50% more than in the total of 1995. Although in 1996 GOSL
initially only allocated Rs. 40 million as counterpart funding for the project, based upon
the demonstrated performance during the year this has been increased to R.s. 80 million,
plus Rs. 15 million Reimbursable Foreign Aid (RFA). Nevertheless, progress remains
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constrained by cash flow problems. Agreements to construct schemes which are ready
for signuature are being held up due to the non-availability of funds. CWSPU has initiated

a number of actions to address this cash flow constraint, including claiming
replenishment of its Special Account on a two weekly basis, which have helped but which
have not resolved the problem. The increased rate of implementation justifies an increase

in the Special Account initial deposit.

Project Forecast

16. Physical. CWSPU prepared a plan for the completion of the project. based upon
the progress of community mobilization and scheme implementation to date. which was

discussed with and reviewed by the mission. Two alternatives were discussed -- one
assuming a continuation of current levels of performance, and one assuming a modest

impr(vement in the time taken between initiating construction and initiating the
"consolidation" phase. Both alternatives indicate that the project's construction phase

could be completed. prior to the project's closing, in about 850 schemes (see Annox - 3),
sufficient to achieve the targeted population coverage. Both alternatives indicated a
further significant increase in overall levels of construction activity, especially in 1997.

17. Financial. Forecasts have been prepared accordingly for the two options (see
Atinexes - 4 and 5) . As both forecasts provide for the completion of construction of 850
schemes. both are broadly similar except in terms of the timing of expenditure. They
each indicate that a significant increase in funding is required in 1997, and both reflect
some adjustment from original cost estimates in terms of category of expenditure but
remain generally consistent with total costs as estimated in US$ 24.3 million and 16.9
million SDR terms. (Technical assistance and hygiene education components are reduced,
and program development and water supply schemes expenditure are increascd.)

1. The mission discussed the financial implications of the forecasts with GOSL. The
Government noted that the 1997 counterpart funding requirement (Rs.. 240 million)
would significantly exceed the agreed budget for 1997 (Rs. 80 million plus Rs. 30 million
RFA). It was confirmed that the total 1997 budget would be available to CWSPU from
the start of the year. and that its utilization would be monitored and arrangements made
for additional fundine from about March or April 1997. as required. The Government
also noted that its total contribution to the project would amount to some Rs. 390 million,
an increase which reflects reallocation between categories of expenditure, and prevailing
levels of inflation.

Other Findings

19. Documents Received. The following documents were received by the mission:
• CWSSP StatuIs Report as of October 1996;
• CWSSP Progress and revised Implementation Plam:
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a CWSSP Financial Performance and Forecast;
• STWSSP Status Report, Financial, O&M Consolidation;
• Draft Policy for STWSS;
• Viability Assessment for STWSSP Scheme Management; and
* Draft report on STWSSP System Development for Management of Facilities.

20. Response to 1995 Audit Comments. The initial findings of the study by M/s
Amerasekera and Co.. which was comrnmissioned in response to the auditor's comments
on the 1995 accounts, indicate that the financial systems of CWSSP, at headquarters and
at district offices, are adequate for the purposes of the project. Improvcements are
recomrnmended to the process of preparation of the financial statements, and for
enhancement of internal control by establishment of an internal audit function.
MI IC&PU agreed to implement these improvements by December 31, 1996.

21 - Special Account. The existing authorized allocation in the Special Account (US$
1.2 million) is proving inadequate to meet the project's cash flow requirement. During
discussions with Ms. Vimala Abraham of the World Bank's Loans Department it had
been agreed to increase the authorizcd allocation in the project's Special Account. The
mission confirmed that. based upon the forecast implementation plan, the authorized
allocation should be increased to US$ 3.0 million. GOSL agreed to request IDA to
increase the authorized allocation accordingly. The mission confirmed that it would
recon.mend to IDA management an equivalent increased allocation for thc advance to
District offices.

22. Adjustment of Credit Allocation by Category. Adjustments are underway to
rectify items claimed from incorrect categories of the Credit. It was confirmed by the
mission that claims for incentive grants towards the construction of latrines, under the
sanitation component, should be claimed through the respective civil works category.
Based upon analysis of the anticipated expenditures by category agreed with the mission,
GOSL indicated that it would request IDA to reallocate SDR I million from the
unallocated category (DCA, Schedule 1,Category 7) to Program Unit Operating Costs
(DCA, Schedule 1, Category 4).

23. Economic Analysis. A consultant has been commissioned by CWSPU to re-work
the project's economic analysis to reflect actual costs and benefits based upon experience
to datc. The mission reviewed the terms of reference of the consultants and confirmcd
that the study will recalculate the economic rate of return: (a) for water supply and
sanitation schemes (by type as appropriate); and (b) for the project as a whole. The
analysIs would be undertaken using the original methodology but with updated
parameters (wherever possible using actual costs/time savings, and including revised
estimated costs where known). and, separately, also using a modified methodology where
considered appropriate. The economic analysis will be available for TDA review by
February 15. 1997.
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Community Development

24. Achievements. The project has contributed to developing rural social capital by
building capacity among CBOs (652 in all, as of today) and intennediary agencies (86
POs). The web of rural institutions which have been formed and strengthened at the
village level has created a collective force able to assume creation, ownership, and
responsibility for safeguarding assets via high participation by women, youth and the
poor. As the CWSSP moves to the next phase of consolidation. these factors will play a
greater role in ensuring community empowerment and project sustainability. The mission
recomrmends a more intense focus on capacity building to enhance CBO autonomy
prioriti7ing the O&M, and mechanisms to streamline PO best practice procedurcs. Please
see the Special Attachment on Community Development issues.

25. Partner Organizations (POs). At project. start-up more governmental (i.e.
Pradeshiya Sabhas and Divisional Secretariats) and quasi-government organizations
(Multi-Purpose Cooperative Societies), than non-governmental organizations (NGOs)
undertook implementation. As the piloting phase progressed, NGO successes in
effective project execution has led to their increased participation. At present about 79%
of CWSSP partners are NGOs. However, three outstanding issues limit PO's
perfomnance potential:

• Given their range of size, skills and expertise, POs follow diverse (but not all
necessarily ideal) approaches in the three key phases of the project
implementation cycle: mobilization, construction and consolidation;

a Multiple constraints in diverse topographical and socio-economic conLexts
delay scheme completion beyond the standard 12 month contract: seasonal
extremes of weather which hold up construction, hiccups in the funding flows
as well as in collecting user contributions, and delays in obtaining material in
the open market depending on national shortages (i.e. cement and pipes); and

* Current monitoring and evaluation (M&E) procedures (monthly progress
reviews and overly complex M&E formats) slows down the diagnosis of
priority problems and their quick resolution, detracting from focused
interventions by project staff.

26. In order to remedy these shortcomings, and ensure optimal effectiveness during
the expected peak load in the upcoming two years, the mission recommends:

* PO best practice to be culled into a model which could be mainstreamed;
* Review/revise standard duration of PO contracts and establish a phasing out

period; and
* Use PO progress reports for troubleshooting and develop a diagnostic

approach for "problem focused" rather than comprehensive monitoring.

27. Community Based Organizations (CBOs). Over 90% of CBO membership is
from poor households (CWSPU 1995), with high participation by women and youths in
terms of attendance at CBO meetings (where major decisions are made) and labor
contriburions. A sample of 25 CBOs from Matara District showed a membership of 54%
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males and 46% females, 57% youths and 43% older (over 40 years) participants. Despite
CBO ingenuity in rallying community support, developing mechanisms for O&M,
generating new resources and seeking diversified activities to sustain member cohesion,
three factors affect CBO autonomy, capacity and sustainability:

• Varying capacities in managing budgets, personnel and technical issucs
required for effective scheme completion influence CRO sense of dependency
on POs/CWSSP;

" Member contributions (cash, labor, material), mechanisms for collecting user
fees and sustaining optimal O&M vary depending on the level of CBO
cohesiveness; and

• Despite common experience in water rights, resource management and user
conflicts, lack of generic skills in conflict resolution leads to requests for
special intervention by police, legal/local authorities, POs or CWSPU officials
on a case by case basis.

28. Since these factors in unison influence scheme sustainability, the mission
recommends inore intense efforts to:

• Strengthen CBO skills in leadership, management., participatory and
facilitative skills;

• Enhance C.BO capacity (for lessons-learned wisdom and problem solving)
through technical assistance to impart generic tools in con ict management;

• Allow for flexibility in the project duration, and member contiibutions over
20%;

• Facilitate shared experience among CBOs on planning for unexpected
contingencies, strategies to ensure effective O&M. and arrangements to
sustain user participation; and

• Assist CBOs to build sustainabilty through linkages to government and donor
supported projects which would channel members to diversified activities
(income generation, community infrastructure, skills development and social
welfare).

29. CBO Training and Capacity Development. The CWSPU has conducted CBO
capacity development training in the three districts focusing primarily on much needed
financial management. In order to develop their sense of autonomy, CBOs require
leadership, management, participatory and facilitative skills. An analysis of the training
undertaken by CWSSP in the three project districts during the third quartcr of 1996
revealed that only a small proportion of training resources are being devoted to CBO
strengthening activities. Out of 65 training programs, only 12 (18%) were for CBO
personnel. These included CBO development training, construction management,
bookkeeping skills and caretaker training. Out of 2090 individuals traincd during this
period, only about 293 (15%) were CBO personnel. In terms of cost, out of a total oFRs.
722,159 expended on training during the third quarter of 1996, only 10% (Rs. 76,162)
were devoted to training which included CBO pcrsonnel.
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30. The mission recommends that CWSSP should review its training strategy and a)
develop a standardized training package for CBOs on the foci outlined above; b) devote
more resources to CBO training: and c) contract out some of the CBO training to POs
with proven training expertise and capacity. The mission also recommends that officials
affiliated with the project including Regional Directors be oriented on the participatory
development strategtes, including the importance of developing CBO autonomy and the
need to overcome the dependency syndrome experienced by Cl3Os.

Hygiene Education

31. CWSSP's attempts to impart hygiene education has been less than fruitful up to
now due to the difficulties in prompting behavior change in community sanitation
practices, as confirmed by a study commissioned by CWSPU (June 1996). CWSPU has
begun piloting a new participatory approach which focuses on hygiene interventions
rather than on education as such. The mission recommends that CWSSP utilize this pilot
to develop a pragmatic, informal and simplified strategy focusing on a few key messages.
The responsibility for providing hygiene interventions could be transferrcd to the PO (i.e.
the Community Facilitator). CBOs should also be supported to develop their own
strategies to disseminate these key messages through a dymtunic exchange within the
comnmunity.

Small Towns Water Supply and Sanitation Component

32. Progress. NWSDB has completed one of the first batch of 6 pilot Towns
covering over 800 households, and the remaining 5 are expected to be complcted by
June. 1997. Mobilization has started in another 5 towns, while the remaining 6 towns
will be taken up by May, 1997. NWSDB has provided a revised program which
confirns that all schemes will be completed by October, 1998. Please sec Annex- 6 for
details,

33. The mission visited the completed scheme and noted that a majority of houscholds
are yet: to get house connections. The scheme is served by tapping excess water from the
supply of a neighboring town managed by the NWSDB. As a result NWSDB is also
manag'ing this scheme and applying NWSDB procedures to provide house conncctions
and National Tariff. The mission noted that this is likely to create inconsistency in the
management and operation of the schemes under the CWSSP Policy, for two reasons: a)
For example, in another NWSDB implemented Small Town pumping schemc, which will
be maintained by the community, the estimated unit O&M charge is over Rs. 72 pcr
household per month. In the completed scheme the application of National Tariff will
result in a unit cost of Rs. 32. Such a concessional option is going to discourage other
communities to accept and operationalize a scheme specific O&M cost; and b) The
delay in providing house connections and NWSDB's active role in O&M, coupled with
the incentive to pay lower user charges will instill apprehension in a neighboring
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candidate community, resulting in reluctance to contribute capital cost, encourage
dependency on NWSDB, and further stretch NWSDB resource and capacity. The mission
confiried that only 2 out of 17 schemes will fall under the NWSDB management due to
technical reasons ( as NWSDB is already managing the schemes from which the new
schemes were extended). 'The mission recommends that scheme-specific taTiff should be
strictly applied in all the Small Town Water Supply schemes,

34. Small Towns Policy. The draft Policy for the small towns has been reviewed by
the mission. The mission confirms with appreciation that the principles of demand-
responsive approach has been embodied in the draft Policy, including community cost
sharing, and community responsibility for O&M. However, the Policy should be more
focused and be precise on the following project rules: a) rules for the eligibility of
Towns to participate; b) rules for cost sharing; c) rules for participation in planning,
design. implementation, and management of the schemes; and d) the institutional
arrangements for the application of rules. A revised draft will be available for IDA
review by February 15, 1997.

35. liquipment for O&M. NWSDB has submitted a proposal for buildings and
equipment for the O&M of the Small Town Watcr Supply schemes. The average cost is
Rs. 375,000 per Town. which includes Office & Furniture ( 50%), tools and kits (40%),
and sundry (10%). The mission agrees in. principle with the proposal for establishment of
a properly functional O&M unit within the Towns. However, conforming to the
principles of community ownership and autonomy for management of the schemes, the
mission recommends that the project may reimburse the cost of the tools ( equipments,
test kits, 3 bicycles) which amounts not to exceed Rs. 150,000 per Town. Provided that
the community is directly responsible for the management of the scheme with adequato
statutory/legal power, have arranged adequate office space and furniture from its own
source, and has designated office bearers with paid caretakers.

Handpumps

36. Status and Issues. The progress of implementation of the handpump option under
the V WSS Program has been slow. Out of 619 requests for tube well handpumps only
122 ( 20%) have been installed so far. Review of the slow progress indicates both cash
flow, technical and logistical problems. Out of the 619 requests, less than 50% have been
recommended for drilling based on preliminary feasibility survey and less than 30% are
successful. To minimize disappointment to the communities, NWSDB has requested
District offices to submit the lists of selected villages at the start of community
mobilization, so that they could conduct preliminary feasibility surveys and identify those
areas in which handpump installation is feasible. Requests for tube well handpumps
could then originate from only those feasible areas. Furthermore, where handpunps have
been installed, many CBOs are not satisfied with their performance and maintenancearrangements. The mission agreed with CWSPU and NWSDB that: a) CBOs candirectly seek private sector assistance for installation of handpumps; and b) CBOs can
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requCst private sector for training on maintenance and delivery of spare parts. The
mission recommends that CWSPU should obtain formal clearance of the above from Lhe
Stee ring Committee in its next meeting.

37. A study will be conducted to assess the O&M needs for the handpump and the
capacity and constraints of the private sector to meet the requirement of handpump users.
The study should recommend practical measures to facilitate the private sector to provide
service. A TOR for the study will be provided for IDA review by March 15, 1997 and the
study completed by May 15, 1997.

Procurement Arrangements

38. General Procurement Procedures. Procedures for local procurement have been
developed and circulated at various times during project implementation, There is a need
to compile these procedures into one document arid disseminate this information through
all levels of project staff, initially in draft form, followed by a workshop for discussion
and review if necessary. CWSPU, with the assistance of TSC will complete this activity
by .une 30, 1997.

39. PVC Pipes & Fittings. A system was developed whereby district rates were set
by a 'price fixing committee', based on quotations, and suppliers were registered and
informed of the rates set. The private sector is very much involved in the supply of this
item, with moves to set up dealer networks and make available sufficient stocks.
However, the time lag between setting of rates and actual time of material rcquirement
has often resulted in suppliers not willing to keep to the agoreed rates. The price fixing
committee may need to consider recommending an escalation factor.

Research and Development

40. )esign Review. As more schemes move into the operations phase, it would be
necessary for a design review to be carried out to ascertain the necessity to revise design
criteria (such as demand projectibns, storage capacities) and engineering estimates for use
during formulation of the next project. Representative samples from each district and
each category should be studied. CWSPU, with the assistance of TSC, will carry out this
study by June 30, 1997.

41. Flandpump Study. This study is detailed in paragraph 37.

42. Systems and Procedures Manuals. A comprehensive set of manuals, based on
technological options is to be developed by CWSPU with the assistance of TSC by June
30. 1 997, covering the following aspects:

• procedures for project eligibility;
• procedures for PO assessment and selection;
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* constituency of the CBO;
• mobilization procedures including PO contracting;
• construction procedures including procurement and contracting;

• general rules and regulations for O&M;
• roles and rights of stak-eholders;
• consolidation procedures;
* conflict-resolving;
• financial management:

• technical - routine O&M; and
• best practice material and videos for dissemination and use by private

agencies.

Monitoring and Evaluation

43. Regular meetings are being held at divisional, zonal. district and ministcrial level
and detailed formats are prepared for project monitoring. However, a system. for report
analysis and problem-solving has not been developed, resulting in most issues being
referred to NSC for resolution. There are no reference manuals for the MIS system.
CWSPIT will develop technical and user MIS manuals for lDA review by May 31, 1997.

44. To ensure that both project implementation and consolidation are given cqual
attention, a set of key performance indicators have been agreed with the (WSPU for
monitoring of main elements of the project. Please see Annex -7. IDA will closely
monitor these results and an interim review will be carried out by thc RMSL at the end of
the first quarter of 1997.

Future Project

45. The GOSL has requested for a follow-up project for continuation of the activities
to promote demand based rural water supply development in 6 more Districts. The
mission agreed to recommend the request of GOSL to the IDA management for
consideration. It has been agreed that funds available under this project earmarked for the
future project preparation should be utilized to conduct a pre-feasibility study including
source assessment, participatory demand assessment and willingness to pay for improvcd
services in the proposed Districts by December 15, 1997. A TOR for the study will be
available for IDA review by March 15, 1997.

46. Meanwhile the mission recommended the CWSPU and the MHC&PU to mobilize
resources from government sources to implement those schemes which are at the
development stage and beyond the scope of the current project finance. The mission also
recommended GOSL to revise the VWSS Policy adopted under the current project to
formulate and enunciate a National Rural Water Supply and Sanitation (NRWSS) Policy
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applicable to all the villages irrespective of the source of financing. A draft NRWSS
Policy should be available for IDA rcview by March 31, 1997.

Agreenents Reached

47. A list of agreements reached and actions to be taken by GOSL and the IDA is
aUtached as Annex - 8.

Next Step

48. CWSPU will follow-up on the actions agreed and liaise closely with the Bank
Resident Mission at Colombo to provide a monthly up date. on the cash how status. TDA
will revise the Project Agreement according to the agreed scope of the project and financc
pltan. including revision of the Disbursement Schedule. The next supervision mission
will be in June, 1997.
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ANNEX 1

List of Persons Met
Community Water Supply and Sanitation Project (Cr. 2442 CE)

Supervision Mission December 1996

Name Designation Ministry/Agency

Mr. K.A.S. Gunasckera Secretary Housing, Construction & Public Utilities

Mr. H.T. Hewawasanm Director Community Water Supply & Sanitation Project

Mr. Faiv. Mohideen Director General External Resources Department

D.M.P.B Dassanayake Chief Secretary Sabaragamuwa Province

M. Atampawala Chief Secretary Uva Province

Albei t Ratnayake Chief Secrctary Southern Province

Mr. T.B. Madugalle Chairman National Water Supply & Drainage Board

Mr. Lal Premanath DGM (RWS) NWSDB"

Mr. D.S.D. Jayasiriwardena AGM (RWS) NWSDB

Mr. H an Heijncn Manager Technical Support Cell, CWSPU

Ms. Disna Pathirage Actng. Dy. Director Technical, CWSPU

Mr. Sisira Kumarasiri Dy. Director Community Development, CWSPU

Mr. W. Piyasena Dy. Director Operation & Maintenanec, CWSPU

Mr. K.D.C. Perera Manager Hygeine Education, CWSPU

Mr. Nihal Rambukwella Manager Training, CWSPU

Mr. Richard Conroy Dy. Residem Representative. UNDP

Ms. Manel DcSilva Program Officer, UNDP"

Mr. Manifted Behnsen Team Leader GTZ Water Supply & Sanitation Project

Ms. Jeanine von Krimpen First Secretary Royal Netherlands Embassy
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Annexure - II

Community Water Supply & Sanitation Project

Achievement at a glance as at October 31, 1996

Description Badulla Matara Ratnapura Total
No. of Community projects 226 232 372 830launched

No. of Community projets 44 55 45 144Completed

No of Community projects under 182 177 327 686planning anid/or construction

TWA No. of villages covered 645 696 1116 2457
To:al No. of village provided with 132 165 135 432water supply

Total No. of people reached 184,190 194,880 284,580 663,650
Total No. of people provided with 41,800 42,982 35,515 120,297water supply facilities

No of Latrines completed. 2898 2780 1518 7196

ter SuPDy and Sanitaton Sub Programme

No. of School WSS completed 9 14 18 41
No. of School WSS ongoing 238 115 240 593

SmallTO~nWate Su .l a dSnainSb Praraujn
DescriptionRatnapura 

Total
No. of Small Town WSS Projects
Completed - I -

Construction 2 2 2 6
Under Development 2 2 6

WB/ 71,12.96, 1.
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COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION PROJECT - fMPLEMENTATION PLAN

VIIIage Water Supply & Sanitafion Component
Average Constr. Period- 12 months n

S195 1996 CD

(3L 2 0I Q2 QsQL Q2 Q 3 4 1 Q2 Q3 Q4 -T Q3 4 Tot-i
nOcTsA)OED _ 6 48 51 58 58 64 182 131 46 42 850

ONOING rRO DL 72 12 134 79 1id 131 148 173 180 315 316 2A 10 19 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Sche e Equillents ornpletedipdd 61.6 4734 92.25 627.2

(404 new schemes plus 162 equivaltd uiderway)

Averag6 Constr. Period - 15 monihs

DESCRIPTION 1994 1995 19M _9)
I - m__ __1)?I5

__ Q2 Q3 Q4 QI 02 Q3 04 QI 02 Q, Q4 Q. 02 QI 7 03 Q4 Total
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Comnmunity Water Suply and Sanitation Project - Revised Estimate
Average Constr. Period - 12 rnn --- --- -Mill

___ 199 9 1994 1996 1996 1997, 199% TOTAL, EslSm. OigS Sin.
Pr rain Dravebaorrerl ____ _ 3.8 9-2 22.6 39.0 4 i.0 16.1 -is2

Water Supplv yess orn. r)i 0.0 23J 6-8 230.0 6493. 133.6 I101.0 184 14.7
Sanra-dr. 0.1t Q2 5.5 13.6 4Q5 42.8 02.6 -. 7 1

Hygiene Edca-n _.5 0.C C2~ 3.0 9.5 .0 17.7 3 5Propect Maragerert - - --- -

CWSPI 2-1 23.4 38.1 49.6 T92
RevolerojFun-i--

eton al Assao4.d49 6.2 4 7 2

PF 1 g., --
Tedrnical Suppcritell 45.73 27.. 210 0 4 3
Sludas and Reseace _.6._- 1. 1.2 20
Fulure Project Pieoarair' 25.0 36.0: '.0C

TOTAL 19 4.9 86.3 160.9 376.9 821.7: 276.11 'W6.8! 30.1 29 1
Financed by:. -[2I.08.

GOSL 0.C 40 7.3 25.9 88.2 2.7 4IDA 19.0 64-9 78.0 136.0 291.7' 580.6; 216.4 1421.4
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ApproxImaote Financing In SIDI -7-0
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TOTAL JSDR m)a 1.0 1.2 2.1 4.7 9. 3.2 22.2 1 C/3
Cumulative SDR SDR___llion

G3SL (SDR m.' 0. 0.0 0.1 0.4. I.5 4.- 6.1.IDA (SDRni 0.3 1.31 2.4 4.1. 7 4.7i 1 - ZTOTAL (SDR m.) 0.3 1.a 2.5
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Community Water Supply and Sanilation Project Revised Estimate
Aveiage Consit Period -- 15 months peAs (p.S ilion)

1992 1993; 1994 1 995 1996 1997 1998 TOTAL Est Sm., Otig m.
Prorarn D.eoprnien1 19 92 22.6; 59.0 41.0 16.1 ;51.71- 2 6: It,
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ANNEX6

SMALL TOWN WATER SUPPLY SCHEMES

Summary

L Of the SAR target of 17 Small Town Water Supply and Sanitation (STWSS) schemcs. six
have been launched to date, and one has been completed in Denipitiya (Matara District). CBO
mobilization has started in another 5 towns. while the remaining 6 will be initiated by May 1997,
expecting completion by October 1998.

2. The six STWSS already launched are located two per project district: Kuruwita and
Kalawana in katnapura District, Passara and Koslanda in Badulla District and
Kirinda/Puhulwella and Denipitiya in Marara Distict. Project progress on these is:

District Schenes Start of Com unity Start of Frpected
Mobilization Constiction Completion

Matara Denipitiya 7/95 12/95 11/96
Kirinda/Pub. 9/95 6/96 6/97

Badulla Plakssara 7/95 12/95 2/97
Koslanda 9/95 3/96 4/97

Ratnapura Kuniwita 7/95 12/95 1/97
Kalawana 9/95 2/96 2/97

Forecast for Completion of Remaining Eleven STWSS Schemes

3. According to the revised plan provided by NWSDB, completion of the 11 remaining STWSS
schemes has been grouped into two phases and will follow the schedule below:

Group I

District Schenes Start of Com munity Start of Expected

Mobilization Construction Completion

Mtara llakaia 3/96 8/96 7/97
Kckanadura 1/97 6/97 5/98

Badulla Haliela 8/96 1/97 12/97
Ambagasdowa 12/96 5/97 4/98

Ranapurfa Rakwana 1 2/96 5/97 4/98
I'allebedda 81% 2/97 12/97
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Group 1

DistricIt Schemes Start of Communitv $tart of Expeced
Mobilization Construction Completion

Maara Pitabeddaxa 3/97 8/97 6/98
Akuressa 5/97 1/917 10/98

Badulla Me egahakiu1a 3/97 9/97 S/98
Welimada 5/97 11/97 10/98

Ratnapura Kaltota 2/9/ 9/97 9/98

Denipitiya STWSS Scheme

4. The mission visited the completed scheme at Denipitiya. From a total of 1008 families
living in Denipitiya. 840 (83%) houscholds which expressed an interest in getting house
connection formed a CBO named "Udara". INDECOS, a leading PO in Matara District scrvcd
as the partner organization (PO). The project covered an area of 8 square Kilometers, requiring
16 km of pipe laying, and costing a total of Rs. 750,000.
In addition to provisioning household WSS, 7 school WSS and sanitation schemes have been
launched under the Denipitiya scheme. costing an additional Rs. 578,215. The schools include a
student body of 2,788. The entire cost of over Rs. 13 million was met through 71% project
funding (almost Rs. 10 mil) and approximatcly 29% people's contributions (includin.g housc
connections).

5. According to a participatory survey conducted at scheme inception, over one fourth of
households (28%) were low income. Nearly 95% of the households were using unprotected
shallow wells as their water source and a similar number expressed a desire to obtain house
connections, while 5% indicated that thcy would do with a common standpost. A little over half
(52%) of the respondents were agreeable to makinga a cash contribution to obtain water supply,
25% was willing to contribute labor and 23% wished to provide a combination of both in order to
secure their access to water. Similarly the survey revealed that about 77% of the houscholds in
Denipitiya already had water seal latrines. 4% had pit latrines and 19% had none. Approximately
30% of the respondents wanted private sanitary latrines.

6. By the beginning of the construction phase, 502 households had decided to contribute Rs.
1,500 each raising Rs. 753,000 -- a little over the anticipated cost of the scheme. Approximately
228 households contributed their labor for excavating, backfilling, and for compaction of 20
metre trenches for pipe laying.

7. The Denipitiya scheme is served by utpping excess water from nearby Wcligama scheme
managed by the National Water Supply and Drainage Board (NWSDB). As a result, NWSDB
has been selected for Operation and Maintenance (O&M) of the Denipitiya scheme as well.
However, there are inconsistencies in the way that NWSD3 has applied water tariffs, which may
serve as a disincentive for neighboring communities wishing to execute a similar STWSS. In a
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simitar community-maintained STWSS implemented by NWSDB. the tariff has been establishcd
as Rs. 72 per unit, whereas in Denipiuiya, the tariff has been set at R.s. 32 per unit. Such a
con cs tsi on ary rate would discourage candidate communities from accepting a schcmc specific
O&M cost., and may even prompt a reluctance to contribute to capital costs, encouragc a
depeadency on NWSDB to solve conimmunity water needs issues and further stretch NWSDB
resources and capacity.

Equipment for O&M

8. NWSDB has submitted a proposal for installadion and equipment for the O&N4 of STWSS
schemes. The average cost incurred for those is Rs. 375,000 per Town, which includes office
and furniture (50%), tools and kits (40%) and sundry items (10%). The mission agrces in
principle with the proposal to establish properly functioning O&M units within the Towns.
However. in keeping with the guidelines for inculcating community ownership and autonomy in
managing schemes, the mission recommends that the project reimburse the cost of the tools
(equipment, test kits, 3 bicycles) which does not ex-ced the amount of Rs. 150,000 per Town.
Such an arrangcment is agreed to upon the condition that the community is directly rcsponsible
for managing the scheme with adequate statutor-y/l1g1a1 power, has arranged adequatc officc space
and furniture from its own resources and designated office bearers, including paid carctakers.

Siall Towns Policy

9. The draft policy for the small towns has been reviewed by the mission. The mission confirms
with the appreciation that the principles of a dem and-responsive approach has bccn embodied in
the draft policy, including community cost. sharing. and community responsibility for O&M.
However, the policy should be more focused and prccise on the following project rules:
a) rules for the eligibility of Towns to participate:
b) rules for cost sharing
c) rules for community participation in planning, design, implementation and management of the
schemes
d) institutional arrangements for the application of these rules.

NWS)B has agreed to submit a revised draft of the policy for IDA revicw by February 1997.
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COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION PROJECT Annex - 7

Monitoring Indicators

... 1997 1998
0 Q2 T Q3 04 Q1 Q2 03 04

No.qtr Nolqtr Nojqtr No.Iqtr NoJqtr No./qtr No.Itr No./qtr

Component
1. VWSSV Program
- new

-_pr-oj. dev. completed 142 85 19
- constr. completed 73 47 130 158 142 85 19
- cum. consol, 269 316 446 004 746 831 850 850

2. Village Sanitation
- latrines completed 6500 6000 7800 8200 48oo 320

3. School WSS Program

-_projectcompleted 67 110 155 110 125 80

4. STWSS Program
- mobiliz. completed 2 3 3 2
- constr. completed 3 2 1 24 2 2

12/18/96
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A NNEX 8

LIST OF AGREEMENtS and ACTIONS

ACTIONS TARGErI' DIATE REMARKS

1. CWSPU will establish an internal audit function Dec. 31, 1996 Follow up by RMSL

2. GOSL will request IDA to increase the authorized allocation Dec. 31, 1996 Request forwarded to
to UJS$ 3 mil TDA

3. GOSL will request IDA to reallocate SDR I mil from Dec. 31, 1996 For IDA Review
the unallocated category (DCA Schedule 1, Category 7)
to Program Unit Operating Costs (DCA, Sched I, Cat 4)

4. CWSPU will commission a few eftective POs to cull best- Dec. 31, 1996 to he completed
practice cxperience & develop a model for project development by March 1 997

5. CWSSP District offices to facilitate lessons-loarned sharing Jan. 15, 1997 Begin meeting a(
between CBOs by hosting monthly CBO meetings District Level

6. CWSPU to develop guide.lines for higher level staff, including Jan. 15, 1997 For IDA Review
Regional Directors on practices related to enhancing CBO aotonomy.

7. CWS PU will submit the project Economic Analysis Feb. 15, 1997 For IDA Review
re-worked to reflect actual costs and benefits.

S. CWSPU will revise 12 month project duration adding a Feb. 15, 1 997 For IDA Review
scheme specific phasing out pcriod by POs.

9. CWSPU will roview District level M&E procedures and Feb. 15, 1997 Submit new
Airther develop the decentralized "problem focused" nonitoring M&E proccdure
approach underway. For IDA review

10. NWSDR will submit a draft of the revised Small Towns Policy. Peb. 15, 1997 For IDA Review

11. CWSPIU and NWSDB will submit TOR for study of handpump Mar. 15, 1997 For TDA Reviow
O&M needs, capacity and constraints of private sector. May 15, 1997 To be completed.

12. CWSPU will submit TOR for pro-feasibility study for future Mar, 15, 1997 For IDA Review
project preparation.

13. CW7:SPUI will contract POs to develop training module for Mar. 31, 1997 For IDA Review
CB( strengthening.

14. CWSPU to arrange. orientation for its staff and POs on con Ilict Mar. 31, 1997 For IDA
resolution, from reputed resource group. concurrence

15. CWSPU to develop a strategy with POs to link CBOs to Mar. 31. 1997 Fur IDA review
national and donor funded devclopient activities.

16. GOSL will submit a draft National Rural Water Supply Mar. 31, 1997 For IDA Review
and Sanitation (NRWSS) policy.

-23
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Svecial Attachment

Community Development Issues
Community Water Supply and Sanitation Project (Cr. 2442 CE)

Supervision Mission December 1996

1. The Community Water Supply and Sanitation Project (CWSSP) which began irnplementation
in February 1993, is operational in 3 districts and 830 Grama Niladhari Divisions (GNDs),
involving 86 Partner Organizations (POs) working with 652 Community Based Organizations
(CBOs) and reaching 663,650 people (approximately 147,478 households) at end October 1996.
This includes the population covered under village water supply schemes (WSS). Small Town
Water schemes, School Water Supply schemes, and village sanitation programs. At end October
1996, a total of 830 water supply/sanitation projects have been launched, with about 17%
completed. These 830 projects which cover approximately 2500 villages meet over 90% of the
targc of2700 villages as outlined in the SA R. Nearl.y one tifth of the villages in the program
have been provisioned with water supply alone.

2. Tn addition to meeting and superseding some physical targets, CWSSP has left an indelible
mark on rural social capital development in Sri Lanka. The web of rural institutions which have
been formed at the grass-roots level (community based groups) through partnership with local
and national. NGOs has created a collective force with a proven sense of ownership of public
assets. Through the mosaic of these partnered inter-relationships community groups have been
able to assume the designing, planning, and construction of WSS and sanitation projects
displaying a high degree of ownership and responsibility for safeguarding these public assets:

• Most CBOs contribute more than 25% of WSS costs, well over their expected
contribution of 20% as outlined in the SAR

• The rupee value contribution per household ranges from Rs. 94 (mostly for shallow
wells), to Rs. 11, 746 (Dainis 1995)

• High representation of poor households over 90% in most CBOs (Dainis 1995)
• High participation by youth (57% of members in a sample of 25 CBOs in Matara)
• High participation by women (46% oft members) in terns of their attendance at CBO

general meetings where major decisions are taken as well as in their labor
contributions

• High proportion of NGO partners (79%) as compared government and quasi-
governmental agencies, and are completing about 82% of village schemes.

3. According to CWSSP quarterly progress reports, of the 762 projects initiated by end June
1996, 106 (14%) were completed, 216 (28%) were under construction and 440 (58%) were in the
initial stages of project development. Thesc 762 projects represents a coverage of over 44
percent of the overall number of G NDs in the three districts (1745).
The operational scale of WSS executed under the project range from as little as 80 households to
as much as 492 households. In a sample of 43 CBOs reviewed by the mission, 24 (56%) served
100-200 households; 10 (23%) served less than 100 households; 5 (12%) served 200-300
households and 4 (9%) served 300-400 households. The majority of projects cover a 3-4 squarc
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kilom-eter range. In a sample of 25 projects in Matara District. 13 (59%) covered an area ranging
between 3-4 sq. km. Four (18%) covered an area greater than 5 sq.km., while the rest. covered an
area s-raller than 3 sq.kn.

4. The process of social mobilization and emphasis on community participation is enhanced via
specific strategies such as:
• the entry activity of "Community Action" (where community members identify a simple

development activity of their choice and are supported with Rs. 10,000 to execute it).
a mechanisms to ensure user fee contribution and collection of O&M fees,
• diversified activities to ensure CBO sustainability (i.e. income generation and skills

development, community upliftment and social welfare and linkage to national and donor

funded development projects)
These activities in tanden have contributed to further enhancing notions of convnunity
ownership of public assets leading to community enpowernient in the process.

5. Nonetheless, given recent social upheavals throughout Sri Lanka, social cohesion and

collective action is not easily come by and remains uneven in diverse contexts. On one hand, the

sense of dependency on government institutions to provide public services still persists in some

pockets. On the other, decision making processes and the access to and distribution of natural

resources in a community may not be democratic or equitable everywhere. As the CWSSP
moves to the next phase of consolidation, these factors will play a greater role in ensuring project

sustainability. Thus a more intense focus on strengthening rural social capital by capacity

building to develop autonoimous CBOs, and mechanisms to streamline best practice procedures
would further ensure projectsuccess.

Partner Oreanizations (POs)

6. Type and rumber of POs. At project start up more governmental (i.e. Pradeshiya Sabhas and
Divisional Secretariats) and quasi-government organizations (Multi-Purpose Cooperative
Societies), than non-governmental organizations (NGOs) undertook implementation. As they
proved less eficient than NGOs in smooth project completion, the number of NGOs establishing
a partnership with CWSSP grew. At present about 79% of CWSSP partners are NGOs. while
the rest are governmental and quasi-governmental organizations.

7. Diversity of POs. The 86 POs working with CWSSP are a heterogeneous lot, desplaying a
range of competence, sophistication and capacity. Pending completion of a PO assessment by
CWSSP, based on a cursory estimate, about 15% of POs may be classificd as those achieving
excellent implementation. About 50% show a satisfactory implementation record, but require
further strengthening to achieve full development effectiveness. Another 15% of POs serve a
limited area, yet deliver quality results,. although their capacity to expand the scale of operations
beyond a few GNDs is limited.

8. PO Imilementation Strategies and Developing Best Practice. POs follow diverse approaches
in the three key phases of the project implementation cycle: social mobilization, construction and
operation and maintenance (O&M). While several have their own merits and demerits, a best
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practice model should be developed from the implementation experience of effective POs which
could be adopted with flexibility by all partners. Such a streamlined strategy may ensure quality
along with effective implementation during the expected peak project load over the upcoming
two years.

9. Duration of the Project Cycle and P0 Contract. The standard duration of a PO contractual

agreement (for the project development phase and for construction of WSS) is 12 months. This
duration has proven insufficient given the countless constraints communities experience in the

course of WSS implementation: seasonal extremes of weather which may hold up construction,

hiccups in the funding flows as well as in collecting member contributions, and-delays in
obtaining material in the open market depending on national shortages (i.e. cement and pipes).
The time taken to complete construction varied arnong CBOs depending on the complexity of the

schen-e (as one. would have expected). Schemes which consists solely of shallow wells were
constructed quickly, whereas gravity schemes requiring pipe laying over great distances took
longer. Over two third of CBOs (67% in a sample of 27 CBOs reviewed by the mission) took .13
to 18 months to complete the project cycle. The varying duration reported by POs is:

Months No. of CBOs

6-9 5(19%)
12 - 18 18 (67%)
18-20 4(14%)

77e mission recotiends that CWSSP review the average itme taken by projects executed to date
and revise the contract duration appropriately.

10. Phasing Out and PO Role in the Consolidation Phase. The PO's contractual obligation to a
C130 ends at the completion of construction. Yet, CB0s are often not steady enough to stand
completely on their own feet and sustain themselves as an institution at this point. Thus, PO
withdrawal needs to be phased out over a period of time, depuending on the complexity of the
scheme. For example, shallow wells schemes which do not involve complex technical issues
and similarly require only minor O&M. may only require a three months phasing out period.
Gravity schemes, on the other hand may require six months as a phasing out period after
construction is completed. The mission recommends that CWSSP review the feasibility of a
phasing out period during which PO support to the CBO continues in a minimal manner.

I1. JMonitoring and Evaluation. POs report implementation progress to District offices on a
monthly basis. In addition, the District Office undertakes a one-on-one progress review with
each PO. While CWSSP's recent efforts to further dccentralize the monitoring function to the
zonal level is indeed a wise strategy, the mission recommends that in order to enhance the
opimal u1se of monitoring data for troubleshooting purposes, monitoring systemrls should be
further simplified to a diagnostic approach so as to become "problem focused" monitoring,
rather than comprehensive monitoring. For example. a Monitoring & Evaluation officer
attached to the District office could be assigned the task of reviewing PO monthly reports and
forward them to the respective officers responsibIc for problems related to each phase in the
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project implementation cycle: the Community Relations Officer for social mobilization related

issues, the District Engineer for technical problems, and the O&M officer for problems

encountered in the consolidation phase. Such delegation of responsibility would maximize the
use of human resources at the District Office and simultaneously achieve the objective of
efficiency.

I 2. A.sessment of PO Capacity and Realistic Evaluation of Contractual agreements. Given that

the capacity to effectively implement WSS projects varies among the POs, CWSSPU has begun
a stock-.taking assessment to detenine the precisc capacity levels of the numerous POs. Such an
exercise would have the objective of deternining what is required to strengthen-mid-scale POs

whose efforts could be further strengthened. The costs incurred by POs in project
implementation. including administrative expenses, as well as the average duration for project
completion (as mentioned in item 7 above) needs to be asscssed in a realistic manner, so that PO

contracts provide for appropriate remuneration and pragmatic timelines. Such a strategy would

serve as an incentive to POs to execute projects in a timely and effective manner, and assure

CWSSP of meeting its expected peak load targets over the remainder of the project period.

Community Based Organizations (CBOs)

13. Membrshio and Demographic Profile. Approximately 652 CBOs are currently formed and
functional. A 1995 study by CWSSPU showed that over 90% of CBO membership were from

among the poor. Women showed high participation in CBO activities, both in the general

meetings held bi-weekly or monthly, and in terms of their high labor contributions to scheme
construction. The gender distribution in a sampic of 25 CROs from Matara District showed 54%
males and 46% females. The membership distribution of youths vs. older members (over 4 0yrs)

in these CBOs was 57% youths and 43% older members.

14. CBO Capacity. The effectiveness and sustainability of a water scheme depends largely on

CBO capacity. The capacity of a CBO is dependent on the educational and income levels of its
core members, as well as the efforts expended by a PO to strengthen it. Although POs invest
considerably in mobilizing a community, the extent to which

CBO members' skills are developed in critical areas such as leadership, management,
partic;.patory and facilitative skills and conflict management is uneven. The mission
reconmends that CWSSP invest greater resour ces and efforts to enhancing CB(O capacity in the
areas listed above in order to e'nhance C130 autonomy, se7f -reliance and project effectivenCss.

15. Enhancing CRO Autonomy. CB0 autonomy can be developed by two strategies:
a) capacity building assistance/training and b) specific activities which can be designed, planned
and executed independendy, such as activities undertaken by the CBO under Community Action.
CWSSP should review the training provided to CBOs and provide only such training which

would enhance CBO capachiy as outlined in para 24. CWSSP should develop procedural
guidelines for Disrrici Offices on their minimal intervention in collective connuniy decisionV on
any aspect of Comnrnunity Action projects.
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occurred through a special intervention (either on the part of a PO/NGO. a local government
authority, or a legal authority), after much discussion and dialogue. In order to minimize the

negative impact oj unresolved or improperly resolved conflict and to equip CBOs with generic

skills in conflicr resolution, the mission recommends that CWSSP secure technical assistance

who could impart such skills to CBOs.

20. St-tegics to enhance CBO Sustainability. Discussions with a sample of 20 CBOs which
have completed construction of their water supply schemes (or are very close to completion),

revealed that only a few lacked a healthy sense of autonomy, in terms of generating additional

resources and managing their O&M budgets. Similarly, most had igneous ideas-on how to
generate new resources, diversify the activities of the CBO to sustain member interest, and
ensure the continuity of the CBO in a manner that would prove useful to members in the long
run. These ranged from income generation and skills development activities, and community
upliftment activities such as establishing a Funeral Aid society or bygiene education, and

affiliation with other national scale government fundcd or donor fnnded projects through which

CBO members could access housing loans or financial services to set-up/enhance micro-
enterprises. An increased role by CWSSPU and POs at the early stages of project development

to help idenfify linkages to other development initiatives would help ensure CBO success in

meeting their sustainibility oljectives.
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16. CBO Sustainability. CBO sustainability may be gauged by its capacity to maintain service

provision to the commurilty long after the assistance provided by POs (managerial, financial or

technical) has been withdrawn. Some key ingredients in ensuring CBO sustainability is their

problem-solving capacity (including conflict resolution, drawing lessons learned wisdom and

transmitting such knowledge to similar situations), and degree of autonomy (ability to generate

additional finances as necessary, manage budgets and personnel and undertake relevant decisions

indeperdently).

17. CBO Contributions to Project Implementation: Cash, MateriaL and Labor. While CBOs
were pected to contribute a minimum of 20 percent of the project costs (either in cash or

labor/ naterials), some CBOs had contributed over 38% of scheme costs. According to one

source (Dainis 1995) the rupee value of such community contributions range from as little as Rs.

94 per household to as much as Rs. I 1,746 per household. According to a leading PO in Matara

(INDECOS), community contribution generally exceeds 25 percent. Reportedly, users are

willing to contribute as much as 50 percent of the costs of a scheme, if it means they have

exclusive access -- although this has been solely in reference to shallow wells. The mission
recommends thar CWSSP consider more flexibility in the expected contribution from. users above

20% in order to make the project even more client oriented and responsive to participants'

needs.

18. Operation and Maintenance by CBOs. Mission discussions with a sample of 20 CBOs from

the three project districts revealed a number of ingenious methods devised for the collection of

user fees, sustaining member interest and for O&M (i.e.users reporting disruptions to a scheme

via a complaints registry placed in a household located in the middle of the village which

included a section on how and when a O&M problem was addressed by the appointed caretaker).
Some CBOs had begun collecting user fees with a plan to meet unexpected contingencies while

others had incorporated a set of rules and terms for collecting user fees for O&M purposes

(including penalties for those who delayed or failed to pay) into a constitution adopted through

member consensus. Yet the capacity of all CBOs to collect and ensure full contribution by all
users, and develop mechanisms by which to sustain CBO cohesiveness was uneven. The

mi ssion recommends that CWSSP host informal but strucured exchanges of information

between CBOs 'n a district on a monthly basis in order tofacilitate a 'lessons iearned' process

between C30's vith the aim. of strengthening CRO capacity and ensuring better O&M
nanag'enent.

19. Water Rights. Resource Management and User Conflicts. During the process of project

implementation. most CBOs reportedly experience water rights related conflicts. They include
legal dispu tes regarding right of way for pipelaying where common vs. private land ownership
may be challenged by a community member, and access to a source, as well as shared water use

and management. Depending on the level of pre-existing social cohesiveness in a village, CBOs
attcmpt such conflict resolution through adhoc methods involving a combination of persuasion,
tact and the threat of social sanctions. Yet, lacking formal skills and tools by which to resolve

such issues. many CBOs waste precious months ol procject preparation time in heated debates
among corniunity members. While nearly all CBOs encounter user conflicts, most had not
developed generic skills in conflict resolution. Most. such conflicts had been resolved As they
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Addendum to Special Attachment

Discussion on O&M with CBOs from Badulla and Ratnapura District

1. Twelve CBOs from Badulla and Ratnapura district participated in a discussion with CWSSP officials

at Sausiripaya on December 3, 1996.

2. Among these CBOS were a few which had been formed at the very start of ihe project, while mijos. had

been formcd during the past year or so.

3. The majority of these CBOs had executed water supply schemes covering between 4-5 sq. kilometers.

The variation in the scale of projects is as follows:
2-3 sq. km = 3 CBOs
4-5 sq. km =6 CBO
6 sq. km =1 CBO

4. The time taken to complete construction varied among CBOs depending on the complexity of the

scheme (as one would have expected). Schemes which consists solely of shallow wells were constructed

quickly, whereas gravity schemes requiring pipe laying over great distances took longer. The duration

reported by POs to complete construction is as follows:

Months No. of CROs

6-9 5
12- 18 6
18-20 2

5. The number of users/beneficiary households that each CBO had been instrumental in provisioning
with w ater varied from 80 to 390. A more precise breakdown is as follows:

No. of user hhlds N. of CEOs

80- 160 2
140-160 4
180 -200 3
350-400 2

6. Each CBO had begun collecting O&M fecs long hflorc construction was completed. The fees

collected per household per month ranged from Rs. 5 to Rs. 20, and varies with each type of scheme as
follows:

Tvpeof Scheme No. CBOs reporting per month payment by user households
Rs. 5 Rs. 10 Rs. 20

Gravity Scheme 2 6 2
Shallow Wells 3
'Deep Wells 1
Tube wells 4

Total: 5 12 2

-30
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7. Each CBO has appointed care takers, sonie trained other acqu iring their skills through project
participation (i.e, by undertaking the construction of tanks and pipe laying etc. under the guidance of a
Technical Officer). A few CBOs had appointed as many as 5 caretakers, while others had identified only
1. The number of caretakers appointed by CBOS were as follows:

No. of Caretakers No. of CBOs reporting
5 3
4 2
3 1
2 3

3

8. CBOs participating in the discussion wore asked to enumerate the problems they had encountered so

far in Operation and Maintenance activities, The multiple responses they provided are as follows:

Problem Reported by! CRO No. CROs reporting
1. Difficulty collecting O&M fees 8
2. Missing required instruments to do O&M 6
3. Technical difficulties in the condition of pipes/tanks 4'
4. Water Source sullied or unprotected 3
5. Quantity of water received/available dilleren. from plan 2
6. Access of: water by those who have not contributed 2
7. Lack of training 2
8. Watcr usc very high by some users 1

9. CBOs were asked to propose solutions to these problems or share with others the way they had
resolved the above problems. Many ingenious methods and devices were proposed and discussed among
the participants. Collectively the options presented were:

• Conduct a dialogue with the o(Fending parties
• Discuss the matter publicly at. the CB0 monthly General Meeting
• Allocate the responsibility of collecting O&M fees to the caretaker rather than CBO
• Allocate responsibility of collecting O&M Pees to cluster group leaders
a Get ' help from Police, Partner Organization or CWSSP district office as a last resort

10. Cl3Os had some creative proposals For strategic interventions which would enhance O&M fee
collection:

" Introduce a clause in the CBO constitution which outlined specific mles and regulations on
O&M fees and the consequences faced by a user household for not adhering to them.

• Introduce a system of penaltics for late. fee payments
• Request. members to bank their fees on a monthly hasis to avoid the trouble expended by

CBO leaders
" Allow a monetary cormnission to cluster group leaders as an incentive to get them to collect

full fes
• Establish a competition among cluster groups to noivate leaders to get full user payments
• Allocat.e specific O&M dutics lo cluster group leaders/members

11. CBOs were asked to share their strategies for O& M and autending to repairs. Their responses
ranged from the iraditional to the extraordinary:
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• Cluster leader in fors caretaker
" user informs CBO official and he/she in turn informs caretaker
• iakc preventive measurcs by constant vigilance of water scheme by CBO/caretakers

• take special precautions by examining critical points in the water scheme
Sconduct. regular maimtenance by cleaning tanks, etc on a fixed day of each month.

• Instill fear in users by invoking their set of obligations regarding O&M

12. CBO responses to resolving the issue of accessine water by users who had not participated in schcmc

construction nor contributed focuseci on two strategics:

• Charging the new user a fee that. would be the equivalent of the days of labor due per

household at time of construclon plus an additional amount to compensate for their lost

participation from the very beginning:
• Referring to peer pressure both in private dialogues and in public meetings to get the user to

comply with CBO regulations

13. C13Os recognized the need to diversify into other sectoral activitics in order to sustain user
mem bership continuity. While most. CBOs had many bright ideas, many lacked the knowledge of how

best to bring t:hese ideas into fruition. It was; apparent that the role of POs and CWSSP was to facilitat.c

such knowledge and channel the CBOs to sources of information about how to realize these ideas. The

range of activities proposed by CBOs to sustain member continuity were:

• Begin income generating activities by providing loans to members

• Access some skills training for members through projects for micro-enterprise venturcs
• Rally the members around simple community development activitics

• Launch Iygeinc education programs or latrine promotion programs

• Access housing loans for members to undertake house repairs

Strengthen CBO mnargerial sk.i Is and develop CBO cohesiveness

• Do continuous monitoring of water users access to waler and quality

• Establish a Funeral Aid Society which would serve as a binding issue for memtubers
• Undertake community resource n mageiment
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UNDP-World Bank Water & Sanitation Program FEB 2 6 1996
Regional Water and Sanitation Group for South Asia

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Date: February 8, 1996

To: Marie Garcia Zamor Chief SA1IN

From: Robert A Boydell, Manager, RWSG-SA

Subject: Sri Lanka: RWSGSA country Workplan Consultation.

1. Please find herewith copy of the proceedings of the Country Workplan
Consultation recently hosted by UNDP in Sri Lanka. I am pleased to
report that the meeting was very well attended and that we had positive
feed back from our counterparts in Government and the external support
agencies as to the role and potential areas of work for the RWSGSA in
the coming year.

2. The main areas of work were seen to be training and capacity building,
establishing monitoring and evaluation mechanism in projects,
documentation and dissemination of lessons and good practice, applied
research and continued support to the rural water supply and sanitation
sub sector and to environmental sanitation in peri urban areas. It was
felt that by concentrating in these areas we would be providing
foundations for the development of good sector policy and development
strategy leading to sound investments.

3. The other strong message we received was that the UNDP funded
National Water Supply and Sanitation Development Project should be
the vehicle and framework for the RWSGSA activities in Sri Lanka and
that the appointment of a National Country Officer is essential in order
to establish a focal point for this. The NCO would be based in the
program management group of MHCPU and report to the National
Program Director for day to day supervision. The RWSGSA would
provide support and back-stopping and would participate in the drawing
up of detailed quarterly work plans. After receiving your final
endorsement of the cooperating agreement with GOGL and UNDP we
will recruit the NCO as quickly as possible. I have also attached a draft
of the terms of reference for the NCO which is also with Government
for final clearance which is delayed due to the recent bomb incident.

4. The Pakistan and Bangladesh consultations were equally useful and I
will forward copies of the proceedings when finalized in the next few

days. I very much look forward to discussing these during our annual
work-planning meetings in Washington which are planned to be held
during the period April 29 to May 10.

Encl *

cc. Grover, Gross TWUWS. Pendley, Minnatullah RWSGSA. Lee, Moes SAIIN.
Pilapitiya SAISL.



NATIONAL SECTOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME - SRI LANKA

TITLE: NATIONAL COUNTRY OFFICER

REPORTING TO: National Programme Director, NSDP and Regional Manager,
RWSG-SA

UNIT. Secretariat of the NSDP

LOCA TION/DURA TION: Ministry of Housing, Construction & Public Utilities, Colombo
24 months

BACKGROUND AND SCOPE OF POSITION

Pursuant to the signing of a UNDP Document for the National Water Supply and Sanitation

Development Programme (Project No.: SRL/93/002) in February 1995 between the Government of Sri

Lanka and UNDP a coordination mechanism consisting of the National Sector Coordination Committee

(NSCC) supported by the National Coordination Secretariat (NCS) are being established to develop and

coordinate inter-sectoral plans and actions to ensure the orderly and sustainable development of the

water and sanitation sector.

Overseeing the National Sector Development Programme (NSDP) is one of the most important tasks

of the National Sector Coordination Committee. The primary emphasis of the NSDP is expected to be

in rural, estate and poor peri-urban areas. The NSDP will define an overall national policy, strategy,

resource availability and necessary support programmes. The NSDP will also include special studies

and investigations relevant to identifying solutions to important sector issues.

Detailed sector development needs will be defined in a number of important sub-areas described in the

programme document and a draft Sector Development Plan will be prepared as a principal output of

the project. The Programme is to be executed by the Ministry of Housing, Construction and Public

Utilities on behalf of the Government of Sri Lanka, with the Community Water Supply Programme Unit

(CWSPU) acting as Implementing Agency.

Within this framework, a Letter of Agreement has recently been signed between the Government of Sri

Lanka and the World Bank, as Cooperating Agent to provide relevant support services to the

programme. As a cooperating agency the World Bank, through the Regional Water and Sanitation

Group for South Asia (RWSG-SA) will, in collaboration with UNDP and the NSDP, recruit an

experienced Sri Lankan national to serve as a member of the NSCP secretariat.

MANAGEMENT & REPORTING

The NCO will report directly to the National Programme Director in the Ministry of Housing,

Construction and Public Utilities. In addition, the NCO will act as the focal point for RWSG-SA

activities in Sri Lanka, liaising with the regional group in Delhi. Quarterly workplans will be prepared

jointly with RWSG-SA and NSCP. RWSG-SA will provide professional advice and support. The

detailed duties and responsibilities of the officer are described below.



DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:

Background

1. Become familiar with the history, organization, issues and unsolved problems of the rural and

urban water and sanitation sector in Sri Lanka.

Sector Support

2. Participate actively in the identification of training needs relevant to the sector and in the

development of programmes/projects and other activities aimed at addressing these needs,

including workshops and TCDC interchanges.

3. Provide strategic supervision to relevant sector projects and programs and participate in project

identification, appraisal and supervisory missions by ESA's and tripartite reviews as and when

required.

4. Identify sector support needs and activities, including applied research and special studies and

contribute to the formulation of specific requests for assistance to address these needs.

5. Maintain close collaboration with the NSCC, NCS, and any working groups appointed by these

bodies, UNDP, World Bank Resident Mission, relevant government ministries and departments.

It is proposed that regular (at least monthly) briefing meetings are held with relevant

representatives from the government, donors and project staff and others to build consensus

around important issues.

6. Participate in working groups and support the preparation of the draft Sector Development Plan

which will be prepared as a main output of the Project.

7. Advise the Implementing Agency on the qualifications required of the national consultants to

be recruited and review CV's if and when necessary.

8. Prepare job descriptions (TOR) and identify, recruit and supervise the services of international

experts and consultants provided for in the programme budget in close consultation with GoSL,

and ensure clearance from the Government prior to recruitment.

9. Participate in establishing guidelines and procedures for the screening and assessment of new

proposals for activities in the sector originating from government, donors, NGO's and others

to ensure their compliance with the principles of sustainable use and management of water

resources.

Documentation and Reporting

10. Identify relevant "best practices" and prepare case studies of relevant sector activities which

have a high learning potential in collaboration with RWSG-SA.

11. Ensure that supervisory missions/field visits are adequately documented through BTOR's which

are submitted to RWSG-SA.



12. Assume responsibility for the timely preparation and dissemination of all documentation from

the activity and the UNDP-World Bank Program, including periodic issue and discussion papers,
minutes of meetings, study reports, manuals and guidelines, monthly activity reports and other

documentation.

13. Prepare quarterly work plans in consultation with RWSG-SA, and budgets, disbursement

requests and financial reports as may be required.

Other Support

14. Manage at national level logistic requirements and other administrative matters related to the

smooth functioning of the Cooperating Agent Agreement.

15. Provide advice and assistance to the Implementing Agency in the preparation of workshops,

meetings and study trips.

16. Arrange and participate in meetings, seminars, etc. in Sri Lanka or elsewhere as may be deemed

necessary and relevant to the success and effectiveness of the project.

Professional Development

17. Keep abreast of current developments in principles, strategies and activities of the UNDP-World

Bank Water and Sanitation Program and support and promote program priorities within Sri

Lanka.

18. Keep abreast of current developments in the fields of sector planning and policy formulation,

operational and action research, participatory project implementation and evaluation tools and

methods.
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Back-Ground

I. The joint UNDP World Bank Water and Sanitation Program (Program), which evolved
from the International Drinking Water Supply aid Sanitation Decade, consists of a number of
regional, inter-regional and country projects funded largely by UNDP and supplemented by a
number of bilateral agencies. Other donors providing supplementary funds are: Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, and the Netherlands. In South Asia the Program's core
funding is through the UNDP regional project RAS/92/001 "Water and Sanitation for Asia"
and a Regional water and Sanitation Group for South Asia (RWSG-SA) was established at New
Delhi in 1991 to cover the South Asian countries including Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Nepal,
Pakistan and Sri Lanka.

2. The objective of the Program is to facilitate countries to improve the service delivery for

providing poor people with access to water supply and sanitation systems on a sustainable basis.
The Program works in partnership with countries and at regional and global levels to learn from
new and innovative project design, implementation and to disseminate best practices within the
country, regionally and globally to enable capacity building for the key partners for sustainable
service delivery. To achieve the primary objective a set of intermediate goals set by the Program
are:

- building local level capacity;
- learning and dissemination;
- supporting sustainable investment;

3. The regional project "Water and Sanitation for Asia" was designed to achieve the above

intermediate goals through the following activities:

- set the groundwork to increase access of the poor people to safe water and

sanitation through human resource development, institutional reorganization and

training, and improved sector planning and reform;

- establish.networks for in-country and intercountry exchange of information, skill
and technologies for supporting- sustainable service delivery; and

- promote and support investment in scaling up water and sanitation program to

meet the needs of the poor.

Work-planning

4. The foundation of the Program activities is laid through the preparation of the country
work plans, which is carried out annually. The country level work plans are prepared with due

consideration to the local context, and in the past were largely an internal exercise. In response

to the findings of the recently concluded Tri-partite review of the regional project, in September

1995, it has been agreed to introduce more and direct stakeholder participation through
"Country Level Consultation" for the preparation of the workplan starting with FY1996/97
workplan. It was further agreed that the consultative process should include the major sector

actors including government agencies, beneficiaries/NGOs, private sector donors. The Tri-partite



review was attended by government and donor representatives from the South Asian countries.

5. This report presents the findings of the Country Level Consultation (CLC) carried out
by the RWSG-SA and hosted by the UNDP and the Government of Sri Lanka held at Colombo
on January Uj, 1996. The agenda of the CLC is attached as Annex I, UNDP letter of invitation
is attached as Annex-II.

Summary of the Consultation Meeting

6. Inaugural Session: The CLC was inaugurated and chaired by the Secretary Ministry of
Housing Construction and Public Utilities My/HC & PU, UNDP Representative and the World
Bank representative. In his welcome address the Secretary, My/HC & PU highlighted that for
the first time the UNDP/WB Programme has opened up its planning process to a broad group
of sector actors. He hoped that an honest and frank exchange of ideas, resources and efforts will
lead toward finding better partnership to expand access to Water & Sanitation for the unserved
poor. He emphasized that the meetings outcome will be judged by the relevance, realism and
support generated among the various members

7. The UNDP Representative in her inaugural address mentioned about the collaboration
it had with the Programme since 1987 with the formulation of the District Development Plans.
She also highligted the need for involving the country level partners to share experiences and
to discuss issues and constraints in implementing the regional programme. The inaugural
addresses are attached as Annex-III & IV. A total of 27 delegates from External Affairs
Department, My/HC & PU, water and sanitation sector agencies, Clean Settlement Unit,
Plantation Sector, NGOs, and Donors including GTZ, WHO, UNDP, World Bank,
Swiss/Helvetas participated. A list of delegates is attached as Annex-V.

8. The inaugural session was followed by an introduction and expectation session for the
delegates. The expectations which ranks highest includes: assistance to the sector to improve
coordination, to minimize duplication of efforts, and eliminate wastage of resources; To
understand more about the Programme and its role in sector development in the future. List of
expectations is attached as Annex-VI.

9. The Program Manager and the Regional Manager for RWSG-SA presented the objectives
of the Program, the consultation process and the Program activities in South Asia. The
Programme Manager briefly elaborated the content, objective and outputs of the CLC. He has

elaborated that the Strategy of the Programme is to assist participating countries to build capacity
for better policy, institutional and human resources development, to carry on learning from
experiences and disseminating lessons and thereby supporting investments, for sustainable
service. He also discussed about the Programme planning process which start with the CLC
followed by Regional Retreat, Annual Managers Meeting and finally the Annual Workplan.
Presentation slides are attached as Annexes-VII and VIII. He emphasized that the objective of
the consultation is to guide future planning and implementation of water & sanitation activities
in Sri Lanka within the regional and global context.

10. He also briefly discussed about the newly evolving "Global Water Partnership" in which



efforts will be made to look more holist- 2ally at the global water resource and support strategies

for judicious utilization of this depleting resource. When implemented the Program will be one

window of operation under the Partnership with other water-related global progrnms under one

umbrella.

11. The Regional Manager of RWSG-SA explained the evolution of the Program, the

Programs current Partnership arrangements with UNDP, Bilateral and the World Bank, the

structure of the Program and what has been learned in water supply and sanitation development,

broader lessons, the RAS Project, staffing at regional and country level. He also elaborated the

focus of activities, selection criteria for identifying projects of opportunities. And finally he

concluded with key areas of activities in each of countries in the region.

12. Session II. Program Activities in Sri Lanka: The second session was chaired by the chief

secretary of the Uva Province. In this session the current activities of the Program in Sri Lanka

was presented by the RWSG-SA Team Leader followed by a review of the status of the current

workplan for Sri Lanka by the Director of the Community water Supply and Sanitation (CWSSP)

Unit. In summary the activities in Sri Lanka included Support to the UNDP funded National

Sector Co-ordination program, Strategic Support to the IDA funded CWSSP, and assistance to

government and IDA for the preparation of water and sanitation project for the Low Income

Urban communities (LICs) including the setting up of a process monitoring system. The review

indicated substantial achievements for the government and the Program in building capacity for

large scale implementation of rural water supply and sanitation in Sri Lanka through the

CWSSP, a project with novel institutional partnership between the government and NGOs. The

project has successfully embarked into large scale implementation with over 400 rural water

supply and sanitation schemes being constructed by the communities directly with the help of

over 70 NGOs. Another feature of the Programs support to the sector is the launching of the

National Sector Development Program (NSDP). The NSDP has recently concluded its first

conference in December 1995, in which the workplan for NSDP has been outlined. Presentation

slides are attached as Annexes-IX, X & XI.

13. Session; II, GrouD Work: The third and final session was chaired by the Ms. N.

Madanayake, Director External Resources Department. The session consisted of group work to

identify and discuss the key issues, the expectations of the group members on actions for the

Program to address the issues, and how would the recommended actions contribute to the

Programs intermediate goals for capacity building, learning, and supporting sustainable

investment. Three themes were identified for group work which includes:

- Role of the Program in Urban Sub-Sector;
- Role of the Program in Rural Sub-sector; and
- Role of the Program in Sector Advisory Support

14. Each working group after thorough discussion prepared and presented summary of their

recommendation for the Programs role in each of the three sub-sectors. Questions to focus on

by the working groups are attached in Annex-XII. Working group presentations are attached as

Annexes-XIII, XIV & XV respectively.



15. Conclusions: The following table summarizes the outcome of the working groups and reflects the

consensus reached at the consultative meeting on the Program's future activities in Sri Lanka, for FY 1996.

AREAS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES CAPACITY LEARNING SUPPORTING
BUILDING SUSTAINABLE

INVESTMENT

Urban 1. Continued assistance to the Clean Settlements Project Yes Yes Yes

Sub-
Sector -Process Monitoring

-Finalization of Flexible Standards Yes Yes

2. National Sector Development Program

-Definition of Greater Colombo

-implementation of Peri-Urban component of the workplan

Rural 1. National Sector Development Program Yes Yes Yes

Sub-
Sector -Establishment of Training Network

-Strategic implementation support to the Estate Plantation Sector

-Documentation and dissemination, cross-country dissemination

-Development of Policy and Operational Guidelines for cost

sharing,O&M cost recovery, M&E and back up support, selection

criteria, community management and maintenance arrangements

2. Development of Technical Specification formation of a committee Yes Yes Yes

Sector 1. National Sector Development Program Yes Yes Yes

Advisory
Support -water supply policy

-investment prioritization
-M&E, learning/dissemination
-applied research
-intersectoral/regional linkages
-training/capacity building

It was strongly recommended that the existing UNDP Project for "National Water Supply and Sector Development"

should be the framework in which the RWSGSA should work in Sri Lanka and that a National Country officer

should be recruited, to serve in the Project Management Group and, to act as the RWSGSAs country

representative.



Annex I

UNDP - World Bank Water & Sanitation Programme

Regional Water Supply and Sanitation Group - South Asia

Sri Lanka Country Consultative Meeting

Tuesday January 16, 1996

8:45 Registration

SESSION I Inauguration

Chairman Mr. K.A.S. Gunasekara, Secretary/My.HC&PU
Facilitator: Mr. Sisira Kumarasiri.

9:00 Welcome address by Mr. K.A.S. Gunasekara, Secretary/My.HC&PU
Address by UNDP Representative
Address by World Bank Representative

9:15 Introduction and Expectation of the Delegates : Mr. Heawawasam

9:45 Objectives of the Programme and the consultation Process: Mr. Brian
Grover, Programme Manager

10:00 UNDP-World Programme in South Asia: Mr. Robert Boydell, Regional
Manager.

10:15 Questions & Discussion.

10:30 Coffee Break

SESSION I Programme Activities in Sri Lanka

Chairman: Mr. A.B. Talagune, Chief Secretary, Uva Province.

11:00 The Sri Lanka Country Programme and UNDP Project: Mr.K.M.
Minnatullah.

11:15 Review of the Sri Lanka Country Programme and the UNDP National
Sector Coordination Programme: Mr. Thilak Hewawasam, Project Director.

11:30 Questions & Discussion

12:00 Briefing and Introduction of the Working Groups: Mr. Charles Pendley.

12:15 Questions & Discussion

12:30 Lunch Break



SESSION IlIl Group Work.

Chairman: Ms. Nalini Madanayake, Director, Dept. of External Resources.

14:00 Working Groups - (1) Role of the program in Urban Sub
Sector

- (2) Role of the Program in Rural Sub
Sector

- (3) Role of the Programme in Sector
Advisory Support.

15:30 Reporting back from working groups.

16:15 Questions & Discussion.

16:40 Summary of the Consultation: Mr. K. M. Minnatullah

16:55 Vote of Thanks: Mr. Robert Boydell, Regional Manager

17:00 Close of the Consultation : Dr. Herath.



Annex-III

UNDP - World Bank Water and Sanitation Programme
Regional Water Supply and Sanitation Group - South Asia

Sir Lanka Country Consultative Meeting
Tuesday, January 16, 1996.

LIST OF DELEGATES

No Name Designation Address Iel. No./Fax No.

1. Mr. Harin Malwatte Director General Plantation Housing, & Social Welfare 696077/696077
Trust, C79, Gregory's Avenue,
Colombo - 07

2. Mr. M. Wickramage GM(Corperate Planning) National Water Supply & Drainage 636449/636449
BoardGalle Road,
Ratmialana

3. Mr. Preethi Perera Engineer Plantation HLousing, & Social Welfare 696077/696077
Trust,C79, Gregory's Avenue,
Colonbo - 07

4. Mr. M.P.T1.P. Fernando Chief Executive Sarwodaya RTS, Damsak Mandiraya, 647159/

98, Rawathawatta Road, 647160/647084
Moratuwa1

5. Mr. M.A.S.L. Attanayake Dy. Director (Technical) Conununity Waler Supply & 872147/872143
Sanitation Project,
9th Floor Sethsiripaya,
Battaratmulla

6. Mr. H. Pinidiya DGM(ADB Project) National Water Supply & Drainage 722329/722329
Board,
Galle Road, Ratinalana

7. Mr K.L.L. Premanath DGM(RWS) National Water Supply & Drainage 637191/637191
Board,
Galle Road, Ratnalana



8. Mr. M. Behnsen Team Leader GTZ, Water Supply & Sanitation 694094/694094
Project,
53, Horton Place, Colombo - 7

9. Mr. Han Heijnen Team Leader Community Water Supply & 872145/872143
Sanitation Project, 9th Floor,
Sethsiripaya, Battaramuilla

10. Mr.Sathis de Mel Executive Director Arthcharya Foundation, 725755/712200
16/1, 1/1, Galle Road,
Mount Lavinia

11. Mr. G.W.D.M. Goonaratne Engineer Mahaweli Authority of Sri Lanka. 687237/687240
500, T.B. Jayah Mawatha,
Colombo - 10

12. Mr. Charles Pendley RWSG-SA UNDP/W13 Water & Sanitation 91-11-469-0488/9
Programme - South Aisa /91-11-462-8250

13. Mr. Sisiria Kunarasiri Deputy Director Community Water Supply & 872149/872143

(Community Development) Sanitation Project, 9th Floor
Sethsiripaya, Battaramulla

14. Ms. N. Madanayake Director External Resources Dept,3rd Floor, 541279/447633
Secretariat Building, Colombo - I0I

15. Mr. A.B. Thalagune Chief Secretary Provincial Council Uva. 055-2809/055-2809
Badulla

16. Ms. Manel de Silva National Project Officer UNDP 590691/581116
P.O. Box. 1505, Colombo

17. Mr. Sumith Pilapitiya Engineer Resident Mission of the Sri Lanka. 448070/440357
Ist Floor,DIFCC Building,
73/5, Galle Road, Colomoho - 03

18 Mr. K.M. Minnatullah Task Manager Wit 0092-51-819781/0092-
51-826362

19. Mr. R.A. Boydell Regional manager LNDP/W3 W&S Programme 91-11-469-0488/9/91-
New Delhi 11-462-8250

2



20. Mr. Brian Gover, Manager UNDP-WB Water & Sanitation 202-473-0693/
Programme 202-522-3228

21. Ms. N. Mohottala Director (Environment) My. of Transport, Environment and 508577/502566
Women's Affairs,6th Floor,

Unity Plaza Building,
Colombo - 04

22. Mr. A.V.G.C. Kannathilake Addl. Director Clean Settlement Programme Unit, 867773/872143
9th Floor, Sethsiripaya, Batuaramulla

23. Mr. T.B. Madugalle Chairman, National Water Supply and Drainage 634488/636449
Board, Galle Road,
Rtnalana

24. Mrs..A.D.D. Pathirage Deputy Director Clean Settlement Programme Unit, 867774/872143
(Infrastructure) 9th Floor, Setisiripaya, Battaramulla

25. Mr. Markus Heiniger Programme Director lelvetas, 21, Raymond Road, 827324/827325
Nugegoda

26. Mr. Ngwe San, Sanitary Engineer WHO Office, 135, Bauddhaloka 502319/
Mawatha, P.O.Box 780, 502842/502845
Colombo

27. Mr. Thilak Ilewawasam Director Community Water Supply and 872144/872143
Sanitation Project,9th Floor
Sethsiripaya, Bauaramulla

3



Annex X11

QUESTIONS FOR WORKING GROUPS

1. What can ben done to helo Sri Lanka to build its capacity to assist the poor in

improving their water and sanitation services?

2. How can these activities fit into the programme's focuss on capacity-building,
sustainable investments and dissemination of lessons learned.?

3. What can the Programme do, if any thing, to support these activities?

4. Other ideas, suggestions and comments?



Annex -N711.

Group 1 Presentation

URBAN SUB SECTOR

ON GOING ACTIVITIES

* Process Monitoring - Clean Settlement Project
in Pilot Areas

* Finalization of Guidelines for flexible planning and implementation of water
supply & sanitation in low income settlements

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

* For Planning/Implementation

* Arrive at a common definition of Greater Colombo area and its Low
Income Communities

- Geographical coverage
- Service levels
- Approaches
- Actions

* For Capacity Building

* Confirm the result of the December 20,1996
NSCC conference through a Seminar

* Finalize Work Plan and Agencies responsible

* Lead to building capacity for service delivery and sustainable
investment

* Continue CSP Process Monitoring to strengthen capacity of CSPU,
Support Organizations and CBOs.

* To finalize Flexible Planning and design standards to provide wide
options for community preference,



* SUSTAINABLE INVESTMENT

* ASSIST THE PREPARATION & IMPLEMENTATION OF C CLEAN SETTLEMENT PROGRAMME

* TO PROVIDE ACCESS TO ENVIRONMENTAL INFRASTRUCTURE FOR 200 LOW INCOME
SETTLEMENTS.

* FOR LEARNING AND DISSEMINATION

* Lessons of community level, support organization level and on partnership
arrangements.

* Definition of roles and responsibilities of Service Agencies.

IMMEDIATE PRIORITY

* Establish of National Sector-Coordination Secretariate



Annex XIV

Group 11 Presentation

RURAL AND PLANTATION

Sub Sectors- Proposed Activities

Develop a Sector Training Network in Sri Lanka

Including Key Sector Institutions, Housing Co-operatives - Habitat etc.

* Strategic Support - improved implementation procedures . for sustainable
investments for Estates

Document and disseminate relevant successful experiences to and from Sri Lanka.

* Need to develop policies and operational guidelines.
NSCC to form a core group and identify relevant specialists in important areas.

*0 Need to develop and review specifications for technology & products and quality
assurance through a permanent committee
(UNICEF as a relevant resource)

* Contributions to ongoing activities



Annex Y

Group III Presentation

SECTOR ADVISORY SUPPORT

0 Focuss of activities:

* Monitoring & Evaluation

* Learning & Dissemination

* Applied Research

* Intersector/Regional Links

* Training/Capacity Building



National Policy on the water and sanitation is identified as a key issue.

* Programme could facilitate GOSL in formulating a Policy nd strategy
through the following specific activities;

- Monitoring and Evaluation

- Learning and dissemination

- Applied research

- Intersectoral/Regional links

- Training/capacity building

* The main channel to address these issues will be the National Sector Coordination
Programme. The need for a strong sectratariate has been identified. Involvement
of the NSCC to be obtained in identifying the issues.

As part of the foundation for policy formulation the programme can assist
in some of the following:

- Learning and dissemination, documenting

(a) Rural water and sanitation experiences in Sri Lanka
(b) Urban sanitation details
(c) Disseminating lessons to:

Universities
Schools
Agencies
Communities etc.

- Monitoring & evaluation
- Improving Monitoring & Evaluation of the projects
- Assisting alalysis of impact
- Promote applied research
- Regional Level
- Training & Capacity building
- Identify TCDC opportunities

eg: Plantation, Urban Sanitation
- Regional & country workshop



JNDP-World Bank Water and Sanitation Program

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: December21, 1995

TO: Ms Mieko Nishimizu, Director, SA1

FROM: Brian Grover, Program Manager, TWUWS

EXTENSION: 30693

SUBJECT: UNDP Project SRL/93/002: National Water Supply and Sanitation
Development Program

1. This memorandum requests your approval for the World Bank to serve as a
cooperating agent in the implementation of the above-named project.

2. A report on the "Water Supply and Sanitation Sector: Situation Analysis,
Development Strategy, Framework for Investments" published in April 1992 analyzed
the present situation in the sector in Sri Lanka. It found that, although sector strategies
are based on sound principles, many operational issues and practical considerations
remain to be resolved. Among the most important: fragmentation and overlapping
responsibilities due to the number of sector agencies involved; recurring problems with
cost recovery; critical needs for human resource development; broader acceptance and
understanding of the elements of community management of water supply and
sanitation; and need for a comprehensive plan and approach to sector development. A
major conclusion, endorsed by a sector donor meeting and accepted by government, was
that consensus building dialogue, a coordination mechanism, and targeted technical
inputs could help address many of these issues systematically.

3. UNDP Project SRL/93/002 is designed to support the formulation and
coordination, by the Government, of interagency policies and strategies relating to the
water supply and sanitation sector. A National Coordination Secretariat (NCS) will
provide technical support to the National Sector Coordination Committee (NSCC)
which will serve as the main body to develop and coordinate intersectoral plans and
strategies. A consultative process, led by the NSCC and involving all stakeholders, is
expected to lead to the formulation of a national sector development program and
framework document to guide development over the short and medium term.

4. The project is being executed by government through the Ministry of Housing
Construction and Urban Development. It is designed as a three-year effort, though the
NSCC is expected to continue as a coordinating mechanism beyond that time. The
World Bank has been asked to serve as a cooperating agent in order to provide a
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number of support services, including preparing TORs and recruiting and supervising
international consultants; arranging workshops and study tours; reviewing the sector
development plan; and providing technical inputs and backstopping. These services
will be provided in part by the recruitment of a national expert and in part from the
staff of the UNDP-World Bank Water and Sanitation Program's Regional Water and
Sanitation Group (RWSG-SA) based in New Delhi. The total project cost is $711,200,
of which the World Bank would manage $253,820.

5. SALIN and RWSG-SA have been working closely with government and each
other as SRL/93/002 was prepared and the implementation modalities developed. A
cooperating agent agreement was prepared earlier this year and was cleared within the
Bank in May-June by Ms Garcia-Zamor (SA1[N); Mr. Wright (CRTTA); Ms.
Womack (ASTTP); and Mr. Darnawi (LEGSA). If approved, the agreement (copy
attached) would be implemented by the UNDP-World Bank Water and Sanitation
Program through RWSG-SA, in close cooperation with SAIIN. Because TWUWS is
the responsible implementing department/division, once approved for Bank
involvement, we propose that the cooperating agent agreement and all further
administrative transactions relating to it be approved by the TWU Director.

If you agree to the Bank's entering into the cooperating agent agreement, as
outline above, please indicate your approval by signing below.

Approved

cc with attachment: Messrs/Mmes: Garcia-Zamor (SA1IN); Wright (CRTTA); Correia
da Silva (LEGSA); Womack (ASTTP)

cc: Messrs/Mmes Boydell, Minnatullah (RWSG-SA); Pellegrini (TWUDR); Briscoe,
Tran (TWUWS)

BGrt



4 2 2 sTA/SRL/93/002
Telephone

r) FORAID Your No. J
Telegrams j9(

Telex J 2 1 2 3 2 WC V3 qW The Secretariat, 3rd Floor)

"D 447 63 3 gaaotritt 3.*iorj.6rIuw-..5D 277, Qf&3

Fox JP. 0. Box 277. Colombo 1.

OEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL RESOURCES July 18, 1995

M* ry of inance. Planning. Ethnic Affairs ai
National integration

Mr. Anthony Pellegrini
Director
Transportation, Water and Urban Development Department
The World Hatik 1818 If Street N W
W11:4119hi- , i n • 204,; uSA

Dear Mr. Pellegrini:

SRL/93/002 - National Water Supply and Sanitation Development Programme:
Letter of Agreement between the Government of Sri Lanka and the

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development

1. Reference is made to consultations betweent the officials of the Goverinment of Sri Lanka
(thereinafter referred to as "the government") and officials of the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (hereinafter referred to as "Cooperating Agent") with respect
to the participation of the Cooperating Agent in the implementation of JNDP assistance project
SRL/93/002 - National Sector Coordination Progranme to be executed by the Government.
The latter shall be represented for the purpose of such execution by the Ministry of Housing
;uid Construction, with the Coiniuiity Water Supply Progranmne Unit (CWSP U) serving as
Implementing Agency.

2. In accordance with the project docunent and with the following terms and conditions,
we confirm our acceptance of the services to be provided by the Cooperating Agent towards the
implementation of this project. Their terms of reference should include appropriate provisions
for close consultation between the Cooperating Agent and the Government on the
implementation of all aspects of the services to be provided by the Cooperating Agent.

3. The Cooperating Agent shall provide the services and facilities described in Attachment
1, Description of Services, of this letter of agreement and in manner described therein.

4. The government shall retain overall responsibility for the implementation of UNDPI
assistance to the project ilirough its designated Progranniie Director.

5. The personnel recruited by the Cooperating Agent to the project shall work under the
supervision of the national Programme Director. They shall be provided with the appropriate
technical guidance and administrative support by the Cooperating Agent.

6. In the event of disagreement between the Project Director and the project personnel
recruited by the Cooperating Agent, the matter under dispute shall be referred by the
Progrannme Director to the Cooperating Agent for the purpose of finding a satisfactory solution.
In the interim, the decisions of the Prograinniue Director shall prevail.



7. Upon acceptance of this letter of agreement and pursuant to the programme budget

of the programme support document and the workplan, the government agrees to the

Cooperating Agent's requesting advances of funds directly from UNDP, incurring

expenditure within the limits set out in Attachment 2 ( Cooperating Agent Project Budget),

and making the necessary financial arrangements directly with UNDP for the reimbursement

of expenditures incurred by the Cooperating Agent as described in those attaclunents, subject

to the following:

a. Expenditures for personnel services, are limited to salaries, allowances and

other emoluments including the reimbursement of income taxes due to the

Cooperating Agent's personnel under its rules and regulations and including travel

costs on appointment to the project, duty travel within the project country or region

and repatriation costs. The Cooperating Agent shall budget for the costs of such

experts on the basis of estimated actual costs. The Cooperating Agent shall be

reimbursed for the provision of such services on the basis of actual costs effective at

the time of provision of such services. Adjustments in the expert months of services,

referred to in attachment 2, may be made in consultation between the government and

the Cooperating Agent if this is found to be in the best interest of the project and if

such adjustments are in keeping with the provisions of the project document; and

c. Within the budgetary limitations of the project document, the government shall

be responsible for providing miscellaneous services such as secretarial assistance,

postage and cable services, and transportation as may be required by the Cooperating

Agent personnel in carrying out their assignment. However, expenditures for these

servi=cS may be incurred y the Cooperating Agent within such amounts as may be

specified in attachment 2.

8. A cumulative statement of expenditure shall be submitted by the Cooperating Agent

at 30 June and 31 December of each year, The statement, to be prepared in accordance with

the format given in attachment 3 will be submitted to the Government through the UNDP

resident representative within 30 days following those dates. The Government will include

the reported expenditure in the project delivery report,

9. The Cooperating Agent shall be recast and rephase its project budget as necessary,

and in collaboration with the government and UNDP, when submitting its statement of

expenditure to the Government. Rephasings should be carried out in accordance with

established UNDP practices, and subject to the expenditure flexibility provisions accorded

by UNDP to the executing agent. The Government shall adjust its records and confirm the

revision submitted by the Cooperating Agent.

10. The CooperatiTig Agent shall submit such reports relating to the project as may

reasonably be required by the Programme Director in the exercise of his or her duties, as

well as other reports required by the Government in connection with its obligations to submit

reports to UNDP.

11. The Cooperating Agent shall submit candidates for the posts foreseen in section 1 of

attachment 2 and obtain clearance from the government for the personnel to be assigned to

' the programme.

Auf
1~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ 4 __________



12. ''he Cooperating Agent shall enjoy the privileges, imuunitics and the facilitics that

are accorded to executing agencies and their personnel under the agreement concerning

assik:ance concluded by the Government and the UNDP. The privileges and immunities to

which the Cooperating Agent and its personnel are entitled may be waived only by the

President of the Cooperating Agent.

13. Any changes to the programme document which would affect the work being

performed by the Cooperating Agent in accordance with attachment I shall be recommended

only after consultation with the Cooperating Agent.

14. Any amendments to those arrangements shall be effected by mutual agreement

through an appropriate supplementary letter of agreement.

15. For any matters not specifically covered by this arrangement, the appropriate

provisions of the project document and revisions thereof and the appropriate provisions of

the financial regulations and rules of the Cooperating Agent shall, mutatis mutandis apply.

16. PAll further correspondence regarding the implementation of the agreement, other than

signed letters of agreement of amendments thereto, should be addressed to L. Seneviratne,

Director General, Department of External Resources.

17. The government and the Cooperating Agent shall keep the Resident Representative

R E C E fully informed of all actions undertaken by them in carrying out this agreement.

If you are in agreement with the provisions set forth above, would you kindly sign

and return to this office two copies of this letter. Your acceptance shall thereby constitute the

basis for your organization's participation in the above named project

Yours sincerely,
For the Government of Sri Lanka

L. Seneviratne
Director General

Department of External Resources

Singed on behalf of the Cooperating Agent

Date



Attachment 1

SRL/93/002 - Sri Lanka National Sector Coordination Program

Description of Services to be provided by the Cooperating Agent for the Project:

In support of the project, the World Bank, through the Regional Water and Sanitation Group
for South Asia (RWSG -SA), will provide the following support services:

A. Support to be Provided:

1. Prepare job descriptions, identify, recruit and supervise the services of the
international experts and consultants provided for in the project budget. These
persons will work under contract to the World Bank. The experts and
consultants will be selected in close consultation with the Government and
cleared by the government before being recruited.

2. Advise the implementing Agency regarding the qualifications required of the
national consultants to be recruited by the CWSPU as Implementing Agency
and review candidates. CV's if so requested. National consultants will work
under contract to the Government.

3. Provide advice and assistance to the Implementing Agency in the preparation
of Workshops to be held and in the organization of Study Tours, by
identifying suitable countries and relevant organizations to be visited.

4. Review the draft Sector Development Plan that will be prepared as a principal
output of the project.

5. Participate in the Tri-partite Reviews.

B. Operational and Financial Arrangements

1. To provide back-stopping support on a continuous basis, the RWSG-SA will
recruit an experienced Sri Lankan to serve as resident RWSG country advisor
to the project, under contract with the World Bank. The advisor will be
funded from the project budget.

2. Core RWSG-SA staff will undertake missions to Sri Lanka not less than twice
a year for the purpose of monitoring progress of the project in collaboration
with the Implementing Agency and Project Director, and to provide any
technical advice that may be needed.

3. The Project Budget covering the costs of the above services is attached. An
overhead charge (AOS) of 10% will be paid to the Cooperating Agent to
defray the travel and administration costs involved in the provision of the
above services.



Attachment 2

Project Budget

Covering the Costs of Services to be Provided by the World Bank
(in US dollars)

Project Number SRL/ 93/002

Project Title National Sector Co-ordination Programme

Revision Code : A
Source of Funds 01 UNDP-IPF
AOS Source of Funds 01 UNDP -IPF
Executing Agent Government of Sri Lanka : Ministry of Housing, Construction and public Utilities.

Budget Project Total Year 1 Year 2 Year 3
Line Line Description (1995-1997) 1995 1996 1997

n/m $. Cost $(AOS) m/mi S. Cost $(AOS) m/m $. Cost. $(AOS) ni/m $. Cost. $(AOS)

10. PROJECT PERSONNEL
11. Experts
11.01 Institutional Adviser 5 89,100 8,910 3 50,750 5,075 2 38,350 3,835
11.02 Programme Consultant 6 72,000 7,200 3 42,000 4,200 2 30,000 3,000
11,99 Subtotal 161,100 16,110 92,750 9,275 68,350 6,835

15. Travel Costs
15.01 Duty Travel 20,720 2,072 12,500 1,250 8,220 822
15.99 Subtotal 20,720 2,072 12,500 1,250 8,220 822

16. Mission Cost
16.1 Mission costs 42,000 4,200 2,500 250 22,500 2,500 17,000 1,700
16.99 Subtotal 42,000 4,200 2,500 250 22,500 2,500 17,000 1,700

17. National Professionals
17.01 RWSG Country Officer 24 30,000 3,000 6 7,500 750 12 15,000 1,500 6 7,500 750
17.99 Subtotal 30,000 3,000 7,500 750 15,000 1,500 7'00 750

19. Component Total

99. TOTAL 35 253,820 25,382 6 10,000 1,000 18 142,750 14,275 10 101,070 1,011



UNITED NATIONS
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME

Attachment 3

Pape 1 of 2

STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURE
FOR THE PERIOD 1 January to 19

Project Number
Project Title

Expenditure

Budget component Description Disbursements Unliquidated Expenditures
and line obligations at end year-to-date

of period

MM $ MM $ MM $

10. Project Personnel

1. International professional
11-01 International Professional 1
11-02 International Professional 2
11-99 Subtotal

12. OPAS
12-01 OPAS 1
12-02 OPAS 2
12-99 Subtotal

.13. Administrative
Support personnel

14. UNV
14-01 Volunteer 1
14-02 Volunteer 2
14-99 Subtotal

15. Official Travel

16. Mission Costs



UNITED NATIONS
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME

Attachment 3 (Continued)

Expenditure

Budget Description Disbursements Unliquidated Expenditures
component obligations at end year-to-date
and line of period

MM $ MM S MM $

17 National professional
17-01 National Professional 1
17-02 National Professional 2
17-99 Subtotal

19 Component total

20 Sub-contracts

21 Sub-contracts
29 Component total

30- Training

31 Individual fellowships
32 Group training
33 In-service Training
39 Component total

40 Equipment

41 Expendable equipment
42 Non-expendable equipment
43 Premise
49 Component total

50 Miscellaneous

51 Miscellaneous
52 Reports
53 Sundries
59 Component total

99- PROJECT TOTAL

HNK~d.-ft



THE WORLLU BANK / IFC / MIGA

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
DATE: September 11, 1995 RECEv V
TO: Distribution 95 SEP 19 PH4:17

FROM: Graeme Lee, SAlIN [VV"DR R

EXTENSION: 80803 7

SUBJECT: SRI LANKA: Clean Settlement Project (LK-PA-41885)
Minutes of the EPS Review Meeting

1. A review meeting, chaired by Mr. F. Ahmed, Project Adviser, SA1,
to discuss the Executive Project Summary for the proposed Clean Settlement
Project in Sri Lanka, was held on August 31, 1995. The meeting was attended
by Messrs./Mmes: D. Aronson (ENVSP), M. Gill (ASTHR) H. Werlin (Society for
International Development) (Peer Reviewers); R. Hafeez (SASVP); S. Stern
(ASTEN); P. Isenman (SAIDR); L. Yap, P. Alba, A. Benbrahim (SAlCO); M.
Garcia-Zamor, W. Moes and G. Lee (SAlIN). Written comments by Messrs./Mme.
R. Drysdale, J. Salop (SASVP); S. Stern (ASTEN); A. Litvak (OPRPR), Acting
Regional Procurement Adviser; D. Aronson (ENVSP), M. Gill (ASTR) H. Werlin
(Society for International Development); and P. Ljung (SAlEF) were circulated
and are attached.

2. The following summarizes the key points oz discussion and
agreement:

(a) Endorsement of Project The meeting endorsed the general
objectives of the project, including their consistency with the
Country Assistance Strategy. It was noted that the project had
originally been prepared as a component of the Colombo

Environmental Improvement Project (Cr.2757-CE), but had been
separated from that project in order to allow its preparation to
be completed. It was agreed that the project should proceed.

(b) National Policy Framework The meeting agreed that the project's

policy framework should be discussed in a national context. While
accepting that the policies may only, at this stage, be piloted
and developed within the project's area (Western Province), they
should provide guidelines for, and eventually form, a national
policy framework. We should aim for a national orientation
wherever possible and appropriate.

(c) Comolexiv Concerns were expressed about the possible complexity
arising from having a wide menu of activites within the project's

sub-components. The experience of rural development projects

indicated that more focussed projects were more successful, and

that in the context of relatively weak institutions, there could

be unsustainably high overheads associated with too broad a range

of activities. It was agreed that this aspect would be reviewed

in future preparation. Where possible the project would provide
linkages to complementary activities rather than orovide these
directly.
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(d) Process Approach The meeting noted that the project required a
process approach, and that this implied a need for flexibility

combined with close monitoring arrangements. Monitoring would,
inter alia, be integrated into the community participation

process, making use of base-line information collected in the

community action plan. Performance indicators would be developed
for each component, including for institutional development, to

measure successes. Written comments also indicated the importance

of specifying, for each sub-component, its objective, measurable
outcome and performance indicators. This framework would assist

to provide a basis for refining the project's design, for economic

analysis, and for monitoring progress. Comments also indicated

the need for thorough, high quality, up-stream attention to

community participation, defining the strategy and process

targets.

(e) Role of NGOs and the Private Sector Ways to further develop the

role of NGOs and the private sector were discussed. It was noted

that mechanisms should be developed to ensure that the best

qualified NGOs could be involved in the project, and that the

potential involvement of international NGOs and private sector

options be explored. The project should include measures to

further strengthen NGOs, and to ensure, as far as possible, that

the NGOs would perceive the communities, and not the Government,

as their client.

(f) Role of Sub-national Government The success of the project would

require availability of primary (off-site) infrastructure

services, a high extent of inter-agency coordination, and possible

assistance with operations and maintenance. Each factor implies

a strong role for sub-national government/agencies in the project.

Ways to increase and strengthen their role would be explored.

(g) Government Land Redevelooment Policv The meeting noted that,

although not part of this project, Government policy included the

redevelopment of selected low income settlement areas in prime

locations, with associated resettlement of occupants. The meeting

agreed that this policy did not present any problems in principle,

but advised that measures should be developed to avoid operational

difficulties which would arise if a project site were to be

selected for redevelopment.

(h) Land Titles It was clarified that land titles would be offered to

individuals, not communities. The meeting noted that this was a

complex area which required further study. The project might

initially work mostly in locations where land title was relatively
more clear, while the extent of the problem was explored. It was

noted that a condition of project appraisal was that Government

would, within the six pilot projects to start shortly, include an

option for individuals within pilot communities to request land

title. Offering title would require that Government determines

what price to charge, and the steps required to provide clear and

transferable titles. The results of the pilot would assist assess

any changes required in procedures.
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(i) Peer Review It was agreed that there should be a peer reviewer
for economic analysis. The meeting noted that the Regional Chief
Economist is being requested to advise the names of suitable
candidates. Depending on the extent and depth of change to
existing procedures required in order to offer land titles, a peer
reviewer may also be identified for this aspect of preparation.

(j) Budget The budget for preparation would be retained as 68 staff
weeks. This may appear on the high side in view of the fact that
some preparation work has already been done under another project.
The task manager was requested to keep the expenditure to a
minimum. The budget would be reviewed at FEPS stage.- The meeting
noted that the budget assumed that Government would continue its
own preparation activities, for which assistance via a PPF and
PHRD would be sought.

Attachments: Comments Received

Distribution:

Cleared with & cw: Mr. F. Ahmed (SAlDR), Ms. Garcia-Zamor (SAlIN)

Peer Reviewers:

Messrs. Werlin (SID); Gill (ASTHR); Aronson (ENVSP)

Internal:

Messrs./Mmes.
Wood, Drysdale, Hafeez, Singh, Salop (SASVP); Isenman, (SA1DR),
Nishimizu (FRSDR); Koch-Weser, Ilangovan, Stern (ASTEN); Yap, Alba,
Benbrahim, Lowenstein (SAlCO); Ali (SAlAN); Ljung (SAlEF); Kilby
(SAlPF); Herz (SAIPH); Moes, Zhao, Lee (SAlIN); Socknat (ASTHR); Siraj,
Viloria (ASTTP); Bentjerodt, Pilapitiya (SAISL); Minnatullah (RWSG-PK).

External:

Messrs./Mmes. Picciotto (DGO); Aguirre-Sacasa (OEDDR); Chopra (CFSDR);
TelT~grinft1(TWUDR) ; Steer (ENVDR); Husain (ESPDR);
Alexander (OPRDR); Litvak (OPRPR); Robless (SASCA);
Darmawi/Hamid (LEGSA); Abraham (LOAAS)

Asia Information Center, Black Book

M:\ \cap\eps\.ps-mins-ae



United Nations Development Programme

Sustainable human development

Ref: SRL/93/002 10 July 1995

'J! 9

Dear Mr. Gunasekera, I i

SRL/93/002 - National Water Supply and Sanitation
Development Programme

This has reference to your letter of 23 June 1995, addressed to Mr. Lal Seneviratne, Director
General, External Resources, with copy to Mrs. Manel de Silva, NPO, UNDP.

In this connection, we wish to draw your attention to our letter dated 1 June 1995 detailing
procedures to be adopted under national execution, particularly in procuring -services viz
international consultants. You would recall that this project which was initially designed for
national execution with the World Bank as the Implementing Agent was subsequently modified to
reflect national execution and implementation by the Government as it was felt by both the
Government and the World Bank that the Government has the relevant competence and expertise
to do so.

In the above context, in our fax referred to above, we indicated that the Government could
have its own arrangements for recruitment of International Experts under sub-contractual
arrangements which would not require adherence to UNDP procedures. Hence we had no objections
to your obtaining technical assistance of the RWSG to implement certain planned activities.

As ERD is the focal point for UNDP, the programme document has been signed by it on
behalf of the Government, which reflects Government's concurrence to the proposed implementation
arrangements. Therefore, you may sign the agreement with the RWSG.

Yours sincerely,

Arve Ofstad
Resident Representative

Mr. K.A.S. Gunasekera
Secretary
Ministry of Housing, Construction

& Public Utilities
"Sethsiripaya"
Battaramulla.

cc: 1. Mr. Lal Seneviratne, Director General, External Resources Department
2. Ms. Nalini Madanayake, Director, External Resources Department
3. Mr. Anthony Pellegrini, Director, Transportation, Water and Urban Development

Dept. The World Bank, USA.
4. Mr. K.M. Minnatullah, Programme Coordinator, UNDP/World Bank RWSG-SA
5. Mr. Tilak Hewawasam, NPD, Project SRL/93/002, National Water Supply and

Sanitation Development Programme

MdeS/va

202-204, Bauddhaloka Mawatha, Colombo 7, Sri Lanka o P.O.Box 1505 e Cable: UNDEVPRO COLOMBO.
Telephone: 580691-8 o Telex: 21210 UNDP CE o Fax: 94 (1) 581116 9 Internet: fo.srl@undp.org e Dialcom: UDP237



UNDP-World Bank Water & Sanitation Program
Regional Water and Sanitation Group for South Asia

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Date: May 31, 1995

To: Bruce Gross, TWU S

From: K.M.'lliltnil , RWSG-SA

Subject: SRL/93/00

I refer to your em of June 1, 1995 on the above subject and enclose herewith the

singed copy of present project document.

Regards.

enclosure.



United Nations Development Programme

Sustainable human development

Ref: SRL/93/002 -
VvAl~ &SANITATION

PrtOGc-avi - VFWG-SA 3 February 1995

21-' " RWSG - SA
NEW DELHI PAKISTAN

Dear Nalini, 3 APR 1995
SRL/93/002 - National Water Suplp RECEVED

& Sanitation Development Plan File ......... .................. . ..

We take pleasure in forwarding a copy of the fully signed
Programme Document titled above, for your record.

With kind regards.

Yours sincerely,

J.K. Robert England
Resident Representative

Miss Nalini Madanayake
Director
External Resources Department
Colombo 1.

Copies:
1. Mr K.A.S. Gunasekera, Secretary, Ministry/Housing, Construc-

tion & Public Utilities, "Sethsiripaya, Battaramulla.

2. Mr T. Hewawasam, Addl. Director, Policy Planning Unit,
Ministry of HC&PU, "Sethsiripaya" Battaramulla.

3. Mr John Blaxall, Room S 4-055, World Bank, 1818 H Street NW,
Washginton D.C. 20433, USA.

4. Mr Peter Lochery, Manager, Regional Water & Sanitation
Programme, UNDP-World Bank, 70, Lodi Estate, New Delhi 110
003, India.

202-204, Bauddhaloka Mawatha, Colombo 7, Sri Lanka • P.O.Box 1505 • Cable: UNDEVPRO COLOMBO•
Telephone: 580691-8 • Telex: 21210 UNDP CE * Fax: 94 (1) 581116 * Internet: fo.srl@undp.org * Dialcom: UDP237



UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
Programme of the Government of Sri Lanka

PROGRAMME DOCUMENT

No.& Title: SRL/93/002/A/01/99 UNDP & Cost Sharing Financing
National Water UNDP $625,500
Supply & Sanitation IPF
Dev. Programme UNDP & Cost

Duration 3 years Sharing $ 85,700
UNDP Code/: 0320-Water Supply Total 711_,200
Class : and Sanitation

Implem-: Community Water
enting Agent Supply Programme

Unit (CWSPU)
Executing : Ministry of Housing
Agent:- Construction and

Public Utilities
Starting
Date : January 1995
Government: SLR 4 Million
Inputs

Brief Description: This programme is designed to support the formulation and co-ordination by the
Government of inter-agency policies and strategies relating to the water supply and sanitation sector.
Technical support will be provided by a National Co-ordination Secretariat (NCS) to the National Sector Co-
ordination Committee (NSCC) which will serve as the main body to develop and co-ordinate inter-sectoral
plans and strategies for the orderly development of the sector through a process e- consultation among the
various government agencies and departments concerned, as well as through the analytical and technical
support provided by the NCS. A national development programme for the sector is expected to be formulated
as a framework document which will contain the prioritized plans, strategies and investment requirements for
the water supply and sanitation sector over the short and medium term. It is also envisaged that the NSCC
will sustain itself beyond the life of this programme document in order to continue its overall co-ordination
functions, including the regular updating of the framework document
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A. DEVELOPMENT CONTEXT

Al. COUNTRY SITUATION

Al-1 GENERAL DATA

Sri Lanka has an estimated population of 17.6 million (1993), which isexoecced to grow at graduallv lower races ccmoared to the current 1.2%p.a. Rural co urban migracion has remained rodest; present rural and
]rcan ocpulacions are abouc 78% and 221 of the total resoecciveiy.

T azlo also underlines che Lmcorcanc concribucion of rural areas :o
e S;nomy o 7r -anea.

The -ouncr-'s economy has been grcwino ac a healthy 5 - 6% o.a. dur ng--cenc ears, n ie inflacion races of P2 5 a Comoare
.. :fvcurably to many councries. Concrary to earlier predicti-ons, cnewtcropced to 4.J% for 1992, while inflacion ran to 11.4% (Centralank Annual Reoorc, 1992) The GNP of about uSs 475 ner capica scillces Sri LanKa among rne leasc developed councries.

The counc/ scores high, however, on socioeconomic indicacors comoaredocher nacions in che Souch Asia region; liceracy race is abouc 86%
r1%i for men, 33% for women) , life exceccancy is 71 years and infantMorccy s 21 oer 1,000 live births. The wide distribucion of Mcucacion, healtn services and ocher social welfare measures have beenns-umencal in creacino this situacion.

wacer suCol and sanicacion coverage in Sri Lanka is also markedlycec'-ran in tne neignbourlng councries; the sicuacion is descrbein the below cable:

DSCRiTION rPA N TOTAL

Wacer Sanica- Wacer Sanica- W acer SaniaSuOPly cion Suoolv tion Suly ..cion
Presenc POPU. 3,663,000 13,954,000 17,617,000

opulacion 3228000 2197800 9042000 6279300 12271000 847710

served0

of popu. 8 8 % 6 0% 6 5%5 70%; 48%7

alanice 1425000 1465200 4912000 7674700 5346000 9139902 oculacion I0

Nocably, these coverage figures do noc reflect to what extent theservices can be cermed satisfactory; facilities are in many cases noc-uly adecuace with regard to caoacity, quality and/or hygienicstandard.

7urchermore with the expansion of slums and shanty sectlemencs in theurcan areas and unplanned growch of peri-urban secclemencs thesecommunities are faced with - rapidly deteriorating environmentalconditions including lack of access to safe water and adeouacesanitation services.
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Al. 2 CHANG ING DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK

Escalating costs of sustaining social services, oressure onland, growing unemployment and civil war have put severestrains on the national resources. The need to redress thenational economy has become a priority of the Government of
Sri Lanka (GOSL)

Liberalisation policies started in 1977 and active reformprogrammes, entailing structural adjustments, are currentlyundertaken. The reforms are also designed to orotect andsustain the remarkable social achievements made in thecast. The economy is showing posicive signs of recoveringto its octencial level of performance.

ncreased attention is being paid to achieving sustainabledevelrcment. Building of economic and ~socialinfrastructure that is vital to support Private sector
nevelopment, was adooted as a oredominant theme of thecurrenc Public Investment Programme. The stated GOSL,nvescmenc stracegy in the infrastructure sector is to:

i) Elaborate an integrated approach to develooment
i' Empnasize rehabilitation and optimal use of existinaTacilities
i) Ensure sustainability tvhrough mobilisation of adeouate

:unds for proper operation and maintenance

-ater supply is recognized as a necessary cart of basicnr ras cruccure : or economic development. Additionally,wacer sulpply and sanitation are considered basic needs andre cherefore important integral elements of socialelfare -Hence, the changing overall policy framework haspronounced implications also for the water suolv andanitation/secially for the coor urban areas and the ruralcommunitv.

A2. THE LOW INCOME URBAN AN RURAL WATER SUPPLY
AND SANITATION SECTOR

The low income urban and rural water supply and sanitationsector is hereinafter referred to as the Sector, unlessthere is a need to denote a specific part of the Sector orco make other distinctions.

Sector information has been drawn mainly from the report"Water Supply and Sanitation Sector - Situation Analysis,Development Strategy, Framework for Investments", issued inAoril 1992. The report is a joint working document of theMinistry of Housing & Construction and the UNDP/World BankWater and Sanitation Program. For convenience, it isreferred to as the Sector Pauer in the following. It wasprepared and reviewed under the auspices of an inter-ministerial/agency Steering Committee.
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A2.1 THE SITUATION: SECTOR DESCRIPTION

The role and broad ohvsical achievements of the Sector were
scaced in Section A 1.2 above. The present water suzoly
sicuacicn is chiefly a result of investments made by the
numerous GOSL Sector actors. In sanitation, which is
oredominantly on-site disposal, households have in most
cases provided a large part of the investment.

a) Institutional Resnonsibilities

Several criteria determine which GOSL agency would be
-esponsible for imolementacion of a given Sector orojec:.
-t may aepend on technology selection, adminiscracive
iocaclon, land ownershio/ jurisdiction, and on :vme of
developmenc or community.

The Ministry of Housing & Construction (MH&C) , overall
responsible for human settlement matters, is the key policy
and decision maker on water supoly, sewerage and also
part' sanitation issues. Its main executing arm is the
Nacional Water Supply & Drainage Board (NWSDB) which
accounts for some 90%. of GOSL's Sector investments. NWSDB
has, accordino to its corporate plan, decided to confine
-he ocerational role in rural water supply to larger piced
scnemes . Recently M/H&C launched a Community Water Sunolv
a Sanitacion Project (CWSSP) wich IDA assistance (USS 32.3

iDA 26.3 Million) to expand water sucoli and
sanitcion services in small towns and rural population of
he Districts of Badulla, Matara and Racnapura.

The Ministry of Health (MOH) is the policy maker on
sanication (on-site) and hygiene issues. Implementation is
carried out through the Provincial health ministries and
Lnrough health staff employed by the local authorities.
Previously, even simole, small scale water su-olies were
implemented with support from MOH.

Important umbrella ministries include the Ministry of
Public Administration, Provincial Council & Rome Affairs
(MPA) and the Ministry of Policy Planning and
implementation (MPPI) . Their imolementation agencies aretne local authorities (incl. district/divisional government
agents) under MPA and the integrated rural. development
projects (IRDP) , Greater Colombo Economic Commission as
well as the Urban Project Unit (UPU) under MPPI. The
Pradeshiva Sabha local authorities have been designated to
play an increasingly important role in the rural part of
the Sector.

7mplementing bodies have been created to provide services,
including water supply and sanitation, for special
settlements. The Ministry of Plantation Industries (MPI)
has recently set up the Plantation Housing Welfare-Trust.
Sectlements within irrigation schemes may be serviced
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Either by the Irrigation Deoartment (ID) or the Mahaweli
Authority (MA) of the Ministry of Lands, Irrigation. andMahaweli Development (MLIMD) The Water Resource BoardSWPB) is ooerating as a borehole drilling agency under
',IL 7 L;D.

The resconsibility for water resource issues is dividedbetween several agencies in addition to NWSDB; ID of theMLIMD is responsible for surface water hvdrolog-y, theventral Environmental Authority (CEA) under the Ministry ofnvironment and Parlianentary Affairs (MEPA) is resoonsiblezor collucion control. As there is no clear leaislacion
zovernng .ater richts - its allocation, abstraction andE L mOlementing acencies have to take indecendentdecisions in order to fulfil their responsibilities.

The policv of devolving cowers to local authoritiesnorably the new Provincial Councils and Pradeshiva Sabhas,ill influence the schedule of responsibilities. Theirlimitea revenue base continue to constrain imolementation
of exuanded mandates. since long, the municical and urbanCouncils have played an important role in main towns,al thouQh the NWSDE provides the water suolv service Fullyor cartly (bulk) in nearly all cases.

Traditionally, the non-govermental orcranisations (NGOs)have worked in the Sector as one of their orioritv areas,mosty in direc: contact with community based organisations(CBOs) . Within the new policv framework, one can expecthils mechanism to become increasingly imoortanc as trelieves the far stretched oublic sector.

The Sector Paper explains the respective roles in morederail.

b) Legal Provisions

The lack of adequate provisions for water resourcemanagement is a deficiency which makes it difficult -toresolve conflicts of com-pet ing and changing demand forwater The need for some kind of a 'Water Act', specifyincallocation procedures and user rights, is obvious.

The legal provisions enabling pollution control have beenconsiderably improved by adopting the NationalEnvironmental Act (1980, amended 1988) . With the furtheramenaments (widenina enforcement orovisions) presentlvbeing considered the legal framework for environmentalmanagement would be in place. The issue would then be tomake active use of it.

Each board, authority, and corporation have their statutoryresponsibilities set out in specific acts. In addition,there are various other ordinances and gazetted regulations
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which direct the agencies' activities. A schedule of themost imoortant legal provisions are given in the SectorPaper.

There are some conflictincr areas in the legislation
concerning the Sector. One is illustrated bv NWSDB'snation-wide responsibility for coordination and provisionof water to the public, while local authorities also havea responsibility to provide water supolv within theircoundaries. Similar legislative conflits exist betweihe LNWSDB and the Sscate/Plantacion Sector, as well aswicha :he MA. The NTWSDB would, however, noc coerate withinze boundaries or what has been clearly demarcated for theoter auchorities

A~ similar lack of clarity apolies to sanitation; theinistry of Health has a statutory responsibility for on-Ee sanitation, but at the same cime the Local Authoritiesand the Estate/ Plantation authorities have similar~esponsibilities according to their respective acts andordinances. Where sewerace exists, NWSDB has a similaroverlac vis-a-vis the Local Authorities.

A2.2 SECTOR POLICY AID STRATEGY

e Sector Paper analyzed the Sector oclicies andErategies, including implications of the chanainct nationaloevelopment framework It was found that the GOSL hadadocted generally sound cuidelines for Sector develooment,but that a number of issues remains to be resolved, and thedecailed strategies need to be made operational.

The national goal according to the 1980-90 Decade Plan was

- Improve the quali ty and quantity of drinking water andto make supplies, as well as sanitary facilities
gradually accessible to the entire oculation,reaching full coverage by the year 1995.

The physical target proved too optimistic, due cartly toinsufficient investment resources and partly toinsufficient imolementation capacity. The target year waslater changed to 2000.

The Steering Committee for the Sector Parer took note ofthe progress (ref. Section A 1.1) and the time it takes tointroduce new strategies; the year 2010 was recommended asa realistic time frame for achieving full coverage in bothurban and rural areas. Provided there is an effectivedemand for improved facilities, the present situation andprojected resources would seem supportive of attaining therevised goal.
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Sri Lanka was one of the 115 countries which adopted the'ew Delhi Statemenc' at the global consultations in 1990.The recommended four "guiding principles" were:

a) Protection of the environment and safeguarding ofhealth through the integrated management of waterresources and licuid and solid wastes.

b) institutional reforms promoting an integrated aproach
including changes in behaviour, and the fullparticipation of women at all levels in- sector
inscicucions.

c) Community management of services, backed by measuresto strengthen local institutions in implementing andsustaining water and sanitation programs.

d) Sound financial practices, achieved through bettermanagement of existng assets, and widesoread use of
appropriate technologies.

The GOSL's scrategy for the Sector is consistent with theseprinciples, although it remains, as was stated above, toevelop many of the practical applications and modalities.in support ot this observation it is worth mentioning twocses pertaining to the very opposite ends of the Sector'srange of operations:

- NWSDB has been able to improve its financialperformance drastically over the last few years,resulting from a variety of financial, cechnical andinstitutional measures; from covering only aproportion of the direct O&M costs, they are now ableno cover the entire O&M costs and the full debtservicing trom the operating revenues.

Procedures and institutional capacity forimplementation of community managed water supply andsanitation facilities will be developed under theCommunity Wacer Supply and Sanitation Project (inthree districts, with World Bank support) ; a keyproject strategy is to utilise NGOs and CBOs asimportant partners eligible for GOSL support.

The first case shows that the Sector can be able to operatethe larger piped water supplies on a viable basis, althoughpresently wich Colombo profits being used to subsidizeocher loss making schemes. -The second case is evidence ofGOSL's commitmenc to developing and testing innovativeapproaches; generalized Sector strategies are expecced toaccrue from the project.
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A2 .3 RESOURCES FOR SECTOR DEVELOPMENT
Sector investment is olanned and coordinated by the GOSL
through the revolving 5 vear Public Investmen. Plans. Theinvestmenc level has increased from less than Rs 100
million annually in 1970 to about Rs. 1,000 million by thend o _ the IDWSS Decade (1990) The present investmer

evel is above Rs. 2, 000 million according to budgets.Measured in real value, however, there has been noincrease.

-he Sectors's percentage of total GOSL capital excenditureauring the last 10 years increased from below 2- in 1980 toabove 4- in 1983. The fluc:uac-ions have two causes;- yearsc':h expansion and rehabilitation works on Greater Colomboater supply aistorting the picture and GOSL Cauitalxpendicure (in Central Bank and Treasury terms) includingdebt servicing which has increased over the eriod Tliocation for the Sector will droo over the next 5 year
pericd unless oresenc Public Investment Plan projectionsare increasea.

The pattern of foreign financial sucort for the Sectoraopears to have cnanged from many medium sized donors a
zew large ones. There has also been a shift from bilateral>wards multilateral support, thus often orovided in the10rm of soft loans rather than grants.

n overview of the Sector's capital investment resourcesy imclemencing agency) for the years 1980, 1985 and 1990giren in the adjoining table. The dominant posicion u
unci now of the NWSDB is evident from the table.

Fig. in Rs.million
Water Supply & Sanitation Sector - Capital Investmeat

1980 1985 1990
NWSDB 384.7 843.5 787.3
Min.of Health 2.0 10.3 3.4
JEDB 

5.9 6.0
SLSPC 

4.0 5.0
Mahaweli Auth 8.0 23.0 37.0
IRDPs 

20.4 30.0
Tot.WSS.Cap.Inv 394.7 907.1 868.7
Tot.GOSL.Cap.Ex-p 13,854.0 30,529.0 40,836.0
WSS % of Cap.Exp 2.8% 3.0%2

- REDS - Janacha Estates Development Board; SLSPC - Sri LankaStace Plantation Corporation; IRDP - Incegraced RuralDevelopment Project.
2/ - Total GOSL Capital Expenditure- includes debt service (as percentral Bank statistics)
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The JEDB, SLSPC, Mahaweli Development Authority and IRDPs
are getting their budgets in lump-sums for social
inrrastructure and related activities; they are often not
maintaining separate accounts for water supply and
sanitation. The figures should be taken as indicative of
the magnitude of the respective actors' role in the Sector-

Disbursements made by foreign agencies during 1990 are
given below. Funding provided through IRDPs is, however,
not shown; NORAD has, for example, spent an average of Rs.
,0 million annuall, on water related activities throuah the
ambantota IRDP.

Funding Agency Disbursement
1990, Rs. mill

Asian Dev. Bank 28
ODA (U.K.) 83
IDA (World Bank) 64
Finnida 142
Danida 59
GTZ (Germany) 32
French Government 222

Source : SD2 Annual Accouns 1990

Two significant agreements have been signed by GOSL during
tne last year:

- Community Water Supply and Sanitation Project (for 3
districts) , with the World Bank/IDA; US$ 24.3 million

- Second Water Supply and Sanitation Project (mainly for
urban water supplies) , with ADB; US$ 40 million

Two financial issues, posing particular challenges, areimpor:ant for imolementation of the Sector strategy anddevelooment targets as described above:

- The exoected GOSL budget constraints would call for
mobilisation of finance from alternate sources,
notably the users (tariffs/community based
development) and domestic financing institutions.

- NWSDB has spent some 80% of investments in urban areas
where only just over 20% of the population may benefit
from the improvements; a call for reallocation has
been made

This disparity of resource allocation requires immediate
and concerted efforts to be diverted towards priority areas
which are otherwise in need of imoroved water and
sanitation services and are neglected.
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A2.3 DENTIFIED SECTOR ISSUES

- number of croblems and issues need to be resolved in
oraer to pave the way for accelerated sustainable Sector
-evel oment. These were identified in the Sector Parer,
and selected aspeccs have been further analyzed by the
Steerina Committee based on its own Sector Concect Pacer
Late. 21 October 1992. The issues comorise:

a) Sector Coordination

The Sector responsibilities are vested with a multitude of
acencies, often with similar or overlapping tasks to carry
oct. This cartly stems from the lack of clarity ~in the
legal crovisions and, hence, stacutory responsibilities.

The imcortance of enhanced converaence of efforts is
underlined by current GOSL oclicies. They emphasise:

Devolution of powers to decentralized levels of local
governmenc, and
Rationalization of public expenditure
A new and unifom policy in CWSS for community
participation in olanninq, imolementation and
maincenance of schemes.

oproved coordination should not be seen as a 'stra-ight
jacKet' for the respective agencies. An interaccitve
process among them would give advancaces racher than
rnn~it sustainable and cost-effective Sector develocment.

it would also serve the eauity objective; access to and
quailty of imoroved facilicies would be better distributed
regardless of which agency happens to be active in a
particular area.

Weak donor coordination has also been identified as a
proolem. A well coordinated Sector, with unified
strategies and development approaches, would provide abecter basis for the GOSL's dialocue with the donors, both
on collective and individual basis.

b) Water Resource Manacrement

The increasing amounc of conflicts over water rights and
allocations for efficient use signifies the need to address
oth the legal and institutional framework governing water
resource managemenc. An updated strategy for addressing
the changing demands and claims on water resources has to
be out in place to guide the many concerned public and
privace accors throughout the Island.
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GOSL has agreed to initiate work in this field, first byreviewing institutional issues and preparing a strategy forhow to approach The water resource management issue. AsianDevelopment Bank, JNDP and USAID are likely to co-financeof the proposed technical assistance.

c) Financial Strat-egy and Management

Cost recovery in the Sector has been a recurring issue.The recent improvements (ref. Section A 2.2 above) are
argely aue to cross subsidies from The oroficable Colombocperaions. Rural schemes which account for relativelylimited investmencs, cypically show the coorest financialperformance. While assessing the current situation onealso needs to observe chat the GOSL provides substantialparts of The investments (through NWSDB) on grant terms;50 and a5% respectively in urban and rural schemes.

in has proved difficult to achieve cost recovery, withinthe concept of nacional water tariffs, which is compatiblewith consumers' affordability. Considering the highcapital costs of conventional schemes, it is obvious chatmethods must be found to employ more cosc-effectiveeachnologies, mobilize additional resources and implementalternate management models in order to ensure financialsusnainability.

The World Bank has suggested, with reference to theexperiences of communicy managed schemes, chat a schemepecific charging mechanism should be adocted. The SectorPaper also proposed a more flexible approach to cariffsetting, particularly with a view to enable rural and smallurban local authorities to distribuce water to theirpredominantly domestic consumers. These and ocherproposals would need to be reviewed while addressina theSector's financial issues.

d) Human Resources Develoument

The Sector Paper identified human resources development(HRD) as a critical aspect of requirements for furtherprogress in the Sector. For institucional and skillsimprovements to materialize, comprehensive manpowerplanning and implementation of appropriate trainingdelivery systems would be required.

Ongoing work under the Kandy District Water Supply andSanitacion Projecc (Finninda supported) is aimed atiaentifying and addressing critical HRD issues. It hasbeen concluded that past, 'conventional' staff training,implemented without proper task analysis and trainingdesign, had limited imoact. A systematic approach,integrating the needs of the various Project actors, is nowin progress.
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The redirected Sector strategy (described in Section A 2.2)will call for new skills among the Sector actors. Abilityto participate in integrated planning, work in multi-disciplinary teams, communicate across administrativeoundaries, and provide training to the user communitiesare among the new requiremens The Community Water Supplyand Sanitation Project (referenced in Section A 2.2) hasbeen designed to address many of these aspects.

indings of the two referenced Projects will throw valuableight on the Sector's HRD issues. These could be combineducth broad analyses of the Sector's entire institutionalstructure to form a basis for overall HRD planning.

e) Commnitv Based Management

Community manasement of water supply and sanitation cutsacross many aspects of the Sector strategy. Successfulsromotion of the concept would require, for example,social, institutional, financial, technological and RDisues to be resolved. At the same time, community-basedcevelocment is an issue in itself, particularly when it is:aken to imply genuine empowerment of the communities totecome self-suricient in their water and sanitation
requirements.

Community involvement is not a new concept in Sri Lanka,nt the GOSL administration has in most cases continued tocae imlementation and ownership responsibility for theccamunal facilities. As a result, mobilisation of localresources for sustaining the facilities' services has oftenfailed.

The already referenced Community Water Supply andSaniaton Project Has been designed in accordance withcontempora principles for community-based development.Other projects have also adopted similar concepts; anagreement was signed with the Asian Development Bank inril 1993 for a pilot project which is expected to be theforerunner of larger programmes.

The Sector is just entering a period which will yieldcrucial and firmer experience on the details of howcommunity management can be pursued in Sri Lanka. Tt isessential that the issue be addressed through systematicevaiuation of the data and practical experiences.ntroducing a structured learning process within thecommunity water supply and sanitation project will providevaluable information to document lessons learned forfeedback and refinement of the new approach.
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f) Service Level and Technology

Past. statistics on service coverage have suffered from alack of clear and consistent definitions; what is adequatesanitation and what is satisfactory water supolv? TheSector Paper took note of this deficiency. A country-widesurvey based on clarified definitions and cter f
services is already in progress. it is a Joint undertaking
SWSD an 0coH, utilizing field staff of the latter for

Technolocy selection has mostly been 'agency driven' in- thePast, Casea on conventional technical/economical evaluationot the individual projects. The users' effective demandfor serv ices, implying that technolov choice will als
nave financial implications for them, has rarely beenconsidered. With a community-based implementation strate
the issue is not only financial but also a matter of whatvpe of facilities a local community would be capable ofmaintaining.

The Sector Pacer further showed that the financial cost ofu - arvice coverace is most sensitive to the chosenEechnoloay. Hence, witn a view to sucort attainment ofhe year 2010 target, there is a need to rethink planningprocedures, selection criteria, service levels and
management options also in a technology perspective.

g) Ccmprehensive Sector Planning

The Sector is faced with the combined challenge ofsustaining the services already provided (existing assets)anr ensuring access on a sustainable basis for the unservedpart of the population (new facilities) . This calls forconcerted efforts by all Sector partiers, and the process- be greatly facilitated if the idetified Sector
issues could be resolved.

Resolving them may in some cases merely need firm policycecisions and removing inconsistencies but in most c-ases amore lengthy process will be required. This wouldencompass the steps of detailed identification, problem
analysis, eormulation of options, policy based selection,mplementation through dissemination, introductoryLraining and inclusion in project design.

The framework for implementing improved approaches andstrive towards achieving the Sector's development targetsshould take the form of a comorehensive Sector DevelopmentProgramme. It was recommended ii the Sector Paper andreaffirmed in the Steering Committee's ConceDt Pacer thatthere is a need to compile a. holistic Sector Programme.
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This programme will present the requirements, in particularas regards the investments needed to achieve objectives andassiqned roles chrough a well tested strategy involving acartnershiQ approach between the community, parcnerorganizations and formal governmental agencies

conceptual proposal has been made for a Sector Proarammecomprising:

- An overall Programme framework, within which the:olicies, strategies and suportive Sector actionsculd be addressed, and

Three specific Sub-Programmes to be preparedseparately tor:

Greater Colombo, Slum, Shanty and Peri-urban
Settlement Sub-Programme; water supply andsanitation.
Ocher Urban Towns Sub-Programme; water supply andsanitation for low income community.
Rural Community and Scattered Settlements Sub-Programme; water supply and sanitation

The Sector Programme approach is seen by the Sector as asuitable management tool for reflecting current policies/strategies, updated service needs, prereauisite Sectorsucpor: activities and an overview of imolementation,hab iitation as well as coeration and maintenancequi ements.

zurther, the Sector Programme will serve as a systematicapproacn to the monitoring of both new develooments andfunctioning of existing facilities. This would comolementand feed into GOSL's existing development planning andpublic investfmen/budgeting Framework.

A2 .4 IMPROVED COORDINATION AMONG SECTOR PARTNERS

The above issues have one thing in common; they can best beresolved through a consensus buildina dialoccue among theSector oartners. The Sector Paper pointed at the need toenhance this dialogue by establishing an institutionalizing
through the National Sector Coordination Committee (NSCC) .
Many of the Sector issues are of institutional nature'stemming from cast deficiencies or required reorientationto comply with new strategies. The mutual benefits toSector partners from participation in the NSCC wouldcomprise, inter alia:

- Adoption of an uniform sector policy -
- Common understanding of and.-commitment to-the- Sector' s -policy objectives, strategies and investment framework
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Ooerationalization of The uniform Oolicy and strategy.- auiLable allocation of resources.
Opportunities for donor support to integratedprogrammes with more than one accountable Partner
- ationalising suooortive actions, e.g. integrated
planning, training and budget preparation

h Steercng Commitee for the Sector Pacer has already
n, -ssue papers were commissionedand several meetings also convened after the Paper had been-zev i ewe . urthher, he Sector's annual Donor Coordination2une 1992) endorsed the proposal for an NSCC to-ated, aivina views on both the coordination andprogramme issues.

The meetings of the Steering Committee have been weliatended; -he oarzners see merits in deliberating oint
on Sector issues. The elaboration and convergence of -iewson the coordination issue during the con-inuinq discussions
nas -made the SEcor well orecared to oroceed towards a moreISt-tuC.onalized form of coordination.

is on This specific background, and taking coanisance of-e oveall Sector situation as described briefly tove,hoaE this document has been orepared As a ceneralconclusion it is recommended nhan_: -

The GOSL's req-uest for support to establish amechanism for Sector coordination should beaccented. An integral part of this coordinationshould be to develop the framework for andcompile an overall Sector Programme.

The ensuing Dar- of this document will deal with thesoeiic ororamme fndor -echnica assistance suoort towardsSriis end.
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B. SUMMARY OF NATIONAL PROGRAMME

Bl. PROGRAMME FOR IMPROVED SECTOR COORDINATION

B1.1 ADDRESSING THE PRESENT SECTOR SITUATION

The main issues - constraints and oroblems - are of anature wnich calls for cooperation and coordination Whilethe presence of several donors has resulted in a hich levelor activity, it has also made it difficult for the DOSL topromote a coherent indiaenous colic', for the Sector.

Enhanced coordination will ensure octimal use of theavailable institutional Financial and human resources,minimizing duplication of efforts. Further, institutionalcomplexities would be reduced by clarifvina ales andresponsibilities of the many Sector partners.

The Sector has already resolved to oroceed with thecreation or a formal coordination mechanism. Some externalassistance will be reoauired during the earlv stages of -hisprocess. Such assistance should be strictly in comoliancewith the policy framework being drawn up by the GOSL.

Access to imoroved facilities for all by year 2010 wi1reo-uire coordinated and costc-_ef-ectve efforts throuchout
the Sector. n overall develoment orocramme demand drven4n nature should be prepared as the tool for addressinaidentified water supply and sanitation imorovemens n accmprenensive and intecrated manner. This work wouldappropriately be guided by the proposed coordinatingmecanlsm.

Bl.2 COORDINATION PROGRAMME FORMULATION

The need for improved coordination, echoina oreviousdocuments, was brought out in the Sector Paper as a majorrecommendation. The paper's broad orocosals for oracticalimolementation have subsequently been elaborated andmodified through Steering Committee discussions as well asduringc the deliberations of the annual Donor CoordinationMeeting (12 June 1992).

The conceot of a National Sector Coordination Procrammecame out as a conclusion of the donor meetina. PoliowinQfurther Steering Committee discussions, the MH&C reauestedUNDP assistance with programme oreparation. This NationalSector Coordination Programme is the scecific subiect ofthe present Programme Support Document.

The points made in Section B 1.1 above summarizes thejustification for the National Sector CoordinationProgramme. The Programme is composed of the followingthree distinct elements:
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National Sector Coordination Committee (NSCC)he foareu of artners In rural and slum/shanty/peri 
-

urban areas -,,ill meet regularlY to resolve Sector-ssues and ensure coordina on of their activities;

National Coordination Secretariat (NCS)-he administrative unit which will be suuccrtina theNSCC's work on a continuing basis

National Sector Development Programme (NSDP)the broad framework plan based on compiled Sectorinformation, setting out the financial (capital andrecurrent) re-uirements of the rural andslum/shanty,/peri- urban areas.

The programme formulation v-ill be coleted by detailinohedescription etouti ecmltdb ealn
the d i seal in this dccument. Part of theprocess is also hat the necessar, agreements shall have to
be sio:-ne.

B1.3 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAMME ELEMENTS
The three ProQramme elements are described n the SectorPaper. A general su arn of sarient eatures can hest egiven on the basis of the Follawint diaurame

Partici ating Sector Agencies Coordination Mechanism

--- -- Chair nM--'s 
-ng NSCC

* I 
+

Regular Members* Lead Ministry

Secretariat NCS

Legend: **** - -
Particioation/ Worig
responsibilities Groups L-.-- :Administrative links Appointed by NSCC
Institutions, incl.
coordination mechanism bodies

Core NSCC Unit
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The procramme organisation is further elaborated in SectionB 5.1 below.-o

a) National Sector Coordination Comittee

The Sector ministries and their appropriate authorities,boards, etc. will1 const-itute the membershic of -h NSCC.The participating agencies should be free to eiw the
membership from time to time. It may also be a--ororiate
to cocot other Sector partners which act as imoplementors
tor example NGOs and private companies.

It is essential that a key ministi,, be apPoined to orovidethe chairmanshiD of the NSCC. While it ma have merits toassign this role to a 'neutral' umbrella mineistrv such as
exrerience from other countries su estls hat betterresults ar ensured with a substantive ministry in thisrole. Mv/I&C Is suitably placed to act as -he focal pointbased on the above rationale.

The referenced Steerina Committee has recommended therollowing condensed NSCC mandate, reflecne the broad
aspects of Sector coordination remirements

Polic-, review and co-ordination.- Liaison and inter-agency coordination- Advice and guidance on Sector issues- Recommendations Pertainina to the Sector's inancial;
policy and strategyn- rormulation of framework for Sector nvestmenatm acheva b inemnts, aimedat achieving objectives and roles

More exhaustive mandate descriptions are available in theSector Paer aid in the issue oaoers commissioned by theSteerinq Committee. The above mandate statement summarl"esthe intentions which will be elaborated in the ensuingProgramme description, and i t makes aden-uate orovi sins for
the flexibility needed to address the chargin Sector
issues.

sAhroval of the mandate and comoosition of NSCC will besought from the Cabinet. on this basis, the committee canbe ex-oected to achieve an influential status even withoutwxecutive powers. Hence, the concensus building mode ofwork will be sufficiently powerful without interfering withthe agencies' statutory responsibilities.

The NSCC will decide on appointment of specialized WorkingGrouos to deal with important issues. Some of these issueswere Presented in Section A 2.3 above; rationali ation of
the institutional structure, water resource maiagement,
financial strategy and management, human resources
development, commnnity management, service level andtechnology, and comprehensive Sector planning
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b) National Coordination Secretariat

7t is firm experi ence from ocher COuntri C hri-nsti tuti-onalized'Sector - rconriswhr
that the secretSariato r ordination has been attempted,Thtesecretariat function is essential. -A compete
secretariat with cacacity for su.oortin h c etent
coordination mechanism is Thereuore an intehral art of theNational Sectr Coordination Programme. The NCS should,however, not be seen as a 'new body'; it enables then ible ministry to carry out one of its assignedfunctions.

The role of the NCS will be to:

'Provide administrative suiport to the MSCC and theworking groups it may aocoint
Pr meetinasand provide secretariat services to the- NSCC meetingrs

Assist with implementation of recommendations and
-uidelines passed by NSCC
Part icipate i-n working groups within the competenceand capacity of its staff

- Day to day manaaement of consultancv work and other
contracts entered into on behalf of the NSCC
S Serve as a focal point for collection and manacementof Sector information and its disseminationd m

7n short, the main task of the NCS would c to ensurecontinuity and oroaress of the -wCrk wtated by NSCC.Compiling multi-agency rvinvtories nians ana roosals tobe considered bv the NSCC belonas to prs. Aimportant related aspect would be to furnish donors and
other financing agencies with Sector informationn

Being a focal point, the NCS would need to Lnow the sources
of Sector information t should, however, not attempt to
set u and maintain the data bases. This resoonsibilityshould remain with the respective agencies, but guidancemay be given by mCS i n order to generate and standardizethe reo-uired information - is foreseen that NSC couldgradually move towards becoming a reference centre for theSector.

c) National Sector Development Prorame

The crucial task of the NSCC will be to oversee thepreparation of the National Sector Development Prograe
NtSDP) for the rural and poor/peri-urban areas. Most ofthe inputs will be readily available from the resectiveresponsible agencies. The NSDP would also cover studiesand invest igaions which will assist in resolving Sectorssues, for example ?RD planning, cost recovery, etc.
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The NSDP will set out an overall national framework in
terms of colicies, stracegies, available resources and
necessary support programmes. Governed by this framework,
the more detailed Sector development needs will be
specified in three sub-orarammes; Greater Colombo, Other
Urban Towns, and Rural Centres and Scattered Settlements.

The scope of NSDP has been discussed both in the Sector
Pacer and in issue papers commissioned by the Steerina-
Committee. The broad and conceptual guideline which has
been developed, is illustrated by the below diagram:

- National Sector Policies and Strategias
Institutional Framework and Resources

- Available Resources for Sector
- National Support Programes

Sector Sub-oroarammes Suzoot Action

Greater Colombo:
- Water supply and sani- - Staff train'a

tation needs for che - Privace Sector/
slums, shancy and NGO ca rti-
per-uroan settlements pation scudies

- Prioritized financial
recruirements Environmental

- Imlemencacion programs - studies
- Managemenr development - Other actions

Other Urban Towns:
tWaer suppl and sani- - Adminiscrac'n [I
tation needs Ecr low studies
income communities

- Prioritized financial Cost recovery
recuirements studies

- Role definitions - Staff train'a
Management develoomenc I - Other actions

Rural Areas:
- Water supoly and env. - Exnerience

sanitation needs review
- Technology/project - Institutional

selection criteria studies (icc)
- Financial recuiremencs; - Local level

GOSL/community coordinacion
- Partner selection - Partner train-

criteria ing
- Credit facility needs

Sub-progra-e updating:
- Monitoring and performance review
- Evaluation studies (all sub-programmes)
- Reformulation of strategies
- Sub-programme revisions (process of

revolving olanning)
- Structured learning system, feedback,

refinement, documentacion & dissemination
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The level of detail and se cific format reauir ed for>TSDP would need to be identified as a io
development programme preparation t L irst tep of
important to initiate the drafting in order to clarify the
programme concept and format at the earliest. The format
design should be such that investment packages of any forma
composition can be drawn from it. p given

B1-4 TARGET BENEFICIARIES

The ultimate beneficiarv, although indirect will be thepreviously neglected rural and poor/pen-urban Sri Lankan
community; a better functioning community water Suily and
sanitation Sector will be an asset for the overall
development process.

The direct beneficiaries will be the respective Sector
agencies partner organization and comrmunit bas sedorganizatiions taking part directly and cnirectly in he
NSCC. The coordination mechanism is desianed to enable
agency managers to execute their reseonsibigities within a
gradually improving and more cost-effectie framework
Particular benefits will accrue to the mvrHaC Which will
house the NCS, enhanc n - e o consolidate whe
Sector dialogue.ts ability t

The sector donors will also benefit from better co-ordinated Sector and from its fccal point to be provided bythe NCS; access o --nterated pinforma tio n rvi b
acilitated and multi-disciegina Sector mraorammes lexist as pre-investment proposara

B2. PROGRAMME ELIMENT ANALYSIS

B2.1 PROGR.AME OBJECTIVES

a) Sector Develoument Goal

The overall goal is to:

Ensure sustainable access to safe and adequate waterUr Y and sanitation for the neglected poor/peri-urban and rural communities, promotina
healh sc~a , romtin imorovedhealth, social welfare and economic development~

The degree to which this goal i
measured by means of: ~ ~s approached, can be

Statistics on se rice coverage, based on uniformdefinitions of service level and quality
Statistics oa functioning and utilisation offacilities, based on monitoring data (fed intomanagement information systems)
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- Project/programme combletion reports, Orovidinastatistics and analyses on imclementation andoperation cosn-efficienc,

The Sector Coordination Programme will serve to improve the
tools and procedures for verification of achievements TheNSDP will provide a framework for aaaregating andgeneralizing the information. One cannot, however, expect
to measure tangible service coverage improvements accruing
soecifically from the programme within its short period ofimplementation.

Programme success in the short term would therefore need tobe judged on criteria related to:

- The degree to which the foundation for- sustainable
Sector development has been better defned andaccepted among all partners, including the donors

b) Coordination Programe Obiective

The immediate objective of the Coordination Proaramme canbest be defined in general and non-guantifiable nerms. Theprogramme will, however, consist of three distinctelements, or 'projects', as already defined (NSCC, ACS andNSDP). The objectives of these elements can be seen ascrogramme outouts in the Sector Coordination Programmecontext.

On this background it is possible to state a singleprogramme objective, namely to:

- Establish the broad planning process - on consensusbuilding basis among the actors - for sustainable
integrated Sector development

This objective requires that actors enhance communication
among themselves, identify and aim to resolve issues, aareeon improved policies/strategies, share information, anddetermine the need for new facilities of variouscategories- Milestone type measurements, not indicatingthe quality of achievements, can be made. Some of theseare listed as indicators related to the programme elementoutputs below.

Four broad indicators can be monitored to describe progressand achievement:

i) Description of Sector planning process prepared/
approved/utilized?

ii) Number of actors participating in process (comoared toNSCC composition)
iii) Number of policy/strategy papers passed by NSCC for

implementation/Cabinet approval
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iv) SDP used (partly) as basis for GOSL Public investmentP rog ramme?

Target figures for indicators ii) and iii) can only be setin the course of programme implementation.

In the longer term it would be an additional objective to
implement and update the staged SDP. This is, howevero
outside the scope and time frame of the Sector Coordinaton
Programme.

B2.2 PLANNED PROGRAMME OUTPUTS

The programme outputs will accrue from the three distinctprogramme elements. These can aitely b d in
7neir respective objectives berfore statin te dined by
outputs from each one of them. They are, however, closely
inter-related and would have little imact if imlemented
alone.

a) National Sector Coordination Committee

The objective is to:

- Establish a Sector forum (NSCC) , encompassing al thesignificant actors, for resolving issuedevelopment pertaining to water supply and n
The planned outputs include:

- NSCC formally appointed/constituted with approved
mandate and comoosition

- NSCC meetings convened on a regular basis, at leastquarterly
- The detailed Terms of Reference (TOR) for NCS,including staff composition, draf ted/reviewed/approved- Coordination issues identified and addressed in NSCCMeet ings
- Working Groups appointed (with TOR) as requireaddress identified issues -e d to- Recommendations and guidelines of policy or strate

nature passed for approval and/or implementation

he detailed contents of substantive outputs of the NSCCelement of the programme will depend on their own workprogramming. This makes it inappropriate to determine the
numerical values of most indicators. The following should,however, be measures of achievement:

i) Mandate/composition approved by the Cabinetii) Meetings held at intervals no longer than three monthsiii) Minutes prepared and circulated for each meeting; atleast four in a year
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least four Wqcorking Groups aoooi-nted i ther months of MSCC appointment; minutes ofmeetings to be prepared and circulated
r) At least, four Working Group reports submitted andreviewed within the first 9 months of NSCC appointment
vi) The NSDP concept and HRD planning for the Sector willbe among the four issues to be addressed

It is excected t:hat the NSCC will pav attention togeneration, processing, storing and retrieval of datarequired for planning and management of the Sect-or ThiSissue will also entail the definition of NCS' s role ininformation management.

b) National Coordination Secretariat

The objective is to:

Provide professional and administrative support to -hepiSCC and t:o tasks/activities falling ~~under sauspoices

The planned outputs include:

Office facilities established with logistical suppor
eacuipment and furnit ure
NCS operative with professional and support staff inplace

- Suport to the organisat-ion of NSCC meetincs and otheractivities; preparations for aaenda it ms andsecretar2 at services
Support to Working Groups, secretariat andproressional services as directed bY NSCC
-ublisning/circulation of NSCC and Working Groupreports/papers

- Compilation and dissemination of Sector informat4onbased on harmonized collection/processing procedures,Response to donors' requests for information, onbehalf of NSCC

The indicators of performance will include:

i) NCS operational with planned staffing and facilitiesi ) Minutes published from all convened NSCC and WorkingGroup meetings (numbers partly given above; NSCC)111) Scheduled management and progress reports prepared ontime (numbers civen in Section B 5o r)iv) Papers/reports issued according to NSCC's instructions

The detailed work planning for NSCC and its Working Groupswill help setting numerical values for the performanceindicators. Good performance entails being responsive toinstructions from NSCC and its Chairman.
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c) National Sector Development Programme

The NSDP is expected no be developed into a revolving planwhich captures information on rural and poor/peri-urban
areas and presents the undated needs and resourcerequirements in the different fields; overall framework andrespective sub-programmes.

The objective is to:

Maintain a total overview of the rural and Poor/peri-
urban Sector's status with needs, plans and, inparticular, resources required to fulfil itsdevelopment goal

There needs to be a sequence of outputs before the firstversion of a draft NSDP can be tabled for NSCC's review.
That draft document is considered a main milestone outputor the Sector Coordination Programme. Thereafter the NSDPcan be refined through further detailing and otherupdating.

The intermediate outputs will comprise:

- Appointment of Working Group to be responsible fordeveloping the NSDP concept up to a draft document- Identification of the detailed purpose and end use ofthe NSDP
- Listing of inventories, issues and plan elements to beaddressed, with identification of current status- identification of sources of information, additional

work to be carried out and a work plan for comoilingthe NSDP
- Documentation of investigations, background studies,

analyses and planning tasks required for inputs to thedraft NSDP
- Presentation of partial drafts and supporting issuepapers for early review by the NSCC

The performance indicators will mainly relate to a thedetailed work plan to be prepared as one of the initialsteps. Also, the NSDP's level of detail will need moredetailed investigations before oruality based indicators canbe identified.

Some broad milestone type indicators can be set forprogress monitoring as follows:

- Draft framework for NSDP prepared/reviewed/approved
- Supporting studies commissioned/completed; by subject

(as identified)
- Number of actors/partners adopted guidelines/

contributing to NSDP, compared to NSCC participants
- Planning seminars organised by NCS for each of theactors, presenting/introducing the concept/framework

of NSDP
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Respective LNSDP components (framework and sub-
programmes) orepared; draft/reviewed/revised
The draft NSDP compiled and circulated for use/
updating by actors
NSDP comroonents used as basis for orecaration of
concribucions to GOSL's Public Investment Programme
Integrated project proposal(s) to donors comoiled on
the basis of the NSDP; depending on requests

Some of these indicators can be reformulated to become
quantcat:ve and more explicit measures of auality as more
detailed work planning has been made.

B2.3 PROGRPMME ACTIVITIES

The Programme focuses on collective action by the GOSL
Sector acencies, resulting in better tocal comoliance with
the policies and strategies. The activities of the
orcaramme will serve to build the cauability for such
action by producing the outputs stated above.

a) Cateaories of Activities

The programme activities are of varied nature, ranqing from
simole administrative support to complex planning efforts.
The maIn categories are as follows, including the most
zmcortant examples of activities:

NSCC Establishment:

- Submission of Cabinet for approval of mandate- Recuest JNDP for support to programme
- Convene first meeting and constituce the NSCC as a

standing committee
- Discuss and agree on prioritized work plan for NSCC

and NCS (to be reviewed and further developed as
programme progresses)

NCS Office Establishment:

- Procurement; transport and major equipment- Recruitment; proressional and suotort staff- Office accommodation; lease or allocate GOSL sDace- Provision of utilities

NCS Office Operation:

- Management and administracion of office services
- Periodic recorting according to agreed procedures
- Office maintenance and provision of consumables
- Processing of payments
- Printing, publishing and dissemination
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Management Support:

Management development and training (related to the
cooraination objective)

- Sxpendicure accounting
- Auaicing of accounts

Manager Training and Exposure:

Organise exposure visits; coordination mechanism
experience

- Organise focused seminars; planning methods, project
acraisal, monitoring, evaluation
Conduct planning workshops; programme development,
NSDP elements

Meetings and Seminars:

Conduct NSCC meetings
- Conduct Working Grouc meetings
- Orcanise seminars for issue discussions, concept

ntroduction and dissemination

Studies and Investigations:

- Preparation of TOR for tasks to be undertaken
- Precaraion of plans and schedules related to

:aent:tiea studv/ investigation tasks
- Retrieval, processing and Oresentation of Sector data
- Anaivses of daca with conclusions and recommendations-

to be published (limited or widel)

Sector Planning Tasks:

- Task identification and work planning for the
programme; For NSCC and thereby for NCS

- Secuential oreparation and comoilation of the NSDP; byelements to be identified, partly drawn form comcletec
NSCC studies

- Presentation and explanation of NSDP; obtain comments
and/or approval in orinciole

b) Responsibilities

As the orogramme addresses the internal Sector management
and administration matters, prime implementation responsi-
bility for the activities needs to be vested with its focal
ooint, - the NCS. The NCS will be generally answerable to
the NSCC as depicted in the organisacion chart, but
reporting to the Chair ministry in administrative matters.

The tasks may be delegated to Sector actors at the
discretion of NSCC. It will be possible for NCS to support
imolementation of such tasks in kind (services) or- bymeeting agreed expenses.
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The programme objective implies capacity building within
the Sector. This would be contradicted unless a maximum
amount of management and execution resuonsibilities is
vested with the GOSL (i.e. the Chair ministry and the NCS)

.. par: from monitoring the technical assistance and-
financial suoport inputs in the capacity of donor, UNDP
and/or its delegate should only undertake overseas'
procurement (i.e. foreign consulting services and equipment
succ 1,)

c) Procrrame Tnnuts

It -is an aim to maximize the use of the Sector's own
resources, in particular cersonnel and institutional
capac-ites. The utilisation of these resources will,however, entail expenditures which cannot reasonably be me:-
by the GOSL.

The main cost bearincr elements comorise:

- acilities and ecuipment for programme logistics;
transport, office facilities and eauioment

- Staff for NCS; three orofessionals and sub-ordinate
staff (GOSL emolovees)

- Institutional resources and released staff from the
respectzve Sector partners (mostly part of repular
dulies)

- NCS office operat ion; accommodation, maintenance and
consumables

- Consultina services (foreign and local) ; backstooinc
to NCS and for specialized studies- Meetings, seminars and workshops; orovision of
facilities, authorized allowances and travel- Exposure and training; oreparations, travel,
authorized allowances, instruction material and
facilitators

The cost sharina between GOSL and the donor will be set out
in Section 34.3 as part of the budget proposal.

d) Documentation

The main features of the Programme elements are summarized
in the locical framework format, showing interdependencies
and relationshios of factors mentioned above. The matrix
is shown in Annex 1.

The resulting work plan with broad Activity Plan and
Programme Budget is included as Annex 2.
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B2.4 ND OF PROGRA2ME SITUATION

The programme is proposed to last for just over two years,.uo to end of 1995, assuming it can formally and activelyscar: from December 1993. At the end of the programmeperiod, it is envisaged that:

The NSCC is institutionalized as the formal Sectorcoordination mechanism and widely accepted as theforum where overall Sector issues are deliberated onand resolved in the form of colicy or straterecommendations .

GOSL has made provisions for continued funding of theNCS, ensuring that the coordination mechanism continue
- to be supported.

Inter-agency communication is functioning moreefficiently with sharing of relevant information bothon roucine and reqruest basis; facilitated by the NCS,but drawing on individual Sector institutions' databases and olanning documentation.

Clarified responsibilities and allocation of rolesthroughout the Sector has been agreed upon,controucing to imoroved Sector management anddiversified implementation in a cost-effective manner.

- Identification of the specific deficiencies in legalProvisions for the Sector is available, with a planLor ararting of amendments and supplementary
legislation.

Functioning framework for collaborative Sector actionsis established; systematic planning, monitoring andevaluation, encompassing the inter-agency Sectorissues and interventions in oarticular and setting ucstructured learning system within investment orojectswith new community based acroacn.

- Draft Sector development programme (NSDP) is availableas a comprehensive working document, setting out needsanalyzes, cost-effective solutions and imolementationpriorities; schedules of implementation responsibility
and resource reauirements, including finance.

B3. PROGRAMME STRATEGY

B3.1 GLOBAL APPROACH

The Sector is characterized by its multi - agency, -disciplinary and -intervention nature,. even for the basicservices. Further, there are imoort-ant- areas of'
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interaction with what are conventionally recognized as, forexample, the education, health, agricultural, and energysec tors.

An important strategy will be to provide bridaina betweenclosely related parts of the wider Sector. This can beachieved through enhanced coordination between the Sector.actors, both among those with Primary statutoryresponsibilities and by coopting those with more remotelyrelated responsibilities in the fringes of the Sector.

Sustainable development of the Sector will depend onsuppocrtve policies and strategies which are coherent andconsiszen. The operational Sector framework should ensuretat related actions are mutually reinforcing. This-willbe -promoced by putting a comprehensive National SectorDevelooment Programme in place.

The recuired coordination would need to be:

- Horizontal: For harmonised policy and strateaydevelopment, efficient planning and
implementation, as well as equitable
allocation of resources; common
objectives need to be observed

- Vertical: For access to planning data, monitoring
or service situation and performance
institucional development and practical
aecentralisation, including devolved
powers; boch direction and learning
will be facilitated

The overall strategy for coordination should be.to promote consensus building among the Sectorpartners, assisted by mechanisms in support ofensuing actions.

Coordination should entail a framework which will ensurenet benefits to each of the Sector partners. They shouldbe able to count on:

- Supportive policy/strategy recommendations andsubsequent decisions.- Mutual commitment towards imolementation of agreedprogramme elements and actions.- Reinforcing effect of other partners' activities ontheir own initiatives.
- Priority access to financial and other resources forimplementation of agreed Sector actions.
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B3 .2 PARTICIPANTS

The Programme is aimed at promoting a better functioning
institurional framework for Sri Lanka's Water Supply and
Sanitation Sector. Hence, national ministries and other
agencies holding statutory or designated responsibilities,
the key actors, should be the prime participants in the
coordination mechanism. Other important actors, although
not entitled to determine government policies, should be
coopted into the mechanism whenever -this may be seen as an
aavancage for Sector development.

a) Prime Particinants

The Sector's Steering Committee (ref. Section ?.? above)
has-ciuring its deliberations proposed the following GOSL
representation in the National Sector Coordination
ommittee (NSCC):

- Ministry of Housing and Construction
- Ministry of Policy Planning/National Planning- Ministry of Power and Energy- Ministry of Plantation
- Ministry of Public Administration, Provincial

Council and Home Affairs
- Miniscry of Health and Women's Affairs (also

representing Provincial Ministries of Health)- National Water Supply and Drainage Board- National Housing Development Authority
- Urban Development Authority
- Mahaweli Authority
- irrigation Department
- Plantation Housing Welfare Trust

Central Environmental Authority
Water Resources Board

This is considered a relevant and exhaustive list of GOSL
participants for the time being. The NSCC should as soon
as it is constituted look into the need to make adistinction between the role of ministries (policy makers)
and the role- of their various agencies (functional
implementors).

Considering its wide mandate for human settlement and
related infrastructure in Sri Lanka, it is logical and
justified that:

The NSCC chairmanship should be vested with the
Ministry of Housing and Construction (M/H&C).

Experience of both success and failure cases in other
countries consistently points at the importance of a
chairmanship executed with the. necessary sensitivity to the
inaividual and unique objectives, approaches, roles and
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responsibilities of the respective partners. Both for the
NSCC Chairman and the NCS, as an 'executive' arm of the
Committee, it is crucial to the Programme's success that
trhev act with neutrality, promoting their credibility and,hence, build confidence amona the participants.

b) Co-opted National Members

The Steering Committee has further proposed that orivate
sector partners of the Water Supply and Sanitation Sector
snould be represented in the NSCC. A distinction needs,
nowever, to be made with regard to their status of
participation: they cannot make decisions on GOSL oolicy or
stracegy, but- they can assist substantiallv in their
preoaration and implementation.

The- NGO Water Decade Service has been identified ~as a
parcicicant represencing the active NGOs. Also commercial
comoanies oroviding essential const ruction, supply or other
services for the Sector should be cocoted when required to
enhance the perspective of the NSCC work.

NSCC should ensure regular participation by such
partners by disseminating relevant information
and organising discussion of the Sector mutual
interests.

c) Sector Donors/Financing Agencies

The foreign financing agencies are important Sector
parrners which have olaved a significant role in achievina
he present Sector positions. Hence, thev also have alegitimate interest in keeping themselves informed of the
Sector's policy, oerformance and cost-efficiency. It is
assumed tha they will continue to provide financial inouts
to the Sector.

Various donors have made substantial inouts towards
developing the Sector strategies. These include areas such
as institutional development (USAID, ADB and World Bank)
community based development (UNDP/World Bank, ADB and
DANIDA), general and community based maintenance (GTZ,NORAD, etc.) , cost recoverv and training at decentralised
level (FINNIDA) , Sector information management (UNICEF,
WHO, etc.) , and donor consultations (ADB)

With a gradual strengthening and diversification of Sri
Lanka's economy, the domestic credit institutions could
oecome more importrant for Sector development in the future.
The imoroved cost recovery currently being implemenced,
notably by NWSDB, would encourage a wider participation in
Sector financing.
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2t is imoortant for the Sector to maintain the dialoguewith the financing agencies. This should be made by:

Continuing the regular donor meetings as a forum
for discussion of issues which are of mutual
interest.

The ISCC may also wish to request donors to carticicate inworkina crouns or any other forum where their internationalexcerience could orovide an imoortant inout. As theSector's strategy and implementing mechanisms develop, thefinancial issues will become an increasingly importantissue for all the donors.

B3 .-3 RATIONALE FOR UNDP INVOLVEKENT

UNDP nas mostly supported area or issue scecific studies
ror the Sector (Colombo Sewerage and Drainage Master Plan,zhree District Development Plans, etc.). A broader, morestrategic Sector involvement commenced with preparation ofthe Sector Paper. it was undertaken by the global UNDPfinanced/World Bank executed Water and Sanitation Program.As alreaay explained, this event initiated theestablisnment of a broad based Steering Committee drawntrom the GOSL key agencies.

Given the complexity of the Sector, collaborative action isessential for institutional capacity building and formoollisation of resources. Its broad nature also imoliesthat sustainable development reauires a wide range ofcomolementary initiatives.

These Sector characteristics call for coordination, unifiedpolicies/strategies and mobilisation of resources from awide base. The inmediate programme objectives addressprecisely these issues. Moreover, the nature of the Sectoras defined above (see Section A 2 above) , is such that:

The proposed Sector Coordination Programme - beingstrategic and catalytic in nature - will be supportive
of the stated development policies of Sri Lanka.

Good Sector performance will be supportive of key G-OSLconcerns related to social and economic development at alllevels of society. These include such aspects as basicneeds, eouitable allocation of resources, communities'self-sufficiency, and the enhanced welfare of women andchildren. In this regard it is also full concurrence withUNDP's objectives for development support.
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Furthermore, the Sector would be olaying an essential role
with regard to:

- The management of water as a renewable, but vulnerable
resource

Promotion of community health through access to safe
water and adequate sanitation

Pollution abatement at macro and micro levels of water
relacea environments

The Sector has in many areas proceeded well, as exolained
n the Sector Paper, towards adopting more efficient

policies and strategies. These need, however, to becoeratonalized and disseminated throughout the Sector;
this can be promoted through the proposed UNDP support.

The proposed National Sector Develooment Proaramme will
help identiv all inruts and activities reauired for
sustainable development for the most needed but so far
neglected sector. As a framework, it would serve to
minimize eacn individual constraint:. Moreover, theProgramme would also orovide opportunities for UNDP to
assist the Government with mobilisation of resources from
domestic and international sources for Sector development.

B4. FINANCIAL SUMiOARY

B4.1 ESTIMATED FINANCIAL NEEDS

A broad budget breakdown covering three vears (1993 - 1995)based on the proposed Work Plan is shown in Annex 2; time
tor activities during 1993 is limited. in addition to
stating the estimated financial reauirements of the
Programme, the budget also serves to underline priority
asoects of the Work Plan.

The net budget summary is aiven in the below table.
Relatively limited investments - about US$ 30,000 - will bereoquired initially to set up the NCS. Thereafter, the
recurrent expenditure of the Proaramme will be highest
curing the first full year (1994), assuming that manyWorking Group, study and workshop activities will beinitiated in parallel. The 1995 recurrent exoenditure isexpected to be slightly lower, down from US$ 310,000 to US$60 , 000 .
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Budget Item Year (amounts in 10%xUS$) Budget
Descripotion Total

1995 1996 1997 (10 3xUS$)

Capital Budget:

Total Capital 25.0 6.2 0.3 31.5

Recurrent Budget:

Total Recurrent 46.2 311.5 257 .3 615.0

Programme Budget:

Program Total. 71.2 317. 57.6 46 5

SLR Equivalentl 3, 311 14, 773 11 978 30 , 062

.xchange race: US$ 9 SLR 46.50

Contingencies and unforeseen exoenditures have not beenincluded. Allowing 10% additional for these items, thetotal estimate would come to (rounded off):

Total budget: US$ 711,000

or: SLR 33 mill

The budget covers expenditures which are to be incurred asa direct conseauence or result of the Sector CoordinationProcramme. The major cost items are related to:
i) The staffing and operation of the proposed secretariat

(NCS) , with about US$ 150,000

ii) Consulting services to assist the coordination
process, including analyses recuired for oolicy andstrateay development, with about USS 320,00 ~

iii) Direct financial suport to collective activitiesinitiated or commissioned bv NSCC (workshops etc.)with about US$ 115,000

It is assumed that the respective GOSL Sector oartners willparticipate in the collaborative efforts of Ehe Proarammeas cart of their reaular duties. This constitutes, inreality, a sizeable 'Fhidden' GOSL contribution. The budgethas, fowever, made provisions for special allowances,travel and the cost of organising runctions such asseminars and conferences.

The Work Plan (Annex 2) also contains an Outout Budget,showing the cost bearing elements to be met by GOSL andUNDP respectively.

B4 .2 OTHER RESOURCES REQUIRED

The Programme mainly requires the time inut; by seniorstaff working in the various Sector agencies-. Withouctheir dedicacion, commitment and corresponding allocation
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B4.4 POSSIBLE FOLLOW-ON REQUIREKENTS

The cost of continuina an established Sector coordination.
mecnanism will not ce substantial. Hence, the need for
externa± supoort af ter the three year Programme period
would more likely be recruired to continue the elaboration,
detailed orecaration and updating of the National Sector
Develcomeit Programme concept. [t should be put to test,active use and actual implementation.

This entails gradually transforming- the NCS into a Sector
planning secretariat -serving the entire Sector, also by
aisseminating inrormation to the oartners. Naturally the'weaker' oartners with limited in-house planning caAcitywould stand to gain most from such a follow-on programme.

UN'FDP should monitor the croaress towards well functionina
Sector cooraination, resolved Sector issues - and the
:ormulation of a NSDP framework closely. Provided t-hese
de,,telocmencs produce the excected resul'Es, UNDP should be
prepared to continue the suoport beyond the three year
perica.

There would seem to be no need for a secarate Sector MasterDlannine exercise. The level of possible continued suuuort
would t~us be similar to the Coordination Programe;^ the
rocus would, however, shift from resolving current issues
to that of joint, integrated forward planning within the
Sector. As an indicacion or the perspectives, major
oucputs would then be:

- Consolidated investment clans, covering the total and
complemencary recuiremencs of the th-ree identified
sub-programme=s

- Prolect crofiles, assisting the GOSL budgeting process
ana aiso suicacle for consideration by the excernal
(and, partly; the internal) financing agencies

B5. IMPLEMENTAT IN ARRANGEMUENT

B5 .1 MANAGENT AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The UNDP programme design format makes a distinction
cetween:

i) Execution which comorises the overall Proaramme
management, resconsibility and accouncabilitv, vesced
with an Executing Agency, andv

ii) imnlementation which comorises the succorting innuts
by an (excernal) Imiementing Agency, ocerarting on
behalf of UNDP but under contract with the Execucing
Agency

a) National Execution

The Programme implementation lend itself well to national
execucion as it deals with the Government's own mecnanisms
ror managing one of the most imoortant sectors for State
interv'encions. Moreover, the~ Programme is crimarily
designed to mobilize, strengthen and restructure the
cacacilities which are already existing among the
participating agencies.
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The overall imnlementing responsibility should be
vested with the Ministry at Housing & Construc-tion as Executing Agency, compatible with its
statutory responsibility for water supply and
sanitation issues in Sri Lanka.

The main Programme interrention will be the creation of
NCS, a secretariat i n support of the collaborative efforts.ts location should be>within the Ministry of Housing &
Construction (M/H&C) , while still observ'ing and beingsensitive to the role as a focal point and support office
ter :ne entire Sector.

The diagram in Section 31.3 showed that the secretariatNTCS) is Mlaced under the commictee (NSCC) , but chac it is
=dministratively linked to M/H&C (docted lines). Thisaiscnc tion _is essential to enable NCS to become aninscrument for all Sector partners in their ef-forts toennance collaborative action.

National execution of the Programme, which in itselfacaresses management reform issues, should encomoasscelegated authority to take decisions and incurexpenaitures withouc detailed involvement of UNDP (or i ts7mOLementing Agency, see below)

Secretariat Management and Organisation

The secretariat - NCS - will be the main orovider ofspec,-hcally allocated support to the Sector coordinatoin
mechanism (NISCC) and to t.ne Qreparacion of its frameworknevelopment programme (NSDP) - It is therefore essentialnac the proressional and administrative reportinaresponsibiliEies of the hea of NCS are closely linked.

The orcanisational and managerial structure can beexplaine with reference to the adjoininc diagram. Theaescnations refer to Procramme manaaement responsi-
biItces, to be assumed on be'half of the Government.

Desianations Sector Coordination Prgramme

Executing Agency Min. of H&C (NSCC)
Proaramme Director Secretary

Programme Manacer Coordinator

Deleaated PD Deleg.

Professional Staff Prof'al

Subordinate Support Subord.
Staff

The Ministry of Housing & Construction is the Executina.-gency, on oehalf of G0OEL. The Ministry's Secretary willser-re in the dual cacacity of NSCC Chairman and NationalPrograme Director. This combines the resuonsibility aschief oolicy advisor to the Programme with that of beingaccouncable on behalf of GOSL. He may delegate specifictasks to a senior officer within the Ministry, bdt willremain in overall charge.
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The Head of the NCS, entitled Che Coordinator, will serveas the Programme ManaQer with dav-to-day responsibility forexecucing the Programme's orofessional~ and'administratiire
suppor casks. The NSC wil-l have three professionals theCoordinator included. The subordinate staff of three willcomprise of a secretary, a driver and a messenger.

The N CS team should oossess comoetence in engineering,finance/economy and socioeconomy, re:leccing the comolexiEyand reouirements of the Sector. It is procosed chat th'-Coordinator should have engineering backgz-ound, but this isno absolute requirement; management aoilities are moreimporcanc. He should oreferably have ac least 15 years ofexperience with oroven capability of taking the lead rolein strategic plarining. The other orofessioral team membersshould orererably have at least 10 years exrerience wich
proven capabilities in their respective fields.

Contracts for supply of eguipment, consulting services,tc. will be supervised oy cneNCS as part of thfeir duties.ln _ che case or zoreiQn orocurements carried ouc by them rvolementing, Agency, Ene nCS will certify chat concractual
ob-igations nave been comolied with.

b) UNDP's Involvement

U-NDP will be the source of external funding of theProgramme. In aaition, there would be an Imolementina
Agency on behalf of UNDP resoonsible fot reg-ularsuoervision, aisoursements, internaitional orocuremenc, etc.Hence, the M/H&Ckwill be reouesced Ec encer into anagreement with the Implementing Acency to faciltateexecut ion of the Programme.

It is recomended that the .CSPU *- should be
the Imnlementing Agency, assigning this responsi-
bility to the Water and Sanitation Program.

This WIater and Sanitation Program - UNDP financed
v nas been involved in many imoortant Sectornitiatives in Sri Lanka. it alreadv has a nermanencProfessional presence through the Natioial Councry Officer(parc time assignment) .n Inter-agencv Agreement (IAA)nas to be drawn up, specifying the services and resourcesto he orovided in supoort 6f tEhe Proaramme.

Supervision can relatively easily be orovided from theWater and Sanitation Program's z-egionil base (RegionalWater and Sanitation Grouo RWSG) in New Delhi, india.RWSG also has a core team of orofessionals who are able toprovide backstopping to the Sector Coordination Programme.

UNDP-Colombo will undertake to provide and replenish theimprest account direccly. Hence', the financial resourcesto be channelled through the Imolementing Agency willessencially be limited to what is~ required for overseasprocurement.

c) Programme Organisation

The organisacion of the National Sector Coordination
rogramme as .an undertaking by and within the GOSL wassnown in Section B1.3 and under a) above. For the purpose

oft facilitating excernal support and oerformance monitoring
of the Programme, an annual Trioarcite Meeting will beheld. The participants in this process will be:
- M/H&CqUas the reoresentative of GOSL
- UNDP. as the don-or providing financial resources

CWSPU *, as the implementing agency
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The organisation of the annual plannina/monitoring/approval
process, beina a bridge between the Programme partners, canhe depictea as shown oelow.

Tripart. Meetingl

M/H C ____ Proposals UNDP
& PU < Comments/Aorovals Zul-

Chairina Ministry Coord. Committee Donor/Tim. Agencv

- ReportsM/H--.C .. . .. ...... . NSCC e o t UNDP
& PU w/NCS u

Funds
Suolies
S ei-rices-

The tripartite meeting will have two major tasks:
i) Review progress and achievements, both in relation toheprogramme objectives and in terms of the detailedannual work plans
1 ) Review and agree on the work plan for the followingperiod, Including budget to be~ financed by UNDP
It is essential for genuine national execution and forsmooch imolementation that the Proaramme involvement of
TIcari Follows the outinea proceaures for annualTripartite Meetings, orocress meetings and approvalproceaures -OSL may, however, wish to request involrement:n other aspects, for exaimple to draw on the wide watersuoply and sanitation related exnerience of UNDP/WorldBank, or any other specilaised agency.

d) Management Reorts

The NCS would be responsible for orecaring orogress
eports, accounts and other documentation. Amurova'l o theQecretary, M/H&CVLPwill be reouired prior to ~submission toEuRmP. -Progress reports will be orepared cruarterly,including summarized statement of ' a-ccounts. bucbmanagement reports should als.o be cooied to the resectiveNSCC members for information ana general conridencebuiiaing among the partners.

The NSCC should also prepare its own Annual Report dealinwith such issues as colicy/stratecy reforms, institutiokadevelooment within the Sector, service coverage situation,cost recovery/coveragae situation, legal provisions andoriorities for financial allocations. "This Annual Reportwill, together with NCS's progress reports, provide. acomprehensive basis for assessment of Proarammeperrormance.

e) Transitional Arrangements

Until the Programme is fully established, i.e. with NCS inoceracion, renere will be a need for transitionalarrangements to ensure preparation of the necessarydocumentation. The responsitiility for implementing sucnarrangements would rest with the Secretary, M/H&C p\
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It has already been agreed by the present SteerinaCommigcee (NSCO's forerunner) that the Corporate PlanningDivision of NWSDB should take on these tasks during theinterim oeriod.- M/HC&PU will aporove all formal submissionsto UNDP and assume Yhe role as the lead ministry/trom te outset, chairing the NSCC meecings. UNDP shoulaoe willing to release runds to emplov consultants for thecrucial formative stage of the Programme.

The WIork Plan has stated that the first 'annual report'-hould oe preparea early 1994. it will serve as aninception report marking the end of the transitionalarrangements.

B5.2 COORDINATION

The Proaramme has enhanced coordination as a result closelyrelate& co achievement of its immediate objectives. Forim-lemencation management coordination between the GOSL andUNDP/associaced aaencies will be imooroanc. Primarily thiscoordination should take place duzing scheduled, recular'Procaramme meetings. These would accorcing to the Work Plancomprise:

- Quarterly progress meetings between M/H&CN(with NCS)and the Axecuting Agency; coincidina with NSCC
meetings, these can also serve to bring new issues tothe attention of the respective partners

Annual Tripartite Meetings between M/H&C24UNDP and theExecuging Agency; nodal point for updating of plansand discussion or the Programme perspectives
These meetinas will review the allocation and deoloyment ofresources for the Procramme. The meecings, preterably theAnnual Tripartite Meecing, should agree on reoauests forsupport trom ocher UN agencies which mav orovide valuableconcributions to nhe Programme (see Seccien 3 5.4 below).
UNDP's role would be to inform and mobilize these agenciesfor supoort to the Programme. This entails coordinacionand plaininq on the side of the UN agencies upon reoruest ofthe COSL. loecifications such as TOR and concetunal taskdescriptionswill originate from the NSCC/NCS. -
Part. of the coordination task would also be themobilisation or additional resources from other donors asthe Programme oroaresses. Deveicoments may 3ustavyexpansion into fields which can only4' be identified anaprioritised in the course of Programmd execution.

BS.3 IMPLEIENTATION

As already stated the GOSL, reoresented by M/H&and theNCS, should be given wide implementing nowers in line withthe national execution concenc. In order to secure smoothimplemencation, the NCS should be allowed to establish anddraw on a standina imorest account to meet theexpenditures. it is recommended that:

The standing imprest should be SLR 800,000, or
about two months average disbursement of UNDP
funds to the Programme, excluding cost of foreignconsultants.
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The blegarties' contributions need to be timed and madeavailable as wdill be set out: and reo-uired byv the annualwork plans. The aim should be to give an annhal clearance
of the Programme activities (ref. Tripartite Meeainn) suchthat M/H&C together with NCS can impalement them with.minimum of further submissions for approval

In the case of oendinq or conditional decisions by theTriartite Meetin, the implementing Agency would beauthorized to approve an addendum to Ehe annu l Programme-plan. M/H&C afnd NCS will then be in a .osition toamolement activities soon after satisfacto polans haveoeen pre-ared. With the oresence of the proposed,moemencina Agency no delays should occur as a result ofchis procediral orovision. -

The imorest funds will be reolenished by UNDP-Colombo unonre-uest. The request will oe suostantiated by a list of-th reievant exrenaitures. The NCS shall have' to accountor- the imcrest wicn originals/certified cooies of thercn= In addition, ouarterly extract ofccount s will be submitted as tart of the progress reports.,7 hee %,i Il be oresented 'for discussion wit-h theImplementing Agency during the cuarterly meetings.

B5.4 SUBSTANTIVE SUPPORT

aP( other UN agencies and the Implementing Agency (inDartcular RWSin ) can sgive important support to thetrlramme n many felds. First-y, the support could berelced to the >vast develooment experiece ncludingSector coordination and Sectdr prog-amminc, ncludin
tnese aaencies. Secondl srammin, Possessed- bvspeciali7ed mandates or exerences related to imtortantastects of the Sector.

The Programme budget has General provisions for acsiaringsuporzng services from consultahts. These funds coulo.as -well be used to facilitate assistance fromcompetent UN agencies or Drogrammes. Examples of relevantcompetence/activities include:

- UDP: Role in the continuation of follow-un activitiesto the 'Water Decade', promotion of womsn's role inSector related development, etc.
- UNICEF: Wide range of water and sanitation (WATSAN)activities, currently including support: to Sri Lank'sSector information aTata base -

- HABITAT: Involved in supoort to develooment of humansetlements, including the basic need reouirementslike water supply and sanitation
- FAO: Involved in water resource management, includinareview/drafting of legislation for count'ries whereirrigation is an important water use
- WHO: Information management, human resourcesdevelopment and various other Sector sunoortactivities (e.g. water oua1 ity health ~andsuscainability issues) ; a post presently with M/H&C isalready financed through WHO

- UNEP: Resource management for environmentallysustainable development; many aspects related to themanagement of watei7 resources
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The UIDP :inanced/Wqorld Bank executed global Water and
Sanication Program is a ma]or catalyst for adoopion of
nnovacve a-proaches, disseminacion of information andvaluacion or experiences on a global basis.

The above reoresent vast sources of Sector relatedk1nowledre. These may be taced to assist Sri Lanka with theprocess or resolving her Sector issues and coerationalizing
anopted solicies and strategies. As the GOSL mav not beaware or their full octencial, UNDP and the ExecutingAgency will be required to assist in the identification
process.

Noctabl, xoosure has been listed in the work olan as anp0Corant aspect or generacincr underscanding and ~cCmmitmentavronc tne Sector managers. The above listed acencies wcm -n a 3arc cularly good osition to draw uo relevanc and
n__ p Lroposalsin nis regard. Practical arranaementsan also be made for specific visits Lhrouah their nerworkof-local offices.'-

B6. MONITORING AND EVALUATION ARRANGEKENTS
he definition of monitoring carameters is more difficult
or crocess oriencea oroaramme than for a orogramme orprojec~ aimed at derining c'learlv defined results. Beingorocess orientad, t also ,implie-s that -he NSCC Procrammeras to be upaated and detailed in the course or ,tsmolemencacion.

This flexibilitv is a prereguisite, but should not be takenasan excuse ror noc monitoring progress. The design ofach detailed Proaramme activity - for examole~ theacpointmenc, TOR, ana work. clan for each Working ^GrouD -snould inciuae iaenc1ricacion of measurable and -,erifiaoleIniCcators.

Reference was repeatedlv made in Section B 2 above to thed for in-proaramme definition of soecific activitieswait associated inaicators and means ofrmeasuring them.

BG . 1 BENCHMARKS

The broad Work Plan (Annex 1) gives a number of overallbenchmark events, in carticular -or the early stage of theProgramme's imolementation. These can be summarised as

- Cabinet aporoval of the NSCC as a standina
committee

- NSCC established and ready to function
- NCS established and readv~to imclemenc its tasksaccording to TOR and ins-tructions from the NSCC
- NSDP framework orepared and a clan comoiled on atrial basis; NSCC recommendations given
- NSDP framework analyzed, further elaborated and

adooead for further pursuance/plannina
implementation

- Bvaluation carried out by external team

Target time for havin achieved the benchmarks can be readLrom the Work Plan. The timing is based and dependent onProgramme commencement from 1 October 1993 as assumedthroughout this document.-
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.dciconal Oenchmarks, for example related to the accrovalcolicies, -moiement-ation -of rec-mmendati-os nenactment of laws etc., will result fron and
proposals/recommendacions of .Workina Grouos and subseauentaoot Lon Cy NqSCC. These will e -reflec-ed in beiledannual clans and in -he sec-ific TOR for each individal
ork Grou. -dua

B6.2 MONITORING

The basis for monitoring will primarily be found in
e ,- d in~Sclans and the 7 nuina management reporcs ascroaress 3orts by CS and .se comprise cuarrerlySC Dud annual sector recorts by theSC. Due :ro ate ~roce ss ~~et objecives and .ououts

S Pro.ramme, monitorina cannot be limited tozndicacrs cuanciriable as specif:c numbers.
The nature of the Programme is such that the monioringprocess wi 1 l have -o -enc ass also0 assessment sucinassessment~~ will closeln ase ls s-evaiua on (orincernal evaluacion) bv rhe NCS in carCaaion (
somewhat vague, this will crovi an uar. Althougide : or an7-noorcant reg-ularmanagemenc review to ensure that orhe acpvities, eaintrus oc the Pvroramme and its results comply with and/orSuccort achievement of overall, immediate an Lask specificob ::Zves.

The. rocress reor s and issues arising from them will bee e ana ntscussed in auarterly meetinas between theG0T(M/HEC and the MTCS) an~i uJ.N'DP
Thei ouccome of self-evaluation undertaken romasme will be discussed primarily in the Tripartite

chn~e Prcgramme. --- -me ie che stracegic is'sues of

B6.3 PROGRAMME EVALUATION
The need for self-evaluation as a management techniue ina crocess oriented Programme was mnteroned above. inadcfition the Work Plan nas s sec .eoed tahba n inoeenden:
evaluation be underaken towards ethe end or 1995,referably in tme ror a Oossible decision to prolong thesuccor: into 1996 and beyond, if necessary.
The evaluation should, contrary to the regular monitorinarogramme has: - puts, address the aegree to which the

Produced the planned outputs and, in carticulari j Achieved its immediate- objective e(including theobjectives of the three daist:nct_ elemen'ts)
The evaluation would best be undertaken by a combined teamof naional and forein Sector specialists. Provided theteam is selected wich members who have maintained acontinued contact with the Sector in Sri Lan~ka, theevaluation should take no longerthan ne month.

B6.4 AUDITING

As already stated, most of the outputs are not easily
suantifiale and therefore not measurable. For auditing insubstantive terms of the value of Programme outputs, thestrategic reviews during the Tripartite Meetings and. the
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evaluation will serve Lhe purcose. Some observations ofstrategic and subscantive nature will also be made durincprogress meetings, but these will serve more to set theagenda for the annual Programme planning and subsequentannual meetings.

The NSCC's Annual Reports as scecified in the Work Plan aresupposed to aive cactual -information on which themanagement and outout audit can be based. it is orooosed-not to conduct any secarate audit study on these a-spects.
The annual statement of accounts will be audited by aprivate company. It Is envisaged that the reoular GOSLscnedule or accounts and accountina Orocedures would beacceptable in orinciple, both to UNP and to the auditing-rm, .cr carrying out a satisfactory financial audit.
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C. SUSTAINABILITY ANALYSIS

C1. INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY

The National Sector Coordination Programme is addressina
te issue of institutional capacity and develocpmenc- it isessencially a capacity building intervention. One of e
.moor:ant area will be to review the sectorial responsi-
tilicies and task allocations. The expected outcome is aracionalized Sector administracon.

The Programme's success is sensitive to the lead agency's
(ML&C's) preparedness and ability to involve and/or cooot
tne other actors in the Sector management process.
Preparation of the overall NSDP will require contributions
from all planners and implementors.

it is essential that the NSCC be managed in such a way that
the memoers can see net benefits from participating in the
coorainacion process. The Steering Committee for the
Sector Paper has continued to function informally as a
reterence forum discussing Sector issues; this constitutes
a promising starring point for enhanced collaboration.

The Steering Committee has already raised the issue of
coopcing private sector partners into Sector coordination.
This is another sound outcome of recent debates; in asituation of changing roles of GOSL actors, it is important
Chat also new oartners are recognized in accordance with
their potencial for supporting Sector development.

The Programme itself is not resource intensive, neither
financially nor personnel wise. It is, however, management
and communication skills intensive. A condition forsuccess is that these capabilities are developed within the
Sector as part of the Programme. Improved collaborative
planning and implementation procedures would be a lastina
concribution towards institutional sustainabilitv.

C2. TECHNICAL ASPECTS

The Programme comprises no technical elements, except for
the logistical facilities. These - transport and office
equipment - are modest and their maintenance belong to what
is already everyday casks of the GOSL. From this point ofview the Programme itself raises no issue of technical
sustainability.
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The Sector Paper drew attention to the need for more cost-effective technologies. Hence, the Programme shouldaddress technology appropriateness and selection as part ofthe planning framework. This will ensure a technologyrelated debate on how to achieve the 'service for- all'target.

indirectly, therefore, the Programme is support'ive ofcromotina sustainable technolocies within the new strategyframework emerging for the Sector. The preparation of adraft National Sector Develcoment Programme shall have totake issue with technology selection based on realisticparameters for users' demand and service affordability.

C3. ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

The arguments relating to the Programme's economic andfinancial sustainability implications are similar to thoseapplying to technology; the Programme entails limiteddirect concern, but will have a positive influence on~theSector's strategy for achieving better performance.

Compared to the potential for reducing implementation costsand rationalizing management of existing assets, the costof continuing a Sector coordination mechanism in the longerterm is negligible. it is likely that the NSCC will soonidentify a number of measures which would lead to improvedcost erriciency and better financial performance.
Hence, the Programme can be seen to oromote economic andfinancial sustainabilitv within the Sector. This willfollow from imolementation of the improved framework whichis required to meet the immediate objective.

C4. CUTURAL AND SOCIOLOGICAL ASPECTS

The Programme will have no direct impact, but again theimproved Sector framework has to observe cultural andsociological aspects .. This requirement has been recognizedwithin the Sector, both by adopting the 'New DelhiStatement' as a basis for strategies and through recentinnovative project designs.

The Programme has collaboration as a major theme. Thisapproach makes it possible to incorporate the cultural andsociological concerns in Sector planning- among allpartners- This is of particular importance- for the qualityof the Sector's rural sub-programm&
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C5. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

As the Programme is aimed at- facilitating institutionalbuilding and improved planning procedures, it~ has no directenvironmental imoact. The Sector itself has, however,major environmental implications in terms of waterwithdrawal, transfer into other catchments, structuresaffecting water bodies (flow and quality) and discharge ofpolluted waste water.

The environmental issue will be addressed by the Sector aspart of its overall policy framework and developmentplanning, being part of the water resource management issuein this particular context-. The recently identifiedprogramme for developing a national water resourcemanagement strategy would feed into the envisagedframework.

Sustainable utilisation of water both as source andrecipient, in compliance with the various demands, isexoected to be an important consideration in drawing up theNSDP. Other aspects related to sustainability are theeffects of improved environmental sanitation and communitybased development of facilities.

Some of the NSCC participants have environmental protectionas their main institutional objective; through thecoordination mechanism they will be better able to interactwith the more 'construction' oriented agencies, ifsuccessrul in bringing all the Sector interests together,zne Programme will potentially have oositive effects on theenvironmental im-oacts which may be caused by Sectordevelopment projects.

C6. PROGRAMME RISKS

it is difficult to senarate the risks affectincr the entireSector from those which may affect the Progranrne directly.If the Sector at large is negatively affected also the
Programme will have to operate in a climate which is lessconducive to collaboration.

The risks of not achievingthe immediate objective of theProgramme are related to:

The NSCC' s attitudes towards coordination-; they needto be willing to accept trade-offs and comoromises
which would serve to produce .an optimal. resutI for theSector at large.
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- The implementation of development policies; the
pressure for more rapid growth may lead to adoption of
short term perspectives, making it difficult to pursue
integrated and sustainable projects,.

The first risk aspect was discussed as part of the
inscitucional suscainability. Neutrality and fair
distribution of support are key determinants of success,
but also potential risk factors.

in addition, it is important that the donors acceDC the
NSCC/NCS structure as their partner and facilitator of
Sector policy discussions. If not, an NSCC member may see
Immealate (although one-off) benefits in acceoc-ing imposed
conditions in order to obtain external support .

The Logical Framework matrix (Annex 1) has listed a number
of assumptions which are imoortant for achieving the
planned resuls and effects of the Programme. The external
risks, oucside the control of the Sector (and thereby the
Programme) , can also be summarized as follows:

- The political and administrative support may fail due
to competing or conflicting objectives; priorities for
resource allocation may change. Shortfall in
government resources is generally not. conducive to
collaboration as the respective agencies become
protective of the 'little' they already have.

- Redirection of resources may occur as more emphasis is
placed on support to private sector production
capacity. This could cause short term constraints for
the Sector, although imoroved economic efficiency
(structural adjustment) would in the longer term also
help the 'water industry'.

- Donors may accord lower- priority to the- Sector-; this
has to some extent been seen already among the
bilaceral donors, although there might be a revival as
the environmental significance becomes more clear

- Stronger economic interests may override NSCC (theSector) , for example irrigation water and hydropower
development; this would be part of a scenario where
directly production oriented activities would- be
favoured at the expense of basic needs/social
services.

Although Sri Lanka is undertaking structural adjustment
measures at the moment, it acears that the priority
accorded to water supply and sanitation development remains
high. The GGSL has repeatedly rea-ffirmed their- stand on
this issue.
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The ovrerall risks are limited, therefore, of a drastically
changed climate for the Sector within the Programme's short
initial time span. Once. successfully established, it islikely that the benefits of imoroved coordination andcollaborative planning will be sufficiently tanaible to
sucoort continuation also under less favourable conditions.
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NATIONAL SECTOR COORDINATION PROGRAMME: LOGICAL FRAMEWORK MATRIX

Programme Element Measurable Indicator Means of Verification Important Assumptions
Narrative Summary (External Factors)

1. Service coverage (w/o 1. NWSDB Sector Statistics (Goal to Supergoal)
SuQtainable access to safe and san); nationally/ (data base) 1. Continued priority
ani adequate water supply by prov/distr/div 2. Other official sources: accorded to Sector
an sanitation/sewerage, 2. Volumes of water sold; Central Bank, Dep. of 2. Demand growLh/resource
promoting social and per schemes Census and Statistics allocation supported by
economic development 3. Reliability; downtime/ 3. Project Completion Reps enhanced economic dev.

supply hours 4. O&M statistics (NWSDB) 3. Donor support contin'd

Purpose: 1. Number of participating 1. NSCC's Annual Reports (Purpono to Goal)
Comprehensive and inte- agencies (NSCC & NSDP) 2. Progr. Evaluation Rep. 1. Policy recommendations
grated planning process 2 . Sector issues resolved' 3. Draft NSDP document implemented
estGblished for the Sector 3. Sector policy framework 4. Public Investm't Progr. 2. Resources made avail-

+ 3 sub-progr. av'able' 5. Proposals to donors able for implementation
4. Action plans for NSDP 3. Rationalized responsi-

completion available_ bilities accepted

Ou puta: 1. >4 NSCC meeting/yr held 1. Prog's Progress Reports (Outputs to Purposa)
1. Sector coordination 2. >4 Working Groups (WGs) 2. NSCC Annual Reports 1. Participants remain

forum established appointed by 4/1994 3. Progr. Evaluation Rep. committed to conclu-
2. Functioning support to 3. >4 WG reports completed 4. Documentation prepared sions reacbed

g"ordination mechanistp by 7/1994 by NSCC/NCS, other than 2. Competent staff re-
Provided 4. Minutes of all NSCC/WG management reports tained by NCS

3. pctor Development Pro- meetings prep./circul'd 3. Agencies adopt agreed
amme (draft) prepared 5. No of scheduled reports planning formats

6. NSDP framework av'able 4. Integrated planning
7. NSDP compiled/issued' _accepted/given priority

Act*vttiao: Input : (Inputu to output")
Matrix continued next page Matrix continued next page Matrix continued next page Matrix continued next page.
Qudlity assessment required; main tools will be Programme Evaluation and Tripartite meeting discussions
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NATIONAL SECTOR COORDINATION PROGRAMME: LOGICAL FRAMEWORK MATRIX

(Matrix continued from previous page)

rograve El en Mble Indicator Means of Verification Important Assumptions
(External Factors)

See matrix previous page

See matrix previous page

oultputn --
See matrix previous page

Activite Inpu I. Progr. Progress Reports (Input" to Outputs)
1. Forming and constitu- 1. Funds for programme 2. Audited statement of 1. Cabinet approval of

ting NSCC facilities/logistics accounts1 NSCC mandat/copof.
2. Convening NSCC and 2. Funds for operating the 3. Detailed annual work 2. Equipment e/mplied and

Working Group meetings NSCC/NCS plans cleared timely
3. Disseminating NSCC pro- 3. GOSL staff for NCS 3. Nacional candidates

posals and recommen- 4. Consultants for back- available for iCS posts
dations stopping and studies 4. All significant Sector

- Acquiring facilities 5. Funds for scheduled/ partners take part
for NCS office required meetings, S. Donors recognizing

S. Recruiting GOSL staff seminars, workshops NSCC, o CS and NSP as
for NCS 6. Funds for exposure and useful, means of enhSanc-6. Convening meetings, other duty travel usefulomensto ehnc
seminars and workshops 7. Agencies' regular plan- (policy issues/pro-

7. Undertaking studies/ ning capacity grami ng)
Investigations

7. preparing the NSDP
framework/elements

a. Compiling draft NSDP



ANNEX 1: LOGFRAME MATRIX

LOGICAL FRAMEWORK MATRIT

The ProgrammP design has been summarized in theLogical Framework matrix format shown on the followingtwo pages.

The matrix is generally consistent with thetet i Soeadton n documenttext. Some additions and specifications which are notexolicitl set out in the text have, however, -been- included.

The Important Assumptions (External Factors) stated inthe right hand column are factors which are outsidethe direct control of the Programme. As such theyalso constitutes Programme risks; if they are notfulfilled, the effect of the Programme will be
reduced.

For a Programme of general institutional capacitybuilding nature it is difficult to determinemeasurable indicators. Collaboration among the actors
may improve, but the decree of improvement - let alone
the positive effect on the Se-tor - s not lescribed
by the numbec of M~stings, the number of
letters/reports exchange ng, etc.

Indirect measurements and quality assessment will be
rpuired for verification This is one reason why the
Programe a Evaluation Study has been proposedn
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ANNEX 2: WORK PLAN

',_OR K PLAN CONTENT

The Work Plan consists of two sub-annexes displayed ont he foliowinzg tw-o Pgs

ne 2. : - Activity Plan: NSCC Programme

eK- 2 7en t a t i ve ldcge t : NSCC P rogramme
Annex 2. Output Summary Rudget (UNDP and GOSL)
BASIS- FOR WORK PLAN

The Work Plan summarizes the description of thePrmrImm nd jhat 1s rerfuirpc- to execute it. As the
tomelivr specifi qu i to esahieve a physical norLo de veair e i cqaIt i .es of activities muchof tae detailed Plnning nd input estimates have tobe made in the course of tle programme.

TENTATIV_BUDG T

The budget is splitted into caoital investments andt xpenditure components, reflecting:

Investment i facili ties recuired for the
Iational Coordli nation Secretariat

Operating expenses specific tcoordinarion mechanism: the NCS Officec and
activities related to issue analyses and NSDP
preparation

Some of the budget items should be seen as provisionsindicating the magni tude of necessary inpouts. Aflexible approa I to prograime budgeting will thus beneeded.

NOTES TO BUDGET

tost f igures have been estimated- independently orobtained from other recent Projecdt-n t.

'kshe ad seminars to be conducted have beena SSa 0 n S 0esite ati h, and S 1,500 each. USS 10 perperson Per meeting has been used to estimate meetingll fr and Working Group meetings.
For consulting services the budget allows 6 mmforeign) fon backstoopping, assisting NSCC and NCSw0h developing the coord ination mechanism. Another20 weeks and 30 mm of foreign and local consullantsrespectiv y have been allowed to support the variousstudies, analyses and plan preparation to be done.
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ANNEX 2-_: ACTIVITY PLAN: NSCC PROGRAMME

Main Output/ Programme Time Schedule
Activity -

1995 1996- --- - -- - - -9 9 7
Preparatory; GOSL/UNDP

NSSC Established

Submission to Cabinet

Cabinet Approval

NSCC Formally Constituted x

Reine Mandate/Mode of Oper.

Condoct Regular Neetinos x -x x
Appoint Working Groups --

INsCC Finct ionin ~

NCS Established -

Prepare TOPR/Job Decscriptions------

Pecruit National Staff

Make Procurements for NCS

-Consultants work SCC/NCS)

Inplementirig Tasks; TOR/[SCC-
t4SDP Frm-,ework Analysed*

Prepare Planning Overview

identify Data/Info Need --

Prepare Format: Plan Summary

Conduct investia's/Studies

Make First Plan Compilation-

Review/Evaluation of 'Plan~

NSCC Recommendat n/Follow-uw 
-

Q--a Reorts (NCS) X X 7- - X X--
Annual Reeorts (NSCC) x (inception) , x

Annual R eview M eetin (TP) x X

Evaluation (External Team)

As issues become identified, the necessary Working Groups-wi.LL beappointecaa.,.-.
repetitive activity. The WGs: e esar Workn.Grups wisl.L bWLe- appointe--
reports will be presented to the NSCC with CS's comments- and recommendations for-further Actions to be taken.



Annex 2.2: TENTATIVE- DUDGET: NSCC PROGRAMME

Budget Item Description ts in 0xUSS)gt

1995 1996 1997 (10 xUS )
Caita--udet

Saloon car, 1 no 11.0 - 11.0
ComOuters, 3 nos 5.0 2.5 7.5
Software 05 0.7 .3.5
Printers, 2 nos 1.5 1.0 - 2.5
Photocopier/sorter 5.0 - .

5.00
Fax machine 1.5 1.
Ofli ce f urni ture/eauipmerit 

2.0 0.5 
-2.5

Total Capital: 
25.0 6. 2 0.3 31.5

Recurrent Rudget:1

Office Accommodation/Maint. 
4.0 15.0 15.0 34.0NCS Suaff; Coordinator 1.5 7.2 742 15.9

Financial Adv - 5.2 5.3 10.5
Sociology Adv - 5.2 5.3 10.5
Suibord. staff

NSCC; Meeting Allowances 0.2 1.2 1.2 2.6

Working Group Allow. 5.5 5.0 10.5
TA; R57!qnlar Back ing/F 15.n 50.0 25.0 90.0Short Term Cons./For'n 

- 42.0 30.0 72.0Short Term Cons./Nat'l 5.0 40.0 45.0 90.0
Travel- expenses (F+N) 6.0 35.0 27.0 68.0Expenses 

- -- 3.
Expenses; Print/Fublicr 

3.0 25.0 25.0 53.0Office Consumables 3.0 12.0 12.0 27.0
Transport Operation 1.0 4.0 4.0 9.0Workshops 

1.0 14.0 12.0 27.0Seminars 
1.0 12.0 10.0 23.0Fxposure/trove1 
5.0 35.0 25.0 65 0Total Recurrent: 

46.2 311.5 257.3 615. 0Program Budget: USs 71.2 317.7 257.6 64G.'
SLR Equivalent.: @ 46.50 3,311 14,773 11,978. 30,062.
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UNDPFEG TEMPLATE

Annex 2.4Project Budget Covering UNDP Contribution
(in US Dollars)

Proje ciNurnb er: mL/93/002//A /01/9
'Profe tle NATIONAL W ATERSUPPLY & SANITAION DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM ME

coutfry: Sl LANKA

DTotal 1995 199 1997
Code Description m/m $ m/m $ m/m $ mm $Code Description m/m $ m/m m/m

10 PROJECTPERSONNEL
11 INTERN ATIO NAL EXPERTS
11.01 Institutional Adveer 90,000 15,000 50,000 25,00011.02 Programme Consultant 72,000 42,000 30,00011.49 SJBTOTAL EXPERTS 162,000 15,000 92,000 55,000

11.50 CONSJLTANTS
11.51
11.97 SHORTTERM CONSJLTANTS
11.98 SJBTOTAL CONSJLTANTS
11.99 SJBTOTAL- EXPERTS & CONSULTANTS 162,000 15,000 92,000 55,00013 ADMINISTRATIVESJPPORT PERSONNEL
13.01 Admin. Support Personnel 7,000 3,200 3,300 50013.99 SJBTOTAL ADMIN. SJPPORT 7,000 3,200 3,300 500

15 DUTYTRAVEL
15.01 Duty Travel 26,000 3,500 12,500 10,00015.99 SJBTOTAL DUTY TRAVEL 26,000 3,500 12,500 10,000

16 MISSON COSTS
16.01 Mision Costs 42,000 2,500 22,500 17,000
16.99 SUBTOTAL MISSON COSTS 42.000 2,500 22,500 17,000

17 NPPP
17.01 National Consultant 30,000 20,000 5,000 5,000A .17.02 National Coordinator 15,900 7,200 7,200 1,500
17.03 Finance Adveer 10,500 5,200 5,300
17.04 Participatory Advier 10,500 5,200 5,300
17.05 National Cons. (Vario us) 60,000 20,000 40,000
17.99 SJBTOTAL NPPP 126.900 57,600 62,800 6,500

19 PEF:ONNEL COMPONENTTOTAL 363,900 81,800 193,100 89,000

20 SJB-CONTRACTS -
21.00 SJBCONTRACT 10,500 5,500 5,000
22.00 SEmCON1TRACT

29 SJBTOTA L SUBCONTRA CTS 10,500 5,500 5,000

30 TRAINING
32 STUDY TOURS/ GROUP TRAI NIN G
32.01 Stud ypToturs 65,000 35,000 25,000 5,000
32.99 SJB-EOTALTOUS/ GROUP TRA INI NG 65,000 35,0o0 25,000 5,000

33 IN-SERVICE TRAINING
33.01 Workshops 27,000 14,000 12,000 1,000
33.02 Seminars 25,600 13,200 11,200 1,200
33.99 SUBTOTA L IN-€ERVI CE TRA IN IN G 52,600 27,200 23,2C0 2,200

39 SJBTOTALTRAINING 117,600 62,200 48,200 7,200

40 EQUIPMENT
41 EXPENDDABLE EQUIPMENT
41.01 Expend able Equipment 27,00o 12,000 12,0C0 3,000
41.99 SJBTOTAL EXPENDABLE EQUIPMENT __27,0C0_ 12,000 12,0C0 3,000

42 NON-EXPENDABLE EQUIPMENT
42.01 Nor-Expendable Equipment 31,500 25,000 6,200 30042.99 SJBTOTAL NON-EXPENDABLE EOUIPMENT 31,500 25,000 6,200 300

PAGE 1
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UNDPFEG TEMPLATE

Project Budget Covering UNDP Contribution
(inUS D olla rs)-Projee ~umber: SRL/93/..002A/1/ 99

AT: TONL WATER SUPPLY & SANrrATION DEVELOPMENT PRO GRAMMEI? LMNK
Bu geType: UNDP 

.. .vesion/status ::APPROVEDl 
oa 99 9619Code Description n/r --a 1995 $ rn 1996 $ r/n $49 SUBOTAL EQUIPMENT 

58,500 37,000 18,200 3300
50 MISCELLANEOUS

51 OPER'N & MAINTENANCE COST (EQUIPT)51.01 Operation & Maintenance 43000 19,000 19,000 5,00051.99 SUBTOTALOPER'N & MAINT COST (EQUIP'T) 43,000 19,000 19,000 5,000

52 EPORTIN G COST 
,

52.01 Reporting Costs 53,000 25,000 25,000 3,00052.99 UBTOTALREPORTING COST 53,000 25,000 25,000 3,000

53 SJNDREB
53.01 Sundries53.99 SJBTOTA LSJNDRES 64,700 25 000 25,000 1,064,700 25,000 25,000 14,700
53.9 SUBTOTA LUMIESLANE500 

1470
59 SUBTOTALMISCELANOUS 

160,700 69,000 69,000 22,700

99.00 UNDP & COSTSHARNG (IF ANY) 255,500 333,500 122,200101 Government Cost Sharing
101.01 CostSharing -Governrnent 

40,187 14,726101.99 SUBTOTAL 85.700 30,787 40,187 14,726

109 COSTSHARNGTOTAL 
40,187.14,728199 TOTAL COSTSHARNG 85,700 30,787 40,187 14,726999 NETUNDPTOTAL CONTREUTION 625,500 224,713 2947
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.ttacnment I

Descritlion of Services
SERL\93\002 - Sci Lanka National Sector Coordinacion

P rogram me

uenerai uescrition

ne -mp-emenaing Assit c nce servi"ces for hefetiv ipleentation o: - -2~e ejn ~ rvan-o c .';-- ce ,.one by :ecoviczinel
ecanical oupr in o7ua - ~:cspuruor. in ruaacion Sector zramewor nputs igt
so -e prd to examnse n-dench poec c ca.- ar--s at 'euire

:uccer suca or etacoraton.

cO27amme o e ns utuona, uman aesource nd fr astruc: raia~u reen s .enti: 2ea.

Lxposure it or c e se e C e ce r.anie m sa tCe
ioleientin .o ente leenti gent assist i organisin

wocalTsnops, seminars and conferences. " ~ i

>ajor equipment to be procured through bidOdin iLl be arransed by he
tmplementing Agent.
in addition to above services, further soecized under he terms 3f reference0eiow, tne imloementing agent will monitor -le projet as a whole., suoervise =dprovide bacb-stopping for the international advisers.

Terms nf Reference

in particular _he Implementing agent shall:

- Prepare job descriptions, identify, recruit and supervise the services oftne Internacona; experts in accordance with UiDP Guidelines or the useof experts.
- ensure that the Experts submit reports on activities, achievements andproblems encountered to the Programme Director.

- idencify suitable countries and relevant organisations, select and make



acminIstra7/e anc 7inanc-al arrangements _or external
exposure visits.

- representation at the quarterly orogress meetinas, annualtripartite review meetings and NSCC meetings.

-- orecare bi-annual cumulative statements of expenditur, anannual reccr-rt of 'NDP financec equipqment ourchasen 3v Themolementing 4cent anc Droject relatec reports recuirec ov
..he Government.

- comment on job cescriotcns drawn uo by the National
Coordination Secretariat for the working Groups to beapointed by the NASCC.

- review with concerned Government officials all reocortsorocuced by the tasks forces and workinc groups apoointenioy the NSCC.

- 1iise with The Government, Ministr/ 0 :ousina andConstruction and the UNDP.

- monitor outputs -n collaboration with the Government,
- jointlv update with the National Coordination Secretariat

plans 1 or the Programmes and review the alIocation and
ceoloyment of resources for the Programme.
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Annex IV
BASIC FACTS ON SRI LANKA

LAND AREA: 2

-65,610km.

POPULATION (1990- estimate):
(1991 - estimate)- 17.0 million17.2 rnillion

GNP PER CAPITA (1990): Rs_ 16,702 US$4p-
(1991): Rs. 19,235 USS 485

Five years previous to reporting year (1986): 
R.. s. 9,918 USS 354
at current marketprices

LAND USE:
Cultivated: 258 km2  

9
of which irrigated: - 249 km2  

- 3%
Forest & Woodland: 52498 krm2  

.- 25%
Other Land: 1378 km2 25%
TOTAL 23703 km 2  

.
65610 km 2 

.- 100%VITAL STATISTICS:

Population density (1981): 230 persons per sq. Kiometre
Population growth rate (1971-1981): 301.7 p (1p5% in 1991)
Population distribution (1981): 1.7. Urbar (. 21.%

Rural .. 78,50%
Total . 1O %

NEALTH:

Infant mortality rate 1981): 951
(1987): -. 24.0
(1988): 19.4
(1990): - 26,0

Life expectancy at birth (1990). Male .. 68.7 years
Female .- 73.1 years

Access to safe water (1981): Urban 48.5%
(Pipe-borne water) Rural . 4.1%

iEstates 65.6%
Ov'erall . 17.7%Access to -%afe water (188-0: . ,. Oeraji 60.0%-

Access to sanitt on (9 Urban . 19.7%
eural 36.5%

Overall 33. 5Access to sarittiocn (1989 ral .0%
Population per dctr (1989 14.6 Doctors per lGCO,COO popolation

P - 280 beds per 100,000 population
EDUCATION-

Net school enrolment (1981), F-Pimary 84,4%

Se con d ary1 ,2 %Combine-d Primanry & Secondary
enrolment 198-89 88.0%

Adult lteracy rate 990e

Female 84%
Total 88%

Major sources utilized - Deoartnent of Census and Statistics, Ministy of Heath, and Central Bank of Sni Lanka



BASIC FACTS ON SRI LANKA - Continued..

ECONOMY:
Real growth In GDP (1991): 4.8%Annual average growth rate (1978-1986): 5.4%

GOP by main activity (1991): (1987-1991): 3.5%
(based on current prices) Agriculture USS M 1967

Industry US S M 2223
Services US $ M 4170

Total 
s $ M 836

GOP expenditure (1991):
(based on current prices) Public consumption us $ M 1104

Private consumption US S M 6454Investment us $ M 2054
Imports minus exports US $ M 915

Total GOP: US M 10527
Balance of payments (1990). Exports US$M 2015

Imports USS M 2999Services US$M 106
Transfers (Private & Official) US $ M 585Current account balance - US S M 504Overall balance US S M 238

External debt (long and medium-term) (1991):- US S A 5763
Of which public debt- S M 5429

Debt service ratio (1988)
(1989): 28.6% of export earnings
(1990): -24.2% of export earnings
(1990): -- 17.8% of export earnings(1991): 18.1%

Principal exports: Tea, Rubber. Coconut, Gems, Garments.& Textiles
Principal export markets: China, Iran, Pakistan, Syria UAR, UK, USA, USSR
Infrastructure: 

Roads 25749 km
Railways 1944 km
Electricity 1289:65 MW ol installed capacty

GENERAL-

Religions Buddhism, Hinduism, Islam, Christianity
Official Languages-_ Sinhala, Tamil

Currency .. Rupees

UN exchange rate: - USO 1 - RsS439 (Jan.-June 1991)
USO 1 - Rs.42-03 (July-Sept. 1991)
USC 1 - Rs.42-59 (Oct.-Dec. 1991)

Fiscal Year:- Calendar Year

- r -. .,



ANNEX ON NATIONAL EXECUTION IN SRI LANKA Ane

A. DATA

First NEX project Number : SRL/82/001
approved Title : Training for the Planning & Management of Human SettlementsDate :5th March,1983

Amount Initial Budget - uS 180,500
Final Budget - US $ 139,452

Most recent Number : SRL/93/007
Title Export Development
Date : 21st October,1993.
Amount: US $ 827,400

Total number of projects (all forms of execution)
and UNDP budgets approved in:

i) Fourth Cycle - No. 58 - US $ 42,880,591 -ii) Fifth Cycle / No. 16 - US S 12,952,018

TotAi number of NEX projects and
UNDP budgets approved in:

i) Fourth Cycle - No. 9 - US $ 5.670,550ii) Fifth Cycle :/ No. 14 - US S 11.892,018

Approved NEX projects as a percentage of
total country programme resources.

i) Fourth Cycle (1987 - 1991) - 11.3%
ii) Fifth Cycle (1992 - 1996) '/ - 27.5%

/ This information relates to 1.1.1992 - 30.11.93.

B. AUDIT COMMENTS:

A DAMR mission on National Execution undertaken by Mr. G.Oliver Smart visited Sri Lanka from 1 1-17 Februar-y,1990 He reported that there were eight (actually now nine) nationally executed projects in theFourth Cycle. Out of these, expenditures for six projects were made directly by the UNDP office. With theexception of three projects for which audit certificates were expected, no official audit certificates weresought for the remaining five projects due to the small amounts disbursed.

The UNDP Auditor also noted that the Auditor General was empowered to conduct the audit ofUNDP-assisted projects according to UNDP Guidelines, and that audits were conducted on the basis offinancial and physical examinations. The UNDP Auditor was of the view that based on existing procedures,the audt structure (of the Government) seemed very adequate. He concluded by stating that while in thepast the position with respect to audit had been unsatisfactory due to inadequate clarification of accountingmatters at the project level, and a general lack of awareness of the need to comply with the audit clausein project documents, these requirements have now been recognised and, indeed, supported byGovernment officials.

In light of the GOSL's wish to consider national execution in the first instance for all newprojects/programmes in the Fifth Cycle, it is imperative that some existing operational and administrativeproblems be solved. To achieve this the UNDP office conducted 3 workshops on National Management in1991 and 1992. In the last one held in July,1992, Government Financial and Audit Procedures relating toUNDP assisted projects were covered with presentations made by the Auditor General and the Director,Accounts & Payments, General Treasury. A Manual for National Project Directors (NPDs) in draft form whichcontains UNDP & Government financial reporting and audit procedures has now been circulated for thepurpose of field testing. A special working group consisting of NPDs, ERD, UNDP & UN agency staff hasbeen appointed to study and make recommendations on issues which were raised in the workshops,including financial and audit matters relating to nationally executed projects. Based on the Working Groupsrecommendations and comments received from NPDs on the draft manual, we envisage conducting anotherworkshop to help clarify all issues with a view to ensuring more streamlined procedures for nationalexecu-tion of UNDP projects.
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6.9 Model annex to the prolect document for__overnment-executed Projects

FINANCIAL AND ACCOUNTING ARRANGEMENTS

A. General

1. The [govir-nment authority named on cover page of project document],
hereinafter referred to as "the Government", is responsible to theAdministrator of UNDP for the custody and proper use of funds advanced to itby UNDP.

2. The Government will maintain separate accounts [including a separate bankaccount] for UNDP resources. It will use the funds provided to it only forinputs financed by UNDP, in accordance with the project budget covering UNoP'scontribution. (See section 30305, subsection 3.0.)

3. Advances of funds to and payments by UNUP on behalf of Governments are
governed by the applicable UNDP Financial Regulations and Rules and directivesregarding the utilization of currencies.

4. The Government will provide UNDP with financial statements of UNDP fundsreceived and spent, prepared in accordance with the UNDP financial year(1 January to 31 December) in [English, French or Spanish] a. The
periodicity and content of such statements are set out below. Annualfinancial statements will be audited by the legally recognized auditors of the
Government's own accounts To the extent feasible, the audit principles andprocedures prescribed for the United Nations will be applied by the auditors,who will provide audit reports annually together with the reports set outbelow.

5. For the purpose of reporting to UNDP, US dollar equivalents will becalculated at the United Nations operational rates of exchange. The resident
representative of UNDP will inform the Government of such United Nations ratesof exchange and of changes thereto when they occur.

B. Advance of funds

6. Advances will be made by the resident representative at the request of
the Government in accordance with the project document and in the requiredcurrencies subject to the conditions set out below.

/ Amend as appropriate.
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7. The Government will indicate its cash requirements from UNDP funds for
each period Of the schedule of advances included in the project document atleast two weeks before payment is due (attachment 1 of thi ex, Reuet atadvance of funds). Advances will be made by UNDP at the time indi Red in theschedule of advances, in the amounts and currencies request ed by theGovernment (See also paragraph 9, below for request fors ecurrencies not available to the UNDP fi eld Office.) Cash advances in
8. Ifthe schedule of advances included in the project document no longer
reflects actual requirents for funds, a new schedule will be prepared by theGovernment in consultation with the resident representative in accordancewith the format indicated in attachment 5 of this annex, Schedule ofadvances. Advances should normally be sufficient to cover anticipated cashrequirements for a maximum of three months.

9. Local currency advances to the Government will normally be made by the

resident representative.

10. Advances to the Government in US dollars will be made by the resident
representative if this currency is available to him or her. The residentrepresentative will arrange for advances in currencies not available to him orher to be made by UNDP headquarters or other field offices, as deemedappropriate,

C. Direct a ents by UNDP
11. At the request of the Government UNDP will, after verification of thesupporting documentation make payments directly to individuals or firmsproviding UNDP-financed services or goods. The requests will be addressed tothe resident representative who will either arrange for the payments to bemade by his or her office or by UNDP headquarters The requests will indicatepayee, amounts and currencies required, justification for the request aindpayment instructions reflecting payee's bank, its address and the account
number.

12. The resident representative will provide the Government with statements
of direct payment made by UNDP within 15 days following 30 April, 31 August

and 31 December, for incorporation in the project delivery report in
accordance with paragraph 13 (b), below.
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D. Periodic financial statements

13. The Government will furnish the resident representative with certifiedfinancial statements within 30 days following 30 April and 31 August andwithin 60 days following 31 December. The statements will include thefollowing:

(a) Stttus of funds advanced by INDP (attachment 2 of this annex . Thestatement will be submitted for each period indicated above and will beprepared in the currency of the advance. Separate statements will be issuedwhere different currencies have been advanced. Each statement will reflectcumulatively for the year the amount of funds available at the beginning ofthe year, funds advanced by UNDP, funds expended by the Government during thereporting period and the resulting balance at the end of that period. Thestatement will also detail expenditure incurred by month in local currency andthe US dollar equivalent calculated at the applicable United Nationsoperational rate of exchange;

(b) Proect deliver reort attachment 3 of this annex). The reportwill be submitted for each period indicated above and will reflect cumulativecurrent-year expenditure classified according to the items listed in the(approved project budget. It will incorporate the expenditure incurred by theGovernment and, where appropriate, the expenditure statement of theco-operating agency, if any, and the statement of direct payments made by UNDP;

(c) Annual report of UNDP-financed non-expendable equipment (attachment 4of this annex). The Government will furnish the resident representative, forthe year to 31 December, within 60 days following that date and together withother financial statements due at that date, with an annual report ofnon-expendable equipment. The report will include all UNDP-financednon-expendable equipment furnished to the project during the year.Noi-expendable equipment purchased by the co-operating agency, if any, andfurnished to the project will also be included. The report will describe eachitem in detail, list the identification number given by the Government and theserial or registration number assigned by the maker and reflect the cost atthe US dollar equivalent at the time of purchase calculated at the UnitedNations operational rate of exchange;

(d) Expenditure statement for jointly financed proiects. In the case ofjoint financing of project activities by the Government and UNDP and, as thecase may be, other sources of assistance, the certified financial statementsreferred to above shall be accompanied by a separate statement reflectingexpenditure for the full project covering the same period as the certifiedfinancial statements. To this expenditure statement should be added anindication of the apportionment by the Government of the reported expenditureto UNDP's contribution and other available funds.

(n
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14. If the Government cannot submit the financial statements on the date onwhich they are due, it will inform the resident representative of the rae sonsand indicate the planned submission date.

E. Government's annual audited financial statements-
15. A certified and audited annual financial statement of the status of-funds
advanced by UNDP, as described in paragraph 13 (a), above, will be madeavailable by the Government to the resident representative within 120 daysafter the end of the calendar year.

16. The financial statement will be audited and attested to by the entityspecified in paragraph 4, above.

F. Government final financial statements

17. Upon financial completion of UNDP assistance to a project, the Government
will provide final financial statements to cover the period 1 January to the
date of either financial completion or refund of the unspent balance of UNDP
funds, if any (see paragraph 18, below). The financial statements will be
audited so as to conform to the requirement set out in section t above. The
format given in attachments 2 and 3 of this annex should be used. The
statements will be provided within 120 days from the date of financial
completion to the Director, DOF, with copies to the tNDP resident
representative.

18. If there is an unspent cash balance of UNDP funds held by the Government,
that balance will be refunded by the Government in the currency of the advancenot later than 30 days after the date of financial completion.

G. Audit by UNDP

19. All accounts maintained by the Government for UNDP resources may beaudited by the UNDP internal auditors and/or the United Nations Board ofAuditors or by public accountants designated by the United Nations Board of
Auditors.


